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ABSTRACT

Rapamycin slows organismal aging and delays age-related diseases, extending lifespan in numerous species. In cells, rapamycin and other rapalogs such as everolimus suppress geroconversion from quiescence to senescence. Rapamycin inhibits some, but not all, activities of mTOR. Recently we and others demonstrated that pan-mTOR inhibitors, known also as dual mTORC1/C2 inhibitors, suppress senescent phenotype. As a continuation of these studies, here we investigated in detail a panel of pan-mTOR inhibitors, to determine their optimal gerosuppressive concentrations. During geroconversion, cells become hypertrophic and flat, accumulate lysosomes (SA-beta-Gal staining) and lipids (Oil Red staining) and lose their re-proliferative potential (RPP). We determined optimal gerosuppressive concentrations: Torin1 (30 nM), Torin 2 (30 nM), AZD8055 (100 nM), PP242 (300 nM), both KU-006379 and GSK1059615 (1000 nM). These agents decreased senescent-associated hypertrophy with IC50s: 20, 18, 15, 200 and 400 nM, respectively. Preservation of RPP by pan-mTOR inhibitors was associated with inhibition of the pS6K/pS6 axis. Inhibition of rapamycin-insensitive functions of mTOR further contributed to anti-hypertrophic and cytostatic effects. Torin 1 and PP242 were more “rapamycin-like” than Torin 2 and AZD8055. Pan-mTOR inhibitors were superior to rapamycin in suppressing hypertrophy, senescent morphology, Oil Red O staining and in increasing so-called “chronological life span (CLS)”. We suggest that, at doses lower than anti-cancer concentrations, pan-mTOR inhibitors can be developed as anti-aging drugs.

INTRODUCTION

Rapamycin slows down aging in yeast [1, 2], Drosophila [3-7], worm [8] and mice [9-30]. It also delays age-related diseases in a variety of species including humans [31-46]. Numerous studies have demonstrated life extension by rapamycin in rodent models of human diseases [9-48]. The maximal lifespan extension is dose-dependent [26, 42, 49]. One explanation is trivial: the higher the doses, the stronger inhibition of mTOR. There is another explanation: mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) has different affinity for its substrates. For example, inhibition of phosphorylation of S6K is achieved at low concentrations of rapamycin, whereas phosphorylation of 4EBP1 at T37/46 sites is insensitive to pharmacological concentrations of rapamycin [50-61]. Unlike rapalogs, ATP-competitive kinase inhibitors, also known as dual mTORC1/C2 or pan-mTOR inhibitors, directly inhibit the mTOR kinase in both mTORC1 and mTORC2 complexes [56, 59, 62-65].

In cell culture, induction of senescence requires two events: cell cycle arrest and mTOR-dependent geroconversion from arrest to senescence [66-75]. In proliferating cells, mTOR is highly active, driving cellular mass growth. When the cell cycle gets arrested, then still active mTOR drives geroconversion: growth without division (hypertrophy) and a compensatory lysosomal hyperfunction (beta-Gal staining) [76]. So senescence can be caused by forced arrest in the presence of an active mTOR [76]. Senescent cells lose re-proliferative potential (RPP): the ability to regenerate cell culture after cell cycle arrest is lifted. Quiescence or reversible arrest, in contrast, is caused by deactivation of mTOR. When arrest is released, quiescent cells re-proliferate [66, 67].
In one cellular model of senescence (cells with IPTG-inducible p21), IPTG forces cell cycle arrest without affecting mTOR. During IPTG-induced arrest, the cells become hypertrophic, flat, SA-beta-Gal positive and lose RPP. When IPTG is washed out, such cells cannot resume proliferation. Loss of RPP is a simple quantitative test of geroconversion. Treatment with rapamycin during IPTG-induced arrest preserves RPP. When IPTG and rapamycin are washed out, cells re-proliferate [68-73, 77]. Recently, we have shown that Torin 1 and PP242 suppresses geroconversion, preventing senescent morphology and loss of RPP [78, 79]. In agreement, reversal of senescent phenotype was shown by another pan-mTOR inhibitor, AZD8085 [80].

Pan-mTOR inhibitors have been developed as cytostatics to inhibit cancer cell proliferation. Cytostatic side effects in normal cells are generally acceptable for anti-cancer drugs. However, cytostatic side effects may not be acceptable for anti-aging drugs. Gerosuppressive (anti-aging) effects at drug concentrations that only mildly cytostatic are desirable. Pan-mTOR inhibitors differ by their affinity for mTOR complexes and other kinases. Here we studied 6 pan-mTOR inhibitors (in comparison with rapamycin) and investigated effects of 6 pan-mTOR inhibitors on rapamycin-sensitive and -insensitive activities of mTOR, cell proliferation and geroconversion.

RESULTS

First we investigated the relationship between cytostatic and gerosuppressive activities of 6 pan-mTOR inhibitors: Torin1, Torin 2, AZD8055, PP242, KU-006379 and GSK1059615. All inhibitors inhibited proliferation in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1A). Inhibitory concentrations 50 (IC50) varied: Torin1 (22 nM), Torin 2 (8 nM), AZD8055 (20 nM), PP242 (285 nM), KU-006379 (230 nM) and GSK1059615 (>300 nM). At IC50, no cell death was observed. The inhibitory

![Figure 1](https://www.aging-us.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** (A) Cytostatic effect. Effect of TOR inhibitors (Ti) on proliferation. HT-p21 cells were treated with serial dilutions of indicated Ti for 4 days and counted in triplicates. Data presented as mean ± SD. (B) Reversibility. Cells were treated as in A. After 4 day-treatment cells were counted and re-plated at 1000/well in 6-well plates in drug-free medium. Cells were allowed to re-proliferate for 4 days and counted. Cytostatic arrest was fully reversible. (C) Gerosuppression. Effect of TOR inhibitors on re-proliferative potential. HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG in the presence of different concentrations of indicated Ti in triplicates. After 4 day-treatment, cells were washed off the drugs and allowed to regrow in drug-free medium for 7 days and counted. Data presented as mean ± SD.
effect was cytostatic rather than cytotoxic and, furthermore, reversible (Fig. 1B). When cells were treated with pan-mTOR inhibitors for 4 days and then re-plated and incubated in drug-free medium, the cells re-proliferated as efficiently as untreated control cells (Fig. 1B).

In the same cell line, HT-p21, we also measured gerosuppressive activities of mTOR inhibitors, by measuring re-proliferative potential (RPP) after induction of senescence with IPTG (Fig. 1C and Suppl. Fig. S1). In HT-p21 cells, IPTG induces p21, which in turn causes cell cycle arrest [76]. During cell cycle arrest, mTOR drives geroconversion to senescence, characterized by loss of RPP [68-73, 77]. Loss of RPP becomes evident after washing IPTG out. Although cells re-enter cell cycle, they cannot proliferate [81]. Inhibitors of mTOR preserved RPP in IPTG-treated cells. When IPTG and inhibitors of mTOR were washed out, the cells re-proliferated. By counting cell numbers after IPTG is washed out, we can measure gerosuppressive effects of mTOR inhibitors.

As shown in figure 1C and S1, all TOR inhibitors demonstrated equal maximal gerosuppressive activity, however, at different concentrations. Therefore, they have equal efficacy and different potency. (Note: Efficacy: maximum effect that mTOR inhibitor can cause regardless of concentration. Potency: concentration that is needed to cause this effect.) When we compared cytostatic versus gerosuppressive effects for each compound (Fig S2), we noticed that the gerosuppressive effect mirrored the cytostatic effect.
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**Figure 2. Effect of TOR inhibitors on mTOR-pathway in HT-p21 cells.** Cells were treated with IPTG and different concentrations of indicated inhibitors for 24h and lysed. Immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies. Maximal optimal gerosuppressive concentrations are highlighted in yellow.
The lower concentration was required to inhibit proliferation, the lower concentration was required to suppress geroconversion (Suppl. Fig. S2). We estimated concentration at which compounds exerted maximum gerosuppressive effect (Fig. 1C and Suppl. Fig. S1). Torins 1 and 2 turned out to be the most potent and GSK1059615 was the least potent. Torin 1 and 2 showed the same maximal effect in suppressing geroconversion at 30 nM (Fig.1C and Suppl. Fig. S1). Maximal gerosuppressive effect was achieved by GSK1059615 and KU-0063794 at 1000 nM (Suppl. Fig. S1). AZD8055 displayed maximum gerosuppressive effect at 100 nM. As seen in figure S1, gerosuppressive effects reached the plateau and then decreased at higher concentrations, due to toxicity.

**Preservation of RPP correlated with inhibition of mTORC1**

MTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) phosphorylates S6 kinase (S6K) at T389, which in turn phosphorylates S6 at S235/236 and S240/244. This S6K/S6 axis is rapamycin-sensitive. Phosphorylation of 4EBP1 at T37/46 is rapamycin-insensitive. Function of mTORC2, which is rapamycin-insensitive, can be measured by phospho-AKT (S473), albeit it is not the only kinase that phosphorylates Akt at that site.

At optimal gerosuppressive concentrations, pan-mTOR inhibitors decreased phosphorylation of S6K at T389 (target of mTORC1) and its downstream targets S6 (S235/236) and S240/244 (Fig. 2 and Suppl. Fig. S3). At optimal concentration (30 nM), Torin 2 inhibited phosphorylation of AKT at S473 and T308. Other inhibitors, at optimal gerosuppressive concentrations, did not decrease phosphorylation of AKT or even caused an increase in level of pAKT(S473) and/or pAKT(T308) similar to the effect of rapamycin, which induces phosphorylation of AKT in HT-p21 cells (Fig. 2). We conclude that mTORC2 and/or AKT in particular are not essential for geroconversion, as measured by RPP, in HT-p21 cells. Phosphorylation status of 4EBP1, a substrate of TORC1, was revealing. Rapamycin caused mobility shift but did not inhibit phosphorylation at the particular T37/46 sites. Torin 2 inhibited 4EBP1 phosphorylation at T37/46 sites. At optimal gerosuppressive concentrations, all other pan-mTOR inhibitors caused mobility shift and only marginally decreased T37/46 phosphorylation, which however was inhibited at higher concentrations (Fig. 2 and Suppl. Fig. S3).

**Pan-mTOR inhibitors prevent cellular hypertrophy**

We next determined effects of mTOR inhibitors on senescence-associated hypertrophy in IPTG-arrested HT-p21 cells. Hypertrophy can be measured as protein per cell [82]. IPTG induces cell cycle arrest, so that cells do not proliferate and the number of plated cells stays the same throughout the treatment [82]. Therefore, hypertrophy can be easily determined by measuring protein per well. We treated cells with IPTG and its combination with mTOR inhibitors. After a 4 day-treatment, cells were lysed and protein was measured. Pan-mTOR inhibitors decreased cellular hypertrophy in a dose-dependent manner. Rapamycin was an exception, i.e. its inhibitory effect on cellular hypertrophy was moderate and reached a plateau. IC50 values were as follows: 20, 18, 15, 200 and 400 nM for Torin 1, Torin 2, AZD8085, PP242 and GSK1059615, respectively (Fig. 3). All inhibitors reduced amount of protein by more than 50% at concentrations corresponding to their optimal gerosuppressive concentrations measured by RPP.

![Figure 3. Effect of TORINs on protein level in senescent HT-p21 cells.](image-url) Cells were treated with IPTG and different concentrations of TORINs for 4 days and protein amounts were measured. Data are mean ± SD.
We next employed additional method of measuring cellular hypertrophy by measuring GFP under CMV-constitutive promoter in HT-p21 cells. (HT-p21 cells are stably transfected with GFP-CMV). It was previously shown that GFP accumulation is a marker of hypertrophy [82]. Torin 2 was more potent anti-hypertrophic agent than Torin 1 (Fig. 4A). IC50 values were 3 nM and 10 nM for torn 1 and 2, respectively (Fig. 4A). At 30 nM, both Torins were more anti-hypertrophic than rapamycin (Fig. 4A, rapamycin was used at 500 nM). Anti-hypertrophic effect of Torins was independent of the nature of senescence-inducing agent, i.e. IPTG-inducible ectopic p21 or inhibitor of CDK4/6 PD0332991 (Fig. 4B, C). We conclude that Torins blocked senescence-associated hypertrophy more effectively compared with rapamycin. Furthermore, Torin 1, which is more rapamycin-like than Torin 2, was less potent as anti-hypertrophic agent than Torin 2.

Torins 1 and 2 decrease lipid accumulation in senescing cells

One of the features of senescent HT-p21 cells is accumulation of lipids, which is detected as positive Oil Red O staining in perinuclear region (Fig. 5, IPTG). When these cells were co-treated with IPTG and Torins 1 or 2, cells remained small and Oil Red O negative (Fig. 5). As in the case of SA-beta-Gal staining, rapamycin was less effective than Torins in decreasing this marker of senescent HT-p21 cells.

Pan-mTOR inhibitors prolongs CLS in HT-p21 cells

The yeast is commonly used as a model of aging. In particular, rapamycin extends chronological lifespan (CLS) [2]. In stationary culture, yeast cells lose viability measured as re-proliferative potential in fresh culture [1-7]. It is erroneously believed that “chronological

---

**Figure 4.** Effect of torins 1 and 2 on hypertrophy of senescent HT-p21 cells measured by constitutive GFP fluorescence of these cells. (A) HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG and concentration range of törin1 or törin 2, rapamycin (500 nM) was included for comparison as additional control. After 4 day-treatment GFP fluorescence was quantified using Typhoon scanner (Amersham Biosciences variable mode imager) and ImageQuantTL software. (B) and (C) HT-p21 cells were induce to senesce by treatment with either IPTG (3 days) or PD0332991 (0.5 µM, for 4 days) and concentration range of törin 1 (B) or törin 2 (C). Effect of törins on hypertrophy was assessed by measuring GFP fluorescence as described in (A). GFP per well is presented as % to IPTG or PD0332991 only treated cells for each set. Data are means ± SE of 8 replicates from one out of three independent experiments.
aging” is an equivalent of aging of post-mitotic cells in multicellular organism. In reality, this phenomenon is an equivalent of lose of cancer cell viability in overcrowded culture [83]. Both yeast and cancer cells acidify the culture medium and lose viability, as measured for example by re-proliferation in fresh low-density culture. When plated at very high cell density, HT-p21 cells produce high levels of lactic acid, acidifying medium (“yellow color”). This causes loss of re-proliferative potential [83]. Rapamycin extends CLS by decreasing lactate production [83]. Here we tested whether pan-mTOR inhibitors can extend CLS of HT-p21 cells. After 3 days in a high-density culture, HT-p21 cells remained alive, but could not re-proliferate and form colonies when re-plated in fresh medium (Fig. 6, control). When high-density cultures were treated with mTOR inhibitors, these cells produced less lactic acid as seen by the color of the medium (Fig. 6; yellow indicates low pH and high levels of lactic acid) [84]. They maintained re-proliferative potential and formed colonies when re-plated in fresh medium in low density (Fig. 6). Rapamycin was less effective than pan-mTOR inhibitors. At equipotent (optimal) concentrations, all pan-mTOR inhibitors showed similar efficacy in prolonging chronological life span.

Pan-mTOR inhibitors suppress senescent morphology of SKBR3 and MEL10 cells

We next investigated gerosuppressive effects of mTOR inhibitors in SKBR3 and MEL10 cells undergoing geroconversion after treatment with CDK4/6 inhibitor PD0332991 and nutlin-3a, respectively [72]. As shown in Fig 7, treatment with PD0332991 caused senescent morphology in SKBR3 cells. Co-treatment with pan-mTOR inhibitors prevented senescent morphology and hypertrophy (Fig. 7 and Suppl. Fig. S4A). Pan-mTOR inhibitors also prevented senescent morphology of MEL10 cells induced to senesce by treatment with low concentration of nutlin-3a (Fig. 8 and Suppl. Fig. S4B).

DISCUSSION

As predicted by theory of TOR-driven aging [29, 85-97], rapamycin extends life span and prevents age-related diseases (see Introduction). Yet, rapamycin (and other rapalogs such as everolimus) does not inhibit all functions of mTOR. Inhibition of both rapamycin-sensitive and -insensitive functions of mTOR may be translated in superior anti-aging effects. However, potential benefits may be limited by undesirable effects.
such as inhibition of cell proliferation (cytostatic effect) and cell death (cytotoxic effect). In fact, pan-mTOR inhibitors have been developed to treat cancer, so they are cytostatic and cytotoxic at intended anti-cancer concentrations. Yet, the window between gerosuppressive and cytotoxic effects exists. At optimal gerosuppressive concentrations, pan-mTOR inhibitors caused only mild cytostatic effect. For Torin 1 and PP242, the ratio of gerosuppressive (measured by RPP) to cytostatic concentrations was the most favorable. The ratio of anti-hypertrophic to cytostatic concentration was similar for all pan-mTOR inhibitors.

Gerosuppressive effect of pan-mTOR inhibitors (as measured by RPP) was equal to that of rapamycin because it is mostly associated with inhibition of the S6K/S6 axis. Yet anti-hypertrophic effect as well as prevention of SA-beta-Gal staining and large cell morphology was more pronounced with pan-mTOR inhibitors than with rapamycin. Also, at optimal concentrations, all pan-mTOR inhibitors extended loss of re-proliferative potential in stationary cell culture more potently than rapamycin. This test determines hyper-metabolism and lactic acid production and is an equivalent of “yeast CLS” (see [83]. One conclusion is that pan-mTOR inhibitors may be superior to rapamycin.

At low concentrations, pan-mTOR inhibitors acted like rapamycin, inhibiting the S6K/S6 axis and causing mobility shift of 4EBP1 (Fig. 2). With increasing concentrations, these drugs inhibited phospho-4EBP1 (T37/46) followed by inhibition of phospho-AKT (S473) (Fig. 2) and thereby further contributed to anti-hypertrophic effects (and cytostatic effect), prevention of senescent morphology as well as inhibition of CLS. Importantly, effects of pan-mTOR inhibitors varied in their resemblance to rapamycin effects. In particular, Torin 1 and PP242 were rapamycin-like. The window between inhibition of pS6K/S6 versus p4EBP1 and AKT was narrower for Torin 2 and AZD8085 than for other 4 pan-mTOR inhibitors. In general, maximal gerosuppression (as measured by RPP) was achieved at concentrations that inhibited phosphorylation of S6K and S6 and only partially inhibited rapamycin-insensitive functions of mTOR. Rapamycin-like effects achieved at lower concentrations of pan-mTOR inhib-

---

**Figure 6. Effect of TOR inhibitors on chronological senescence of cancer HT-p21 cells.** Cells were plated at high density in 96-well plates and treated with TOR inhibitors or rapamycin at selected optimal concentrations. After 3 days in culture cells were photographed (color manifests pH of medium), trypsinized and small aliquots were re-plated in 6-well plates. Formed colonies were stained after 7 days in culture with Crystal Violet.
bitors than rapamycin–unlike effects. Preservation of RPP depends on rapamycin-sensitive functions. Inhibition of senescent morphology (SA-beta-Gal staining, hypertrophy, flat morphology) and CLS depends on both rapamycin-sensitive and -insensitive functions of mTOR.

Figure 7. Effect of TORINs on senescent morphology of SKBR3 cells induced to senesce by treatment with PD0332991. Cells were treated with selected concentrations of TORINs and 10 µM PD0332991 (PD). After 4-day treatment drugs were washed out and cells were incubated in drug free medium for 2 days and stained for SA-beta-gal. Bar – 100 µm.

Figure 8. Effect of TORINs on senescent morphology of MEL10 cells undergoing senescence by treatment with nutlin 3a. Cells were treated with nutlin 3a (2.5 µM) and TORINs at selected concentrations or rapamycin (R). After 4-day treatment drugs were washed out and cells were incubated in drug-free medium for another 2 days and stained for SA-beta-gal. Bar – 100 µm. Nut – nutlin 3a; AZD – AZD8085.
At gerosuppressive concentrations, pan-mTOR inhibitors should be tested as anti-aging drugs. Lifelong administration of pan-mTOR inhibitors to mice will take several years. Yet, administration of pan-mTOR inhibitors can be started late in life, thus shortening the experiment. In fact, rapamycin is effective when started late in life in mice [9]. Optimal doses and schedules of administration could be selected by administration of pan-mTOR inhibitors to prevent obesity in mice on high fat diet (HFD). It was shown that high doses of rapamycin prevented obesity in mice on HFD even when administrated intermittently [21, 98-100]. Testing anti-obesity effects of pan-mTOR inhibitors will allow investigators to determine their effective doses and schedules within several months. It would be important to test both rapamycin-like agents such as Torin 1 and rapamycin-unlike agent such as Torin 2 or AZD8085. Selected doses and schedules can then be used to extend life-span in both short-lived mice, normal and heterogeneous mice as well as mice on high fat diet. These experiments will address questions of theoretical and practical importance: (a) role of rapamycin-insensitive functions of mTOR in aging. We would learn more about aging and age-related diseases. (b) can pan-mTOR inhibitors extend life span beyond the limits achievable by rapamycin. If successful, such experiments may reveal new causes of death in the absence of mTOR-driven aging, a post-aging syndrome, as mentioned previously [101]. Given that pan-mTOR inhibitors are already undergoing clinical trials for cancer therapy, one can envision their fast application for prevention of age-related diseases by slowing down aging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines and reagents

HT-p21 cells, derived from human fibrosarcoma HT1080, were described previously [69, 76, 81, 102, 103]. In HT-p21 cells, p21 expression can be turned on and off using IPTG (isopropyl-thio-galactosidase). These cells express GFP under CMV promoter. HT-p21 cells were cultured in DMEM/10% FC2 serum (HyClone FetaClone II; Thermo Scientific). Melanoma cell line MEL10 and breast adenocarcinoma SKBR3 (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were maintained in DMEM/10% FBS.

Rapamycin was purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA). Pan-mTOR inhibitors (torin 1, torin 2, PP242, AZD8085, KU-0063794, GSK1059615) and PD0332991 were from Selleckchem (Houston, TX). Stock solutions were prepared in DMSO.

Re-proliferative potential (RPP)

HT-p21 cells were plated at low densities and treated with IPTG alone or in combination with mTOR inhibitors as described in figure legends. After 3-4 days, IPTG and drugs were washed out and cells were allowed to re-proliferate in drug free medium for 7 days and counted in triplicates.

Immunoblot analysis

Cells were lysed using boiling lysis buffer (1% SDS, 10 mM Tris.HCl, pH7.4). Protein concentrations were measured using BCA protein reagent (Thermo Scientific) and equal amounts of protein were separated on 10% or gradient polyacrylamide gels and transferred onto PVDF membranes [69, 81]. The following antibodies were used: rabbit antibodies against phospho-pS6K(T389), phospho-S6(S235/236) and phospho-S6(S240/244), S6K, phospho-4EBP1(T37/46), phospho-AKT(S473) and phospho-AKT(T308), AKT and mouse anti-S6 – from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA); mouse monoclonal antibodies against cyclin D1 and rabbit anti-actin were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Paso Robles, CA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), respectively.

SA-β-galactosidase staining

β-gal staining was performed using Senescence-galactosidase staining kit from Cell Signaling Technology according to manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were microphotographed under light microscope [69, 73].

CLS in mammalian cells

Cells were plated at high density in 96-well plates. After 3 days, cells were trypsinized and a small aliquot of attached cells was re-plated at low density in 6-well plates in fresh medium. After 7 days in culture colonies were stained with 1% Crystal Violet (Sigma-Aldrich) [83].

Oil Red O staining

0.35% Oil Red O (Sigma-Aldrich) stock was prepared in isopropanol. Working solution was prepared fresh before use by mixing 3 parts of Oil Red O stock with 2 parts of water and incubating it at RT for 20 min followed by filtering through 0.2 µm filter. Cells were washed with PBS and incubated in 10% formalin at RT for 10 min and then with refreshed formalin for another 1 h followed by two washes in ddH2O. Fixed cells were incubated in 60% isopropanol for 5 min at RT followed
by incubation with working solution of Oil Red O for 20 min. After extensive washes in ddH2O, cells were microphotographed under light microscope.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Figure S1. Extended concentration ranges of TOR inhibitors to determine maximal optimal dose for gerosuppression in HT-p21 cellular model of senescence. HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG and different concentrations of indicated TOR inhibitors. After 4 day-treatment, drugs were washed out and cells were incubated in drug-free medium for 7 days and counted. Data are mean ± SD from triplicate wells.

Supplementary Figure S2. Gerosuppressive effect mirrors cytostatic effect of TOR inhibitors. HT-p21 cells were treated with serial dilutions of indicated drugs as described in Figure 1 A (for cytostatic effect, shown as filled markers) and in Fig. 1C (for gerosuppressive effect, shown as empty markers).
Supplementary Figure S3. HT-p21 cells were treated with range of concentrations of KU-0063794 and GSK1059615 for 24 h and lysed. Data present Immunoblotting with indicated antibodies.

Supplementary Figure S4. Effect of GSK1059615 and KU-0063794 on senescent morphology of SKBR3 (A) and MEL10 (B) cells. SKBR3 and MEL10 cells were induced to senescence by treatment with 10 μM PD0332991 (PD) or 2.5 μM nutlin 3a (Nut), respectively. Co-treatment with either 1000 nM of GSK1059615 or KU-0063794 prevent senescent morphology in these cells.
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ABSTRACT

Cellular senescence is a stable cell cycle arrest that is the causative process of aging. The PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is implicated in the control of cellular senescence and inhibitors of this pathway have been successfully used for life span prolongation experiments in mammals. PTEN is the major regulator of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway and loss of PTEN promotes a senescence response termed PICS. Here we report a novel-screening assay, for the identification of compounds that block different types of senescence response. By testing a library of more than 3000 natural and chemical compounds in PTEN deficient cells we have found that an extract from *Salvia haenkei* (SH), a native plant of Bolivia is a potent inhibitor of PICS. SH also decreases replicative and UV-mediated senescence in human primary fibroblasts and in a model of *in vitro* reconstructed human epidermis. Mechanistically, SH treatment affects senescence driven by UV by interfering with IL1-α signalling. Pre-clinical and clinical testing of this extract by performing toxicity and irritability evaluation *in vitro* also demonstrate the safety of SH extract for clinical use as anti-aging skin treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Cells continually experience stress and damage from exogenous and endogenous sources, and their responses range from complete recovery to senescence and cell death [1]. Proliferating cells cannot divide indefinitely due to the progressive shortness of their telomeres and after almost 60 population doublings (Hayflick limit) they stop to grow while remaining metabolically active [1]. Cells can also become senescent prematurely as a result of stressful events such as oncogene over-expression and exposure to DNA damage (for example induced by UV radiation), or oxidative stress (ROS). This phenomenon, referred as premature senescence, occurs rapidly after the triggering event and is a mechanism implicated in cancer and aging. Recent studies have identified a novel type of cellular senescence response that occurs rapidly after inactivation of PTEN, the major regulator of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway in both mouse and human primary cells [2]. Senescence driven by loss of PTEN is mediated by activation of mTOR that actively translate
p53, a potent inducer of senescence [2]. Activation of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway independent of PTEN loss is also implicated in replicative senescence, and inhibition of mTOR was shown to prevent ageing in different experimental in vivo models [3-6]. Interestingly, rapamycin and metformin two potent mTOR inhibitors, suppress geroconversion, prevent cancer and have minor side effects when administered long-term in anti-aging doses [7-22]. Activation of the PI3K/AKT pathway is also implicated in UV induced cellular senescence, a phenomenon known as photo ageing. Recent findings show that UV irradiation can activate AKT and mTOR, thus boosting senescence and photo aging [23-26]. Considering the need for cost effective active agents that prevent or arrest cellular senescence, efforts have been made to develop an assay for the identification of novel anti-senescence compounds [27, 28]. Natural compounds represent an extraordinary inventory of high diversity structural scaffolds that can offer promising candidates in the major healthcare challenge of delaying ageing [29]. Plant extracts provide a substantial source of potentially active compounds, however so far only few natural compounds have been reported to have anti-senescence effects [30-34]. Based on our previous research results [2], we developed an assay that uses Pten null cells as a tool to rapidly identify compounds that decrease senescence in primary cells. Positive hits are later on tested in human primary cells to validate their anti-senescence efficacy in replicative and UV-mediated senescence assays.

Here, we report the results of the screening of more than 3000 substances of both natural (plants and marine extracts) and chemical source. Our data demonstrate that an extract derived from the Salvia haenkei (SH) plant is a strong inhibitor of senescence driven by loss of Pten, senescence associated to replicative stress and photo aging, both in mouse and human primary cells. Furthermore, we have evaluated in vitro the toxicity and irritability of SH on a model of reconstructed human epidermis (EpiSkin) demonstrating SH safety for the human skin and anti-senescence activity.

RESULTS

A screening platform for the identification of anti-senescence compounds

Loss of Pten drives a cellular senescence response in primary cells termed Pten loss induced cellular senescence (PICS) [2]. We have recently developed an effective method for identification of pro-senescence compounds to be used for cancer therapy [35]. By modifying this screening assay, we developed a screening platform, for identification of compounds with anti-senescence activity for the treatment of aging and aging-related disorders (Fig. 1). As previously reported [2], upon inactivation of Pten, 30-40% of the cells undergo to senescence within 4 days. This provides a screening window to identify hits that affect senescence in a short time frame, something that would be complicated by using a different senescence assay (e.g. replicative senescence). Compounds that decreased the percentage of senescent cells in the screening platform were designated as anti-senescence compounds based on two parameters: 1) cell proliferation and 2) inhibition of SA-β-galactosidase staining (SA-β-gal), a prototypical senescence marker [36]. For the identification of new anti-senescence hits, the library was created from 3065 substances comprising 1) chemical molecules (2500) 2) blue marine extracts (252) 3) plant extracts (313) as reported in Fig. 1a. Pten lx/lx MEFs were infected with a retro-viral Cre vector to delete Pten and selected for two days with puromycin to obtain Pten-/- MEFs (t0). Experimentally, the screening was carried out in three steps using Pten-/- MEFs (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. S1a). In the first step, compounds were studied in triplicates using a single concentration (10 μg/ml). Cells were treated for 5 days from t0. Candidate compounds that increased the cell growth rate of more than 30% compared to control (n=80/3065), were considered as potentially anti-senescent hits and were retested in triplicate. Validated hits (n=54/80) were tested for SA-β-galacitivity subsequently. Compounds that decreased the SA-β-gal staining more than 30% (compared to DMSO treated Pten+/- cells), passed this filter. Among these hits there were 11 extracts from plants, sponges and marine bacteria and 5 chemical compounds, demonstrating that nature is a valuable source of biologically active phytochemicals that can slow down senescence (Fig. 1c, d). Interestingly, 1/16 hit was plant extract of Angelica whereas, 8/16 hits were plant extracts of Salvias, the largest genus of plants in the family Lamiaceae, with the number of species estimated to range from 700 to nearly 1,000 members. 2/16 hits were from a sponge extract and a marine bacterium associated to a sponge respectively, whereas 5/16 hits were small molecule inhibitors (Supplementary Table S1a). The most potent of these hits was an extract of Salvia haenkei (SH) a member of the family of Salvias, native of Bolivia. SH decreased senescence of 50% when compared to untreated control, by-passing the growth arrest promoted by Pten loss (Fig. 2a-d). Interestingly, Pten null cells treated with SH had a growth rate similar to Pten wt cells. Pten wt cells also, did not significantly increase proliferation after SH treatment when compared to vehicle treated control (Supplementary Fig. S1b). HPLC analysis revealed that SH extract contained high levels of apigenin and luteolin glycosides, two flavonoids with anti-cancer
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the platform for the *in vitro* identification of anti-senescent compounds. (a) Number of chemical and natural extracts from the plants and blue marine ecosystem used for the screening. (b) Schematic representation of the screening steps. (c-d) Cytostatic and cytotoxic compounds were excluded from the screening and only anti-senescence hits progressed. Compounds that induced a statistically significant increase (of 40% or more) in cell growth were considered potential anti-senescence candidates. Instead, compounds that induced a statistically significant decrease in cell number were considered pro-senescence (40% to 60% decrease), and cytotoxic (more than 60% decrease).

Properties [37] (Supplementary Fig. S1c and Supplementary Table S1b).

**Identification of compounds that prevent replicative and radiation-driven senescence**

To assess whether identified hits decrease replicative senescence *in vitro*, we used human dermal fibroblasts. To this extent we carried on a series of experiments using the 3T3 protocol in the WI38-CCL75 cells for a period of over 3 months. Cells were plated and subsequently passed and re-plated in the same number every 3 days, in the presence or absence of selected hits. Only four out of 16 hits (2 plants and 2 marine extracts) were able to decrease replicative senescence and were further developed in our screening cascade. Among these extracts, SH showed again the most relevant activity (Supplementary Fig. S2a). As represented in Fig. 3a, while untreated cells stopped growing at passage 30, cells treated with SH continued to proliferate. Moreover, senescence in treated cells was significantly decreased when compared to control as assessed by the SA-β-Gal staining (Fig. 3b). The reduction in the percentage of SA-β-Gal staining in these cells was comparable to the one observed in *Pten* null MEFs showing a correspondence between these two models. Importantly, treatment of cells with SH for a period of three months was not associated to increased cell death, as demonstrated by the cell viability assay (Fig. 3c). Taken together, these data demonstrate that...
SH extract is a potent suppressor of PICS and replicative senescence in human primary dermal fibroblasts. Next, we assessed the anti-senescence activity of SH in an assay of senescence driven by UV irradiation. We set up experimental conditions to induce premature senescence using UV irradiation in WI38-CCL75 human fibroblasts and assess senescence by performing SA-β-Gal staining at 24 and 48 hours after irradiation. SH treatment was able to prevent growth arrest and senescence in irradiated fibroblasts already at 24h after treatment (Fig. 4a, b). At a later time point (48h) the effect of SH resulted even more efficient, mildly stimulating the proliferation of the control cells as well. Taken together, these data demonstrate that SH is a powerful anti-senescence agent in PICS, replicative senescence and cells treated with UV irradiation.

**Salvia haenkei extract reduce oxidative stress mediated by H₂O₂**

Next, we assessed the efficacy of SH in cells undergoing to oxidative stress. While ROS are produced as a product of normal cellular functioning, excessive amounts can cause deleterious effects. Oxidative stress also promotes cellular senescence and premature aging in the skin [38]. MEFs and human dermal fibroblasts were treated with H₂O₂ - a potent inducer of ROS. The antioxidant activity of SH (0.1-10µg/ml) was assayed in...
Figure 3. Effect of S. haenkei treatment on replicative senescence in human fibroblasts. (a) Growth curve of human WI38 fibroblasts treated with S. haenkei extract. WI-CCL75 human fibroblasts were plated 300,000 cells per 10cm dish, and subsequently passed and replated in the same number every 3 days for total of 24 passages up to the point when treatment with S. haenkei was initiated. At passage 25, cells were plated at the same number 300,000 cells per plate, and treated with 10µg/ml SH extract. Every 3 days cell number was determined by Trypan blue staining and cells replated 300,000 per plate and re-treated. Results are expressed as fold change in cell number from one representative experiment out of 4 independent experiments. (b) Senescence of human WI38 fibroblasts treated with S. haenkei extract. The graph represents percentage of β-galactosidase positive cells revealed in culture at each passage. Quantifications were done on 4 images (roughly 500 cells) per experiment by determining the ratio of perinuclear blue-positive to perinuclear blue-negative cells. Results are expressed as mean values (+SEM) of cell count in four independent experiments. (c) Cell death in culture of human WI38 fibroblasts upon treatment with S. haenkei extract. The graph represents percentage of Trypan blue positive (dead) cells revealed in culture at each passage. Quantifications were done on one experimental image (roughly 100 cells) in one representative experiment.

MEFs and human fibroblasts immediately after the exposure to H₂O₂. Interestingly, SH treatment in MEFs reduced the intracellular levels of ROS both in untreated cells and in cells treated with H₂O₂. The effect of SH in these cells was similar to that of N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a known antioxidant compound clinically used to prevent the accumulation of ROS in different inflammatory conditions [39] (Fig. 5a, b). A similar effect was also observed in human fibroblasts treated with and without H₂O₂ (Fig. 5c, d). Taken together, these data demonstrate that SH treatment decreases the intracellular levels of ROS thereby explaining its efficacy in preventing different types of senescence.

Salvia haenkei treatment decreases senescence in a human 3-D skin model (EpiSkin), by interfering with IL1α secretion

To assess the efficacy and safety of SH in a human skin model we took advantage of the EpiSkin model that has been recognized as a valid alternative to animal test procedures [40]. EpiSkin is an in vitro reconstructed
Figure 4. Effect of S. haenkei treatment on photo ageing of human fibroblasts. WICCL75 human fibroblasts were irradiated with 30J/m² UVB and 3h later treated with 10µg/ml S. haenkei extract. (a) Proliferation of irradiated human WI38 fibroblasts treated with S. haenkei extract. Cell proliferation was measured by Crystal violet staining at time points treatment (10µg/ml) 24h and 48h and represented as fold change in growth (compared to untreated control). Results are expressed as mean values (+SEM) for duplicate in each group in one representative experiment out of three independent experiments. (b) Senescence of irradiated human WI38 fibroblasts treated with S. haenkei extract. The graph represents percentage of β-galactosidase positive cells revealed in culture at time points 24h and 48h. Quantifications were done on 4 images (roughly 500 cells) per experiment by determining the ratio of perinuclear blue–positive to perinuclear blue–negative cells. Results are expressed as mean values (+SEM) of cell count in three independent experiments.

human epidermis from normal human keratinocytes cultured on a collagen matrix at the air-liquid interface. This model is histologically similar to the in vivo human epidermis [41]. To assess the anti-senescence potential and toxicity of SH extract following topical treatment we delivered SH in an oil-in-water conventional skin care vehicle. Human epidermis was treated with UV in the presence or absence of SH (10µg/ml) and SA-β-Gal staining was assessed 42h after treatment. Quantification of SA-β-Gal staining showed that SH decreased the number of senescent cells in the human epidermis validating our previous results (Fig. 6a). Next, we checked the levels of IL-α secreted by the human epidermis in the culture media of samples treated with UV +/- SH. Recent findings demonstrate that IL1α is an essential regulator of paracrine senescence since it can control the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) [42]. Indeed, senescent cells can release IL1α in the microenvironment to promote senescence in normal cells. This phenomenon has been proposed as the cause of the progressive increase of senescent cells in normal tissues during aging. Surprisingly, SH treatment suppressed also the levels of IL1α released by the human epidermis after treatment with UV and this correlated with a decreased SA-β-Gal staining (Fig. 6a and b). Taken together, these data demonstrate that SH treatment decreases paracrine senescence by interfering with IL1α released by senescent cells. A cell viability assay excluded any cytotoxic activity of SH in cells treated with this compound also in this model (data not shown). Note that as control for this experiment, we used SDS treatment. SDS is an irritant known to promote the secretion of IL1α. Therefore, these data also demonstrate that SH treatment does not irritate human skin at the concentration of 10µg/ml.

DISCUSSION

Cellular senescence is a stable cell growth arrest that occurs in almost all the cells of human tissues during aging [1]. By definition, senescent cells remain arrested even in the presence of growth factors, but are metabolically active and stain positive for SA-β-gal at pH6, a marker of enhanced lysosomal activity [36]. Senescent cells can also release in the tissue microenvironment several factors known collectively as the senescence associated secretory phenotype (SASP)
Figure 5. Effect of *S. haenkei* treatment on ROS production on MEFs and human fibroblasts. ROS generation were measured after 3 hours of incubation in untreated cells and after H$_2$O$_2$ exposure. Treatment with NAC was used as positive control. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM percentage of basal (100%) DCF fluorescence intensity (FI) of three independent experiments. **p<0.05 treated vs untreated. (a) ROS production in unstressed MEFs; (b) ROS production in MEFs after exposure to H$_2$O$_2$; (c) ROS production in unstressed human fibroblasts; (d) ROS production in human fibroblasts after exposure to H$_2$O$_2$.

These factors can also propagate senescence to neighboring cells, a process known as paracrine senescence. Through the SASP, senescent cells can induce deleterious effects on normal tissues. Mice, whose senescent cells were killed off, were healthier than transgenic mice in which these cells accumulated as effect of aging. Kidneys and heart function in these mice were enhanced; moreover, they were less prone to develop cancers than control animals [43]. Thus, therapies that prevent the accumulation of senescent cells in normal tissues or that selectively kill senescent cells (senolytic therapies) could be used for the treatment of aging and aging associated disorders such as cancer, neurodegenerative and cardiovascular diseases. Eliminating senescent cells could also extend the lifespans of health subjects as recently demonstrated in the mice [43]. We have previously identified a novel type of senescence response, which occurs rapidly after inactivation of PTEN, an essential regulator of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway in both mouse and human cells [2, 44]. Several evidence demonstrates that the PI3K/AKT pathway is implicated in different types of cellular senescence response, including replicative senescence, oncogene-induced senescence (OIS) and photoaging [2, 44, 45]. Inhibition of mTOR, a crucial downstream component of this pathway, attenuates senescence and prolongs the life span of mice [7, 46]. This effect is probably due to the attenuation of the SASP rather than to telomeres preservation as demonstrated by recent findings. Indeed, mTOR inhibition blocks some of the negative effects of the SASP and these compounds may therefore be clinically developed for the prevention of aging or aging related disorders [47, 48]. Currently, there is a high demand for compounds of natural origin that can block senescence to be used as gerosuppressants. Using Pten null cells as
Using this screening platform, we have identified natural compounds as regulators of anti-senescence and anti-oxidant is critical in the discovery of novel therapeutics. Inactivation of the tumor suppressor PTEN promotes a strong senescence response that limits the replicative lifespan of primary cells, which exhibit a characteristic cellular senescence response. In a model, we have developed a screening assay to identify compounds that block senescence. Inactivation of the tumor suppressor PTEN promotes a strong senescence response that limits the replicative lifespan of primary cells, which exhibit a characteristic cellular senescence response that limits the replicative lifespan of primary cells. Without ideal means to develop a completely automated screen, we developed a pragmatic semi-automated approach using a high-throughput screening followed by visual assessment of cells of interest, achieved by crystal violet and SA-β-Gal, two standard and accepted assays used to identify senescent cells [49]. The use of these 2 assays in Pten null cells greatly reduces the time and resources required to make the initial identification of potential hits, and although not completely automated, these methods are nonetheless rapid. Herein, we confirm that in contrast to chemical compounds, which showed very little percentage of active anti-senescence compounds, natural compounds affected cellular senescence with much higher rate. The identification of natural compounds as regulators of anti-senescence and anti-oxidant is critical in the discovery of novel therapeutics. Using this screening platform, we have identified *Salvia haenkei* as anti-senescent plant extract and tested it for replicative senescence and photo ageing prevention. Importantly, our experiments in a model of skin human epidermis (EpiSkin) demonstrate that SH extract can decrease the levels of senescence cells by affecting the secretion of IL1α. IL1α is considered the master regulator of the SASP and a recent paper demonstrates that compounds that interfere with IL1 signaling blocks replicative senescence, OIS and PICS [49,50]. Taken together, these data suggest that SH extract may be safely used in a skin-care preparation to prevent skin aging also in consideration of the found SH antimicrobial activity (Supplementary Fig. S2b). Replicative and UV-mediated senescence in skin are responsible of wrinkling, pigment changes, cracking and loss of elasticity among others. Acute dermal overexposure to UV radiation also causes an inflammatory response, erythema and leukocyte infiltration [51]. Oxidative stress initiated by ROS generation is also an important mediator of cellular aging, including skin aging. As demonstrated here, SH treatment also decreased ROS levels in cells treated with H2O2 at early and late time points. Finally, experiments in the EpiSkin model also demonstrate that...
a skin care preparation containing SH extract is safe and not irritant for the human skin. In sum, our findings describe novel screening assays for the identification of gerosuppressant agents. Previous screenings have reported the identification of anti-aging compounds using different biological systems (e.g. yeast) and assays (e.g. in vitro assays, computer screening). Since the pathways that control aging in mammals have homologs in yeast, flies, and worms, several of these screenings have been performed in invertebrates instead that in mammalian cells [52-54]. These screenings have contributed to the identification of several gerosuppressants active compounds such as rapamycin, metformin and resveratrol whose efficacy have been later on validated in mammalian cells. Our screening based on the use of PTEN deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts in a first step and in the consecutive validation of positive HITs in human cells offers a promising alternative to these models for the rapid identification of effective gerosuppressants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material and preparation of plant extract

The extract of *Salvia haenkei* was kindly provided by Dr. Bisio from Dept. of Chemistry and Pharmaceutical Technologies, University of Genoa, Italy. The plant material was harvested and leaves were put in a ventilated stove at 45°C for 24 hours, and then ground as fine powder using a mixer IKA universal M20. A quantity of 20.0g of powdered dried plant was weighed in a 100ml conical flask to which 70ml of hexane (purity 99%) was added for the pre-extraction. The flask was placed in a bath sonicator (Branson 8210) and sonicated at a temperature of 40°C for 30 minutes. The mixture was filtered with filter paper, followed by washing with 20ml of hexane and then with 50ml of hexane. The filtrate was poured into a flask and the solvent was concentrated under vacuum (about 11mmHg) up to 5-10 ml by rotavapor, using a water bath at 40°C. This residue as poured into a glass container followed by evaporation of the solvent. The filtrate was left open overnight in a well-ventilated hood. The dry extract was dissolved in 90% methanol, using sonication and poured into a glass container to evaporate overnight in the hood. The extract was reconstituted with pure DMSO at a concentration of 10mg/ml and kept at -20°C until dilution for the treatment of cell cultures. The SH extract was analysed by HPLC-DAD and HPLC-MS obtaining a phytochemical fingerprint. The identified constituents are summarized in supplementary data (Supplementary Fig. S1c and Supplementary Table S1b).

MEFs isolation

Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs were prepared as previously described [36]. Briefly, pregnant female mice at day 13 postcoitum (assuming as day one the first day the plug was observed) were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The uterine horns were dissected out, briefly rinsed in 70% (v/v) ethanol and placed into a petri dish containing PBS (Gibco 14190-169, without bivalent cations). Each embryo was separated from its placenta and surrounding membranes, the brain and dark red organs were cut out. Embryos were washed with fresh PBS, removing as much blood as possible. Using a minimal amount of PBS and razor blades, the embryos were finely minced into a suspension of cells to which several ml of trypsin-EDTA (about 1-2ml per embryo, Gibco 25300-096) was added. Following incubation with gentle shaking at 37°C for 15min the resulting cell suspension was pelleted and resuspended in fresh DMEM (ReadyMix, PAA) containing 10% FCS, 2mM L-glutamine, 2mM penicillin, 50µg/ml streptomycin. Cells were plated out at 1 embryo equivalent per 10cm dish (“passage No. 0”). The adherent fibroblasts reached confluence at day 4 when they were collected and stored at -80°C prior to use in the APICS assay (for details of this assay see also Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1a)

Cell cultures and infections

Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs were isolated as described previously [36]. To produce Pten<sup>−/−</sup> MEFs, Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs were subsequently infected with a viral vector retro-Cre recombinase (Adgene Plasmid pMSCV PIG Cre (Cre IRES Puro vector)). This retro-Cre was produced by transfection of Phoenix cells (Eco and Ampho from Life Technologies) at 70-80% confluence using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). At 70% confluence, Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs were infected with supernatant from Phoenix cells, collected after 48h of transfection with retro-Cre vector. To increase the efficiency of infection 5µg/ml Polybrene (Santa Cruz) was used. 12h after the first infection, Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs infection was repeated. 24h later, infected Pten<sup>bc1x</sup> MEFs were selected with 3µg/ml puromycin. 48h later, Pten<sup>−/−</sup> were plated and treated with compounds within APICS molecular
screening assay. As control (Pten\textsuperscript{wt}) cells in APICS assay we used Pten\textsuperscript{lox/lx}MEFs infected with a viral vector retro- PIG (Adgene plasmid pMSCVPIG (Pure IRESGFPVector)), resistant to puromycin, by following the same protocol as described for Pten\textsuperscript{-/-} MEFs. Human WI38-CCL75 fibroblast cell line (ATCC) was used for 3T3 assay and UV irradiation experiments. All cell cultures were maintained in fresh DMEM (ReadyMix, PAA) containing 10% FCS, 2mM L-glutamine, 2mM penicillin, 50µg/ml streptomycin.

**Cell proliferation and viability**

Cell proliferation was measured using staining with Crystal violet colour (Sigma Aldrich). Cells were prefixed with 4% formaldehyde for 15min., washed with PBS and stained with 0.1% Crystal violet for 20 minutes. After 3 wash cycles with PBS, cells were lysed in 10% acetic acid and color intensity read at 590nm on SUNRISE ELISA reader (Tecan, Switzerland). Growth curve analysis was carried out as previously described in literature [55]. Cell viability was assessed using Trypan blue exclusion.

**SA-β-galactosidase assay**

Senescence staining was performed using the commercial Senescence Detection Kit (Calbiochem, #JA7633), designed to histochemically detect β-gal activity in cultured cells at pH 6.0. β-gal at pH 6.0 is present only in senescent cells and is not found in presenescent, quiescent, or immortal cells. Standard protocols were followed [56], and quantifications were done on 4 images (roughly 500 cells) per experiment by determining the ratio of perinuclear blue–positive to perinuclear blue–negative cells. Fluorescent nuclear staining was performed using 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

**3T3 protocol**

Human primary fibroblasts WI38-CCL75 were plated in 10cm\textsuperscript{2} dishes (3x10\textsuperscript{4} cells/dish), and subsequently passed and re-plated in the same number every 3 days for total of 24 passages up to the point when treatment was initiated. At passage 25, cells were plated at the same number and treated with the SH extract in single concentration (10µg/ml). Every 3 days cell number was determined by Trypan blue counting, cells re-plated and re-treated. At passages 28, 29 and 30 senescence was evaluated by measuring β-gal expression.

**UV irradiation assay**

We tested SH extract for the ability to prevent senescence in a model of UVB irradiated human fibroblast primary cells. To this purpose, WI38-CCL75 human fibroblasts were irradiated with the optimized non cytotoxic dose (30J/m\textsuperscript{2}) of UVB irradiation that causes senescence. 3h after irradiation, positive hits were added in single concentration (10µg/ml). Cell proliferation was determined at different time points using crystal violet assay. Senescence was measured by β-gal expression.

**ROS production**

ROS were quantified using 2',7'-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (H\textsubscript{2}-DCF-DA, Sigma-Aldrich), as previously described [57]. Upon cleavage of the acetate groups by intracellular esterase and oxidation, the H\textsubscript{2}-DCF-DA is converted to the fluorescent 2',7'-dichlorofluorescein (DCF). Briefly, the cells (5x10\textsuperscript{3}) were seeded into 96-well plates and allowed to adhere overnight. ROS level was measured after the exposure to SH extract for 3 hours in the absence or presence of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}, and subsequent addition of 50 µM H\textsubscript{2}-DCF-DA, further incubation for 30 min at 37°C and washing with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). DCF fluorescence intensity was measured at excitation 485 nm—emission 535 nm, using a Multilabel Plate Reader VICTOR X3 (PerkinElmer). Fold increase in ROS production was calculated using the equation: (F\textsubscript{treatment}—F\textsubscript{blank})/(F\textsubscript{control}—F\textsubscript{blank}), where F is the fluorescence reading.

**EpiSkinLM**

The EpiSkinLM model (LM: large model; manufactured by EPISKIN S.N.C., Lyon, France) is a reconstructed organotypic culture of human adult keratinocytes that reproduce a multilayered and differentiated human epidermis. Briefly, human adult keratinocytes were seeded on a dermal substitute consisting of a collagen I matrix coated with a layer of collagen IV fixed to the bottom of a plastic chamber. Epithelial differentiation was obtained by an air-exposed step leading to a 3-dimensional epidermis construct (1.07cm\textsuperscript{2} surface), with basal, spinous, granular layers (with specific markers) and a stratum corneum. EpiSkinLM units were delivered to the laboratory within 24 hours after preparation. Upon arrival, tissues were transferred to 12 well plates containing 37°C pre-warmed maintenance media (2 ml/well) and incubated overnight at 37°C, 5% CO\textsubscript{2} and 95% humidity. Skin units were treated with 30J/m\textsuperscript{2} of UVB irradiation. SH extract (10µg/ml) was formulated in a standard oil emulsion and applied topically to the surface of the epidermis. 4h after UV irradiation, the epidermis was washed with PBS and left for incubation at 37°C, 5% CO\textsubscript{2}. 42h later, supernatants were collected and stored at -80°C. To assess toxicity of the extract,
cell viability test was performed using MTT assay (In Vitro Toxicology Assay Kit, Sigma Aldrich) (data not shown) and to assess the release of IL-1α, we analysed collected supernatants by ELISA (Abcam) for presence of IL-1α. For the quantification of senescence in the EpiSkinLM modelfrozen sections of skin units (6μm thick) were stained for SA-β-Gal as described above, 42h after irradiation +/- SH treatment at (10μg/ml).

Cytokine assay

Supernatants of EpiSkin epidermis, derived in different conditions (negative control-PBS, positive control-SDS and treatment with SH extract 10μg/ml) were collected and stored at -80°C. IL-1α (limit of sensitivity < 10 pg/ml) levels were determined by ELISA kit (Abcam) according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Results are expressed as pg/ml and reported as means ± from three independent experiments.

Statistical analysis

All values obtained are means of at least three independent experiments performed in duplicate or triplicate. Results are presented as mean value ± SEM. Control and treated groups were compared using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. In all analyses, a p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Data were processed using Assistat (version 7.6b) and Microsoft Excel software.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary Methods

**HPLC-MS and HPLC-DAD-ELSD quali-quantitative analysis**

Qualitative and quantitative constituents of *Salvia haenkeii* were performed by high-performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS) and high-performance liquid chromatography coupled with a diode array detector and an evaporative light scattering detector (HPLC-DAD-ELSD). For HPLC-MS analysis a Varian 212 binary chromatograph equipped with 500MS ion trap and Prostar 430 autosampler was used (Varian Inc., USA). For the HPLC-DAD-ELSD analysis an Agilent 1100 Series chromatograph with 1100 Diode Array detector and Sedex LX 60 Evaporative Light Scattering Detector (ELSD) was used. As stationary phase an Agilent Eclipse XDB-C8 2.1 x 150 mm, 3.5 μm (Agilent Tecnologies, USA) was used. Quantification of phenolic constituents was obtained with the method of calibration curve: rutin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was used as external standard for flavonoid quantification. Calibration curves were \( Y = 144232X + 112 \) (\( R^2 = 0.9998 \)) for rutin.

**Microbiological assessments**

Streptococcus pyogenes and Staphylococcus aureus were isolated from clinical specimens of human skin, cultured on agar plates and identified according to the appearance of colonies, growth conditions and metabolic enzymatic activities. Bacteria were grown in lysogeny broth (LB) at 37°C until mid-log phase determined by spectrophotometric analysis, reading the optical density (O.D.) at 600 nm. Bacterial cultures were then diluted in LB to reach concentration of \( 1 \times 10^6 \) colony-forming units (CFU)/mL and incubated at 37°C for 16 hours with SH at the indicated concentrations. At the end of incubation, bacterial load was estimated by reading the O.D. using a spectrophotometer (Sunrise, Tecan; Switzerland). Data were expressed as mean ± standard error of the percentage of O.D. calculated versus the respective untreated samples.
**Supplementary Figure S1.** (a) Schematic representation of PICS assay. First step is the identification of candidate compounds that have an anti-senescence effect in the in vitro PICS assay (screening campaign). Compounds are tested for their effect on proliferation and β-gal expression in primary murine embryonal fibroblasts (MEFs) lacking Pten gene (Pten null). The candidate compounds that are able to increase growth rate more than 40% compared to control and at the same time block senescence (determined by less β-gal positive cells), are selected for testing their ability to block photo-induced and replicative senescence in human fibroblasts (validation). Cytotoxic compounds instead, are selected for external projects on anti-tumor therapy. Candidate compounds that demonstrate efficiency in prevention of replicative and photo ageing are tested in reconstituted skin model as part of preclinical development. Successful (non toxic and non irritant) candidates are formulated into topical products and proceed to clinical trials. (b) Proliferation of Pten null MEFs in culture after 5 days of treatment with *S. haenkei* extract. Pten null MEFs were plated in concentration of 2x10^4 cells/ml and treated for 5 days with 10µM Nutlin-3 or 10µg/ml SH extract. After this period, the proliferation was determined using Crystal violet staining. (c) An exemplificative chromatogram is reported with the indication of twelve compounds identified on the basis of MSn fragmentations.
Supplementary Figure S2. (a) To assess replicative senescence in vitro, 3T3 protocol was performed on human dermal fibroblasts (WI38-CCL75 cells, ATCC). Cells were plated and subsequently passed and re-plated (step called passage) in the same number every 3 days, for a period of over 3 months. From passage 25, 3T3 protocol was continued, but in the presence or absence of selected hits (represented here SH extract, sponge associated bacteria, Axinella Verrucosa and Angelica extract). The graph represents percentage of β-galactosidase positive cells revealed in culture on passages 29, 30 and 31. Results are expressed as mean values (+SEM) of cell count in three independent experiments. (b) Antimicrobial effect of Salvia haenkeii treatment on Streptococcus pyogenes and Staphylococcus aureus. Antimicrobial activity was measured after 16 hours of exposure. At the end of incubation, bacterial load was estimated by reading the O.D. using a spectrophotometer. Data were expressed as mean ± standard error of the percentage of O.D. calculated versus the respective untreated samples. *p<0.05 treated vs untreated.
Supplementary Table S1. (a) Codes and description of hits utilized in the platform for the *in vitro* identification of anti-senescent compounds. (b) The identified constituents of SH are summarized in table and are mainly apigenin and luteolin glycosides.
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Abstract: We have shown that bone marrow (BM)-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) from SLE patients exhibit senescent behavior and are involved in the pathogenesis of SLE. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of rapamycin (RAPA) on the senescences and immunoregulatory ability of MSCs of MRL/lpr mice and SLE patients and the underlying mechanisms. Cell morphology, senescence associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) staining, F-actin staining were used to detect the senescence of cells. BM-MSCs and purified CD4+ T cells were co-cultured indirectly. Flow cytometry was used to inspect the proportion of regulatory T (Treg) /T helper type 17 (Th17). We used small interfering RNA (siRNA) to interfere the expression of mTOR, and detect the effects by RT-PCR, WB and immunofluorescence. Finally, 1x10^6 of SLE BM-MSCs treated with RAPA were transplanted to cure the 8 MRL/lpr mice aged 16 weeks for 12 weeks. We demonstrated that RAPA alleviated the clinical symptoms of lupus nephritis and prolonged survival in MRL/lpr mice. RAPA reversed the senescent phenotype and improved immunoregulation of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice and SLE patients through inhibition of the mTOR signaling pathway. Marked therapeutic effects were observed in MRL/lpr mice following transplantation of BM-MSCs from SLE patients pretreated with RAPA.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune inflammatory disease characterized by multi-organ involvement and a remarkable variability in clinical presentation [1]. It is a typical autoimmune disease based on the variety of its proposed pathogenesis, including abnormalities of T and B
lymphocytes. Current treatments of severe SLE flares consist of toxic immunosuppressive drugs, most commonly cyclophosphamide, mycophenolate mofetil, and leflunomide [2]. However, the therapeutic options in SLE patients who are refractory to standard treatments are extremely limited, and the disease remains potentially fatal in some patients [3]. With recent advances in our understanding of the underlying pathology, several new strategies have been developed to target specific activation pathways relevant to the pathogenesis of SLE [4, 5]. For example, B-cell-depleting therapies using the monoclonal antibody rituximab and the B lymphocyte stimulator (BLys) inhibitor belimumab, have been shown be beneficial in a specific subpopulation of lupus patients [6, 7].

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are widely identified as a promising cell source because of their clonogenic, self-renewal and pluripotent differentiation ability [8]. MSCs have been found to possess immunomodulatory effects on various activated immune cells, such as T cells, B cells, natural killer cells and dendritic cells [9-11]. Additionally, MSCs are able to escape alloantigen recognition because of their low immunogenicity and accompanying lack of expression of costimulatory molecules [12, 13]. These properties make MSCs promising candidate cells for preventing rejection in organ transplantation and in the treatment of autoimmune disease.

Our studies and those of others have revealed that SLE BM-MSCs exhibit slow growth with early signs of senescence, as well as some immunoregulatory abnormalities [14-17]. Accumulating evidence confirms the safety and efficacy of allogeneic MSC transplantation in treating drug-resistant SLE patients and animal models [18-24]. However, Carrion and coworkers reported that autologous BM-MSC transplantation (MSCT) had no effect on disease activity in two SLE patients [25]. These findings suggested that the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients may contribute to the disease pathogenesis. Therefore, a complete understanding of the mechanisms underlying early senescence of MSCs in SLE patients is required.

Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) integrates nutrient and hormonal signals to function as a central regulator of diverse cellular processes including cell growth [26-29]. It is a phosphatidylinositol kinase-related kinase (phosphatidylinositol kinase-related kinase, PIKK) protein family member, and regulates protein translation and cell growth and proliferation via phosphorylation of the downstream target proteins p70 ribosomal protein S6 kinase (p70S6K) and eukaryotic initiation factor 4E binding protein1 (4EBP1) [30, 31]. Previous studies revealed that the mTOR signaling pathway is involved in a variety of biological processes including cell senescence in vivo [32-36]. Rapamycin (RAPA), which is an inhibitor of the mTOR signaling pathway, is a macrolide antibiotic with potent immunosuppressive properties [37, 38]. Recent studies have shown that RAPA can decelerate certain aspects of cellular senescence [39-42]. In addition, the therapeutic use of RAPA in SLE patients and animal models is clinically effective. RAPA has been shown to normalize T cell activation-induced calcium flux in patients with SLE [43]. However, the ability of RAPA to alleviate LN by influencing the senescence of BM-MSCs from SLE patients and the therapeutic potential of MSCs in vitro autotransplantation have not yet been reported.

In this study, we further confirmed that RAPA alleviates LN and prolongs the survival of MRL/lpr mice. Interestingly, we have found that RAPA reversed the senescent phenotype and improved the immunoregulatory ability of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice. Furthermore, we report, for the first time, the involvement of the activated mTOR pathway in the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients and demonstrated marked therapeutic effects of MRL/lpr mice following transplantation of RAPA-pretreated BM-MSC obtained from SLE patients.

RESULTS

RAPA improves lupus nephritis by influencing cellular senescence in BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice

Previous studies have demonstrated the clinical efficacy of RAPA for the treatment of SLE patients and in animal models of lupus. The scheme of RAPA treatment procedures used in the present study is shown in Figure 1A. RAPA increased the survival rate of MRL/lpr mice (Fig. 1B) and alleviated symptoms of LN, including 24-h urinary protein, serum anti-ds-DNA antibody levels, and glomerular sclerosis (Fig. 1C–E). MSCs from MRL/lpr mice showed senescent behavior, characterized by flattened and enlarged cell morphology, increased SA-β-gal activity, and disordered cytoskeletal distribution. Interestingly, we observed decelerated cell hypertrophy in BM-MSCs in the RAPA-treated group (Fig. 1F) and the number of SA-β-gal-positive cells (Fig. 1G). The disordered distribution of F-actin was also reversed by RAPA treatment (Fig. 1H). In contrast, proliferation of BM-MSCs was not affected by RAPA treatment (Fig. 1I–K).
Figure 1. RAPA improves lupus nephritis by influencing the cellular senescence of BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice. (A) The treatment group had intragastric administration of RAPA 3mg/kg/day between 16 and 28 weeks of ages. Survival curves observed that the survival rate of the RAPA-treated MRL/lpr mice was higher than that of control group. (B-E) We recorded the survival rate and the weight of mice. 24-hours urinary protein was measured by coomassie brilliant blue method. Mice were killed and were taken peripheral
Previous studies have shown abnormalities in the immunoregulatory ability of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice

In the present study, we examined the influence of BM-MSCs on the production of Treg and Th17 cells. BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice were cultured in transwells with BALB/c splenic CD4+T cells for 72 h. We found that RAPA-treated MSCs from MRL/lpr mice upregulated the number of Treg cells and downregulated the number of Th17 cells to increase the ratio of Treg/Th17 (Fig. 1L). At the same time, RAPA treatment increased the secretion of regulatory cytokines TGF-β and IL-10, but decreased that of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-17 and IL-6 in these cultures (Fig. 1M). These results implied that RAPA treatment decelerated the senescence of BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice but had no effect on cell cycle arrest and promoted the immunoregulatory ability of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice by enhancing the ratio of Treg/Th17 cells and influencing the profile of related cytokine secretion. Reversing MSC senescence may be an effective approach to SLE therapy.

RAPA inhibited the overactivation mTOR pathway to reverse the senescence of BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice

Previous studies have shown that the mTOR signaling pathway is a central mechanism of cellular senescence [26-28]. Activated mTOR phosphorylates S6K, which in turn phosphorylates S6 [30, 31]. Therefore, we investigated the expression of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 in MSCs from MRL/lpr mice, normal group and RAPA-treated group by Western blot analysis. We found higher levels of phosphorylated mTOR, S6K and S6 in MSCs from MRL/lpr mice compared to the normal group; this difference was reversed in the RAPA-treated group (Fig. 2A). Similarly, immunofluorescence analysis showed that RAPA reversed the high intracellular expression of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 in MRL/lpr mice MSCs (Fig.2B). These results confirmed that RAPA played an inhibitory role in the mTOR pathway of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice.

Overactivation of the mTOR pathway is involved in the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients

To further confirm its role in the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients, we examined the expression of components of the mTOR pathway. As shown in Figure 3A, the phosphorylation levels of mTOR and its proteins expressed by its downstream regulated genes were higher in SLE MSCs compared to the normal group. Furthermore, immunofluorescence analysis confirmed higher expression of intracellular p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 levels in SLE MSCs compared with the normal group (Fig. 3B). To confirm the role of the mTOR pathway in the senescence of MSCs in SLE patients, we investigated the dose- and time-dependent inhibitory effects of RAPA on the mTOR pathway by measuring S6 phosphorylation, which is a significant marker of mTOR activity. Results showed that RAPA inhibited S6 phosphorylation at concentrations 20 nM or higher, achieving maximal effects at 100 nM–500 nM (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, 500 nM RAPA achieved maximal effects at 72 h (Fig. 3D). Thus, all subsequent experiments were performed using RAPA at 500 nM for 72 h; S6 phosphorylation was completely inhibited under these conditions.

To further determine the effects of the mTOR signaling pathway on senescence and the immunoregulatory ability of MSC, we depleted MSC of mTOR by RNAi treatment. As shown in Figures 3E–F, by comparing interference effects of three RNAi sequences, we chose the third one to do the following experiments. We found that both RNAi and RAPA treatment reversed the
senescent behavior of MSCs from SLE patients. The MSCs from SLE patients were larger than those in the normal group, and exhibited more numerous and longer podia. Morphological evaluation showed that RAPA and siRNA decelerated the hypertrophy of MSCs from SLE patients (Fig. 3G). It is noteworthy that, compared with normal MSCs, RAPA was less effective at preventing hypertrophy than siRNA, indicating that mTOR-dependent and independent components influence cell size and growth. SA-β-gal was usually used to examine cellular senescence. The number of SA-β-gal-positive cells was notably increased in SLE MSCs and this number was decreased by RAPA and knockdown of mTOR (Fig. 3H). Immunofluorescence analysis showed that the F-actin distribution was disorderly and assembled around the nuclear region in MSCs from SLE patients. This abnormal distribution of F-actin was effectively reversed by RAPA and si-mTOR treatment (Fig. 3I); however, the proliferation rate of MSCs was not affected (data not shown).

Figure 2. RAPA inhibited the over-activation mTOR pathway to reverse the senescence of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice. (A) The over-expression of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 in p4 MSCs from MRL/lpr mice compared with normal group were determined by western blot analysis. The treatment of RAPA could obviously inhibit the expression of those proteins. GAPDH was used as the internal control. (B) P4 MSCs cultured into 24-well plates. The expression of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 analyzed by immunofluorescence staining showed that their over-activation in MSCs from MRL/lpr mice could be inhibited by RAPA treatment. Counterstaining with DAPI displays the localization of the nucleus (Scale bar = 50 μm). All data were expressed as the mean±SEM (n = 3, *P < 0.05 compared with normal group, #P < 0.05 compared with the untreated group).
Figure 3. Over-activation of mTOR pathway was involved in the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients. (A) The over-expression of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-S6 in MSCs from SLE compared with normal group were determined by western blot analysis. GAPDH was used as the internal control. (B) P4 MSCs from SLE patients and normal group were cultured in 24-well plates. Immunofluorescence...
staining of p-mTOR, p-S6K and p-56K and p-56 verified their over-activation in SLE MSCs. Counterstaining with DAPI displays the localization of the nucleus (Scale bar = 50 μm). (C-D) P4 MSCs from SLE patients cultured at the different concentration of RAPA for 72 h. RAPA achieved maximal effects at about 500 nM by assaying the inhibition of p-70S6. (E-F) BM-MSCs were depleted of mTOR by RNAi. The third one was chosen as the best siRNA by western blotting. (G) P4 MSCs from SLE patients were treated with 500 nM RAPA and si-mTOR or not for 72 h. Cellular morphology showed that the RAPA and si-mTOR treated SLE MSCs were less hypertrophic than untreated group (magnification; x200). (H) MSCs were fixed and stained for β-gal. The number of SA-β-gal-positive cells obviously decreased among treated SLE MSCs in comparison with untreated group. (I) Immunofluorescence showed that RAPA and si-mTOR reversed abnormal F-actin distribution in MSCs from SLE patients. (J) P4 SLE MSCs were treated with 500 nM RAPA and the third si-mTOR or not, then transwell cultured with CD4+T cells for 72 h. The count of Treg cells decreased and Th17 cells increased in SLE MSCs compared to the normal group by flow cytometry analysis. But si-mTOR and RAPA-treated MSCs could reverse the abnormal changes. The statistical results revealed that RAPA could up-regulated the ratio of Treg/Th17 from SLE MSCs, which was down-regulated compared with normal group. (K) The supernatants of MSCs were collected. si-mTOR RAPA-treated SLE MSCs induced the secretion of IL-10 and TGF-β but reduced IL-17 and IL-6 by ELISA. All data were expressed as the means±SEM (n = 3, *P<0.05 compared with normal group, #P<0.05 compared with the untreated group).

We investigated the immunoregulatory ability of SLE MSCs on CD4+T cells using a transwell culture system. We found that RAPA treatment and knockdown of mTOR increased the number of Treg cells and decreased the number of Th17 cells generated in transwell cultures; thus, increasing the Treg/Th17 ratio. Our data revealed that RAPA increased the ratio of Treg/Th17 generated in the presence of SLE MSCs, but was lower than that in the normal control group (Fig. 3J). Furthermore, both treatments increased the secretion of regulatory cytokines TGF-β and IL-10, but reduced the levels of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-17 and IL-6 in MSCs from SLE patients (Fig. 3K). Taken together, these results demonstrated the involvement of the mTOR pathway in the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients. RAPA decelerated the senescence of MSCs from SLE patients and increased the Treg/Th17 cell ratio stimulated by MSCs from SLE patients by affecting the secretion of cytokines.

MSCs from SLE patients pretreated with RAPA have a significant therapeutic effect on LN of MRL/lpr mice

Recent studies have indicated that allogeneic MSCT is a feasible and safe therapeutic strategy in lupus-prone mice and SLE patients[18-24]. However, syngeneic BM-MSCT was ineffective [22]. Therefore, we investigated this issue in transplantation experiments conducted in MRL/lpr mice (Fig. 4A). As shown in Figure 4B, the survival rates in the RAPA-pretreated SLE MSCs transplantation group (G2) and normal MSCs transplantation group (G3) were higher than that in the SLE MSCs transplantation group (G1). The weight of the mice in G2 and G3 gradually increased (Fig. 4C). The 24-hours urinary protein (Fig. 4D) and serum anti-ds-DNA antibody levels in G2 and G3 were lower than those in G1 (Fig.4E). In terms of pathology, glomerular sclerosis and interstitial fibrosis (Fig. 4F) and pulmonary inflammation (Fig. 4G) were ameliorated in G2 and G3 MRL/lpr mice. These results demonstrated that transplantation of MSCs from SLE patients pretreated with RAPA and normal MSCs have a significant therapeutic effect on LN in MRL/lpr mice.

**DISCUSSION**

Since 1994, when the significant reduction or prevention of the many pathologic features of lupus normally seen in the MRL/l mouse mediated by RAPA were first reported [44], there have been an increasing number of studies focusing on RAPA treatment of lupus. In 2006, Fernandez et al. reported that RAPA appeared to be a safe and effective therapy for SLE in patients who proved refractory to traditional medications. This group showed that RAPA normalized T cell activation-induced calcium flux in patients with SLE[43]. In the study, we confirmed that RAPA normalized the senescent phenotype and improved the regulatory ability of MSCs from MRL/lpr mice and SLE patients by inhibition of the mTOR signaling pathway. Therefore, reversal of the senescence of MSC may be an effective approach to SLE therapy.

The mTOR signaling pathway plays an important role in cellular senescence [26-29]. Yentrapalli and others have shown that the PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling pathway is involved in senescence of primary human endothelial cells induced by long-term radiation [35]. In addition, Gharibi reported that the AKT/mTOR signaling pathway promoted MSC senescence and reduced osteogenic differentiation [36]. Our study shows that the mTOR signaling pathway of MSCs from SLE patients is considerably more active than that of the normal group as demonstrated by the upregulated phosphorylation of mTOR, S6K and S6. Furthermore, siRNA-mediated mTOR knockdown inhibited the senescence of MSCs and restored their immunomodulatory capacity. This evidence suggests that the mTOR pathway is involved in the accelerated senescence of MSCs in SLE patients.
Figure 4. MSCs from SLE patients pretreated with RAPA have a significant effect on LN of MRL/lpr mice. (A) 24 MRL / lpr mice were divided into three groups: SLE BM-MSCs transplantation group (G1), RAPA-pretreated SLE BM-MSCs transplantation group (G2), normal BM-MSCs transplantation group (G3). Three groups were injected with BM-MSC in tail vein. (B) Survival curves observed that The survival rate of G2 and G3 MRL/lpr mice was higher than that of control group. (C) Three groups MRL/lpr mice were weighed one time two weeks. Weight between G2, G3 and G1 had obvious difference from 24 weeks. (D) 24-hours urinary protein was measured by coomassie brilliant blue method. (E) mice were killed and were taken peripheral blood in orbit. Elisa showed that anti-ds-DNA antibody titer in serum in G2 and G3 is lower than G1. (F) HE-staining showed that renal pathological changes of G1 is significant, including glomerular sclerosis, mesangial cell proliferation, matrix widened, and formation of crescent, a number of lymphocytes infiltrating the interstitium (HE×300). However, histopathological changes of other groups were remarkable alleviated. (G) HE-staining showed that pulmonary pathological changes of G1 is significant, including Pulmonary vascular congestion and edema, lymphocyte and mononuclear cell infiltration, and consolidation of lung (HE×300). However, histopathological changes of other groups were remarkable alleviated. There is not statistical difference between G2 and G3. All data were expressed as the mean±SEM (n = 3, *P<0.05 compared with normal group, #P<0.05 compared with the untreated group).
Emerging evidence indicates the potential of RAPA to alleviate cellular senescence [45, 46]. Chen et al. confirmed that RAPA-mediated suppression of the mTORC1 prevented the appearance of senescence markers in retinal pigment epithelium [41]. Cao et al. showed that RAPA abolished nuclear blebbing, delayed the onset of cellular senescence, and enhanced the degradation of progerin (an abnormal form of the lamin A protein) in Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS) cells [39]. In our study, we found that RAPA decelerated senescence of SLE BM-MSCs by inhibiting excessive cellular growth caused by the mTOR pathway. Furthermore, the cellular morphology became progressively less hypertrophic in comparison with untreated SLE BM-MSCs, which exhibited more numerous and extensive podia, which contained more actin stress fibers. In addition, fewer SA-β-gal-positive cells were detected among RAPA-treated SLE BM-MSCs, while the F-actin was distributed in a disordered pattern and assembled mainly in the nuclear region. Remarkably, we also demonstrated that RAPA did not stimulate the proliferation of BM-MSCs from SLE, did not abrogate cell cycle arrest caused by p21Cip1 and p27, and did not force cells to bypass cell cycle arrest.

More importantly, we found that after transwell culture CD4+ T cells with MSCs for 72 h, the ratio of Treg/Th17 generated in the presence of the RAPA and si-mTOR treated SLE MSCs was increased compared to those cultured in the presence of the untreated SLE MSCs. Defects in Treg and/or Th17 development, maintenance or function have been found to be associated with several human autoimmune diseases [47-49]. Moreover, Sun et al. demonstrated that MSCs from NZBW/F1 lupus mice and SLE human patients had defective immunoregulatory function compared with healthy controls [50-52]. It has been reported that SLE flares might be linked to the expansion of the Th17 cell population and the depletion of the natural Treg cell subpopulations. In contrast to the role of Th17 cells, Treg cells play an essential role in maintaining immune homeostasis and preventing autoimmunity [53]. TGF-β and IL-10 are critical differentiation factor for the generation of Treg cells [54], while IL-6 and IL-17 have been shown to be the main factors responsible for the reciprocal regulating proinflammatory Th17 cell development [55]. Our results showed that RAPA and si-mTOR treated SLE MSCs induced the secretion of IL-10 and TGF-β, but downregulated IL-17 and IL-6. Thus, our data demonstrates that RAPA improves the immune regulatory capacity of MSCs from SLE patients and indicates the involvement of the mTOR signaling pathway in the immune disorders of SLE patients.

Although syngeneic BM-MSCT has proved ineffective, previous reports have shown the clinical efficacy of allogeneic MSCT in SLE [18-24]. However, several barriers to the application of allogeneic transplantation exist, such as ethical considerations, the scarcity of donors and the risk of contamination. In this study, we showed that transplantation RAPA-pretreated SLE MSCs into MRL/lpr mice alleviated LN and improved the survival rate in recipients. These results suggest that RAPA reverses the senescence of MSCs in SLE patients.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the first time that mTOR plays a key role in senescence and immune disorders of MSC from SLE patients and MRL/lpr mice. Furthermore, we show that RAPA reverses the senescence and immune disorders by mTOR signaling pathway. Moreover, these observations indicate the therapeutic potential of autologous MSCT following in vitro intervention to treat SLE. Our findings indicate that targeting mTOR in MSCs may provide a new therapeutic strategy for the treatment of SLE patients.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patients.** Twelve SLE patients aged 15 to 38 years (mean 25.43±5.75 years) were enrolled in the study. The SLE diagnosis was made based on the criteria proposed by the American College of Rheumatology. Twelve healthy subjects (all female), with a similar age distribution (mean 24.86±4.22 years) were enrolled as the normal control group. All individuals gave informed consent to participation in the study, which was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University (China).

**Isolation, culture and identification of BM-MSCs from SLE patients and normal subjects.** MSCs were isolated and expanded from the iliac crest BM of all SLE patients and normal subjects. Five milliliters of heparinized BM were mixed with an equal volume of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The resuspended cells were then layered over Ficoll solution (1.077 g/mL) and centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 25 min at room temperature. The mononuclear cells were collected from the interface and resuspended in low-glucose Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium (L-DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS). The resuspended cells were then plated at a density of 2×10^6 cells per 25 cm^2 dish and cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ incubator. After 5 days, the medium was replaced and non-adherent cells were removed; this process was repeated every three days thereafter. When the MSCs became nearly confluent, the adherent cells were released from the dishes with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, USA), and
then replated at a density of 1×10^6 cells per 25 cm² dish. Flow cytometric analysis showed that the cells were positive for CD29, CD44, CD105, and CD166, but negative for CD14, CD34, CD38, CD45 and HLA-DR (data not shown). After passage 4 (p4), cells were used for the following studies.

**Mice and treatments.** Eight-week-old female MRL/lpr mice (n = 48) and BALB/c mice (n = 14) (Slyke Experimental Animals Company, China) were divided into five groups. One group of MRL/lpr mice (n = 12) was treated with RAPA (3 mg/kg/day, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) by oral gavage from 16 to 28 weeks. Another group (n = 12) of control MRL/lpr mice received an equal volume of normal saline using the same schedule. The remaining MRL/lpr mice were randomly divided into the following three groups: Group 1 (G1, n = 8) were transplanted with BM-MSCs from SLE patients; Group 2 (G2, n = 8) were transplanted with 500 nM RAPA-pretreated BM-MSCs from SLE patients; Group 3 (G3, n = 8) were transplanted with normal BM-MSCs. The experimental protocols conformed to the animal care guidelines of the China Physiologic Society and were approved by our Institutional Animal Research Committee.

**Albuminuria.** 24-h urine samples were collected from each mouse by metabolic cages method once every two weeks. Urinary albumin levels were measured using a commercially available ELISA kit (BioAssay Systems, Hayward, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Anti-dsDNA antibody measurements.** Blood was collected from the mice by cardiac puncture under anesthesia at the time of euthanization. Serum levels of anti-dsDNA (IgG) antibody were determined using a commercially available ELISA kit (Alpha Diagnostic International, San Antonio, TX, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Renal and pulmonary histology studies.** At the time of euthanization, kidney and lung specimens were obtained, fixed in 10% formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin. Sections (4 µm thickness) were prepared and then stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The kidney and lung sections were coded and examined by two independent observers who were blinded to the treatment groups. At least 50 glomeruli were examined for each sample.

**Isolation, culture and identification of BM-MSCs from MRL/lpr mice.** The BM was flushed out of the femurs and tibias removed from MRL/lpr and BALB/c mice using 10 ml PBS with 100 U/ml heparin in a syringe. The cells were centrifuged at 1000 ×g for 10 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in 5 ml L-DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, USA) and plated in a 25 cm² dish to allow the MSCs to adhere. Cultures were maintained in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO₂ at 37°C. Flow cytometric analysis showed that the cells were positive for CD29, CD44, CD105, and CD166, but negative for CD14, CD34, CD38, CD45 and HLA-DR (data not shown). MSCs were cultured using the same method as that used for human MSCs. All experiments were conducted with MSCs at p4.

**Western blotting.** BM-MSCs were washed in cold-buffered PBS and were then lysed in RIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl, 1%TritonX-100, 0.5%NaDOD, 0.1%SDS and 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0). After centrifugation (12,000 rpm, 5 min) at 4°C, the protein supernate was transferred into new tubes. The protein concentration of the samples was determined with a bicinchoninic acid protein assay (Pierce, USA). Equal amounts of proteins were separated by 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and electrophoretically transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat milk in TBST (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20) and incubated with primary antibodies (1:500) at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, the membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase conjugated mouse anti-rabbit secondary antibody for 2 h at room temperature. The blots were developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence kit (NEN Life Science Products, Boston, MA, USA). GAPDH was used as a reference protein. The following primary antibodies were used: GAPDH (anti-rabbit, Santa Cruz), p-mTOR (anti-rabbit, Sigma), mTOR (anti-rabbit, Sigma), p-S6K (anti-rabbit, Santa Cruz), S6K (anti-rabbit, Santa Cruz), p-S6 (anti-rabbit, Sigma), S6 (anti-rabbit, Sigma), p53 (anti-rabbit, Cell Signaling), p21 (anti-rabbit, Sigma), p27 (anti-rabbit, Cell Signaling).

**Immunofluorescence.** BM-MSCs were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1 h, washed with PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST), and blocked for 30 min in PBST supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells were then incubated with one of the following primary antibodies (1:100) in the same solution overnight at 4°C: p-mTOR (anti-rabbit, Sigma), p-S6K (anti-rabbit, Santa Cruz), p-S6 (anti-rabbit, Sigma), washed and incubated in the dark with goat anti-rabbit- (cy3-) conjugated antibodies (1 : 300, ICN Cappel, USA) for 2 h at room temperature. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (1:800, Santa Cruz). The cells were examined with a Leica fluorescence microscope (Germany). For visualization of the MSC cytoskeleton, cells were washed twice with PBS and fixed in 4% PFA for 1 h.
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After permeabilization and blocking, they were then incubated with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin, which is a high-affinity filamentous probe. The stained cells were then examined under a Zeiss Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope.

**Senescence-associated-β-galactosidase assay.** The SA-β-gal activity was determined using the in situ β-galactosidase staining kit from the Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology following the manufacturer’s instructions. MSCs treated with or without RAPA were passaged into 6-well culture plates at a density of 5×10^4 cells per well for 72 h. The cells were then washed twice with PBS and fixed with the 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min. After incubation with the SA-β-gal detection solution at 37°C without CO₂ overnight, the cells were washed and analyzed under the microscope (Leica company, Germany). We counted at a minimum of 500 cells to determine the percentage of SA-β-gal-positive cells.

**Cell number assay.** MSCs were seeded at 0.7×10^4 cells/well in 6-well plates in triplicate for each condition. RAPA (500 nM) was added to the cultures of SLE BM-MSCs, and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was added to the untreated control cells. Cells were collected at 1 to 4 days after plating, dissociated, and the total cell numbers were counted.

**CD4+ T cell isolation and transwell culture with MSCs.** Single-cell suspensions of spleens collected from the BALB/c mice were prepared by mechanical disruption in PBS. CD4+ T cells were isolated by magnetic sorting of Dynabead-bound mouse CD4+ cells according to the manufacturer’s directions (Dynal Biotech). Positively selected cells contained an average of 99% CD4+ T cells as assessed by flow cytometric analysis with CD4 monoclonal antibody. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS, 1×nonessential amino acids and 1 mM sodium pyruvate. The purified CD4+ T cells (1×10^5) were obtained and cultured in the lower chamber of the 24-well diameter transwell plate with a 0.3-µm pore size membrane (Corning, NY, USA). MSCs (1×10^6) were seeded onto the transwell membrane of the inner chamber for 72 hours of transwell culture.

**Flow cytometry.** For cell cycle analysis, MSCs treated with or without 500 nM RAPA were collected and fixed with 70% ethanol at 4°C for 24 h. After being washed with PBS and then treated with 100 µg/ml RNase (Sigma, USA) for 30 min, the cells were stained with 50 µg/ml propidium iodide (PI) solution (Sigma, USA) for 30 minutes and analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, BD Biosciences, USA). The fraction of cells in the G0/G1, S, and G2/M phases were quantified with the ModFit LT system. Three separate experiments were performed.

For regulatory T (Treg) and T helper type 17 (Th17) cell analysis, the ratio of Treg/Th17 among the CD4+ T cell population was analyzed using Treg and Th17 assay kits (Santa Cruz, USA). After 72 h of transwell culture, CD4+ cells were harvested and with PBS, resuspended in 100 µl staining buffer and divided into two aliquots (one for detection and another for the isotype control). The CD4+ T cells were stained with anti-CD25-APC or anti-IL-17-PE mAbs to assay the Treg and Th17 cells, respectively. IgG2a-PE rat was used as the isotype control. All procedures were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol and cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, BD Biosciences, USA).

**Cytokine determination by ELISA.** The concentrations of transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, interleukin (IL)-10, IL-17 and IL-6 cytokines released in the transwell culture supernatants were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using commercially available kits (R&D Systems, Abingdon, Oxon, UK), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 10^6 cells in 100 µl of medium were seeded onto transwell membrane of the inner chamber. After 72 h, 100 µl of supernatants were harvested for ELISA assay.

**Cell transfection.** Transfections were performed using Lipofectamine™ 2000 (Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. mTOR small interfering RNA (siRNA) (Ambion) was used to knock down mTOR expression in MSCs. siRNA was mixed with Lipofectamine transfection reagent in serum-free medium according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Subsequently, MSCs cultured in 6-well plates to a confluence of 60% were transfected with siRNA in culture medium. The cells were cultivated for a further 48 h at 37°C.

**Statistical analysis.** All data were shown as the mean±standard deviation (SD) of at least three independent experiments. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 11.0 software, and were analyzed by ANOVA followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests. P < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistically significance.
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Abstract: Cellular senescence, a state of essentially irreversible proliferation arrest, serves as a potent tumour suppressor mechanism. However, accumulation of senescent cells with chronological age is likely to contribute to loss of tissue and organ function and organismal aging. A crucial biochemical modulator of aging is mTOR; here, we have addressed the question of whether acute mTOR inhibition in near-senescent cells can modify phenotypes of senescence. We show that acute short-term treatment of human skin fibroblasts with low dose ATP mimetic pan-mTOR inhibitor AZD8055 leads to reversal of many phenotypes that develop as cells near replicative senescence, including reduction in cell size and granularity, loss of SA-β-gal staining and reacquisition of fibroblastic spindle morphology. AZD8055 treatment also induced rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, providing a possible mechanism of action for the observed rejuvenation. Importantly, short-term drug exposure had no detrimental effects on cell proliferation control across the life-course of the fibroblasts. Our findings suggest that combined inhibition of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 may provide a promising strategy to reverse the development of senescence-associated features in near-senescent cells.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular senescence is a hallmark of aging [1] and senescent cells accumulate with age in vivo in mammals [2, 3]; this is thought to drive aging by limiting tissue replicative capacity and causing tissue dysfunction (reviewed in [4]). Senescent cells can be characterized by significant alterations in phenotype: they exhibit a large, flat, vacuolated and granular morphology with accumulation of lipid droplets and visible stress fibers, together with increased lysosomal content [5]. Proliferative arrest accompanies senescence, shown by down-regulation of proliferative markers such as Ki67 as well as increased expression of mediators of senescence, such as the cyclin kinase inhibitors p16INK4A and p21CDKN1 [6-9]. Deletion of the p21 gene can prolong lifespan in telomerase-null mice [10] and clearance of p16-expressing senescent cells in vivo can rejuvenate aged mice [11]. Moreover, telomerase re-activation suppresses premature aging phenotypes in telomerase knock-out mice [12-14]. Taken together these key findings strongly support the argument that senescent cells are detrimental in older animals. Developing strategies to delay the onset of senescence or remove senescent cells therefore may provide a route to preventing age-related disease.

Targeting senescence as a means to combat aging and age-related diseases is, however, challenging due to its antagonistically pleiotropic nature – any treatment needs to limit the deleterious impacts of senescent cells without impacting the potent barrier against tumorigenesis. While caloric restriction has been reported to extend healthspan in macaques [15], the most promising candidate for a longevity therapeutic in mammals is rapamycin [16]; (reviewed [17, 18]). Rapamycin is a macrolide antibiotic produced by Streptomyces hygroscopicus, discovered in the soil of...
Easter Island [19]. It is clinically licensed for immunosuppression in kidney transplant patients and for renal cell carcinoma treatment due to its broad inhibitory effects on cell growth and proliferation [20]. As discovered through S. cerevisiae genetic screens [21], rapamycin mechanistically acts by binding the protein FKBP12, producing a complex which can bind and inhibit mTOR, a conserved eukaryotic Ser/Thr kinase. mTOR constitutes the point at which diverse environmental signals are coordinated into a cellular response, regulating pathways including cell growth, proliferation, survival, motility and protein synthesis [22-24]. mTOR is present in two complexes in metazoa, mTORC1 and mTORC2, which have different components and functions [22]. Rapamycin inhibits mTORC1, but chronic treatment may also disrupt mTORC2. Rapamycin does not inhibit the phosphorylation of all mTORC1 substrates equally: it completely inhibits phosphorylation of S6K1 while only partially blocking the phosphorylation of 4EBP1 [25]. A crystal structure of mTOR, rapamycin and FKBP12 [26] suggests that this may be due to differential substrate access to the kinase active site; this is supported by further crystallography data [27]. While rapamycin extends lifespan in mice even when administered in middle age [16], it has significant side-effects that may limit its use in humans. We have therefore explored the potential of second generation rapalogs i.e. pharmacological agents that inhibit mTORC but act not through binding to FKBP12 but instead as mTORC-specific ATP mimetics [28]. AZD8055 is an ATP-competitive inhibitor of mTOR kinase in both mTORC1 and mTORC2, with an IC50 of 0.8 nmol/L, with ~1000-fold selectivity for mTOR over other PI3K family members and no significant activity against a large panel of other cellular kinases [29]. AZD8055 has antiproliferative effects similar to those of rapamycin and has been taken forward into clinical trials against various forms of cancer [30].

To date, studies examining the impact of rapalogs on aging has required chronic drug administration (e.g. [16]), an approach that may not be acceptable for prophylactic avoidance of age-related disease in the general human population. Here, we test whether acute mTORC inhibition can alter features of senescence in cells that have already undergone a large number of population doublings (PD) – as they are about to undergo senescence but are currently still proliferating, we term these populations ‘near-senescent’. Such high cumulative PD (CPD) near-senescence cells show many signs characteristic of senescence including increased size and granularity, SA-β-gal staining, high lysosomal content and accumulation of actin stress fibers. They are still capable of cell proliferation, albeit with a reduced rate of proliferation compared with cells at lower CPD. Here, we test the effect of inhibiting both mTORC1 and mTORC2 using the TOR-specific ATP mimic AZD8055. Remarkably, we demonstrate significant reversal of major phenotypes of senescence on short term low dose pan-TOR inhibition. We therefore suggest that AZD8055 may prove useful in modulating health outcomes in late life.

RESULTS

Morphological rejuvenation of near-senescent cells

We first set out to test the impact of AZD8055 treatment on cell morphology, as this represents a very useful biomarker of cellular senescence in fibroblasts [31]. Near-senescence diploid human neonatal foreskin fibroblasts (HF043) were obtained by serial passaging in the absence of any drug treatment until they started to show signs characteristic of early senescence (such as enlarged cell size, decreased proliferation rate and elevated p21 levels – see supplementary Fig 1). Cell populations showing senescent-like phenotypes were harvested and seeded into parallel culture flasks/plates and then treated with AZD8055 (or DMSO vehicle control) for 7 days. Drug doses were chosen to mimic serum concentrations of animals treated with rapalogs (e.g. [16]); these doses were found to have little or no toxicity, though they did slow down the rate of cell proliferation (data not shown). Overall morphology was observed by phase contrast microscopy. As expected, control cells demonstrated increased size, vacuolization and granularity typical of cells as they approach senescence (DMSO, Fig 1A, B). By contrast, one week’s treatment with 35 nM AZD8055 led to marked alteration in morphology, with cells re-acquiring the classical spindle morphology characteristic of low CPD proliferating fibroblasts (Fig 1A, B). This result has been verified in several other populations of high CPD HF043 cells, including cells at CPD 88 (note that this fibroblast line HF043 reaches replicative senescence at ~CPD 95).

To determine whether these apparent cell size changes are quantifiably different following AZD8055 treatment, we harvested cells by gentle trypsinization so that cells detach from the substrate and round up to ovoid/spherical shapes (Fig 1C). Cell diameters in these harvested populations were measured using a Cellometer T4 (see Methods). Low CPD cells (CPD 36) showed a slight though not significant effect of AZD8055 in decreasing diameter (Table 1). However, consistent with the changes observed by phase contrast microscopy (Fig 1C), we found a highly significant reduction in cell diameter of cells at CPD 73 from a
mean of 27.7 µm (DMSO control) to 24.7 µm on AZD8055 treatment (unpaired t-test, p<0.02, Table 1), a cell diameter highly similar to that of low CPD untreated cells. Again, this was replicated in several other populations of near-senescent HF043 cells, producing highly similar results.

**Figure 1.** AZD8055 causes major changes in near-senescent fibroblast morphology and size. HF043 fibroblasts at high CPD were incubated with AZD8055 or equivalent volume of DMSO for 7 days. (A) Cells were observed in situ by phase contrast microscopy. (B) Magnified images from (A). (C) Cells were harvested by trypsinization and cell suspension analysed using a Cellometer T4; images were obtained at x20 magnification.

**Loss of Mitotracker signal on AZD8055 treatment**

Mitochondrial biomass increases as cells approach senescence [32] possibly as a compensatory mechanism for increasingly inefficient mitochondrial activity. We therefore used a mitochondrial-specific probe, Mitotracker Red, to label mitochondria in low and high CPD cells with acute mTORC inhibition. Mitochondria were detected as reticular networks throughout the fibroblasts, though at low population doublings the signal was relatively weak both without (Fig 2A) and with (Fig 2B) AZD8055 exposure. By contrast, a high Mitotracker signal was detected in near-senescent cells at CPD 73 (Fig 2C, E), consistent with increased ROS in the mitochondria of aged cells. This signal was dramatically reduced on AZD8055 treatment (Fig 2D, F), to levels similar to those detected in cells early in their proliferative lifespan (ie at low CPD (Fig 2A, B)).

**Figure 2.** Decreased senescence-related mitochondrial signal on AZD8055 treatment. Fibroblasts were incubated with DMSO (A, C, E) or AZD8055 (B, D, F) for 7 days prior to staining with Mitotracker Red and imaging with a BioRad Zoe fluorescent imager. (A, B) show cells at early stages of culture (CPD 36), while C-F show cells at CPD 73 at time of drug treatment. (E, F) are magnified from C, D (respectively, region magnified shown by white box). Scale bar 100 µm. Note that gain and exposure time were the same in all photomicrographs.

**Effects of AZD8055 on lysosomes and SA-β-galactosidase**

The cellular lysosomal content increases gradually with biological age of cells and can be used as a biomarker of senescence [5]. To assess the effect of mTORC inhibition on lysosomal content, near-senescent fibroblasts were treated with AZD8055 or DMSO for 7 days and then lysosomes were labelled using Lysotracker Red. Notably, treatment of near-senescent cells with AZD8055 led to a marked redistribution of
the lysosomal signal, from a diffuse perinuclear pattern seen in control cells to a more intense pattern distributed along the axis of the cell on drug treatment (Fig 3A), highlighting the overall shift in near-senescent cell shape on AZD8055 treatment to a more spindle-like morphology. As anticipated, lysosomal content increased as control cells reached late passage compared with early passage (assessed quantitatively using Image J, Fig 3B). The lysosomal signal was elevated in early passage cells treated with AZD8055 and this did not alter on cell ageing (Fig 3B).

In addition to increased lysosomal loading, senescent cells - as well as those nearing senescence [31] - also show a major shift in biochemical activity within lysosomes, reflected by the canonical marker SA-β-gal (senescence-associated-β-galactosidase) [5]. We therefore assessed the percentage of near-senesced cells staining positive for SA-β-gal upon treatment (Fig 3C, D). On average, more than 56% of control cells at high CPD stain positive for SA-β-gal, while this was markedly reduced to only 12% after 7 days of AZD8055 treatment (Fig 3D). The difference is highly significant (p<0.005, one-tailed student t test, n= 3 independent biological replicates). This marker of senescence is therefore lost on AZD8055 treatment, suggesting a reversal of specific cellular metabolic features associated with senescence.

**Figure 3. Lysosomal distribution and function are altered on AZD8055 treatment.** Fibroblasts at CPD 73 were treated with AZD8055 or DMSO for 7 days then imaged for (A) lysosomes using LysoTracker Red. (B) Quantification of lysosomal signal over nuclear signal was conducted using ImageJ analysis, for cells at early CPD (36) and those nearing senescence (CPD73) with either AZD8055 treatment at 35 nM or DMSO control. (C) SA-β-gal staining of fibroblasts following one week of AZD8055 treatment. (D) Three independent biological replicates were each assayed by manually scoring SA-β-gal positive cells - numbers scored for each sample are shown under the graph. Difference between the means of the AZD8055-treated and DMSO controls are significant at p<0.005 using one tailed student t test.
Table 1. Mean cell diameter on AZD8055 treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DMSO</th>
<th>AZD8055</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPD 36</td>
<td>25.7 (148)</td>
<td>24.5 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD 73</td>
<td>27.7 (120)</td>
<td>24.7 (64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cells were grown with and without 7 day exposure to 70 nM AZD8055 compared with DMSO control at CPD 36 (low CPD) or CPD 73 (near-senescent). Unpaired t tests were used to assess significance (>40 cells analyzed per sample). NS = not significant. n values for number of cells measured are given in parentheses below each diameter value. * denotes significant at p<0.02.

Major rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton accompanies reversal of other senescent biomarkers

To further analyze these morphological differences, we stained near-senescent cells with sulforhodamine B with and without prior exposure to AZD8055 for 7 days; this dye is more usually utilized for cytotoxicity screening and biomass measurements [36] but we also find it very informative for microscopic analysis, by either phase contrast (Fig 4) or fluorescence microscopy (Ex480 Em520, not shown). At the molecular level, SRB binds basic amino acid residues under mild acidic conditions, thus staining the cellular protein content. The negative impact on cell proliferation of mTORC inhibition is obvious here as cell density after 7 days of drug exposure is much lower than in the control, even though identical cell numbers were seeded. As consistently observed, AZD8055 treatment again produced a notable decrease in cell size compared with control cells (Fig 4). Additionally, SRB staining highlights filamentous structures which are particularly visible in the control near-senescent cells (Fig 4, DMSO) and which disperse upon AZD8055 treatment (Fig 4, 35nM and 70 nM AZD8055).

To determine whether these filamentous structures observed by SRB staining were indeed actin stress fibers, we stained cells using the actin-specific fluorescent dye FITC-phalloidin. While stress fibers were clearly visible in control late passage fibroblasts (Fig 5A), after 7 days of AZD8055 treatment such fibers became much less prominent and actin instead appeared more centrally distributed (Fig 5B), suggestive of a shift from filamentous to globular conformation. Most notably, the cells changed morphology from enlarged amorphous cells to much smaller, thinner and spindle shapes characteristic of low CPD fibroblasts. Thus AZD8055 appears to trigger a rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton in late passage cells to a state more usually seen in proliferating cells at low CPD.

Protein changes on short term AZD8055 treatment

The phenotypic and morphological changes we observe on AZD8055 treatment are highly suggestive of rejuvenation. We therefore asked whether such changes are accompanied by alterations in protein levels or modification, particularly addressing components of the mTOR signaling pathway (Fig 6A) and cell proliferation associated proteins (Fig 6B) by immunoblotting cell lysates from low CPD (CPD 36) or near-senescent (CPD 73) fibroblasts. We find that at low CPD, there is little apparent difference in total levels of mTOR, but phospho-mTOR increased upon AZD8055 treatment (Fig 6). The antibody used to
detect total mTOR recognises a doublet in control cells; the lower band of the doublet is decreased in both low and high CPD drug-exposed cells. In near-senescent fibroblasts, an additional high molecular weight smear is detected both with anti-mTORC and anti-phospho-mTORC antibodies – this higher molecular weight form is also detected in DMSO control cells at low CPD but not on AZD8055 treatment.

Figure 5. AZD8055 treatment reverses stress fiber formation in near-senescent cells. Late CPD HF043 fibroblasts were exposed to (A) DMSO vehicle control or (B) AZD8055 for 7 days then fixed and stained for actin using FITC-phalloidin. Imaging was carried out using a Zeiss AxioSkop II with x100 oil immersion lens. Representative images are shown for each treatment condition.

The translation initiation inhibitor 4EBP-1 is a well-documented target of mTORC1 kinase. On Western blotting we observe a marked impact on phosphorylation of translation initiation inhibitor 4EBP-1 with AZD8055 treatment, such that phosphovariants α and β [37] were detected at lower levels in cells on treatment with AZD8055, particularly for those near senescence (Fig 6A), – note that these differences are not due to uneven loading as they are strips taken from the same gel lane of the same membrane as the phospho-mTOR blots (and this finding was replicated over several experiments, not shown). We also find that levels of the replication clamp PCNA and the cell cycle regulator p27 are both diminished on AZD8055 treatment (Fig 6B).

Figure 6. Alteration in protein levels and phosphorylation on short term AZD8055 treatment. Cells at CPD 36 or CPD 73 were seeded into T25 flasks and grown in medium containing AZD8055 or DMSO for one week. After harvesting, cells were pelleted and lysed in RIPA with protease and phosphatase inhibitors, separated on SDS-PAGE then immunoblotted for the indicated proteins. (A) Components of the mTOR signaling pathway, (B) Cell cycle proteins. The panels on the right show longer exposure images of the same panels on the left, to highlight bands that are faint in the shorter exposure images.

Release of drug treatment leads to normal senescence trajectory

Given the significant impact of AZD8055 in apparently reversing senescence phenotypes, it was important to address whether release from drug treatment might result in unanticipated changes in cell behaviour such as hyper-proliferation, immortalisation or even neoplastic change. We therefore treated cells at ‘middle age’ (CPD 55) with 35 nM AZD8055 and maintained drug treatment continuously or released cells from drug at CPD 60 (black arrow in Fig 7A). Cells were then grown under standard tissue culture conditions (see Methods) until replicative senescence. Proliferation rates rapidly returned to those of control cells on release from
AZD8055 treatment (Fig 7A, compare blue diamonds with orange circles). Released cells reached senescence at almost the same cumulative population doubling as DMSO controls and showed no long term alteration in growth characteristics or morphology compared with DMSO controls. By contrast, continuous dosing of cells with AZD8055 did restrain proliferation (green triangles, Fig 7A), consistent with inhibition of mTORC1 and negative effects on translation, presumably through blocking inactivation of 4EBP-1 (see also Fig 6). This was further studied by observing cell morphology in situ. Shortly after the time of release from drug treatment (8 days in Fig 7B), there is little difference in cell size or shape between the ‘recovery’ population and those under continuous drug treatment. By contrast, at very late cumulative population doublings (CPD94), released cells showed a classic senescent morphology with greatly enlarged cell size and many cells were rounded in shape (Fig 7B, CPD94), while continuous AZD8055 exposure from mid-CPD resulted in maintenance of a spindle cell morphology characteristic of low CPD cells—notably, cells at extremely high population doublings (CPD99) that were continuously exposed long term to AZD8055 were very similar morphologically to the appearance of near-senescent cells after only one week of drug treatment (compare Fig 7B CPD 99 ‘Continuous’ with Fig 1B).

From these findings, we conclude that brief exposure to AZD8055 does not have any long-lasting adverse effects on proliferative properties of skin fibroblasts, an important finding if AZD8055 is to proceed further into whole animal aging studies.

**Figure 7.** Short term AZD8055 exposure does not immortalise or transform primary human skin fibroblasts. (A) HF043 fibroblasts at CPD55 were treated with 35nM AZD8055 either continuously (green triangles) or for 5 population doublings followed by release from drug (black arrow indicates time of drug removal; growth curve shown by orange circles) compared with cells incubated with DMSO as control (blue diamonds). The end point of the growth curve denotes when cells ceased proliferation and became fully senescent (NB cells under continuous AZD8055 treatment continued for several PDs beyond the graph shown but also eventually died). (B) Phase contrast photomicrographs of cells in culture either following release from AZD8055 (‘Recovery’) or under continuous drug treatment (‘Continuous’). The left panel shows cells 8 days after drug release and the right panel shows cells at very late CPD: CPDs are shown in white boxes within the micrographs.
DISCUSSION

In this paper, we report that short-term inhibition of mTORC1 and mTORC2 by administration of AZD8055 can reverse morphological and biochemical phenotypes of senescence in near-senescent human fibroblasts, including reduction in cell size and granularity, loss of SA-β-gal staining and reacquisition of fibroblastic spindle morphology. Previous use of mTORC1 inhibitors such as rapamycin has required continuous drug exposure to delay the onset of senescence and hence delay organismal aging (e.g. [16, 39]), so this represents a significant new means of altering senescence in primary cells. Cellular senescence provides an important barrier to tumorigenesis, but senescent cells indirectly contribute to a pro-neoplastic environment (‘good citizens, bad neighbors’ [38]). As a non-proliferating component of the tissue, senescent cells are also unable to contribute to tissue maintenance and repair. Hence pharmacologic strategies to relieve senescence are likely to have beneficial consequences for organismal health during aging.

mTORC inhibition provides a highly promising route to improving health span of older mammals. As well as increasing overall lifespan of mice [16], many measures of health are improved on administration of the mTORC1 inhibitor rapamycin [39]. Given the huge projected increase in age-related dementias with demographic change in Western populations [40], it is of particular importance that rapamycin increases blood brain flow, reduces amyloid tangles and plaques and improves cognitive function in mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease [41-43]; it also shows promise in Parkinson’s disease [44], other neurodegenerative disorders [45] and potentially age-related decline in cognitive function distinct from disease [46]. Far from its original role as an immunosuppressant (at high dose), rapamycin actually improves immune function in response to antigenic challenges when used at lower doses [47]. An orally available derivative, everolimus, shows good bioavailability and has shown promise in stimulating anti-viral immunity in older people on challenge with influenza vaccine [48], though the dose that improves immune memory may negatively impact on response to acute infection [49]. Furthermore, AZD8055 may be immunostimulatory [50].

Autophagy has been suggested as a potential mode of action by which mTORC1 inhibitors exert putative anti-aging effects, as mTORC1 phosphorylates and inactivates the autophagy-initiating kinase ULK1. Other approaches that stimulate autophagy can also improve health outcomes on aging, such as spermidine suppression of immunosenescence in mice [51]. While we investigated whether stimulation of autophagy could be responsible for the rejuvenated phenotypes seen upon AZD8055 treatment of late passage cells, our results are as yet inconclusive.

While rapamycin and similar molecules all act through binding to the FKBP12 protein - which then associates with the mTOR kinase and partially occludes the active site in mTORC1 [26], altering substrate recognition - second generation mTOR inhibitors have been designed instead to act as ATP mimetics that are highly specific for mTOR above other PI3K-family kinases and all other cellular kinases [29, 52]. Here, we find that administration of one such ATP mimic, AZD8055, used at low concentration for as little as 7 days can markedly alter aging phenotypes in primary human skin fibroblasts, including redistribution of lysosomes and alteration in metabolism. Importantly, levels of senescence-associated β galactosidase, a marker of cellular senescence [5] drop in a highly significant manner, suggesting that lysosomal metabolism has shifted away from that characteristic of senescent cells.

Furthermore, we find a very robust reversal of morphological phenotypes of senescence, from enlarged, flattened, amorphous cells to an elongated spindle morphology characteristic of low CPD proliferating skin fibroblasts. The cell sizes we observe are entirely consistent with those previously reported for normal low CPD fibroblasts [57] and appear to be cell-intrinsic in both low CPD fibroblasts and higher CPD drug-treated cells, i.e. AZD8055 administration appears to reset the endogenous cell size regulation reported in [57]. In order to achieve this marked alteration in size and shape, a significant change in the organisation of the cytoskeleton must be taking place – we observe loss of filamentous structures (Fig 4) together with complete rearrangement of actin microfilaments from prominent stress fibers in control near-senescent cells to a central diffuse distribution more reminiscent of pools of globular actin (Fig 5). We suggest that this might be accompanied by an increase in cell motility as the AZD8055 treated cells show leading edge lamellae with some associated actin filaments (Figs 4 and 5) indicative of highly motile cells [57].

So how is AZD8055 causing such a major reorganisation of cellular structure? AZD8055 inhibits mTOR not only in mTORC1 but also when in complex with Rictor and PRR5 i.e. within mTORC2 [22]. Whilst rapamycin can lead to unwanted side effects such as decreased glucose homeostasis and increased diabetes risk [58] it is likely that this is caused by activation of a feedback loop with AKT on chronic (and high dose)
rapamycin inhibition of mTORC1 [59] and Ying-Yang1 interaction [58] rather than via mTORC2 inhibition. Abrogation of mTORC2 activity leads to loss of phosphorylation of Rac/Cdc42 and downstream PAK; the consequence is relief of inhibition of cofilin, resulting in a shift in the equilibrium of actin from f-actin to g-actin [60]. Unlike the aberrant cell sizes caused by actin-disrupting drugs such as cytochalasin [57], we observe cell lengths typical of normal fibroblasts on AZD8055 treatment. Hence AZD8055 allows the cell to reorganise actin and restores the ability of cells to regulate size and shape. It has been suggested that f-actin polymerisation is critical for both short-term memory and long term potentiation in the brain [60]. This does raise the worrying prospect that the use of rapamycin have proven groundless; rapamycin actually improves learning and memory in older mice [46]. It remains to be seen whether AZD8055 is similarly beneficial to cognitive function.

Any intervention designed to tackle the problem of senescent cells during aging must not cause long-term harm, particularly neoplastic change. As such, it will be crucial to investigate whether AZD8055 treatment can reverse features of oncogene-induced senescence and senescence induced by other stresses such as DNA damage, as well as the replicative senescence investigated here. Other mooted anti-aging strategies such as telomerase reactivation carry huge cancer risk; indeed pre-neoplastic lesions become highly aggressive in telomerase-reactivated mice [61]. Drugs and potential nutraceuticals that activate sirtuins show promise in terms of improved tissue function [62]; however, the strong association of some of the sirtuin protein deacetylases with cancer [63] has to be carefully considered, especially since epigenetic shifts in senescent cells are associated with increased neoplastic transformation [64]. Other approaches include targeting the SASP (senescence-associated secretory phenotype), and recent evidence indicates that rapamycin may disrupt the SASP by preventing IL1A translation [70]. Furthermore, inhibition of stress signaling through p38 MAPK kinases looks promising in Werner syndrome progeroid models of aging [65] though the therapeutic window is extremely narrow, which may limit clinical use. Since AZD8055 is already in clinical trials as an anti-cancer therapeutic [30], we were optimistic that it may be less risky in terms of possible adverse effects in stimulating cell proliferation and/or neoplastic change. However, it was essential to test whether the drug had negative effects on cell cycle control. The rate of proliferation of fibroblasts treated with AZD8055 is greatly diminished compared with controls. This is likely to be a consequence, at least in part, of AZD8055 inhibition of protein synthesis, as its inhibition of mTORC1 then blocks relief of translational inhibition by downstream target 4EBP-1. AZD8055 has been reported to alter the profile of translated mRNAs in the cell. In particular, a subset of mRNAs with a 5′ terminal oligopyridine tract are affected [55], including a host of ribosomal protein mRNAs together with those encoding cell cycle factors such as the replicative helicases MCMs and the sliding clamp PCNA [56]. Hence factors needed both for increasing cellular mass through ribosomal biogenesis, and those directly involved in critical cell cycle processes such as DNA replication, are kept at lower levels in mTORC-inhibited cells. Consistent with this, we find significant alteration in phospho-4EBP-1 isoforms and decreased PCNA levels on AZD8055 treatment that correlate with the decreased growth rates of treated cells. At first sight, this finding is counterintuitive: a treatment that reverses features of senescence leads to decreased PCNA, but low PCNA levels are characteristic of cells undergoing cell cycle arrest and geroconversion to the senescent state [71, 72]. However, the important point is that the AZD8055 treated cells (unlike senescent cells) have not lost proliferative potential - on release from drug treatment, they regain normal proliferative capacity. While rapamycin treatment of cultured rat cells (that do not show telomere-dependent senescence) has been reported to switch cells to a non-senescing state [66], we believe it is critically important that the short term AZD8055 dosing used here does not immortalize human fibroblasts. Upon drug release, we find that AZD8055-exposed fibroblasts regain normal proliferation kinetics and reach senescence at the normal stage (Fig 7). Furthermore, we find that neither continuous AZD8055 exposure nor treatment followed by release results in any signs of either immortalization or transformation. It will be interesting to determine the effects of pulsed dosing, which may elicit beneficial senescence-reversal effects without triggering side effects such as activation of feedback loops that results from chronic mTORC inhibition [59]. Such pulsed therapies have already been reported in caloric restriction studies and most recently in use of a fasting-mimicking diet (FMD), where repeated short-term intervention led to long-term benefit [67]. Our findings overall suggest that inhibition of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 may be necessary to elicit maximal cellular changes necessary to reverse senescent phenotypes and that AZD8055 is a promising therapeutic candidate to reverse the detrimental effects of cellular senescence during aging.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human neonatal foreskin fibroblast line HF043 (Dundee CELL products) was cultured in DMEM (Sigma) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco) in the absence of any added antibiotics, at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO₂. Cells were monitored microscopically using an EVOS digital microscope (Life Technologies) and harvested when ~80% confluent using TrypLeExpress (Invitrogen). Following resuspension in DMEM with FCS, 20 µl of the cell suspension was counted and cell diameters measured using a Cellometer T4 (Nexcelom). Cells were seeded at 2x10⁵ per T25 flask (Greiner), or at 1x10⁴ in 24 well plates (Greiner). Population doublings (PD) were calculated as:

\[ PD = \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{total cells harvested}}{\text{total cells seeded}} \right) \]

Cumulative population doublings (CPD) were calculated as the sum of PD values.

AZD8055 (Selleckchem) was reconstituted to 1mM in DMSO and stored in aliquots at -20°C protected from light. Prior to drug treatment, medium was removed, cells washed with PBS, then fresh medium supplemented with drug was added. Total volume of drug or DMSO added to the culture medium never exceeded 1:10,000 v/v. Doses of 35 nM and 70 nM drug or DMSO added to the culture medium never exceeded 1:10,000 v/v. Doses of 35 nM and 70 nM were chosen as effective but non-toxic based on our preliminary studies (not shown).

Fluorescence microscopy. To assess lysosomal content, cells were incubated with medium containing 50 nM Lysotracker red (Life Technologies) for 30 minutes at 37°C. Cells were imaged live using a Zoe microscope (BioRad). To account for differences in cell density arising from AZD8055 inhibition of cell proliferation, fluorescent signal (determined using Image J) was normalised against nuclear signal (DAPI). Mitochondrial content was assessed by adding 1µM Mitotracker Red (Molecular Probes) to cells in medium for 30 minutes at 37°C, washing twice with PBS and fixing with ice-cold methanol:acetone (1:1 v/v) for 10 min. Fixative was aspirated and cells washed with PBS prior to imaging. Stress fibers were detected by incubating for 40 min with 1µg/ml FITC-phalloidin (Sigma Aldrich) on cells that had been fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 5 minutes and washed twice with PBS prior to addition of FITC-phalloidin. Cells were then washed twice in PBS prior to imaging with either a BioRad Zoe or a Zeiss Axioskop II microscope. Images were quantified by Image J. Where appropriate, DNA was counterstained with NucBlue Live ReadyProbes Reagent (Life Technologies) (for live cell imaging) or ProLong® Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI (Life Technologies) for fixed cells.

Scale bars for micrographs were determined using the appropriate microscopy software (BioRad SOFT-ZOE-Cell-Imager-UI-FW on Android operating system; Zeiss Axiovision SE64 Release 4.9.1 adjusted for Zeiss AxioCam Hr resolution), or by manual calculation from imaged rulers (Cellometer T4 and EVOS Core).

**SRB staining.** Sulforhodamine B staining was performed as described in [36], but cells were photographed using an EVOS microscope (phase contrast), without dye solubilisation.

**SA-β-gal.** Staining for (SA-β-gal) was performed using a Cell Signaling senescence-associated beta-galactosidase kit according to manufacturer’s instructions.

**Immunoblotting.** Cells were seeded at 2x10⁵ in T25 culture flasks (Greiner) and harvested by trypsinization as above, then pelleted by gentle centrifugation, washed in PBS and re-pelleted, then lysed in 30 µl RIPA buffer containing 1:100 Halt™ protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Thermo Scientific). Lysates representing 2x10⁴ cells were heated for 5 minutes (95°C) in 1X NuPAGE LDS buffer (Novagen) containing 100 mM DTT prior to loading onto BioRad TGX 10% SDS-PAGE, blotted onto nitrocellulose (7 min 25V, 1.3A using a BioRad TurboBlot) then processed for immunoprobng as described previously [68], with the exception that primary antibodies were incubated with membrane at 1:500 dilution overnight at 4°C and secondary Ab (HRP-anti-rabbit or HRP-anti-mouse, both from Dako) were incubated at 1:1000 dilution for 30 mins at 37°C. Bound antibody was visualised by incubation with ECL solution for one minute at room temperature then exposure to HyperFilm MP (GE Healthcare) and development in an Xograph Compact 4 film processor. Anti-PCNA antibody was a polyclonal 3009 raised against the C terminus of PCNA [69]; all other primary antibodies used were purchased from Cell Signaling: anti mTOR phospho S2448 (D9C2) # 5536P; anti-mTOR (7C10) #2983A; anti-p70S6K-phospho T389 (108D2) #9234P; anti-p70 S6K #9202BC; anti-phospho 4EBP-1 (236B4) #2855P. Note that all blots shown were of samples run on the same gel and the nitrocellulose filter was cut horizontally into sections prior to probing to avoid issues with non-equal loading or transfer. (Note that blots shown are representative of several replicates).
Statistical analysis. Comparison of means between different populations (of different total cell number) used the student t test (one or two tailed according to the null hypothesis) where standard errors were similar. t was calculated according to

\[ t^2 = \frac{(\mu_1 - \mu_2)}{\sqrt{(s_1^2 + s_2^2)}} \]

and t compared with values from t tables using degrees of freedom \( v = (n_1 + n_2 - 2) \).
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A novel autosomal recessive TERT T1129P mutation in a dyskeratosis congenita family leads to cellular senescence and loss of CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells not reversible by mTOR-inhibition
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Abstract: The TERT gene encodes for the reverse transcriptase activity of the telomerase complex and mutations in TERT can lead to dysfunctional telomerase activity resulting in diseases such as dyskeratosis congenita (DKC). Here, we describe a novel TERT mutation at position T1129P leading to DKC with progressive bone marrow (BM) failure in homozygous members of a consanguineous family. BM hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) of an affected family member were 300-fold reduced associated with a significantly impaired colony forming capacity in vitro and impaired repopulation activity in
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mouse xenografts. Recent data in yeast suggested improved cellular checkpoint controls by mTOR inhibition preventing cells with short telomeres or DNA damage from dividing. To evaluate a potential therapeutic option for the patient, we treated her primary skin fibroblasts and BM HSCs with the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin. This led to prolonged survival and decreased levels of senescence in T1129P mutant fibroblasts. In contrast, the impaired HSC function could not be improved by mTOR inhibition, as colony forming capacity and multilineage engraftment potential in xenotransplanted mice remained severely impaired. Thus, rapamycin treatment did not rescue the compromised stem cell function of TERT\textsuperscript{T1129P} mutant patient HSCs and outlines limitations of a potential DKC therapy based on rapamycin.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres, the protective nucleoprotein structures at chromosome ends, shorten upon each cell division due to the so-called “end-replication problem” [1, 2]. The end-replication problem is compensated for by the reverse transcriptase, telomerase, which is active in germ cells, cancer cells and, to an extent in somatic stem cells [3]. Accelerated telomere shortening leads to the premature replicative senescence of cells and can be caused by mutations of the telomerase components DKC1 (dyskerin), TERC and TERT, among other genes involved in telomere maintenance [4-7]. TERC and TERT represent the RNA and catalytic protein moieties of the telomerase reverse transcriptase, respectively. Mutations affecting the function of these genes may lead to dyskeratosis congenita (DKC), a disease with a highly heterogeneous phenotype [8-11]. Affected patients suffer from a variable combination of skin, nail and mucosal dystrophies, but also life-threatening conditions such as progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis and mucosal dystrophies, but also life-threatening conditions such as progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis, and mucosal dystrophies, but also life-threatening conditions such as progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis, and mucosal dystrophies. But also life-threatening conditions such as progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis, and mucosal dystrophies. TERT represents the RNA and catalytic protein moieties of the telomerase reverse transcriptase, respectively. Mutations affecting the function of these genes may lead to dyskeratosis congenita (DKC), a disease with a highly heterogeneous phenotype. Patients with DKC suffer from progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis and mucosal dystrophies, but also life-threatening conditions such as progressive bone marrow failure, pulmonary fibrosis, and mucosal dystrophies. TERT represents the RNA and catalytic protein moieties of the telomerase reverse transcriptase, respectively. Mutations affecting the function of these genes may lead to dyskeratosis congenita (DKC), a disease with a highly heterogeneous phenotype. TERT represents the RNA and catalytic protein moieties of the telomerase reverse transcriptase, respectively. Mutations affecting the function of these genes may lead to dyskeratosis congenita (DKC), a disease with a highly heterogeneous phenotype.The novel TERT T1129P mutation leads to pathological telomere shortening causing progressive bone marrow failure in homozygous patients

Stem cell transplantation to cure the progressive bone marrow failure is challenging, and DKC patients have a poor tolerance for conditioning regiments and frequently suffer from life threatening side effects [24-26]. Future therapy options include the utilization of induced pluripotent stem cells that might be beneficial for patients that have defined mutations in telomerase components such as TERC [5].

In this work we describe a consanguineous Libyan family in which we identify a novel T1129P TERT mutation leading to progressive bone marrow failure in homozygous family members. In order to test our hypothesis that rapamycin may rescue or at least improve the physiology of TERT\textsuperscript{T1129P} patient cells, we analyzed the effect of the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin on growth and senescence of skin fibroblasts and on hematopoietic stem cells using in vitro cultures and xenograft mouse models.

RESULTS

The novel TERT T1129P mutation leads to pathological telomere shortening causing progressive bone marrow failure in homozygous patients

Progressive bone marrow failure including transfusion dependent anemia und thrombocytopenia was first diagnosed in patient II-1 at the age of six years in a consanguineous Libyan family when a blood count was obtained to address symptoms of anemia including weak-
**Figure 1. Clinical features and telomere length of the DKC family with the novel T1129P TERT mutation.** (A) Family tree of the consanguineous Libyan family. Family members affected by dyskeratosis congenita (son II-1, deceased), daughter II-2, son II-4) are indicated in black. Marked in red: patient II-2 who was analyzed in detail in the following figures. (B) Table showing complete blood counts (WBC=white blood cells (n/ml), ANC= absolute neutrophil count (% of WBC), RBC= red blood cells (n/ml), Hb=hemoglobin (g/dl), Plt=platelet count, mean corpuscular volume (MCV in fl) and reticulocytes (% of RBC) and the respective age dependent normal values in brackets of the family members I-1, I-2, II-2, II-3, II-4 and II-5 shown in (A). Family members II-2 and II-4 that were diagnosed with dyskeratosis congenita and were homozygous for the TERTT1129P mutation are highlighted with grey color. Indicated with *: Patient II-2 was on a 3-weekly red cell transfusion regimen and had a red cell transfusion of 15 ml/kg erythrocytes 20 days before the sample was taken; patient II-4 had no history of red blood cell or platelet transfusions. (C) Telomere lengths of the described family determined in lymphocytes and granulocytes of the peripheral blood. Absolute telomere lengths in kb of lymphocytes and granulocytes of the patient II-2, her affected brother II-4, her siblings II-3, II-5 and her parents I-1 and I-2 are shown in the context of age-dependent percentiles (Females: circle, males: square. Parents: light grey, children: black. Marked in red: patient II-2 who was analyzed in detail). The solid lines represent the respective 1%, 50%, 99% percentile curves. The dashed lines represent the 25% and 75% percentile. (D) Schematic representation of the TERT gene with functional domains and known mutations at the C-terminus. Our novel T1129P mutation is depicted in red.
ness and pallor. There was no history of transfusions in the family before. The parents of II-1 were first degree cousins and family studies showed similar thrombocytopenia and anemia in two of their other offspring (II-2 and II-4) (Figure 1A and B). Normal white blood counts, hemoglobin and platelet counts were observed from the father (I-1), mother (I-2) as well as in the second sister (II-3) and in the third brother (II-5). No family member showed any indication of nail dystrophy or skin alterations.

II-1 died at the age of eight years during conditioning regimen for intended stem cell transplantation that was performed abroad under the suspected diagnosis of aplastic anemia. His aplastic anemia was not diagnosed on a molecular basis and blood samples are no longer available.

The patient II-2 presented at our center at the age of 12 years with progressive bone marrow failure including transfusion dependent anemia and thrombocytopenia, leukopenia (Figure 1B) and hypermenorrhea. Fanconi anemia was excluded as normal results were obtained for the analysis of DNA breakage. Suspected dyskeratosis congenita was confirmed by telomere length analysis in lymphocytes and granulocytes as determined by Flow-FISH (Figure 1C). The telomere lengths in lymphocytes and granulocytes in patients II-2 and II-4 and the mother I-2 corresponded to less than the 1st percentile of age matched controls. Telomere length of the father (I-1) in lymphocytes (right panel) also corresponded to less than the 1st percentile of age-matched controls, whereas it was normal in granulocytes (left panel). The healthy sibling II-3 also displayed a decreased telomere length when compared to age matched controls, although not below the 1st percentile (Figure 1C). Pulmonary function was normal in patient II-2 and not determined in other family members.

Whole exome sequencing and validation by Sanger sequencing revealed a novel homozygous c. 3385 A>C mutation (nucleotide entry NM_198253), resulting in the novel p.Thr1129Pro or T1129P mutation (Figure 1D) of the TERT gene in the 12-year-old patient II-2. No other homozygous mutation was found in the patient. This mutation was absent from public SNP databases (dbSNP, 1000 Genome variant catalogue), conserved and was predicted to be damaging using SIFT and PolyPhen-2 [30, 31]. The unaffected family members were heterozygous carriers of this mutation. The 8-year-old brother II-4 was detected with the same homozygous mutation by Sanger sequencing from peripheral blood.

The novel T1129P mutation is located at the C-terminus of TERT altering the 4th last amino acid (Figure 1D). This region of normal TERT was shown to bind the telomeric protein TPP1, and has therefore been suggested to be required for the telomeric localization of TERT [32]. To investigate if this novel mutation would influence recruitment of the telomerase complex, we employed a modified “supertelomerase” assay (ST) that used transient, plasmid based expression of the central scaffold protein of the telomerase ribonucleoprotein TER C and hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged TERT in HeLa cells [32-35]. As shown in Figure 2, transfection of N-terminally HA-tagged TERT into HeLa cells resulted in a nucleoplasmic pattern. In line with previous findings, expression of TERC together with HA-TERT resulted in nuclear clusters that have been described as clusters with the telomeres at the chromosomal ends (Figure 2A, compare b with e) [32]. Interestingly, the mutant HA-TERT T1129P protein was detected in the cytoplasm in the absence of co-expressed TERC. When co-expressed with TERC, a nucleoplasmic pattern was observed, but it lacked the typical nuclear clustering of wild type TERT (Figure 2A, compare e to h, k, quantified in B and C) suggesting a failure to be recruited to chromosome ends. Taken together, these results strongly further support the hypothesis that the T1129P mutation impairs the recruitment of TERT to the telomerase complex located at its site of action at the chromosomal ends.

mTOR inhibition with rapamycin influences population doublings and senescence of patient skin fibroblast cultures

The proliferative capacity of cells can by quantified by calculating the population doublings that cells undergo during the culturing process as a function of time. Population doublings are defined as the number of times that the cell number is doubled. As telomeres shorten, the proliferative potential decreases. Generally, population doublings can be recorded in skin fibroblast cultures by plating a specific number of cells and then counting those cells after a defined period of growth as described in Material and Methods. Skin fibroblasts represent an easily accessible cell type that can be cultivated over a long time period, and were treated with either 5 nM rapamycin or DMSO as a vehicle control. Fibroblast cultures obtained from the father (I-1) fulfilled criteria of senescence from the beginning, as they did not show population doublings within 4 weeks despite frequent changes of cell culture media (not shown).
Figure 2. Analysis of nuclear clustering of the TERT T1129P mutation in a cell culture model. (A) Representative confocal images of transiently co-transfected HeLa-cells. HA-TERT or HA-TERT T1129P, respectively, harboring 3 HA-tag sequences in frame at the N-terminus were transfected and fixed 48h later. On the indicated pictures e) and k) equal amounts of the TERC minigene were co-transfected together with the respective TERT minigene. The HA-tag was visualized with a mouse monoclonal anti-HA antibody and an anti-mouse secondary antibody linked to Alexa 488 as described in Materials and Methods. The nucleus was visualized by DAPI staining. The panels on the right represent overlays of the TERT wild type or the T1129P mutations, respectively, with the nucleus stained with DAPI. Cells depicted represent the subcellular distribution pattern seen in >90% of the transfected cells. (B) and (C) Quantification of nuclear accumulation and clustering. For quantification of nuclear accumulation and clustering in the nuclei, 100 cells each from 3 independent transfections have been assessed and counted visually for the presence of nuclear staining and/or nuclear clustering. For statistical analysis a student’s unpaired two-tailed t-test was used.
Skin fibroblast cultures of the TERT T1129P homozygous patient II-2 but also from the heterozygous mother I-2 showed impaired population doublings when compared to fibroblasts from a healthy age matched control (Figure 3A). Treatment of the control and mother (I-2) fibroblasts with rapamycin did not influence the proliferative potential measured by population doublings over time (Figure 3A). The fibroblast culture of the patient II-2 did not show a comparable proliferation potential after day 48 and had no vital cells after day 97. In contrast, the rapamycin treated fibroblast culture of patient II-2 still divided (albeit slowly) after day 97 and showed prolonged survival until day 182 (Figure 3A).

**Figure 3. Rapamycin treatment of DKC skin fibroblast cultures.** (A) Cumulative population doublings of skin fibroblasts. Fibroblast cultures from the mother I-2, the daughter II-2 and a healthy control were trypsinized and viable cells determined by trypan blue staining. Viable cells remained unstained. Population doublings were calculated using the following equation: PD=X + log2(Y/I) where: X = initial PD I = cell inoculum (number of cells plated in the flask) Y = final cell yield (number of cells at the end of the growth period). Cell were defined as dead (indicated with a cross) if no remaining viable cells were detected.
The limited capacity of cells to divide culminates in senescence, a status that is characterized by decreased viability, enlarged cell size, altered pattern of gene expression and expression of pH dependent beta-galactosidase activity [36-38]. Beta-galactosidase activity is present only in senescent cells and is not found in presenescent, quiescent or immortal cells [37]. Therefore, we performed beta-galactosidase assays to test if the prolonged survival in the rapamycin treated fibroblast cultures of the patient (II-2) correlated with decreased senescence (Figure 3B and C). We detected decreased senescence in the control fibroblasts, fibroblasts of the mother I-2 and the affected patient II-2 at day 30 when treated with rapamycin (Figure 3B and C). The same effect was observed at day 41 of this experiment. At day 119 the DMSO treated fibroblast culture of our patient II-2 did not show any vital cells (no viability after day 97). In healthy control fibroblasts and the mother’s fibroblasts, the rapamycin treated cultures still showed decreased senescence when compared to the respective DMSO treated cultures (Figure 3B). Taken together, these data reveal a positive correlation between proliferative potential and a decrease of the senescence marker, beta-galactosidase activity, in DC patient cells.

CD34+ HSPCs are reduced more than 300-fold in patient bone marrow

Next, we sought to investigate the effect of rapamycin treatment on hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs), hypothesizing that in line with our previous results with fibroblasts (Figure 3), a prolonged survival of HSPCs could improve the patient’s blood counts. If so, rapamycin might offer a therapeutic treatment to reduce transfusion dependence of the affected family members. Patient bone marrow derived HSPCs were characterized and quantified by flow cytometry and functionally characterized in vitro by colony forming unit (CFU) assays as well as in vivo by xenotransplantation into immunocompromized NOD/SCID/interleukin 2 receptor gamma null (NSG) mice. Rapamycin treatment and control groups were included in all experiments (Figure 4A). As shown in Figure 4B cellularity and HSPC frequency were strongly reduced in the bone marrow of patient II-2. Compared to a healthy female donor the patient had a 4-fold reduced bone marrow mononuclear cell count (1.53x10⁹/ml vs. 0.4x10⁹/ml) with reduced viability after gradient centrifugation (98.1 percent vs. 84.3 percent viable cells). A dramatic 300-fold reduction was observed in CD34+ HSPCs per ml bone marrow. Only 0.034 percent of all lineage negative cells were CD34+ in the patient II-2 compared to 7.04 percent in the healthy control sample, highlighting a severe HSPC depletion phenotype (Figure 4B and C). Using magnetic bead enrichment for CD34, less than 10,000 CD34+ cells could be isolated from 100 ml bone marrow aspirate, limiting functional studies with these cells.

Impaired clonogenic growth potential of patient II-2 HSPCs in vitro was not improved by rapamycin

To evaluate clonogenicity and lineage differentiation potential of the patient’s HSPCs and the influence of rapamycin treatment we performed colony forming unit (CFU) assays (see Figure 4A for experimental design). Plating 3,000 CD34+ cells resulted in approx. 80 colonies per plate in the healthy control. In contrast, the patient’s HSPC colony forming potential was significantly reduced, revealing on average only 4 colonies in the DMSO treatment group and 2 colonies in the rapamycin treatment group (Figure 5A). Although colonies treated with rapamycin were reduced in size in both patient and healthy control, this effect was more pronounced in the patient HSPCs (Figure 5B). Furthermore, patient HSPCs showed no long-term self-renewing potential as no colonies were detected anymore in secondary CFU assays, irrespective of rapamycin treatment. In addition to a reduced abundance of HSPCs in the patient’s bone marrow, results from the CFU assays indicate a severe functional
impairment including self-renewal potential of mutant progenitors. However, in contrast to our observation in fibroblasts, rapamycin treatment showed no beneficial effect on colony number, size and self-renewal activity.

**Xenotransplantation of remaining CD34-negative HSPCs from patient II-2 does not result in multilineage engraftment**

Xenotransplantation of human HSPCs into immunocompromized NSG mice is considered the gold standard to evaluate hematopoietic stem cell function. We have recently shown that co-transplantation of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) can enable engraftment of functionally impaired and usually non-transplantable HSPCs derived from Myelodysplastic Syndrome patients [39]. Lacking sufficient amounts of CD34+ HSPCs and to rule out the possibility that the patient’s HSPCs are “hidden” within the CD34-negative fraction we co-injected CD34-negative BM MNCs together with healthy human MSCs infra-femorally into sub-lethally irradiated NSG recipient mice. As control, CD34+ healthy HSPCs and MSCs were co-transplanted. In addition, 90-day slow release rapamycin or placebo pellets were implanted subcutaneously. Engraftment of human blood cells was measured by the chimerism for human CD45+ cells 90 days after transplantation. Expression of human CD19 determined lymphoid lineage output, while human CD33 expression was indicative of myeloid differentiation. As expected, healthy HSPCs reconstituted multi-lineage human hematopoiesis in bone marrow (Figure 6A, D), spleen (Figure 6B) and peripheral blood (Figure 6C) of recipient mice. Although not statistically significant, there was a clear trend showing that human CD45+ engraftment was impaired in the rapamycin treatment group in all organs analyzed. In contrast, patient II-2 derived CD34-negative bone marrow MNCs failed to engraft in both rapamycin and placebo treated animals as neither myeloid nor lymphoid cell engraftment was observed.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4. Analysis of patient II-2 bone marrow.** (A) Experimental setup: Bone marrow mononuclear cells were isolated by gradient centrifugation from patient II-2 and healthy control, analyzed by FACS and either plated in colony forming unit assays (see Figure 5) or transplanted into NSG females (see Figure 6). (B) Bone marrow characteristics at time of sampling. (C) FACS plots showing CD34 and CD38 levels gated on live, lineage-negative cells. Gates show frequencies of CD34+ cells in percent.
Figure 5. Colony forming unit assays. (A) Number of colonies in patient and control CFU assays treated with rapamycin or DMSO. Cells were plated in duplicates. Student’s t-test was performed on total number of colonies, n.s. not significant. (B) Representative pictures of colonies.

However, CD3+ T cells, which were present in the transplanted CD34-negative cell fraction of patient II-2, expanded over the course of 90 days under placebo treatment leading to a clinically inapparent graft-versus-host disease. Rapamycin almost completely suppressed T cell expansion in the recipient mice, confirming the activity of the rapamycin pellets and being in line with its known mode of action as an immunosuppressive drug (Figure 6A-D).

Taken together, our experiments with bone marrow MNCs from the dyskeratosis congenita patient II-2 revealed a striking reduction in HSPCs associated with a severe functional impairment of stem cell activity that could not be improved by rapamycin treatment.

DISCUSSION

Members of the telomerase complex such as TERC, TERT or DKC1 play fundamental roles in aging processes [4-7]. Mutations in these genes may lead to diseases associated with premature aging such as DKC and cancers. Therefore, a refined knowledge of the effects of these mutations may prove useful for understanding pathways that lead to, or mitigate, long-term health, prevention of cancer and late-stage disease. The novel germline T1129P mutation in the TERT gene identified in a consanguineous Libyan family leads to DKC with progressive bone marrow failure in all homozygous individuals. Patients II-2 and II-4 showed significantly shortened telomeres below the 1st percentile when compared to healthy controls or to heterozygous family members. The pronounced telomere loss for lymphocytes in comparison to granulocytes is consistent with previous findings in healthy individuals as well as in patients with reduced telomere activity [40, 41]. Only homozygous family members showed progressive bone marrow failure. Heterozygous family members showed normal blood results. Heterozygosity of TERC- and most TERT-mutations can lead to haploinsufficiency and to the clinical phenotype of dyskeratosis congenita, although some TERT mutations cause recessive DKC with heterozygous carriers showing normal blood counts [42]. The heterozygous family members described here are phenotypically healthy despite the presence of shortened telomeres indicating a recessive mode of inheritance of the TERT T1129P mutation. This is consistent with the observation that disease severity cannot be predicted by telomere length alone [43]. However, a late onset of clinical symptoms cannot, of course, be ruled out. Strikingly, the phenotype of affected, homozygous family members only showed progressive bone marrow failure with an absence of other DKC related symptoms such as skin or nail dystrophy or pulmonary fibrosis. The localization of the mutation within the gene does not necessarily predict the phenotype, which is highly variable in various muta-
tions described throughout the TERT gene [4]. Our novel autosomal recessive T1129P mutation is in close proximity to the previously described mutations at positions 1127 and 1130 [43, 44]. When comparing the phenotypes and modes of inheritance of these two near-by mutations, it is striking that the mutation F1127L resembles Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson-syndrome and causes autosomal dominant dyskeratosis congenita whereas the somatic I1130V mutation leads to non-severe aplastic anemia [43, 44].

Figure 6. Xenotransplantation experiments. (A-C) Frequencies of human engraftment with respect to lineage differentiation in bone marrow (A), spleen (B) and peripheral blood (C) 90 days after transplantation of patient II-2 or healthy bone marrow. Mice were treated either with rapamycin or placebo. n=2 per condition in healthy donor, n=1 per condition in patient (D) Representative FACS plots depicting human (h)CD45 versus mouse (ms)CD45 for blood cell chimerism (upper panel), human (h)CD19 for lymphoid differentiation and human (h)CD33 for myeloid differentiation (middle panel) and human (h)CD3 for T cell expansion. Upper panel is gated on live cells, middle and lower panels are gated on live, hCD45+ cells. Numbers represent percentage of gated events.
It still needs to be elucidated how the T1129P TERT mutation exerts its effect causing aplastic anemia in affected patients. In HeLa cell cultures the T1129P mutated TERT did not efficiently enter the nucleus without co-transfected TERC (Figure 2A and B). Together with the lack of nuclear clustering upon co-transfection with TERC, this indicates an inefficient recruitment of the telomerase complex to telomeres within the nucleus for T1129P mutated TERT. As the postulated binding site of TPP1 is within the C-terminus, binding to TPP1 or other members of the telomerase recruitment complex might be impaired by the novel T1129P mutation. A mutant of the three amino acid sequence F1127/K1128/T1129 has been shown before to display only slightly compromised telomerase catalytic activity in vitro, but its in vivo ability to elongate telomeres was highly compromised [45]. In another study, this mutant was further analyzed for its ability to localize to telomeres and to TPP1. While it did not localize to telomeres, it could still localize with TPP1 in Cajal bodies, even though the association with TPP1 was weaker compared to wild type [32].

As androgens harbor various side effects especially for female patients with DKC including virilization, there is need for substances that are safe and well tolerated antagonizing pre-mature aging processes [22, 39]. mTOR inhibition, by rapamycin, has been demonstrated to extend lifespan in a host of model organisms as well as reduce the onset of cellular senescence in cell culture [46, 47]. Moreover, recent data obtained in yeast suggest that mTOR inhibition by rapamycin can strengthen the DNA damage checkpoint and thereby increase the likelihood that cell division only occurs when damaged chromosomes are repaired [48].

Therefore, rapamycin, a substance well characterized in the clinical setting, might be an attractive target to treat DKC patients as they harbor increased numbers of senescent cells which contain dysfunctional chromosome ends. Before administering rapamycin to the patient, we assessed its effect on skin fibroblasts and on HSPCs – the cells that are most severely affected in our patient. Rapamycin had no effect on enhancing the proliferation of normal skin fibroblasts but did prolong the survival of the fibroblasts from the affected patient II-2 (Figure 3A). In our functional analysis, senescence of skin fibroblasts of patient II-2 was increased, as expected. Rapamycin showed an effect on decreasing cellular senescence in treated skin fibroblast cultures of patient II-2. Strikingly, cellular senescence was also reduced in the fibroblast culture of the mother I-2 and the fibroblasts of the healthy control (Figure 3B and C). As mTOR inhibition regulates cellular pathways that affect senescence and aging, this might show the influence of mTOR on fundamental senescence steps even in healthy cells [47]. All fibroblast cultures showed a higher initial senescence at day 30 when compared to day 41. This can be explained by an increased senescence of the newly plated cells and later a reduced senescence of the increasingly dense cell cultures at day 41 that could have been caused by contact inhibition of geroconversion [49, 50].

Decreased frequency of HSPCs and severe impairment of these cells in functional tests such as colony-forming unit assays and xenotransplantation into immunocompromised NSG mice highlight a fundamental HSC defect in patient II-2 (Figures 4 and 5). In contrast to fibroblasts, rapamycin treatment did not improve HSC function in these assays. The fact that rapamycin treatment resulted in a trend towards fewer and smaller colonies argues against a possible improvement of the patient’s blood counts by inhibiting mTOR. However, we cannot exclude that long-term rapamycin treatment of CD34+ HSPCs may ultimately lead to restoration of HSC function as CFU assays cover only a few weeks. Due to limited availability of diseased CD34+ HSPCs (only 10,000 CD34+ cells in 100ml bone marrow aspirate) xenotransplantation had to be performed using MNCs not selected for CD34. The data thus exclude the possibility that the patient’s HSCs in the diseased BM down-regulated CD34 expression. Even co-transplantation of MSCs, which typically enhance engraftment of stem cells usually not capable of initiating human hematopoiesis in NSG mice, showed no beneficial effect [39].

Interestingly, T cells present in the CD34-negative MNCs expanded in the non-treated xenografts, while the immunosuppressive agent rapamycin blocked their expansion efficiently in the treated animals (Figure 6). Due to the nature of our biological samples (skin biopsy and bone marrow aspirate from patient II-2) repetitive sampling was not possible or useful.

Previous studies in yeast demonstrated that rapamycin was beneficial for cells with dysfunctional telomeres when cells were given the chance to repair the telomeres and eventually proliferate in the absence of rapamycin [48]. Indeed when telomere dysfunction and rapamycin treatment were chronic, there was an initial lag in growth and only at very late time points the rapamycin treatment appeared to be beneficial (J.K. and B.L unpublished results). In the mouse experiments, rapamycin was constantly released from the pellets. In contrast, rapamycin was added to the fibroblast cultures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics statement. Investigation has been conducted in accordance with the ethical standards and according to the Declaration of Helsinki and according to national and international guidelines and has been approved by the authors' institutional review board.

Genotype analysis. EDTA-blood samples of the patients and their family were obtained after informed consent had been given. DNA was prepared according to standard protocols. 

Telomere length measurement via flow-FISH. Telomere length in lymphocytes and granulocytes from the peripheral blood of our patients was analyzed using flow-FISH as previously described [40, 52, 53]. Briefly, samples were analyzed in triplicates with and without Alexa488-(C3TA2) PNA staining (Panagene, Daejeon, South Korea). Granulocytes, lymphocytes and cow thymocytes were identified based on forward scatter and LDS 751 staining. Cow thymocytes with known telomere length were used as an internal control to calculate telomere length in kilobases. To determine the percentiles, linear regression on 104 blood samples from healthy donors was carried out [54, 55].

Exome capture and Illumina sequencing. Exome capture was carried out with the SureSelect Target Enrichment Kit v4 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions (version 1.7, July, 2014). DNA concentration was determined with the Qubit fluorometer using the BR dsDNA Assay (Qubit 2.0, Invitrogen Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). 3 μg of genomic DNA was sheared using Covaris S2 instrument (Covaris, Woburn, Mass, USA) to a mean size of 150-200bp. 500 ng of the library was subjected to hybridization with the SureSelect baits for 16 hours at 65 °C. Fragments captured in hybridization were indexed, amplified and sequenced in a paired end 100-bp mode using an Illumina HiSeq2000 deep sequencing instrument (v3 sequencing chemistry; Illumina, San Diego, CA).

Analysis of the whole exome sequencing data. Single nucleotide variant (SNV) calling was performed with the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) and SAMtools mpileup [56, 57]. For GATK, the data were recalibrated with dbSNP v132 and the 1000 Genomes Project Indel release from July 5, 2011 (http://1000genomes.org). Subsequently, SNVs were called by using GATK's Unified Genotyper on the recalibrated data. All GATK calls were annotated for strand bias, low mapping quality, and SVN clusters. The GATK resulting SNP calls were intersected with the SAMTools mpileup SNP calls. All SNVs were intersected with information on gene coding regions by using the Annotation of Genetic Variants framework (ANNOVAR) [58]. By using RefSeq gene annotations, the SNVs were classified as nonsynonymous SNVs affecting protein-coding regions. ANNOVAR was also used to compute the overlap with dbSNP v132 (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP), and

at the time of the splitting procedure and a possible degradation of the drug over time might have limited the toxic effects in our fibroblast experiments. Fine-tuning of rapamycin dosage might therefore be required for the anti-senescent effect and to avoid toxic effects [51]. Therefore it may be necessary to re-evaluate the dosage of rapamycin and the effects of cyclic dosing in order to see stronger effects.

The observed difference between fibroblasts and hematopoietic cells might also be explained by the different growth characteristics of the cell types studied: Fibroblasts divide much more slowly than hematopoietic cells and it is possible that hematopoietic DKC T1129P cells require a stronger therapeutic effect than DKC T1129P fibroblasts for an improvement in survival. This difference of the effect of this mutation in either fibroblast or hematopoietic cells might also be reflected by the most severely affected hematopoiesis of the homozygous TERT T1129P patients, whereas the skin and other epithelial tissues were not clinically affected.

Furthermore, the severity of the telomerase mutation may render cells completely unable to re-elongate telomeres. It should also be considered that continuous presence of rapamycin in our experiment might have had additional toxic effects preventing cell division.

In summary, we report a novel hereditary T1129P TERT mutation that leads to DKC with aplastic anemia that can be attributed to a severe reduction and functional impairment of CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells. Functional analyses to find a therapeutic alternative for this serious condition revealed that rapamycin treatment prolonged survival and decreased levels of cellular senescence in treated skin fibroblasts. However, impaired HSC function could not be restored by rapamycin mediated mTOR inhibition, as colony forming capacity in vitro and multilineage engraftment potential in xenotransplanted mice was unchanged in the presence of rapamycin. Our data argue against a therapeutic use of mTOR inhibitors to treat aplastic anemia in DKC patients with TERT mutations.
the October 2011 SNV releases of the 1000 Genomes Project (http://1000genomes.org). Additionally the SNVs were filtered using an in-house database, which is based on more than 25 deeply sequenced (>30x coverage) human genomes and which includes sites that are commonly identified as false-positive SNVs by using GATK and SAMTools mpileup. Following these additional filtering steps, candidate SNVs were evaluated computationally to assess the possible effect of an amino acid substitution on the structure and function of the respective protein by using SIFT and PolyPhen-2 [30, 59].

To verify the results obtained by whole exome sequencing, the coding regions of the TERT gene were PCR-amplified and sequenced (GATC Biotech AG, Germany). Primer sequences used for fragment amplification and sequencing are available on request.

**Plasmid constructs.** The 3xHA-TERT in pCDNA-minigene was kindly provided by Steven Artandi over addgene (pCDNA-3xHA-hTERT, addgene plasmid #51637) [60]. Functionality of this TERT construct with 3xHA at the N-terminus has been previously shown by immortalization of human fibroblasts that lack TERT expression [60].

The 3xHA-TERT TI129P minigene was constructed using the following primers:

forward primer Asc1Tert: CGGGGGCGCGCCCCGCGCTCCC
reverse primer Pac1Tert: AGACTTAATTAATCAGTCAGGATGGGCTTGAAGTCTG.

After PCR amplification, the PCR products were digested with AscI and PacI and inserted in an AscI and PacI digested pCDNA vector. The identity of all constructs was confirmed by DNA sequencing (GATC Biotech AG, Germany).

The TERC minigene (pBS U3-hTR-500, addgene plasmid #28170) was kindly provided by Kathleen Collins over addgene [61].

**Cell culture and transient transfection.** HeLa-cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% P/S at 37°C and 5% CO₂. Cells were transiently transfected by calcium phosphate precipitation in 6-well plates using 3µg of the test construct DNA as described before [62].

**Immunocytochemistry.** For immunocytochemical detection of the HA-epitope, transfected cells that had been grown on coverslips in 6-well plates were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 20min at 4°C and pre-treated with 5% FCS in PBS+/−T (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 20min at RT to block unspecific antibody binding and to permeabilize the cells. The cells were then incubated with a mouse monoclonal anti-HA antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:1,000 in 3% FCS/PBS. Immunoreactivity was visualized by a goat anti-mouse secondary antibody conjugated to AlexaFluor488 (CellSignaling) (1:1,000 in 3% FCS/PBS). Before mounting the coverslips upside down in moviol 4-88 (Carl Roth) on slides, cells were washed 3x with PBS and nuclei were visualized by staining with DAPI (4'-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole, 10mg/ml stock solution, Sigma-Aldrich), diluted 1:10,000 in PBS for 10min at RT.

**Microscopy and quantification.** Cells were imaged in the 405 and 488nm laser channels (DAPI excitation 405nm, emission 455nm; AlexaFluor excitation 488nm, emission 525nm) using a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Perkin Elmer ERS-6 with a Hamamatsu C9100-50 camera). The system incorporated a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U inverted microscope using a Nikon 100x objective. Perkin-Elmer Ultraview ERS software and Volocity 6.3 software (Improvision, Lexington, MA) were used for acquisition. Images were subsequently cropped in Adobe Photoshop CS2. Cropped images were imported into Corel Draw X5 for the final figures presented.

For quantification of nuclear accumulation and clustering in the nuclei, 100 cells each from 3 independent transfections have been assessed and counted visually for the presence of nuclear staining and/or nuclear clustering. For statistical analysis a student’s unpaired two-sided t-test was used.

**Patient data and material.** Patient data and samples were acquired and the patient was treated in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.

After written consent, the bone marrow sample was taken according to standard procedures as a necessary routine assessment in bone marrow failure patients to determine cellularity and further cytogenetic aberrations.

Skin fibroblasts were obtained by standard procedures from underarm skin under local anesthesia and grown in DMEM (LifeTechnologies) media supplemented with 10% FCS, 1% P/S and 1% fungizone (LifeTechnologies) at 37°C in 5% CO₂.

**Determination of population doublings in skin fibroblast cultures.** Monolayers were dissociated with trypsin/EDTA and resuspended cells in complete...
medium. To check for viability, cells were diluted 1:2 with trypan blue (LifeTechnologies). Viable cells remained unstained. Viability and number were determined using a hemacytometer (improved Neubauer). Population doublings were calculated using the following equation: \( PD= X + \log_2(Y/I) \) where: \( X \) = initial PD \( I \) = cell inoculum (number of cells plated in the flask) \( Y \) = final cell yield (number of cells at the end of the growth period).

Beta-galactosidase (β-Gal) Staining + DAPI. Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM/10% FCS/1% PenStrep containing either DMSO (negative control) or 5 nM rapamycin dissolved in DMSO. For several time points cells were semi-confluently seeded on 18mm-coverslips at 37°C and 5% CO\(_2\). Senescence associated β-Gal staining was performed according to a modified published protocol [63]. After 24h cells were washed twice with PBS and fixed with 0.1% glutaraldehyde at room temperature for 15 minutes. Following two washing steps with PBS, fibroblasts were stained for β-galactosidase using a 0.1%β-Gal / 5 mM Potassium hexacyano-ferrate (II)/5 mM Potassium hexacyano-ferrate (III)/2 mM MgCl\(_2\) / 7.4mM Citric Acid / 150 mM NaCl- solution at pH6 for 14-16 hours at 37°C. Nuclei were visualized by staining with DAPI (4'-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole, 10mg/ml stock solution, Sigma-Aldrich), diluted 1:10,000 in PBS for 20min at RT. Two additional washings with PBS were performed before embedding cover slips upside down in moviol 4-88 (Carl Roth) on slides. Cells were observed at 20-fold magnification on an Olympus CellR microscope and pictures taken at brightfield and fluorescent light (Ex 330-385, Em LP420), respectively. Depicted overlays of brightfield and fluorescence were merged in Fiji.

Quantification of β-Gal positive cells. The self-written macro Nuclei_PeripheryMeasure was used to count the number of cells with a cytosolic signal above a user-defined threshold within a cell population. As output, the number of criteria-matching cell counts with respect to the total number of cells is provided. The macro works on images or image stacks with at least two channels. In short, the macro takes the nuclear signal (here DAPI) in one channel as reference for individual cells. Segmentation of nuclei is done by intensity thresholding. The corresponding nuclear areas are registered and used to create binary images as masks. In order to measure the cytosolic signal of the second channel (here β-Gal), dilations are performed on the binary images in a user-defined manner to match cell dimensions. The resulting mask images with intensity values 0 (background) and 1 (foreground) are multiplied with the images of the second channel to select the areas for measurement. For the analysis, the user can specify both a general signal intensity threshold and a minimal number of pixels required above that threshold for positive counts. The software is available as ImageJ macro and can be downloaded from http://www.zmbh.uni-heidelberg.de/Central_Services/Imaging_Facility/2D_Imagel_Macros.html [64]. The following settings were used to define β-Gal positive cells in the programmed plugin: Find and add nuclei to the ROI manger (yes). Surrounding analysis: surrounding distance (dilation) 5, threshold to detect intensity: 120, amount of pixels over threshold: 100. For quantification an average number of 200 DAPI stained cells were counted.

FACS analysis. CD34+ magnetic bead enrichment and colony forming unit assays. Bone marrow mononuclear cells were isolated by gradient centrifugation using Histopaque-1077 (Sigma) and labeled with APC-eFluor780-conjugated anti-CD34 (4H11, eBioscience), Alexa-Fluor 700-conjugated anti-CD38 (HIT2, eBioscience), a cocktail of APC-conjugated lineage antibodies consisting of anti-CD4 (RPA-T4), anti-CD8 (RPA-T8), anti-CD11b (ICRF44), anti-CD20 (2H7), anti-CD56 (B159, all BD Biosciences), anti-CD14 (61D3), anti-CD19 (HIB19) and anti-CD235a (HIR2, all eBioscience) and DAPI (Sigma). FACS analysis was performed on LSR Fortessa (BD Biosciences).

CD34+ cells from MNC were isolated using MACS enrichment columns (Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. CD34+ cells were plated in methylcellulose medium (MethoCult H4434; StemCell Technologies) with 5nM rapamycin or DMSO. Colonies were counted after 14 days and pictures were taken with a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope.

Mouse transplantation and in-vivo rapamycin treatment. Animals were housed under specific pathogen-free conditions at the central animal facility of the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ). All animal experiments were approved by the Regierungspräsidium Karlsruhe under “Tierversuchsantrag G210/12”.

Female NSG mice with 8 weeks of age were sub-lethally irradiated (175 cGy) one day before the cells were injected in the femoral bone marrow cavity. For the healthy control 10^5 CD34+ cells were injected along with 5 x 10^5 MSCs. For the patient 10^6 CD34-negative MNCs cells were injected along with 5 x 10^6 MSCs. 90 day slow release implantable pellets (Innovative
Recipient mice were analyzed 12 weeks post transplantation. Bone marrow cells were labeled with PE-conjugated anti-human CD45 (2D1), APC-eFluor780-conjugated anti-mouse CD45 (30-F11), PE-Cy5-conjugated anti-human CD3 (UCHT1), APC-labeled anti-human CD19 (HIB19), PE-Cy7-conjugated anti-human CD33 (WM-53, all from ebioscience) to assess multilineage human hematopoietic engraftment.
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Abstract: The most physiological type of cell cycle arrest – namely, contact inhibition in dense culture - is the least densely studied. Despite cell cycle arrest, confluent cells do not become senescent. We recently described that mTOR (target of rapamycin) is inactive in contact-inhibited cells. Therefore, conversion from reversible arrest to senescence (geroconversion) is suppressed. In this Perspective, we further extended the gerosuppression model. While causing senescence in regular cell density, etoposide failed to cause senescence in contact-inhibited cells. A transient reactivation of mTOR favored geroconversion in etoposide-treated confluent cells. Like p21, p16 did not cause senescence in high cell density. We discuss that suppression of geroconversion in confluent and contact-inhibited cultures mimics gerosuppression in the organism. We confirmed that levels of p-S6 were low in murine tissues in the organism compared with mouse embryonic fibroblasts in cell culture, whereas p-Akt was reciprocally high in the organism.

Preface

When normal cells become confluent, they get arrested: a phenomenon known as contact inhibition [1-7]. Certainly, this is the most physiologically relevant type of cell cycle arrest. In the organism, cells are predominantly contact-inhibited. Yet, contact inhibition is the least studied type of cell cycle arrest. Instead, scientific attention has been attracted to two types of arrest: (a) starvation-induced arrest and (b) Cyclin Dependent Kinase-inhibitor (CDKi)-induced arrest. As a classic example of starvation-induced arrest, serum withdrawal causes reversible quiescence in normal cells. During serum-starvation, mitogen-activated pathways become silent [8]. Cells neither grow in size nor cycle. Re-addition of serum causes cell activation and proliferation.

As an example of CDKi-induced arrest, DNA damage and telomere shortening induce p53, which in turn induces p21 and p16, inhibiting CDKs. In other cases, stresses induce both p21 and p16 [8-23]. When serum growth factors and nutrients stimulate growth, then inhibition of CDKs leads to senescence [8]. All stresses that induce senescence inhibit CDKs in part by inducing CDKi such as p21, p16, p15. Oncogenic Ras and Raf activate MAPK and mTOR pathways and induce p21 and p16, causing senescence [9, 24-27].

Numerous studies have been aimed to pinpoint the difference between quiescence and senescence based on either the point of arrest, the nature of stresses or peculiarities of CDKi (p21 versus p16). Yet, despite all efforts, the distinction remained elusive.

In fact, the difference between quiescence and senescence lies outside the cell cycle [8, 28, 29]. A senescent program consists of two steps: cell cycle arrest and gerogenic conversion or geroconversion, for brevity [29]. It is geroconversion that distinguishes quiescence from senescence. Geroconversion is “futile cellular growth” driven by mTOR as well as related mitogen-activated and growth-promoting signaling pathways [29-31]. Rapamycin suppresses geroconversion, maintaining quiescence instead [32-38]. Furthermore, any condition that directly or indirectly inhibits mTOR in turn suppresses geroconversion [39-49]. Two-step model of senescence is applicable to all forms of senescence: from replicative and stress-induced to physiological cellular aging in the organism [29]. Senescent cells are hyper-active, hyper-functional...
(for example, hyper-secretory phenotype or SASP) compensatory signal-resistant, secondary malfunction and eventually atrophic [28, 36-38, 50-55]. Hyper-function and secondary malfunction lead to age-related diseases from cancer and atherosclerosis to diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease [54, 56-73]. MTOR-driven gerocconversion activates stem cells, eventually leading to their exhaustion [34, 46, 74-82].

Rapamycin extends life span and prevents age-related diseases, including cancer in mice and humans [33, 57-73, 83-110].

The two-step model is applicable to contact inhibition. Given that contact inhibition is reversible, we predicted that mTOR is inhibited. In fact, we found that mTORC1 targets - S6K and S6 – are dephosphorylated in CI cells [41]. Furthermore, activation of mTOR (by depletion of TSC2) shifts reversible contact inhibition towards senescence [41]. Thus, it is deactivation of mTOR that suppresses gerocconversion in contact inhibited cells. Deactivation of mTOR was associated with induction of p27. In cancer cells, there is no induction of p27 in high cell density. Accordingly, cancer cells do not get arrested in confluent cultures. There is a complex relationship between p27 and mTOR [111-113].

To cause arrest of cancer cells, we induced ectopic p21. Remarkably, p21-mediated arrest, which leads to senescence of HT-p21 cells in regular density, did not cause senescence in confluent cultures [41]. Why? It turned out that the mTOR pathway was inhibited in dense cultures of cancer cells. Yet, cancer cells do not induce p27 and do not undergo contact inhibition. mTOR is constitutively activated in cancer, [114-118]. And induction of p21 by itself does not inhibit mTOR. So why mTOR is deactivated not only in contact-inhibited but also in confluent cancer cells? The answer is that cancer cells with highly increased metabolism rapidly exhaust and acidify the medium, thus inhibiting mTOR by starvation-like mechanism [41]. In fact, change of the medium restored mTOR activity. Therefore, in normal cells with low metabolism, mTOR is deactivated by contact inhibition and the change of the medium only marginally affects mTOR. In cancer cells, mTOR is inhibited due to exhaustion of the medium. And some cell lines are somewhere in between.

Illustrations

In agreement with previous report, pS6 was barely detectable in contact inhibited cells (Fig. 1A). Inhibition of pS6 was associated with induction of p27. Treatment of contact-inhibited (CI) cells with etoposide did not affect either pS6 or p27. Change of the medium also did not affect pS6, as measured on second day after the change. Yet, the change of the medium transiently activated pS6 up to 6 hours (Fig. 1 B). This transient activation was not result in medium exuation, because CM by itself did not inhibit pS6 in sparse culture [41]. Transient induction was in part due to hyper-sensitivity of CI-cells to slight signals.

We treated CI-culture and regular (exponentially growing) culture with etoposide for 3 days (Fig. 1C). In regular culture, WI-38 cells acquired a large flat morphology with beta-Gal staining. This senescent morphology was prevented by rapamycin (Fig. 1C). So etoposide caused mTOR-dependent senescence in regular culture conditions.

In CI-culture, cells were beta-Gal positive to start with. In fact, beta-Gal-staining is a marker of both contact inhibition, senescence and serum-starvation [119-130]. In contact-inhibition, beta-Gal staining, a marker of lysosomal overactivation, is mTOR-independent [41] and Figure 1 C. We next, employed two non-morphological tests to evaluate senescence: (a) cellular hypertrophy, measured as protein per cell and (b) the reversibility potential (RP) or the potential to restart proliferation and to regenerate cell culture after splitting in drug-free media. (Note: the reversibility also means that regenerated culture consists of cells identical to initial regular culture).

In regular culture, etoposide induced hypertrophy, which was prevented by rapamycin (Fig. 1D). In CI-culture, the cells were small and etoposide failed to cause any increase in cellular size. A small cell morphology is due to deactivated mTOR pathway in CI-culture. As expected, rapamycin did not decrease cell size further. Thus, etoposide caused mTOR-dependent hypertrophy only in regular but not in CI-culture.

The regenerative/reversibility potential can be tested after washing etoposide out. It is importantly that etoposide is easily washable [131].

In regular culture, etoposide dramatically eliminated the reversibility potential (RP), meaning that etoposide-treated cells did not proliferate after re-plating in low density in drug-free culture. This effect was in part mTOR dependent, because co-addition of rapamycin and etoposide caused a lesser loss of RP (Fig. 1E).

In CI-culture, etoposide did not cause loss of RP. Etoposide-pretreated cells resumed proliferation, similar to untreated cells. Noteworthy, when treatment with
rapamycin was combined with a daily-change of the medium, which caused transient mTOR activation in CI-culture, the cells indeed lost some RP (Fig. 1 E, low panel). This loss was m-TOR-dependent, reversed by rapamycin (Fig. 1E). Therefore, we confirmed that, due to deactivation mTOR, etoposide did not cause senescence in CI-cultures. Also, etoposide did not cause hypertrophy in CI-cultures of RPE cells, while causing hypertrophy in regular density RPE cells (Fig. 2A). Etoposide-pretreated CI- cells retained RP, capable to proliferate and regenerate culture after splitting in low cell density (Fig. 2B).

Figure 1. Contact inhibition suppresses etoposide-induced senescence in WI-38t cells. (A-B) Immunoblot analysis [41]. (A) WI-38t cells [41] were plated at high density and lysed on the days indicated. When indicated “Medium change”, the medium was changed to fresh one every day. Et: cells were treated with 0.5 µg/ml etoposide on day 3 and lysed on day 6. p-S6(240/244). (B) The effect of medium change on Contact Inhibited cells, measured in hours. (C) Beta-gal staining. WI38t cells were plated at regular or high density. After 3 days, 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (Et) and +/- 10 nM rapamycin (R) was added, if indicated. After 3 days, cells were stained for beta-Gal. Bar – 100 µm. (D-E) Cells were treated as described in panel C. Data are mean ± SD. (D) Cell size, protein per cell. (E) Reversibility potential or Replicative potential (RP). On day 6, cells were counted and re-plated at 1000/well in 12-well plates in fresh drug-free medium. Cells were counted after 9 days of growth. Fold increase in cell numbers were calculated. Mean ± SD.
Importantly, senescence could be induced in CI-cultures by wounding in the presence of rapamycin. At the edge of wounds, mTOR is reactivated [41]. When CI-monolayer was wounded, cells acquired senescent morphology in the presence of the same medium, containing etoposide (Fig. 2C). We emphasize that failure of etoposide to induce senescence in CI-cultures cannot be explained by cell cycle arrest in CI-cultures. It was extensively studied and shown that etoposide caused DNA damage in G1 phase of the cell cycle [132-134]. Furthermore its toxicity is high in non-cycling cells [132-134].

Previously we showed that geroconversion is suppressed in p21-arrested cancer cells in very high density [41]. This gerosuppression was associated with deactivated mTOR in exhausted media, [41]. Here we confirmed this observation and extended it to p16-induced arrest (Fig. 3). This indicated that high density suppresses geroconversion regardless of whether p21 or p16 caused arrest.

**Figure 2. Suppression of etoposide-induced senescence in RPE cells.** (A) Reversibility potential (RP) in RPE cells [41] treated with 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (+Eto) in high cell density. After 2 day-treatment with etoposide (total 6 days in culture), cells were counted and re-plated in fresh medium at 1000/well in 24-well plates. After 7 days, cells were re-counted. Fold increase in cell numbers mean ± SD. (B) Protein per cell in regular (RD) versus high cell density (HD). RPE cells were plated at regular or high density. If indicated, cells were treated with 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (+Eto). After 2 days, cells were counted and lysed, protein amount was determined and protein (ng) amounts per cell was calculated. Data are mean ± SD. (C) Wounding. RPE cells were plated at high density, 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (+Eto) was added, if indicated “+”. Wounds were made in cell monolayer without changing the medium. After 3 days, cells were stained for beta-Gal.

**Figure 3. Effect of high density (HD) on p21- and p16-induced senescence.** HT-p21 and HT-p16 cells (see [37]) were plated at 20,000 (low density) and 600,000 (high density) cells in 6 well plates and then treated with IPTG to induce p21 and p16. After 3 days, cells were trypsinized, counted and 1000 cells were re-plated in IPTG-free medium in 6 well plates. Colonies were stained and counted after 8 days.

**Low basal activation of mTOR in vivo**

In the organism, cells are predominantly contact inhibited. Our in vitro data predict that mTOR activity should be low in the organism compared with cells in vitro. We compared levels of p-S6 (a marker of mTOR activity) in the organs (the heart and the liver) with the levels in mouse embrionyc fibroblasts (MEF). Use of the same species (mouse) ensures that there is no species-dependent differences in detection of p-S6 by antibody. Due to extra-cell matrix in vivo, we loaded a lesser amount of MEF protein (5 microg) than tissue-extracted protein (30 microM). What was important is a ratio between pS6 and S6 and between p-Akt and Akt (Fig. 4). In the livers and the hearts, pS6/S6 ratios were lower (approximately 4-100 fold) compared to MEF.

In contrast, the ratio p-Akt/Akt was much higher in the tissues than in MEF in culture (Fig. 4).

**Physiological and clinical applications**

Contact inhibition suppresses geroconversion. In the organism, most cells are contact inhibited. Even proliferating cellular pools exist in a relatively high cell density, albeit they may occupy special niches. Also, near-anoxia suppresses mTOR, thus exerting gerosuppression during cell cycle arrest [40, 130, 135, 136]. Low glucose and amino-acid levels in the organism (compared with cell culture in vitro culture conditions [137]) are also gerosuppressive. Therefore,
normal cells senesce slowly in the organism. In vivo, physiological geroconversion may take decades, culminating in age-related diseases.

![Figure 4. Comparison of p-S6(S240/244) and pAKT(S473) levels in murine heart and liver vs cultured MEFs. Immunoblot analysis. 5 μg protein MEF lysate and 30 μg protein mice tissue were separated on the same gel and blotted for pS6/S6 and pAKT(S473)/AKT. Signal intensities were quantified using ImageJ program and normalized levels of p-S6 and p-AKT in mice organs were estimated. Ratio in MEFs is 100 and 1 (indicated as numbers). Methods are described previously and corresponding tissues samples blots published [103, 138-140].](image)

The gerosuppression model shed light on the treatment with DNA damaging agents. Despite DNA damage, if the organism survives, it does not become old. One of explanations is that contact inhibition is gero-suppressive. This further supports the notion that accumulation of DNA damage is not a cause of aging, which instead is driven by the mTOR pathway.

Also, the model is applicable to tumors. In tumors, necrotic regions coincide with exhaustion of the medium. Thus in large tumors (and any detectable tumors are already large), geroconversion is suppressed. This may explain lack of senescence by conventional drugs, which easily cause senescence in cell culture. Also, solitary cancer cells, trapped among contact-inhibited normal cells, such as epithelial cells are resistant to therapy-induced senescence [41]. This is a subject of our ongoing investigation.
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**Abstract**: Berberine (BRB), a natural alkaloid, has a long history of medicinal use in both Ayurvedic and old Chinese medicine. Recently, available as a dietary supplement, Berberine is reported to have application in treatment of variety diseases. Previously we observed that BRB inhibited mTOR/S6 signaling concurrently with reduction of the level of endogenous oxidants and constitutive DNA damage response. We currently tested whether Berberine can affect premature, stress-induced cellular senescence caused by mitoxantrone. The depth of senescence was quantitatively measured by morphometric parameters, senescence-associated β-galactosidase, induction of p21WAF1, replication stress (γH2AX expression), and mTOR signaling; the latter revealed by ribosomal S6 protein (rpS6) phosphorylation. All these markers of senescence were distinctly diminished, in a concentration-dependent manner, by Berberine. In view of the evidence that BRB localizes in mitochondria, inhibits respiratory electron chain and activates AMPK, the observed attenuation of the replication stress-induced cellular senescence most likely is mediated by AMPK that leads to inhibition of mTOR signaling. In support of this mechanism is the observation that rhodamine123, the cationic probe targeting mitochondrial electron chain, also suppressed rpS6 phosphorylation. The present findings reveal that: (a) in cells induced to senescence BRB exhibits gero-suppressive properties by means of mTOR/S6 inhibition; (b) in parallel, BRB reduces the level of constitutive DNA damage response, previously shown to report oxidative DNA damage by endogenous ROS; (c) there appears to a causal linkage between the (a) and (b) activities; (d) the in vitro model of premature stress-induced senescence can be used to assess effectiveness of potential gero-suppressive agents targeting mTOR/S6 and ROS signaling; (e) since most of the reported beneficial effects of BRB are in age-relate diseases, it is likely that gero-suppression is the primary activity of this traditional medicine.

**INTRODUCTION**

Cellular senescence can be categorized in two groups. The replicative senescence, seen after certain rounds of cell division in cultures ("Hayflick’s limit") [1], is a consequence of a progressive erosion of telomeres at each division which leads to a telomere dysfunction and irreversible cell cycle arrest [2]. The second category defined as premature cellular senescence is unrelated to telomere shortening [review, 3]. Persistent cellular stress including replicative stress caused by oxidative DNA damage [4,5], activation of oncogenes [6] and loss of tumor suppressor genes [7] are among mechanisms inducing premature senescence. While in certain malignancies, particularly in acute leukemia, chemother- or radio- therapy induces apoptosis, the mechanism of elimination of cancer cells in some solid tumors often relies on irreversible impairment of cell reproductive capability defined as a drug- or radiation-induced senescence, that also belongs to the category of premature senescence [8,9]. Likewise, premature senescence of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) is a barrier in tumor development [10]. The stress-induced premature senescence of normal cells in vivo is considered to be a critical mechanism affecting organismal aging and longevity [11-14].
Extensive attempts have been made to develop gero-suppressive modalities that can slow down processes of senescence and aging extending longevity. Assessment of their effectiveness by analysis of animals’ life span, especially when it involves vertebrates [15,16], is cumbersome and time consuming. It is therefore desirable to have relatively rapid in vitro approach that can be used for this purpose. Cumulative DNA damage caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced during oxidative phosphorylation for long time was thought to be the major factor promoting aging (ROS mechanism) [17-19]. More recently, however, the persistent stimulation of the mitogen- and nutrient-sensing pathways including mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling mechanism has been advanced as an alternative to ROS mechanism [20-28]. Activation of these pathways enhances translation and leads to cell growth in size/mass resulting in cell hypertrophy and senescence. Activation of mTOR/S6K pathway when combined with oxidative DNA damage that leads to replication stress appears to be particularly effective factor promoting aging and senescence [29].

The background level of constitutive activation of ATM and expression of γH2AX seen in untreated normal or cancer cells reports the ongoing DNA oxidative damage and replication stress induced by endogenous ROS [30-32]. Using flow- and laser scanning-cytometry as major methodologies we have recently shown that several reported gero-suppressive agents, namely, rapamycin, metformin, berberine (BRB), 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, the calorie-restriction mimetic 2-deoxyglucose, and acetylsalicylic acid (ASA; aspirin), all depressed the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling [33-35]. Specifically, these substances reduced expression of γH2AX and activation of ATM in a variety of cell types, including tumor A549 and TK6 cells, as well as normal WI-38 cells or mitogenically stimulated human lymphocytes [33]. These agents also decreased the level of intracellular ROS and mitochondrial activity (ROS, ΔΨm), the marker of mitochondrial energizing [33-35]. The above observations would be consistent with the ROS mechanism of aging. However, all these agents also distinctly reduced the constitutive level of phosphorylation of Ser235/236 of ribosomal S6 protein (rpS6), Ser2448 of mTOR and Ser65 of 4EBP1 [33], the major elements of the mTOR signaling [27,36-38]. Collectively, these data indicated that the reduction of mTOR/S6K signaling, that in turn reduces the translation rate, was coupled with a decrease in oxidative phosphorylation (revealed by ΔΨm) that led to reduction of ROS and attenuated oxidative DNA damage [33]. Thus, while the decreased rate of translation induced by these agents may slow down cells hypertrophy and alleviate other features of cell aging/senescence reduction of oxidative DNA damage may lower predisposition to neoplastic transformation. The latter may result from damage to DNA sites coding for oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. Our data suggested that combined assessment of constitutive γH2AX expression, mitochondrial activity (ROS, ΔΨm) and mTOR signaling by cytometry can provide an adequate gamut of cell responses to evaluate effectiveness of potential gero-suppressive agents [33]. In continuation of these studies we attempted to explore whether gero-suppressive agents can also attenuate the level of premature, stress-induced cellular senescence. Toward this end we initiated experiments designed to reveal possible effects of these agents on induction of cellular senescence upon exposure of A549 cells to very low concentration of the DNA damaging drugs, shown by us before to trigger DNA replication stress manifesting by ATM activation and induction of γH2AX, that leads to senescence [39,40]. In preliminary experiments we observed that one of the gero-suppressive agents, the isoquinoline alkaloid berberine (BRB), was the most effective, suppressing the induction of cellular senescence at its low, clinically relevant, concentration. The present study, therefore, was designed to explore this effect of BRB in more detail and at the same time to demonstrate utility of flow- and laser scanning-cytometry in multiparametric analysis [41] of the depth of cellular senescence and its modulation by this alkaloid.

RESULTS

One of the most characteristic features of cells undergoing senescence is change in their morphology revealed by an increase in cellular and nuclear size. In the case of cells growing attached this manifests by their dramatic “flattening” appearance combined with markedly reduced cell density at confluence [42,43]. The morphometric analysis of cell nucleus by laser scanning cytometry (LSC) is a sensitive detector of such a change [39,40]. Premature senescence of A549 cells was induced by their exposure to 2 nM DNA topoisomerase inhibitor mitoxantrone (Mxt), the drug that interacts with DNA by intercalation and is a type II DNA topoisomerase inhibitor [44]. Fig. 1 illustrates the features of these cells undergoing senescence, including their morphological changes that were measured by LSC. The morphometric analysis of the nucleus stained with the DNA fluorochrome DAPI shows an increase in nuclear area concomitant with the decrease in intensity of DAPI maximal pixel fluorescence [39]. The integral of intensity of DAPI fluorescence over the nucleus reports DNA content and thus the cell cycle phase, which as seen Fig. 1 (insets), indicates cell arrest in G1 and G2/M with paucity of S-phase cells in the Mxt-
treated cultures. Since nuclear area in senescent cells is increased and DAPI maximal pixel decreased the ratio of maximal pixel to the area (Mp:area) provides an even more sensitive marker reporting this change in cell morphology than either of these measurements alone (Fig. 1B). The cells arrested in G1 and G2M in the Mxt-treated cultures show 10 to 19-fold increase in expression of the CDK inhibitor p21 \(^{\text{WAF1}}\), the another marker of cellular senescence [42,43]. Activation of the senescence-associated β-galactosidase A-β-gal), another hallmark of cellular senescence [42,43] is also markedly elevated in cells growing in the presence of Mxt. The rise in SA-β-gal activity measured by LSC is expressed either as percent of the enzyme-positive cells, which is augmented from 1.4 to 23% and 44%, or the mean value of the light absorption of the SA-β-gal product, increased 8.4- and 17.7-fold, in cells from cultures growing with Mxt for 48 and 72 h respectively (Fig. 1; D,E).

Induction of senescence of A549 cells growing in the presence of Mxt is distinctly suppressed, in a concentration-dependent fashion, by BRB (Fig. 2). Thus, the morphometric parameter reporting the nuclear change (Mp:area) which in the presence of Mxt alone is decreased from 1.0 to 0.28, in cultures treated with Mxt and 5 μM BRB is decreased to only 0.56, which is a 100% reduction compared to Mxt alone. At higher BRB concentration this effect is more pronounced, and at 60 μM BRB the reduction is 182% vis-à-vis Mxt alone. The attenuation of the Mxt-induced senescence by BRB, when measured by the induction of SA-β-gal activity, is also quite evident, and BRB-concentration dependent. The BRB-induced decrease of SA-β-gal activity in Mxt-treated cells was 26% at 5 μM BRB and further decreased to 75% at 60 μM concentration (Fig. 2).

**Figure 1. Induction of premature cellular senescence of A549 cells measured by laser scanning cytometry.** Human pulmonary non-small cell lung carcinoma A549 were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 2 nM DNA topoisomerase II inhibitor mitoxantrone (Mxt) for 48 or 72 h. Panel A shows morphometric features of the cells revealed by measurement of nuclear DNA (DAPI) fluorescence reporting on the bivariate distributions (scatterplots) nuclear area versus intensity of maximal pixel of fluorescence, respectively. Intensity of maximal pixel is correlated with chromatin condensation and in the untreated cells has the highest value and marks mitotic (M) and immediately post-mitotic (pM) G2 cells, which also have low value of DAPI area [41]. In the senescing cells, while nuclear area increases, the intensity of maximal pixel decreases [39,40,64]. These morphometric changes reflect enlargement of the projected nuclear area and decreased DAPI local staining per unit area, due to “flattened” cellular appearance, the hallmark of cellular senescence [42,43]. The insets show DNA content frequency histograms of cells from the respective controls. Panel B: Bar plots reporting mean values (+SD) of nuclear DNA, DAPI area, DNA (DAPI) maximal pixel, and ratio of maximal pixel to nuclear area, respectively, of cells from control and Mxt treated cultures. Panel C: Bivariate distributions (DNA content vs p21) reporting expression of p21 \(^{\text{WAF1}}\) with respect to the cell cycle phase; the figures show the n-fold increase in mean expression of p21 of G2 and G2M cells from the Mxt-treated cultures with respect to respective cells in Ctrl. Panel D: Bivariate distributions of DNA content versus senescence-associated galactosidase (SA-β-gal) activity. Figures indicate percent of SA-β-gal positive (above the threshold marked by the horizontal lines) cells. Insets show the frequency distribution of SA-β-gal positive cells; the figures in insets show the n-fold increase in the mean activity of SA-β-gal in Mxt-treated cultures over Ctrl (1.0). Panel E: Images of cells growing in the absence (left) and presence of 2 nM Mxt for 72 h (right) stained to detect activation of SA-β-gal activity recorded by laser scanning cytometer (Research Imaging Cytometer iCys); 50 μm bars mark the length scale.
Figure 2. Attenuation of Mxt-induced senescence of A549 cells by berberine (BRB) as measured by cell morphometric features and SA-β-gal activity. Exponentially growing A549 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 2 nm Mxt in the absence and presence of BRB at concentrations as shown, for 5 days. Top panels: Morphometric analysis, reporting changes in nuclear area (DNA–DAPI) versus maximal pixel of DAPI fluorescence. The ratio of maximal pixel to nuclear area (Mp:A) is expressed as a fraction of that of the untreated cells; shown is the percent increase in Mp:A in the BRB-treated cultures with respect to cells growing with Mxt alone, with the arrows. Bottom panels: The frequency histograms reporting SA-β-gal activity. The figures present the increase (n-fold) in the enzyme activity with respect to the Ctrl (1.0), measured as the mean intensity of SA-β-gal absorption of cells in the respective cultures.

Figure 3. Attenuation of Mxt-induced senescence of A549 cells by BRB as measured by reduction in expression of p21<sup>WAF1</sup>, γH2AX and rpS6<sup>##</sup>. Exponentially growing A549 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with Mxt in the absence and presence of BRB at concentrations as shown, for 5 days. Top panels: Bivariate distributions of p21 versus cellular DNA content; the figures (x) present the increase (n-fold) in the mean expression for all cells of p21 with respect to the untreated cells, the percent reduction in p21 in cultures with BRB with respect to Mxt alone, is shown with the arrows. Mid-panels: expression of γH2AX versus DNA content; the figures (x) represent the increase (n-fold) in the mean expression of γH2AX with respect to untreated cells (1.0); the percent reduction in expression of γH2AX in cultures grown with BRB with respect to cells growing in the presence of Mxt alone is presented with the arrows. Bottom panels: expression of rpS6 versus DNA content. The figures illustrate the change (n-fold) with respect to the untreated cells; the percent reduction in expression of rpS6 in cultures with BRB with respect to cells treated with Mxt alone is shown with the arrows.
phosphorylated on Ser235/236 (rpS6 P) in A549 cells, dependent, starting with 56% at 5 μM concentration. The induction of p21 by Mxt is paralleled by cell arrest in G1 and G2M phases of the cell cycle, and the arrest in G2M is to some extent reduced at 5 and 10 μM BRB (top panels, insets). The Mxt-induced senescence is marked by a 3.5-fold rise in expression of γH2AX and this rise is also attenuated, in a concentration-dependent fashion, by BRB, varying from 10% to 52% at 5 to 60 μM concentration of this isoquinoline. Phosphorylation of rpS6 on Ser235/236 is reduced at 5 and 10 μM concentration as used for A549 cells. As evident already at 5 μM BRB and at that concentration its ability at these lower concentrations to affect the level of constitutive mTOR signaling in cells not induced to premature senescence. Such low BRB concentrations are relevant in terms of the drug pharmacokinetics and its in vivo effects [45-48]. To this end we treated human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells, the cells which we explored in the prior study [33], with the range of BRB concentration as used for A549 cells. As is evident from the data in Fig. 4 growth of these cells in the presence of 5 – 60 μM BRB led to a distinct reduction of rpS6 phosphorylation. The reduction was evident already at 5 μM BRB and at that concentration its extent showed distinct cell cycle phase specificity. Namely at 5 μM the reduction was more pronounced in G3M- and S- phase cells, lowering expression of rpS6P in these cells by 60% and 49%, respectively, compared with 39% for G1 cells. The degree of suppression of rpS6 phosphorylation was BRB-concentration dependent, reaching over 80% for the G2M and S-phase cells at its 60 μM concentration. The BRB concentration-dependency was quite apparent from the rpS6P frequency histograms (Fig. 4 top panels, insets).

The results shown in Figs. 1-3 demonstrate that the induction of premature cellular senescence of A549 cell by treatment with Mxt is distinctly attenuated by BRB and the attenuation is already evident at its 5 μM concentration. In our prior study we observed that treatment of several cell types including A549, TK6, WI-38 cells and normal proliferating lymphocytes with different potential gero-suppressive agents reduced both, the mTOR- as well as DNA damage- signaling [33]. Among these agents was BRB which at 60 μM concentration was seen to markedly suppress the level of constitutive phosphorylation of mTOR, rpS6 and 4EBP1 as well as of H2AX. These findings were consistent with the notion that BRB had potential gero-suppressive properties combined with the ability protect DNA from endogenous oxidants [33]. In light of the current observation that 5-60 μM BRB suppresses induction of the premature senescence we have tested its ability at these lower concentrations to affect the level of constitutive mTOR signaling in cells not induced to premature senescence. Such low BRB concentrations are relevant in terms of the drug pharmacokinetics and its in vivo effects [45-48]. To this end we treated human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells, the cells which we explored in the prior study [33], with the range of BRB concentration as used for A549 cells. As is evident from the data in Fig. 4 growth of these cells in the presence of 5 – 60 μM BRB led to a distinct reduction of rpS6 phosphorylation. The reduction was evident already at 5 μM BRB and at that concentration its extent showed distinct cell cycle phase specificity. Namely at 5 μM the reduction was more pronounced in G3M- and S- phase cells, lowering expression of rpS6P in these cells by 60% and 49%, respectively, compared with 39% for G1 cells. The degree of suppression of rpS6 phosphorylation was BRB-concentration dependent, reaching over 80% for the G2M and S-phase cells at its 60 μM concentration. The BRB concentration-dependency was quite apparent from the rpS6P frequency histograms (Fig. 4 top panels, insets).

Figure 4. Suppression of rpS6 phosphorylation and reduction of size of human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells grown in the presence of BRB at 5 μM – 60 μM concentration. Exponentially growing TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with BRB at concentrations as shown, for 24 h. Top panels: the bivariate distributions of rpS6P expression versus DNA content. Figures show percent decrease in expression of the mean rpS6P for cells at G1, S and G2M phases of the cell cycle, respectively, growing in the presence of BRB vis-à-vis to the untreated cells. insets show the frequency histograms of rpS6P expression for all cells in culture. Bottom panels: Bivariate distributions of cellular forward light scatter (FLS) versus DNA content. Percent decrease in of mean value of FLS, considered to represent cellular size [49,50], of G1, S and G2M of cells growing in the presence of BRB with respect to the untreated cells is shown with the arrows. Insets illustrate DNA content frequency histograms of cells from the respective cultures.
Interestingly, growth of TK6 cells in the presence of 5 - 60 μM of BRB for 24 h led to reduction of their size (Fig. 4, bottom panels). The reduction was estimated from analysis of the forward light scatter (FLS), which when measured by flow cytometry is considered to be a marker of cell size [49,50]. The diminished size of TK6 cells was evident already at 5 μM concentration of BRB and it was approximately of similar extent for cells in different phases of the cell cycle. The cell size reduction was more extensive at 10 μM and 30 μM than at 5 μM BRB concentration. No significant changes in the cell cycle distribution were seen at these BRB concentrations, as reflected by the DNA content frequency histograms (insets).

BRB is fluorescent and its fluorescence and localization in mitochondria in live cells was initially reported by Borodina and Zelenin in 1977 [51]. Its fluorescence is maximally induced by UV light at 421-431 nm and emission is within a wide range of green to yellow (514-555 nm) wavelength [52]. In binding to mitochondria BRB has an affinity to respiratory electron transport chain and the extent of its binding appears to correlate with mitochondrial potential ΔΨm [53-55]. This is in analogy to another mitochondrial probe rhodamine123 (Rh123) which is a widely used marker of mitochondrial energizing [56,57]. We have presently observed that 60 min exposure of A549 cells to BRB distinctly labels mitochondria (Fig. 6). This can be seen however for only for short period of time after exposure to blue light (< 3 min) or even shorter (< 1 min) to UV light. With longer exposures the BRB fluorescence disappears from mitochondria and undergoes translocation to nuclei and nucleoli (Fig. 5). It should be noted that BRB fluorescence was not apparent in cells that were fixed and subsequently rinsed, and thus it did not interfere with the subsequent measurement of fluorescent markers reporting mTOR/S6- and DNA damage-signaling.

The evidence in literature [53-55] and our observation (Fig. 5) indicate that in live cells BRB localizes in mitochondria where most likely it interferes with the electron transport chain. It may be suspected therefore that its presently measured effect namely attenuation of phosphorylation of rpS6 may be mediated by targeting electron transport in mitochondria. We have tested therefore the effect of a classical mitochondrial potential probe Rh123 [56,57] on rpS6 phosphorylation. As is evident from the data in Fig. 6 exposure of A549 cells in the presence of Rh123 leads to a decline in the level of constitutive phosphorylation of rpS6. The effect is not cell cycle-phase specific but related to time of exposure to Rh123, as 31% decrease is noted after 6 h and 59% after 24 h of treatment with Rh123, respectively.

**Figure 5. Detection of BRB fluorescence in live A549 cells exposed to this isoquinoline.** Exponentially growing A549 cells were treated with 5 μM BRB for 60 min, rinsed with PBS and examined under fluorescence microscopy. Immediately after illumination (the first min after exposure to UV) the BRB yellow fluorescence was localized almost exclusively in mitochondria (A). With extended time of illumination (2 min) intensity of fluorescence of mitochondria declined while nuclear and nucleolar fluorescence become more apparent (B). After 5 min exposure to UV no mitochondrial fluorescence was evident whereas intensity of nuclear and nucleolar fluorescence was distinctly increased (C). Images taken with the Nikon Microphot FXA; objective Fluor 40X.
Figure 6. Effect of treatment of A549 cells with Rh123 on the level of expression of phosphorylated rpS6. Exponentially growing A549 cells were treated for 6 h or 24 h with 1 μM Rh123. Expression of rpS6p in cytoplasm was detected by phosphospecific Ab and measured by the iCys laser scanning cytometry. The figures indicate percent decrease in expression of RP-S6P in the Rh123 treated cells vis-à-vis the respective control (Ctrl) cells.

DISCUSSION

Potential gero-suppressive properties of berberine

Several elements of stress-induced premature cellular senescence are relevant to aging. The key element, considered to be the major driving force of aging, is persistent activation of mTOR and its downstream target rpS6 kinase (p70S6 kinase; p70S6K), a serine/threonine kinase that phosphorylates rpS6. Phosphorylation of rpS6 induces protein synthesis at the ribosome [27,36,38]. When equilibrium between protein synthesis and its degradation (including by autophagy) is broken and synthesis prevails, cells become hypertrophic acquiring senescent (“growth imbalance”) phenotype, the phenomenon described nearly five decades ago [59]. There is an extensive and rapidly accumulating evidence in support of this mechanism as the primary inducer of premature cellular senescence as well as major contributor to organismal aging [20-28,59-63]. As mentioned in the Introduction we have tested seven different potential gero-suppressive agents in terms of their ability to attenuate the level of constitutive mTOR/S6 signaling in normal cell types and cell lines. Each of these agents was quite effective in causing the decline of this signaling [33]. Interestingly, they all also reduced the level of constitutive DNA damage response, considered to be a reporter of DNA damage by endogenous oxidants [30-32]. In continuation of these studies we initiated to assess whether these agents can modulate the induction of premature cellular senescence. The senescence was instigated by low level of persistent DNA damage maintained by cell exposure to DNA-targeting drugs mitoxantrone [39] or milomycin C [40]. Such treatment was seen to induce replication stress manifesting by low level of DNA replication activity combined with the induction of DNA damage signaling viz. ATM activation and H2AX phosphorylation, and development of characteristic features of cellular senescence [39,40,64,65]. In the pilot experiments we observed that one of the investigated gero-suppressive agents, namely BRB, was particularly effective in attenuation of premature cell senescence. The present studies were designed to investigate this phenomenon in more detail, using BRB concentrations that are relevant to its potential pharmacological in vivo doses [45-48].

The present results clearly indicate that administration of BRB into cultures of A549 cells undergoing premature senescence reduced the development of senescent phenotype as revealed by analysis of cells morphometric features, activation of SA-β-gal and induction of CDK inhibitor p21WAF1. BRB also attenuated the level of mTOR/S6 signaling by lowering the level of phosphorylation of rpS6, as well as expression of γH2AX. All these effects were BRB-concentration-dependent and already evident at its lowest, 5 μM concentration. In parallel experiments, we observed that BRB also decreased rpS6 phosphorylation and reduced the size of TK6 cells (Fig. 4). In the prior study 60 μM BRB was seen to attenuate the level of constitutive mTOR/S6 and DNA damage signaling, and to reduce both the mitochondrial potential (ΔΨm) as well as the abundance of ROS [33]. Since as mentioned, the mechanisms of stress-induced cellular senescence and aging have much in common, collectively these data suggest that BRB can be effective at an in vivo achievable concentration [45-48,66,67] as a gero-suppressive agent.
The mechanism by which BRB exerts these effects may be through targeting mitochondria. Its localization in mitochondria was reported before [53-55] and presently shown in the case of A549 cells (Fig. 5). BRB in mitochondria is photolabile; even the short exposure to UV light results in a loss of its mitochondrial localization and apparent translocation into nuclei. The specific target appears to be the respiratory electron transport chain [53,54]; inhibition of the electron transport results in a decrease of ATP production which leads to an increase of AMP to ATP ratio which in turn triggers the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) [68]. The inhibition of mTOR/S6 signaling, the event presently observed (Fig. 3), is one of the key effects of AMPK activation [27,28,36-38]. This mechanism is essentially identical to that induced by metformin, which also targets electron transport in complex 1 of mitochondria and in this way activates AMPK [69]. In fact, among its many clinical applications BRB, similar to metformin, has been promoted as an anti-diabetic supplement [70-72]. Since metformin was shown to extend lifespan of C. elegans [73,74] and even rodents [15,75,76] (although not of Drosophila [77]), it is reasonable to expect that BRB may demonstrate gero-suppressive properties as well.

In the present study we observed that exposure of A549 cells to the classic cationic mitochondrial probe Rh123, which also targets electron transport chain and monitors mitochondrial electrochemical potential $\Delta \Psi_{m}$ [56,57], led to reduction of rpS6 phosphorylation (Fig. 6). It is thus possible that inhibition of the mitochondrial respiratory chain by other modalities, via similar mechanism of activation of AMPK and mTOR inhibition as in the case of metformin or BRB, may have potential gero-suppressive properties as well. It should be noted however, that these potential gero-suppressive agents may differ in other properties and may have different side effects. Thus, for example, whereas rapamycin extends lifespan of various organisms including vertebrates [16,78], it does not ameliorate some traits of animal aging [79,80]. The possibility of induction of autophagy as an additional mechanism counteracting cellular senescence and providing anti-aging benefits should be estimated in parallel with the inhibitory activity on the mTOR/S6 signaling [81-83]. The choice of an agent or perhaps a combination of several agents differing in primary binding site and/or mechanism of action that, would have maximal gero-suppressive properties and minimal side effects, has to be explored to assess the advantages of their use for attenuation of aging processes. Their analysis in vitro such as exploring potential in preventing the premature, stress-induced, cellular senescence as presently shown in the case of BRB, may offer an advantage over in vivo experiments testing animals’ longevity, by yielding the data rapidly and economically.

BRB has a long history of medicinal use in both Ayurvedic and old Chinese medicine. More recently, BRB has found wide application to treat a variety of different maladies. However, because it has been used primarily as a dietary nutritional supplement the evidence of its clinical toxicity or side effects such as is generally being obtained from well monitored clinical trials is scarce but forthcoming [72,84]. Interestingly, many applications at which BRB was reported to have positive health effects relate to age-related diseases [84-89], including metabolic and cardiovascular risks [84], type 2 diabetes [45-47,70-72], atherosclerosis [68], senile osteoporosis [87], Alzheimer’s disease [88], hypercholesterolemia [89] and diabetes-induced renal inflammation [90]. It is tempting to speculate that this diversity of medical benefits reportedly provided by BRB, having one common denominator namely organismal aging, stems from the gero-suppressive properties of this isoquinoline, as presently detected. It should be noted, however that BRB [91,92], similar as metformin [93-95], was shown to exert anticancer properties, suppressing growth and/or sensitizing cancer cells to various other anticancer modalities.

**In vitro assessment of gero-suppressive agents**

Our prior studies [32-35,64] and the present results indicate that evaluation of effectiveness of potential anti-aging modalities can be achieved in vitro by monitoring their effect on mTOR/S6- and ROS-DNA damage signaling pathways that leads to attenuation of the stress-induced cellular senescence. Quantification of these effects is carried on using phospho-specific Abs that detect critical phosphorylation of the mTOR targets such as rpS6 and 4EBP1 concurrently with the level of ROS, $\Delta \Psi_{m}$, constitutive expression of $\gamma$H2AX and activation of ATM, all measured in individual cells by multiparametric flow- or laser scanning- cytometry.

Fig. 7 presents key pathways associated with cellular senescence and aging linking mTOR/S6- and DNA damage- signaling, the targets of potential gero-suppressive agents that can be assessed this way. Reduction of signals activating m-TOR (raptor) pathway such as mitogens, growth factors and amino acids, triggering MAPK, Rsgs, MAP4K3, RaIA and hVps34, provide the outmost target for gero-suppression. These signals are suppressed by 2-deoxyglucose and other calorie restriction mimetics as well as by inhibitors of growth factors, primarily of IGF-1. Downstream of these signals, the mTOR
activation is directly suppressed by its specific inhibitor rapamycin, and indirectly by activation of AMP-PK. Among effective activators of AMP-PK is metformin, as well as BRB. While the gero-suppressive effects of metformin are well documented [15,16] the present data demonstrate strongly suppressive effect of BRB on induction of the stress-induced premature cellular senescence. As mentioned, activation of AMP-PK can be achieved by targeting mitochondrial energy production, as it was shown with Rh123 (Fig. 6).

Since the increased rate of translation driven by rpS6 phosphorylation is the primary motor of cell growth in size (hypertrophy, “growth imbalance”, which is a characteristic phenotype of senescence) it is expected that inhibition of the translation rate through other means, downstream of mTOR activation, can also have gero-suppressive effects. For example, mimetics of amino acids that are not incorporated into protein but lower the rate of translation may have similar gero-suppressive effect. Likewise, reduction of ribosomal activity by such means as modification of the mRNA with the mRNA 5’-cap analogs [97, 98] or other approaches [99] may be gero-suppressive as well. Attenuation of the senescence phenotype that may be independent of translation is mediated by autophagy (Fig. 7) [100-102]. Specific inducers of autophagy, therefore, may have an additive effect with the mTOR inhibitors in terms of suppression of aging. However, most mTOR inhibitors are also activators of autophagy [100-102].

Our observation that the gero-suppressive agents inhibit constitutive level of mTOR activation concurrently with reduction of DNA damage signaling [33] provides evidence of a direct linkage between mTOR activation and oxidative DNA damage (Fig. 7). This is expected since translation requires production of energy (ATP) through oxidative phosphorylation which generates ROS; the increased ROS production (translation) leads to a greater oxidative DNA damage. It should be noted however that when ROS induce damage to telomeric sections of DNA this has an effect in promoting replicative senescence (Fig. 7). Likewise, the ROS-mediated lipid peroxidation is another marker of cellular senescence and aging.

![Figure 7. Schematic presentation of key pathways associated with cellular senescence and aging linking mTOR- and DNA damage-signaling](image)

**Figure 7. Schematic presentation of key pathways associated with cellular senescence and aging linking mTOR- and DNA damage-signaling.** The ongoing translation particularly during perturbed cell cycle progression (replication stress), is considered to be the major factor leading to senescence. Suppression of translation that may have anti-aging effect can be achieved at several steps along the mTOR signaling pathway (marked A-g), as discussed in the text. Activation of autophagy provides an additional gero-suppressive effect. The translation requires production of ATP and thus generates ROS that cause oxidative DNA damage, which when occurs at sites of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, may lead to neoplasia. The damage of telomeric DNA and lipid peroxidation by ROS further contributes to the senescent phenotype. The *in vitro* model of stress-induced cellular senescence as presently described can be used to evaluate potential gero-suppressive agents in terms of their effect in reduction of mTOR/S6- and DNA- damage signaling. See text for further details.
Whereas mTOR/S6 signaling is the primary basis for induction of premature cell senescence and aging the endogenous ROS when cause DNA damage at sites coding for oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes predispose to neoplastic transformation (Fig. 7). Antioxidants (ROS scavengers) therefore are expected to be more effective in terms of chemo-prevention rather than as anti-aging modalities, and this indeed appears to be the case [103-106]. The attempts to attenuate aging processes including the increase in organismal longevity by antioxidants were largely unsuccessful [reviewed in 20]. On the other hand, most gero-suppressive agents were shown to have chemopreventive properties as well [106-112].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells, Cell Treatment. Human non-small cell lung carcinoma A549 cells, obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA), were grown in Ham’s F-12K Nutrient Mixture (Mediatech, Inc., Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM L-glutamine (GIBCO/BRL; Grand Island, NY) in 25 ml FALCON flasks (Becton Dickinson Co., Franklin Lakes, NJ) at 37.5 °C in an atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2. The cells were maintained in exponential and asynchronous phase of growth by exponential and asynchronous phase of growth by adding of Antifade (for fluorescence-labeled cells) or 50% glycerol in PBS (for (SA-β-gal) the slides were subjected to quantitative study by laser scanning cytometry. The protocol for measuring the chromatic (SA-β-gal) dye staining was provided by CompuCyte (Westwood, MA). The fixation, rinsing and labeling of A549 cells was carried out on slides, and TK6 cells in suspension. Other details have been described previously [64,112].

Analysis of Cells by Cytometry. A549 cells: Cellular immunofluorescence representing the binding of the respective phospho-specific Abs as well as the blue emission of DAPI stained DNA was measured by laser scanning cytometer [39-41] iCys (CompuCyte) utilizing standard filter settings; fluorescence was excited with 488-nm argon, helium neon (633 nm) and violet (405 nm) lasers. Intensities of maximal pixel and integrated fluorescence were measured and recorded for each cell. At least 3,000 cells were measured per sample. Gating analysis was carried out as described in Figure legends. TK6 cells: Intensity of cellular fluorescence was measured using a MoFlo XDP (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA) high speed flow cytometer/sorter. DAPI fluorescence was excited with the UV laser (355-nm), AlexaFluor 488, DCF and Rh123 with the argon ion (488-nm) laser. Although BRB is fluorescent [Fig. 5] it was not retained by the cells following their fixation and repeated washings and control experiments excluded the possibility that its fluorescence significantly contributed to analysis of the measured cells that could lead to a bias. Analysis of forward light
scatter by flow cytometry provides information on cell size [49,50]. All experiments were repeated at least three times, representative data are presented. Other details of the particular experimental procedures were described before [64,112].
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Abstract: Aging is considered to be driven by the so called senescence pathways, especially the mTOR route, although there is almost no information on its activity in aged tissues. Aging also induces Ca\(^{2+}\) signal alterations, but information regarding the mechanisms for these changes is almost inexistent. We investigated the possible involvement of the mTOR pathway in the age-dependent changes on Ca\(^{2+}\) stores mobilization in colonic smooth muscle cells of young (4 month old) and aged (24 month old) guinea pigs. mTORC1 activity was enhanced in aged smooth muscle, as revealed by phosphorylation of mTOR and its direct substrates S6K1 and 4E-BP1. Mobilization of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) stores through IP\(_3\)R or RyR channels was impaired in aged cells, and it was facilitated by mTOR and by FKBP12, as indicated by the inhibitory effects of KU0063794 (a direct mTOR inhibitor), rapamycin (a FKBP12-mediated mTOR inhibitor) and FK506 (an FKBP12 binding immunosuppressant). Aging suppressed the facilitation of the Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization by FKBP12 but not by mTOR, without changing the total expression of FKBP12 protein. In conclusion, or study shows that in smooth muscle aging enhances the constitutive activity of mTORC1 pathway and impairs Ca\(^{2+}\) stores mobilization by suppression of the FKBP12-induced facilitation of Ca\(^{2+}\) release.

INTRODUCTION

Aging can be viewed as a quasi-programmed process driven by changes in signaling pathways, among which the mTOR pathway stands out as a key factor [1; 2]. This kinase forms part of a energy-sensing signaling pathway and can assemble two types of heteromers, mTORC1 and mTORC2, the former involved in aging based on the lifespan-extending effects of the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin (reviewed in [3]). mTORC1 is activated by nutrients, insulin and the PI3K/Akt pathway, and can be inhibited by nutrients deprivation, AMPK activation [4] and FKBP12 [5; 6], the target for the immunosuppressant rapamycin. mTOR has been proposed to convert arrest to senescence (gero-conversion) [7; 8]. In spite of this, there is very little information regarding the mTOR pathway status in aged tissues [9; 10].

One of the functional consequences of aging is the alteration of different aspects of calcium signals, which play a key role in multiple cellular functions, from contraction or secretion to gene regulation and cell fate and proliferation. Therefore, these changes are the basis for important alterations linked to aging [11-15]. Calcium signals consist of cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration ([Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\)) increases due either to activation of Ca\(^{2+}\) entry from extracellular space (through Ca\(^{2+}\) channels activated by voltage, Ca\(^{2+}\) stores depletion or receptors), or to Ca\(^{2+}\) release from intracellular stores. Mobilization of intracellular stores is mediated by IP\(_3\)R and RyR channels, activated respectively by the intracellular messengers IP\(_3\) and cADPribose. The subsequent [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\), decrease to resting levels is operated by active extrusion to extracellular medium or reuptake into intracellular organelles.
Most of available evidence on the effects of aging on \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) has focused on \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) clearing mechanisms \([15-17]\) and influx of extracellular \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) \([15; 18; 19]\), but it is rather limited and controversial for \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release. In neurons, the most studied model for age-related changes in \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) signals, there is evidence that aging enhances \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release from intracellular stores through RyR and IP\(_3\)R calcium channels \([13]\), similar to reports in cardiomyocytes \([20]\). In aged smooth muscle cells both inhibition \([21]\) and enhancement \([22; 23]\) have been reported.

Regarding the mechanisms underlying the effects of age on \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), signals, knowledge is rather superficial, most of the studies addressing only a description of the signal alterations. Some authors have proposed that mitochondrial modifications or redox imbalance are the origin for \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) signal disfunction \([14; 24]\). Interactions between some mTOR pathway elements and \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release imply that the mTOR pathway could be involved in the age-related \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), modifications: \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release from intracellular stores can be modulated by mTOR kinase \([25-28]\), and its inhibitor FKBP12 is a known modulator of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release channels \([29]\). More explicit, a recent study hypothesizes that in aging neurons down-regulation of FKBP12 activates mTOR and enhances RyR mediated \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release \([5]\), explaining the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) signal phenotype typical of aged neurons \([12]\). The aim of this study was to investigate the involvement of mTOR and FKBP12 in the age-induced changes in \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release in smooth muscle cells. Our data indicate that aging reduces the intracellular \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release, an effect accompanied by loss of a facilitatory effect of FKBP12 on \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) mobilization which was independent on the expression of this protein. mTOR facilitated \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release both in young and aged cells and showed enhanced activity in aged cells.

**RESULTS**

**Effect of aging on mTOR pathway activation**

Since changes in the mTOR route have been proposed to be associated to the aging process \([30]\), we investigated the constitutive activation of this pathway in the non stimulated smooth muscle layer of guinea pig colon. Activation of mTORC1 can be reliably determined by phosphorylation of Ser 2448 \([31]\). Figure 1 shows that Ser2448 phosphorylation was significantly enhanced in the aged colon muscle layer compared to the young colon \((p < 0.05)\). To confirm that mTOR pathway was enhanced in aged muscle, we determined the level of phosphorylation of two direct substrates of mTOR, p70S6K1 and 4E-BP1, which are respectively activated and inhibited upon phosphorylation by mTORC1 kinase activity. We found that aged muscle showed higher levels of the phosphorylated forms of both 4E-BP1 and p70S6K1, the latter including phosphorylation of two different residues specific for mTOR kinase activity \([32]\) (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Aging enhances the constitutive activity of the mTOR pathway in colon smooth muscle.](image)

**Modification of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) signals in aged smooth muscle cells**

To study the effects of aging in the mobilization of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) from intracellular stores we challenged colon smooth muscle cells with bethanechol, known to release \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) through IP\(_3\)R in this cell type \([33; 34]\), or with caffeine, which releases \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) through RyR \([35]\). \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), signals
induced by mobilization of intracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} pools in smooth muscle cells are characterized by an initial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) peak followed by gradual decline towards pre-stimulus levels, as shown in Figure 2. Bethanechol caused a transient \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) increase which was smaller in aged (0.418 ± 0.024 \(\Delta F_{340/380}\), n = 188) than in young cells (0.546 ± 0.028 \(\Delta F_{340/380}\), n = 117, p <0.005). Compared to bethanechol, the effect of caffeine in young cells was also transient but larger in amplitude (0.588 ± 0.027 \(\Delta F_{340/380}\), n = 165, p < 0.05), and showed a similar decrease in aged cells (0.450 ± 0.018 \(\Delta F_{340/380}\), n = 286, p <0.005).

To assess a possible role of mTOR in Ca\textsuperscript{2+} pools mobilization, we used a double pulse protocol: either bethanechol or caffeine was applied twice separated by a 15 minutes interval to allow for recovery of the response and acute application of inhibitors (see Fig. 3). In control experiments the amplitude of the second stimulus was close to 90 % respect to the first one in young cells (bethanechol: 85.60 ± 4.82 % respect to the first pulse, n = 54; caffeine: 88.10 ± 4.16 %, n = 74), and close to 80% in aged cells (bethanechol: 81.13 ± 3.59 %, n = 89; caffeine: 74.24 ± 2.87 %, n= 130) (Fig. 3).

To inhibit mTOR we used two different types of compounds: rapamycin, a frequently used mTOR inhibitor which binds to FKBP12 protein to inhibit mTOR kinase, and KU0063794, a second generation inhibitor acting directly at the kinase domain of mTOR. When applied to cells from young guinea pigs, KU0063794 (5 \(\mu\)M) significantly decreased (p < 0.005) the responses to bethanechol and to caffeine (by around 50% each, see Fig. 3). This inhibition was also present in aged cells, indicating that mTOR kinase activity has a facilitating role on IP\textsubscript{3}R- and RyR-mediated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release and that this facilitation is not affected by aging.

In the case of rapamycin (5 \(\mu\)M), its inhibitory effect in young cells was qualitatively similar to that of KU0063794 though smaller in amplitude (around 23 and 30% for bethanechol and caffeine, respectively; Fig. 3). On the contrary, in aged cells the inhibition was strongly attenuated or even suppressed, suggesting that the mechanisms of action of rapamycin on the Ca\textsuperscript{2+} mobilization are altered in aged cells.

To explore the differential influence of age on KU0063794 and rapamycin effects on Ca\textsuperscript{2+} mobilization, we treated colon muscle cells with the compound FK506, which binds FKBP12 without inhibiting mTOR activity. In young cells FK506 (10 \(\mu\)M) reduced clearly (p < 0.005) the responses to bethanechol and caffeine by approximately 50 and 60% respectively (Fig. 3). Similar to rapamycin, FK506 failed to inhibit significantly the responses in aged cells. Therefore, our data strongly suggest that aging alters the FKBP12-mediated facilitation of calcium signal, but not the facilitation induced by mTOR.

In view of our data, and given that a recent report shows an age-related decrease in FKBP12 expression [5], we explored a possible down-regulation of FKBP12 expression in the colonic smooth muscle layer of aged guinea pigs. Figure 4 shows, however, that in the aged colon there is a slight and non-significant (p < 0.09) increase in FKBP12 rather than a decrease in the expression of this protein.
Figure 3. Aging reduces facilitation of Ca$^{2+}$ release by FKBP12 but not by mTOR kinase in smooth muscle cells. (A) Cells were stimulated with two pulses of caffeine (10 mM) separated by a 15 min interval to apply inhibitors (indicated by horizontal lines) or normal medium (control trace). For the sake of comparison, the control trace in top left panel is shifted to the left. Traces are representative of the effects of KU0063794 (5 μM) or rapamycin (5 μM) on young (left column) or aged cells (right column). (B) Histogram summarizing the effects of the three inhibitors (KU: KU0063794, 5 μM; rapamycin 5 μM; FK506 10 μM) on the betanechol (0.1 mM) and caffeine (10 mM) evoked Ca$^{2+}$ responses in young and aged cells. Two-ways ANOVA showed significant effect for treatment (bethanechol: F = 22.4, p < 0.005; caffeine: F = 21.9, p < 0.005), which was modified by age (bethanechol: F = 4.0, p < 0.01; caffeine: F = 5.0, p < 0.01). Asterisks denote significance for planned comparisons between groups of interest. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.005. n= 17-130 cells from 6 (aged) or 8 (young) animals.

Figure 4. Aging does not change significantly the expression of FKBP12 protein. (A) Representative immunoblotts and (B) average ± sem values (arbitrary units) (n=6) of the FKBP12 expression in muscular layer of colon from young and aged guinea pigs.
DISCUSSION

The present study shows that in colonic smooth muscle aging enhances the activity of the mTOR pathway and inhibits the mobilization of Ca\(^{2+}\) stores, an effect likely associated to the alteration of the facilitating effect of FKBP12 protein on Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization.

Aging is considered a process regulated by longevity pathways among other factors. The mTOR route is an energy-sensing system whose inhibition with rapamycin prolongs lifespan in a number of models, resembling the effect of caloric restriction [3], hitherto the most successful intervention to extend lifespan. We describe here that in resting conditions aged smooth muscle cells show a significant increase in the expression and phosphorylation of mTOR, and in the phosphorylation of its targets p70S6K1 and 4E-BP1. To our knowledge, the only precedent of age-induced mTOR constitutive activity are hippocampal neurons in mice [9] and an enhancement of pS6 phosphorylation in male mice heart activity are hippocampal neurons in mice [9] and an enhancement of pS6 phosphorylation in male mice heart compared to females [10]. In human heart no effect of age has been reported [36]. Our findings are in keeping with a previous report showing increased mTOR pathway responses in senescent cultured cells [30]. Data from gene expression studies are conflicting. Rat hippocampus shows enhanced mTOR gene expression ([37], their supplementary data), but recent array studies on the expression of genes linked to the mTOR pathway in blood samples from human cohorts suggest that aging down-regulates this route [38], although this report found no decrease in mTOR gene expression for and Protor1, a protein forming mTOR complexes, was actually up-regulated. Another study in a cohort of long-lived nonagenarians [39] reported that increased longevity was associated to slightly reduced expression of mTOR gene, but the pattern of the gene expression for the mTOR complex proteins was unclear: for mTORC1 complex, protein Raptor was impaired but PRAS40 was enhanced, and for mTORC2 complexes only Protor2 was enhanced. Whether these discrepancies are due to methodological or to tissue-specific differences (see [9]) is unclear and need further investigation. In any case, our findings support the theory that aging is a quasi-programmed process driven by signaling routes [1]: enhanced mTOR levels would drive and accompany aging, so that the more long-lived individuals display lower levels [10; 38]. As inhibition of mTOR had the same influence in aged and young cells, it is unlikely, however, that our finding of an age-mediated decrease of Ca\(^{2+}\) release is due to the activation of mTOR pathway.

Given that Ca\(^{2+}\) signals are a key regulator in multiple cellular functions, age-related changes in this parameter are relevant for the aging process [15]. For example, age-related changes in Ca\(^{2+}\) influx [18; 19; 40] could reduce Ca\(^{2+}\) content of the stores, a condition known to alter several cellular functions [41], and can change gene expression [42; 43]. Although in striated muscle the effects of aging on Ca\(^{2+}\) signals seem to be relatively settled (enhanced Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks and impaired Ca\(^{2+}\) release upon stimulation; reviewed in [44]), reports in smooth muscle are very limited and somewhat conflicting. Initial contractility studies proposed enhanced release from intracellular stores in colon and arterial strips [22; 23] but not in gallbladder [45]. Results from [Ca\(^{2+}\)]i determination in isolated cells showed that aging decreases intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) release in arterial and detrusor muscle cells [21; 46] but not in gallbladder cells [18]. We report here that in colonic smooth muscle cells aging impairs IP\(_3\)- and RyR-mediated Ca\(^{2+}\) release, suggesting that age influences this signaling system in a tissue-specific way.

At the moment there is very little information regarding the mechanisms causing age-related changes in Ca\(^{2+}\) signals. Because its facilitator role in Ca\(^{2+}\) release through IP\(_3\)R and RyR channels [25; 27-29], modifications of mTOR and FKBP12 function are plausible candidates to mediate the age-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) signal changes. While there is no information regarding the mechanism of action of mTOR on Ca\(^{2+}\) release, the complex effects of FKBP12 are due to direct interaction with the channels and/or to inhibition of calcineurin, a known regulator of Ca\(^{2+}\) release. In fact, we describe here that both IP\(_3\) and RyR signals are impaired by inhibitors targeted to mTOR kinase (KU0063794), to FKBP12 (FK506) or to both (rapamycin, that binds FKBP12 to a regulatory domain of mTOR kinase). Our results agree with a previous work in colon myocytes for IP\(_3\)-mediated signals [28], but are opposite for RyR-mediated signal [35]. The discrepancy could be due to differences in the age of the animals (we use 5 months old, more mature than other reports [35]) or to the experimental design (we use single pulses of stimulation instead of choosing cells responding to repetitive stimulation).

The finding that aging does reduce only the effect of the FKBP12-targeted inhibitors rapamycin and FK506, indicates for the first time that aging could impair Ca\(^{2+}\) signals by alteration of the facilitation of Ca\(^{2+}\) release by FKBP12. On the contrary, the enhanced activity of mTOR and its facilitating effect on the Ca\(^{2+}\) signal in aged cells rules out an involvement of mTOR in the impairment of the Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization. Although a recent report in hippocampus [37] describes that age-related Ca\(^{2+}\) deregulation is due to down-regulation of FKBP12, which operates there as an inhibitor of RyR-
mediated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release [5], we found that FKBP12 expression was not decreased in aged cells. Assuming that FKBP12 interaction to mTOR was normal in aged cells one would expect an inhibition of the signal comparable to that of KU0063794, which was not the case. It his therefore likely that aging simply alters the functional association of FKBP12 with Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release channels and even with mTOR activity. The differences in the effects of experimental manipulations of the mTOR pathway could be due to cell-specific changes in the regulation of aging. For example, in aged hypothalamus only some neuronal populations show enhanced mTOR activity in aged rodents [9]. The exact link between changes in FKBP12 expression and functional facilitation of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release, out of the scope of the present study, deserves further investigation and could be related to the constitutive activation of mTOR pathway in aged cells.

In conclusion, this study shows that in smooth muscle the mTOR kinase activity is increased by aging, but although mTOR facilitates Ca\textsuperscript{2+} mobilization, aged cells present lower responses to agonists as the result of the loss of FKBP12-induced facilitation of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release.

**METHODS**

Animals and cell isolation. Female guinea pigs (Dunkin–Hartley), housed in light (12 h light–dark cycle) and temperature (20°C) controlled conditions and with ad libitum access to water and food, were divided into two groups according to age: young adults (5 months old, average weight 1048.3 ± 82.7 g) and aged (28 month old, average weight 912.9 ± 22.6 g). The experiments were performed according to European guidelines for animal research and approved by the Animal Ethics Committees of the University of Extremadura.

Approximately 20 mg of the circular and longitudinal smooth muscle layer of the colon was cut into small pieces and incubated for 35 min at 37°C in enzyme solution (ES, for composition see Solutions and drugs) supplemented with 1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mg/mL papain and 1 mg/mL dithioerythritol. The tissue was then transferred to fresh ES containing 1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mg/mL collagenase and 100 μm CaCl\textsubscript{2} and incubated for 10 min at 37°C. After washing with cold ES, single smooth muscle cells were mechanically isolated using a fire-polished pipette. Cell suspensions were kept in ES at 4°C until use, generally within 6 h. Cell viability (90%), as assessed by trypan blue staining was the same in all groups of animals.

Cell loading and [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]i determination. [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]i was determined by epifluorescence microscopy (Eclipse TE2000-S; Nikon, Melville, NY, USA) at room temperature using the ratiometric Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicator fura-2. Isolated cells were loaded with 4 μM indicator fura 2-AM at room temperature for 15 min. After loading, cells were perfused with Na\textsuperscript{+}-HEPES solution in the absence or presence of the experimental agents. Cells were illuminated with a monochromator (Optoscan; Cairn Research, Faversham, UK) at 340-380 nm 1 Hz cycles, and the emitted fluorescence was captured with a digital camera (ORCAII-ERG; Hamamatsu Spain, Barcelona, Spain) and recorded using dedicated software (Metafluor; Universal Imaging, Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA, USA). After background substraction, fluorescence ratio (F340/F380) was calculated pixel by pixel and used to estimate the changes in [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]. A calibration of the ratio for [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}], was not performed in view of the many uncertainties related to the binding properties of fura 2 with Ca\textsuperscript{2+} inside of smooth muscle cells.

Analysis of protein expression and phosphorylation by Western blot. Small pieces (~2 mg of dry weight) were quickly frozen, pulverized in liquid nitrogen, extracted in lysis buffer (for composition see Solutions and drugs) and then sonicated for 5 s. Lysates were centrifuged at 10000 g for 15 min at 4°C to remove nuclei and intact cells and the protein concentration was measured. Protein extracts (30 μg) were heat-denatured at 95°C for 5 min with DTT, electrophoresed on 7.5% and 15% polyacrylamide-SDS gels and then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature using 10% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and incubated overnight at 4°C with affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies against mTOR, phospho-mTOR (Ser2448), phospho-4E-BP1, phospho-p70 S6 kinase (Ser371 and Thr389) (Cat#9862, Cell Signaling, Boston, MA, USA) and FKBP12 (PA1-026A, Thermo Scientific, MA, USA).

A mouse anti-actin antibody (A2066, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to control for protein loading and to normalize expression of proteins of interest. After washing, the membranes were incubated for 1 h at room temperature with anti-mouse (1:10000; Amersham Biosciences, Bucks, UK) or anti-rabbit (1:7000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) IgG-horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies.

Bands were visualized using the supersignal west pico chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA), quantified using the software gel-pro analyzer (4.0, Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA) and normalized to α-tubulin content. For comparison purposes between young and aged samples, all the α-
tubulin-corrected values were normalized to the average of young samples of the same assay.

In mTOR phosphorylation assay, two similar gels were run and one membrane was incubated with the antibody against the total protein and the other with an antiphospho-protein of interest.

Solutions and drugs. Na\(^+\)-HEPES solution (in mM): 10 HEPES, 140 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 2 CaCl\(_2\), 2 MgCl\(_2\) and 10 D-glucose (pH 7.3). The Ca\(^{2+}\)-free Na\(^+\)-HEPES solution included EGTA (1 mm) instead of CaCl\(_2\). ES (in mM): 10 HEPES, 55 NaCl, 5.6 KCl, 80 sodium glutamate, 2 MgCl\(_2\) and 10 D-glucose (pH 7.3). Lysis buffer (in mM): Tris–HCl 40, NaCl 400, 0.2% SDS and 10% glycerol supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (4-(2-aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl fluoride, E-64, bestatin, leupeptin, aprotinin and sodium vanadate).

Drugs and chemicals were obtained from the following sources: bethanechol, caffeine and phosphatase inhibitors from Sigma-Aldrich (Madrid, Spain); fura 2-AM from Molecular Probes (Life Technologies, Madrid, Spain); rapamycin and KU-63794 from Calbiochem (VWR, Madrid, Spain), collagenase from Worthington Biochemical (Lakewood, NJ, USA).

Quantification and statistics. Results are expressed as means ± standard error of the mean (sem) of n cells or blots. [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) responses are expressed as increases in the ratio of fura-2 fluorescence (AF\(_{340}/F_{380}\)). To compare two groups, paired \(t\) test was used to assess the effect of treatment. The effects of age and experimental treatments were tested using a two-way analysis of variance, followed by planned comparisons between selected groups. Differences were considered significant at \(p < 0.05\).
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Abstract: Two different mechanisms are considered to be the primary cause of aging. Cumulative DNA damage caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS), the by-products of oxidative phosphorylation, is one of these mechanisms (ROS concept). Constitutive stimulation of mitogen and nutrient-sensing mTOR/S6 signaling is the second mechanism (TOR concept). The flow- and laser scanning- cytometric methods were developed to measure the level of the constitutive DNA damage/ROS as well as of mTOR/S6- signaling in individual cells. Specifically, persistent activation of ATM and expression of γH2AX in untreated cells appears to report constitutive DNA damage induced by endogenous ROS. The level of phosphorylation of Ser235/236-ribosomal protein (RP), of Ser2448-mTOR and of Ser65-4EBP1, informs on constitutive signaling along the mTOR/S6 pathway. Potential gero-suppressive agents rapamycin, metformin, 2-deoxyglucose, berberine, resveratrol, vitamin D3 and aspirin, all decreased the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling as seen by the reduced expression of γH2AX in proliferating A549, TK6, WI-38 cells and in mitogenically stimulated human lymphocytes. They also decreased the level of intracellular ROS and mitochondrial trans-membrane potential ΔΨm, the marker of mitochondrial energizing as well as reduced phosphorylation of mTOR, RP-S6 and 4EBP1. The most effective was rapamycin. Although the primary target of each on these agents may be different the data are consistent with the downstream mechanism in which the decline in mTOR/S6K signaling and translation rate is coupled with a decrease in oxidative phosphorylation, (revealed by ΔΨm) that leads to reduction of ROS and oxidative DNA damage. The decreased rate of translation induced by these agents may slow down cells hypertrophy and alleviate other features of cell aging/senescence. Reduction of oxidative DNA damage may lower predisposition to neoplastic transformation which otherwise may result from errors in repair of DNA sites coding for oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. The data suggest that combined assessment of constitutive γH2AX expression, mitochondrial activity (ROS, ΔΨm) and mTOR signaling provides an adequate gamut of cell responses to evaluate effectiveness of gero-suppressive agents.

INTRODUCTION

The cumulative DNA damage caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS), by-products of oxidative phosphorylation, for long time has been considered to be a key factor contributing both to cell aging as well as predisposing to neoplastic transformation [1-12]. Oxidative DNA damage generates significant number of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs), the potentially deleterious lesions. DSBs can be repaired either by the homologous recombination or nonhomologous DNA-end joining (NHEJ) mechanism. Recombinational repair which uses newly replicated DNA as a template restores DNA rather faithfully. It can take place however when cells have already the template, namely during late-S and G2 phase. In the cells that lack a template (G1, early-S) DNA repair relies on the NHEJ which is error-prone due to a possibility of a deletion or rearrangement...
of some base pairs [13-17]. If the erroneously repaired DSBs are at sites of oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes this may result in somatic mutations that predispose cell to oncogenic transformation. Oxidative damage of telomeric DNA may lead to dysfunction of telomeres thereby driving cells to undergo replicative senescence [18-30].

Whereas DNA damage induced by endogenous (and exogenous) oxidants may indeed significantly contribute to cancer development its role as being the key factor accountable either for cellular or organismal aging is debatable [31-40]. There is growing body of evidence in support of the notion that the primary culprit of aging is the constitutive stimulation of the mitogen- and nutrient-sensing signaling pathways. Activation of these pathways enhances translation, leads to cell growth in size/mass and ultimately results in cell hypertrophy and senescence. Among these culprit pathways the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) and its downstream target S6 protein kinase (S6K) play the key role [41-49]. Constitutive replication stress likely resulting from the ongoing oxidative DNA damage when combined with activation of mTOR/S6K appears to be the driving force leading to aging and senescence both at the cellular as well as organismal level[43-51].

We have recently reported that constitutive DNA damage signaling (CDDS) observed in the untreated normal or tumor cells, assessed as the level of expression of histone H2AX phosphorylated on Ser139 (γH2AX) and of activated (Ser1981 phosphorylated) Ataxia Telangiectasia mutated protein kinase (ATM), is an indication of the ongoing DNA damage induced by endogenous ROS [52-55]. These phosphorylation events were detected with phospho-specific antibodies (Ab) and measured in individual cells by flow- or laser scanning- cytometry. Using this approach we have assessed several agents reported to have anti-oxidant and DNA-protective properties with respect to their ability to attenuate the level of CDDS [52-58]. In the present study we test effectiveness of several reported anti-aging modalities to attenuate the level of CDDS in individual TK6 and A549 tumor cell lines as well as in WI-38 and mitogenically stimulated normal lymphocytes.

In parallel, we also assess their effect on the level of constitutive state of activation of the critical mTOR downstream targets. Specifically, using phospho-specific Abs detecting activated status of ribosomal protein S6 (RP-S6) phosphorylated on Ser235/236 we measure effectiveness of these gero-suppressive agents along the mTOR/S6K signaling. We have also tested effects of these agents on the level of endogenous reactive oxidants as well as mitochondrial electrochemical potential ΔΨm. The following agents, reported as having anti-aging and/or chemopreventive properties, were chosen in the present study: 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2dG) [59-62], metformin (MF) [63-71], rapamycin (RAP) [72-80], berberine (BRB) [81-85], vitamin D3 (Vit. D3) [86-91], resveratrol (RSV) [92-97] and acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) (ASA) [98-103].

RESULTS

Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of exposure of human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells for 24 h to the investigated presumed anti-aging agents on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX. Consistent with our prior findings [52-54] the expression γH2AX in S and G2M cells is distinctly higher than in the cells of G1 phase. This is the case for both, the untreated (Ctrl) cells as well as the cells treated with these agents. It is also apparent that exposure of cells to each of the studied drugs led to the decrease in expression of γH2AX in all phases of the cell cycle. In most treated cells, however, the decline in the mean expression γH2AX was somewhat more pronounced in the S- compared to G1 - or G2M- phase cells. Analysis of DNA content frequency histograms reveals that the 24 h treatment with most of the drugs had no effect on the cell cycle distribution. The exception are the cells treated with 50 nM RP which show about 50% reduction in frequency of cells in S and G2M which would indicate partial cells arrest in G1 phase of the cell cycle. It should be noted that exposure of cells to these agents for 4 h led to rather minor (<15%) decrease in expression of γH2AX whereas the treatment for 48 h had similar effect as for 24 h (data not shown).

The effect of exposure of TK6 cells to the investigated gero-suppressive agents on state of phosphorylation of ribosomal S6 protein is shown in Fig. 2. Unlike expression of γH2AX the level of phosphorylation of RP-S6 shows no significant cell cycle phase-related differences, neither in control nor in the treated cultures. Somewhat higher expression of RP-S6γ in S- and G2M-compared to G1- cells is proportional to an overall increase in cell size during cell cycle progression. It is quite evident however that the treatment with each of these anti-aging agents led to a decrease in the level of phosphorylation of S6 protein. The most dramatic decrease (>95%) was seen in the cells treated with RAP. The cells treated with 2dG showed the smallest (32-38%) decrease. There was no evidence that treatment of TK6 cells with all these drugs for 4 h had any distinct effect on the cell cycle progression as detected by analysis of DNA content frequency histograms (not shown).
Figure 1. Effect of exposure of TK6 cells to different presumed anti-aging drugs on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX. Exponentially growing TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with the respective agents for 24 h at concentrations as shown. Expression of γH2AX in individual cells was detected immunocytochemically with the phospho-specific Ab (AlexaFluor647), DNA was stained with DAPI; cellular fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. Based on differences in DNA content cells were gated in the respective phases of the cell cycle, as marked by the dashed vertical lines. The percent decrease in mean fluorescence intensity of the treated cells in particular phases of the cell cycle, with respect to the respective untreated controls, is shown above the arrows. Inserts present DNA content frequency histograms from the individual cultures. The dashed skewed lines show the background level, the mean fluorescence intensity of the cells stained with secondary Ab only.

Figure 2. Effect of treatment of TK6 cells with different presumed anti-aging drugs for 4 h on the level of constitutive phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 (RP-S6). Exponentially growing TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with the respective agents at concentrations as shown. Phosphorylation status of ribosomal S6 protein was detected immunocytochemically with the phospho-specific Ab (AlexaFluor647), DNA was stained with DAPI; cellular fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. Top panels: Based on differences in DNA content cells were gated in the respective phases of the cell cycle, as marked by the dashed vertical lines (Ctrl). The percent decrease in mean fluorescence intensity of the treated cells in particular phases of the cell cycle, with respect to the to the same phases of the untreated cells, is shown above the arrows. The dashed skewed lines show the background level, the mean fluorescence intensity of the cells stained with secondary Ab only. Bottom panels: Single parameter frequency histograms showing expression of phosphorylated ribosomal S6 protein (RB-S6P) in all (G1+S+G2M) cells of the respective cultures.
Fig. 3 presents the effect of exposure of TK6 cells to MF, RAP or RSV at somewhat lower concentration for 24 h on the level of expression of RP-S6\(^\text{p}\). Compared with cells exposed for 4 h (Fig. 1) the effect of MF, even at the lower concentration (50 \(\mu\text{M}\)), was more pronounced after 24 h. Also, after that time of exposure, more pronounced was the effect of RAP and RSV.

Analysis of the DNA content frequency histograms indicates that neither 50 – 500 \(\mu\text{M}\) MF nor RSV had an effect on the cell cycle progression. However, exposure to 0.1 \(\mu\text{M}\) RAP (similar to 50 nM, see Fig. 1) resulted in about 50% decrease in frequency of S and G2M cells (insets, marked by arrows).

**Figure 3.** Effect of treatment of TK6 cells with MF, RAP or RSV for 24 h on the level of constitutive phosphorylation of S6 protein. TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with different concentrations of MF as well as with RAP or RSV for 24 h. Phosphorylation status of S6 was assessed as described in legend to Fig. 2. **Top panels:** The percent decrease in mean fluorescence intensity of the drug-treated cells in particular phases of the cell cycle is shown above the arrows. **Bottom panels:** Frequency histograms showing expression of RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) in all cells of the respective cultures. Insets show cellular DNA content histograms of cells in these cultures.

**Figure 4.** Reduction of the level of constitutive expression of RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) in A549 cells exposed to MF, BRB, Vit. D3 or RSV for 24 h. Exponentially growing in chamber slides A549 cells, were treated with the respective agents and their fluorescence was measured the laser scanning cytometry (LSC). Top panels show RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) immunofluorescence integrated over the nuclei (reporting expression of RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) in the cytoplasm located over and below the nucleus); bottom panels present RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) immunofluorescence integrated over the cytoplasm aside of the nucleus. The percent decrease in expression of RP-S6\(^\text{p}\) in cells in particular phases of the cell cycle (mean values) is shown above the arrows. Because stock solutions of some of these agents were made in DMSO, other in MeOH or EtOH, the equivalent quantities of these solvents were included in the respective control culture and the percent decrease shown in the panels refers to the decrease compared to these controls shown are the cells from EtOH and DMSO containing controls. The insets present DNA content frequency histograms from the respective cultures.
The effect of some of these gero-suppressive drugs was also studied on human pulmonary adenocarcinoma A549 cells (Fig. 4). These cells grow attached and their fluorescence intensity was measured by imaging cytometry (laser scanning cytometer; LSC) [104]. The decrease in expression of RP-S6\(^\text{P}\) was seen in the cells treated with each of the drugs. The effect was essentially of similar degree whether measured in cytoplasm over- and underlying the nucleus (Fig. 4 top panels) or in the cytoplasm at the nuclear periphery (bottom panels). The most pronounced decrease was induced by BRB. Also affected was the cell cycle progression, as evidenced by the decline in frequency of S-phase cells on the DNA histogram in BRB treated cells (inset, marked by arrow).

Figure 5. Effect of treatment of WI-38 cells with 2dG, MF, RAP, BRB, Vit. D3 or RSV for 24 h on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX (left panel) and RP-S6\(^\text{P}\) (right panel). Exponentially growing cells, were treated with the respective agents at concentrations as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, RP-S6\(^\text{P}\) was detected immunocytochemically and cell fluorescence was measured with the laser scanning cytometry (LSC). The bar graphs present the mean fluorescence intensity measured as an integral over the nucleus (γH2AX) or over cytoplasm (PR-S6\(^\text{P}\)).

Figure 6. Effect of treatment of mitogenically stimulated human lymphocytes with RAP, BRB, Vit. D3, RSV or ASA for 4 h on the level of constitutive expression of RP-S6\(^\text{P}\). Peripheral blood lymphocytes were mitogenically stimulated with phytohemagglutinin (PHA) for 72 h, the cells were then treated with the respective drugs at concentrations as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for 4 h, RP-S6\(^\text{P}\) was detected immunocytochemically and cellular fluorescence measured by flow cytometry. The bar graphs present the mean values (+SD) of RP-S6\(^\text{P}\) immunofluorescence for G\(_1\), S and G\(_2/M\) cell subpopulations identified by differences in DNA content (intensity of DAPI fluorescence).
In addition to tumor cell lines we have also tested effects of the presumed gero-suppressive agents on non-tumor cells. Fig. 5 illustrates their effect on the WI-38 cells and Fig. 6 on mitogenically-stimulated human lymphocytes. A decrease in expression of γH2AX was observed in WI-38 cells treated with each of the tested agents, the most pronounced reduction (>50%) showed cells treated with BRB while the least affected (<10%) were cells growing in the presence of RSV. A reduction in the level of phosphorylated RB-S6 was also evident in WI-38 cells exposed to each of these agents, the most pronounced (>50%) after treatment with RAP. Because stock solutions of some of these agents were made in DMSO or MeOH equivalent quantities of these solvents were included in the respective control cultures. A minor suppressive effect of MeOH on expression of γH2AX and RB-S6\(^\gamma\) was observed (Fig. 5). Likewise, DMSO exerted also minor (~5%) but repeatable suppressive effect (not shown). As is evident RAP, BRB, Vit. D3 and RSV reduced the level of RP-S6\(^\gamma\) in mitogenically stimulated human lymphocytes, in all phases of the cell cycle, while the effect of ASA on these cells was minimal (Fig. 6).

To confirm the findings obtained by the flow- and laser scanning-cytometry based on measurement of individual cells we assessed effects of the gero-suppressive agents by measurement mTOR signaling in bulk, by western blotting. In this experiment, having available phospho-specific Abs that detect phosphorylation of mTOR, RP-S6 and the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein (4EBP1) applicable to western blotting (not yet available for cytometry) we have been able to test effects of the studied gero-preventive agents on the level of constitutive phosphorylation of these proteins as well. As is evident in Fig. 7 and Table 1 exposure of TK6 cells to the gero-preventive agents lowered the level of phosphorylation status of mTOR, as well as its downstream targets RP-S6 and 4EBP1. The most pronounced effect was seen in the case of RAP, BRB and 2dG which lowered expression of RP-S6\(^\gamma\) by 95%, 78 and 70%, respectively. RAP, BRB and 2dG were also quite effective in lowering the level of 4EBP1\(^\gamma\), by 52%, 51% and 51%.

**Figure 7. Effect of the studied gero-preventive agents on constitutive level of expression of mTOR-Ser2448\(^\gamma\), RP-S6-Ser235/236\(^\gamma\) and 4EBP1-Ser65\(^\gamma\) and their corresponding unphosphorylated forms in TK6 cells, detected by western blotting.** TK6 cells were exposed to the studied agents at concentrations as shown in Figs 1 and 2 for 4 h. The protein expression level were determined by western blot analysis and the intensity of the specific immunoreactive bands were quantified by densitometry and normalized to actin (loading control). The numbers indicate the n-fold change in expression of the respective phospho-proteins in the drug-treated cultures with respect to the untreated cells (Ctrl).
Figure 8. Effects of the studied gero-preventive agents on the intercellular level of ROS. TK6 cells, untreated (Ctrl) or treated for 24 h with the investigated agents, were exposed for 30 min to H$_2$DCF-DA and their fluorescence intensity was measured by flow cytometry. The cell-permeant non-fluorescent H$_2$DCF-DA upon cleavage of the acetate moiety by intercellular esterases and oxidation by ROS is converted to strongly fluorescent DCF and thus reports the ROS abundance. Left panel shows the frequency histograms of the untreated (Ctrl) as well MF and RAP-treated cells (note exponential scale of the DCF fluorescence). Right panel presents the mean values (+SD) of DCF fluorescence of the untreated (Ctrl) and treated cells.

Table 1. Effect of the studied gero-preventive agents on constitutive level of expression of mTOR-Ser2448$^\text{P}$, RP-S6-Ser235/236$^\text{P}$ and 4EBP1-Ser65$^\text{P}$ and their corresponding unphosphorylated forms, detected by western blotting (Fig. 7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Ctrl</th>
<th>2dG</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>RAP</th>
<th>BRB</th>
<th>Vit. D3</th>
<th>RSV</th>
<th>ASA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mTOR$^\text{P}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-TOR</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-S6$^\text{P}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP1$^\text{P}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers indicate the change in expression of the respective proteins in the dug-treated cultures with respect to the untreated ones. Densitometric quantification of phosphorylated and total proteins for mTOR, RP-S6 and 4EBP1 are presented as the ratio of actin-normalized phosphorylated to total protein level of expression (Bold font).

Most interesting, however, were the results reporting effects of the studied drugs on the total mTOR, RP-S6 and 4EBP1 protein content and on the ratios of the phosphorylated protein fractions to the total content of the respective proteins (Table 1). These data show that exposure of cells to each drug led to a distinct upregulation of mTOR and 4EBP1 expression. This was not the case of RP-S6, which, with an exception of 2dG and BRB, showed a minor decline. However, compared with the apparent increase of total proteins content, the level of the phosphorylated fractions of the respective proteins was more severely reduced. This overcompensated the upregulation and is expressed as the reduction of the ratio of phosphorylated to total content of the respective proteins. In the case of RP-S6 and 4EBP1, the downstream effectors of mTOR and the agents directly affecting the translation rate, the most effective was BRB and RAP, reducing proportion of the phosphorylated to total protein content by 75% and 72% respectively (Table 1).
Figure 9. Effect of the studied gero-preventive agents on the mitochondrial transmembrane potential (ΔΨm). TK6 cells, untreated (Ctrl) or treated for 24 h with the investigated agents were exposed for 30 min to the mitochondrial probe rhodamine 123 (Rh-123) and their fluorescence intensity was measured by flow cytometry. Left panel shows the frequency histograms of the untreated (Ctrl) as well MF and RAP-treated cells (note exponential scale of the DCF fluorescence). Right panel presents the mean values (+SD) of Rh-123 fluorescence of the investigated cells.

In other set of experiments we assessed the effect of the studied gero-preventive agents on the level of endogenous ROS. As is evident in Fig. 8 exposure of TK6 cells to each of these agents led to a marked reduction of cells ability to oxidize H2DCF-DA; its oxidation by ROS results in formation of the strongly fluorescent DCF which is considered to be a marker of ROS abundance. In this respect more effective appeared to be BRB, Vit. D3, RSV and ASA compared to RAP, MF or 2dG.

Fig. 9 illustrates changes in electrochemical transmembrane potential of mitochondria detected by cells capability to accumulate the mitochondrial probe rhodamine 123 (Rh-123) in TK6 cells treated with the investigated gero-preventive agents. The data show a reduction in the ability to accumulate Rh-123 in cells treated with each of these agents, the most pronounced in the case of treatment with RAP.

DISCUSSION

In the prior studies we have already observed that MF at concentrations 0.1 mM – 20 mM [55] and Vit. D (2 nM - 10 nM) [56] effectively reduced constitutive level of H2AX-Ser139 and ATM-Ser1981 phosphorylation. In the present study all seven agents, all reportedly having anti-aging and/or chemopreventive properties, including MF and Vit D3[59-103], have been tested with respect of their ability to affect both the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling as monitored γH2AX expression as well as constitutive level of phosphorylation of ribosomal S6 protein (RP-S6p). The data show that each of the drugs reduced both, the level of phosphorylation of both H2AX on Ser139 and RP-S6 on Ser235/236. RP-S6, a component of the 40S ribosomal subunit and the most downstream effector of mTOR signaling, is directly involved in regulation of translation [46] and considered to be a determinant of cell size [105,106]. As is evident from the western blotting data (Fig. 7) with an exception of RSV all the studied drugs reduced also the level of phosphorylation of mTOR, RP-S6 and 4EBP1. The latter protein is also considered to be a critical regulator of translation and cell size determinant [105-108].

Analysis of the mTOR vs. mTORp, RP-S6 vs. RP-S6p and 4EBP1 vs. 4EBP1p revealed up-regulation of mTOR and 4EBP1 in cells treated with each of the studied drugs (Table 1). The increase of total content of these proteins was overcompensated by the reduction in the extent of their phosphorylation, which led to decrease in the ratios of mTORp/mTOR, RP-S6p/RP-S6 and 4EBP1p/4EB1. The upregulation of these proteins was unexpected but it suggests that the reduction of their phosphorylation status by the studied drugs may trigger compensatory synthesis (or reduced turnover rate) that leads to increase in their content. The distinctly reduced ratios of mTORp/mTOR, RP-S6p/RP-S6 and 4EBP1p/4EB1, however, may provide a novel biomarker useful to assess the potential mTOR-inhibitory activities that relate to reduction of translation rate, cell size and thus may be of value in assessing anti-aging properties of the studied agents.
The reduction of RP-S6 phosphorylation by each of the gero-suppressive drugs was presently observed in all types of the cells, including tumor TK6 (Fig. 1-3,7) and A549 (Fig. 4) cell lines as well as in normal WI-38 (Fig. 5) and mitogenically stimulated human lymphocytes (Fig. 6). The results obtained by flow and laser scanning cytometry were confirmed by measurement in bulk, by western blotting. The western blotting approach allowed us also to measure phosphorylation level of mTOR and 4EBP1 to which the commercially available phospho-specific Abs are not fully applicable for flow or laser scanning cytometry. The cytometric approach has an advantage that it provides information regarding the cell cycle phase specificity of expression of γH2AX or RP-S6. Furthermore, the cytometric approach has no potential risk of an artifact that the level of phosphorylation of the studied proteins may be altered as a result of disruption of cell integrity in preparation for blotting, which may provide contact of these proteins with active phosphatases and kinases. We observed, for example that when inhibitors of phosphatases were not rigorously used during cell preparation for western blotting the results (not shown) were entirely different than in Fig. 7.

According to the mTOR concept of the mechanism of aging the observed reduction of the level of phosphorylation of mTOR, 4EBP1 and RP-S6 by the studied agents would be consistent with their reported anti-aging properties. The gero-preventive mechanism of these agents thus would be similar to that of the calorie restriction which was definitely proven to extent life span of a variety of organisms [94-97,109]. Parallel to the reduction of constitutive mTOR/S6 signaling each of the investigated gero-suppressive agents also reduced CDDS, as seen by the decline in γH2AX expression (Fig. 1). This corresponding response to these agents, concurrently by both the DNA damage- and mTOR- signaling pathways, suggests on mechanistic association between these two pathways that may converge on the aging-related processes. One of the mechanisms linking these pathways is straightforward as it may involve a decrease of intensity of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria. Namely, because the declined translation rate requires less energy the intensity of oxidative phosphorylation that generates ROS is reduced which results in attenuation of CDDS. Consistent with this mechanism is our prior observation that exposure of lymphocytes to Vit. D3 led to a three-fold decline in abundance of ROS [55]. Likewise, treatment of TK6 cells with MF resulted in a significant decrease in the level of ROS [56]. In the present study we confirmed these earlier findings as we observed that all studied drugs markedly lowered abundance of ROS in TK6 cells (Fig. 8). Accordingly, mitogenic stimulation of lymphocytes known to dramatically enhance transcription and translation rates [110,111] also was seen to boost production of ROS and augment CDDS [112]. There are numerous linkages connecting DNA damage response with mTOR/RP-S6 pathways, primarily involving p53 signaling [113-118]. Of interest, and confirming the involvement of mitochondrial pathways in response to the studied gero-preventive agents, is also the observation that exposure of cells to each of them resulted in a decreased mitochondrial transmembrane potential (ΔΨm). The latter was detected by reduced cells capability to bind rhodamine 123 (Fig. 9), the probe known to be the marker of energized mitochondria [119-121].

Unlike constitutive phosphorylation of RP-S6 which was unrelated to the cell cycle phase, H2AX phosphorylation was cell cycle phase specific, distinctly higher in S- and G2M- than in G1- cells. This suggests that DNA replication stress may be a contributing factor to the observed CDDS. DNA lesions resulting from oxidative DNA damage caused by endogenous ROS could be responsible for the replication stress. As mentioned in the Introduction constitutive replication stress when concurrent with mTOR/S6K signaling is considered to be the predominant factor leading to aging and senescence. Thus, the present data that show that the investigated gero-preventive drugs suppress both, the mTOR/RP-S6 signaling and CDDS, would be consistent with the mechanism that involves attenuation of DNA replication stress.

Whereas mTOR/S6 signaling is the primary cause of aging and induction of premature cell senescence the DNA damage by reactive oxidants, since it induces DSBs which cannot always be faithfully repaired, predisposes to neoplastic transformation [1-7]. It is expected therefore that the anti-aging agents that reduce CDDS would have cancer preventive properties as well. Indeed such chemo-preventive properties have been described for each of the presently investigated drugs [122-128]. The present data indicate that the combined analysis of: (i) CDDS measured by γH2AX expression, (ii) mitochondria activity (ROS, ΔΨm) and (iii) mTOR signaling (mTOR, S6K, 4EBP1 phosphorylation) in individual cells [129] may provide an adequate gamut of cell responses to evaluate potential gero- or chemo-preventive properties of suspected agents.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Cells, Cell Treatment. Human lung carcinoma A549 cells, diploid lung WI-38 fibroblasts and lymphoblastoid TK6 cells were obtained from American Type
Cultured in Ham’s F12K, TK6, WI-38 and lymphocytes were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 2 mM L-glutamine, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate and 10% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Adherent A549 and WI-38 cells were grown in dual-chambered slides (Nunc Lab-Tek II), seeded with 10^5 cells/ml suspended in 2 ml medium per chamber. TK6 cells and lymphocytes were grown in suspension; lymphocyte cultures were treated with the polyvalent mitogen phytohemagglutinin (Sigma Aldrich; St Louis, MO) as described [36]. MF (1,1-dimethylbiguanide) was obtained from Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA, 2dG, RAP, BRB, RSV and ASA from Sigma-Aldrich. The active form of vitamin D3 (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) was kindly provided by Dr Milan Uskokovic [56]. Stock solutions of some of these agents were prepared either in DMSO, MeOH or EtOH as indicated by the vendor. The cells, during exponential phase of growth were treated with these agents, at concentrations and for duration as indicated in the figures or figure legends. Respective control cultures were treated with the equivalent volumes of solvents used for stock solutions. After exposure to the gero-preventive agents the cells were rinsed with phosphate buffered salt solution (PBS) and fixed in 1% methanol-free formaldehyde (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) for 15 min on ice. The cells were then transferred to 70% ethanol and stored at -20°C for up to 3 days until staining.

**Immunocytochemical Detection of γH2AX and RP-S6**

After fixation the cells were washed twice in PBS and with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 15 min and with a 1% (w/v) solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 30 min to suppress nonspecific antibody (Ab) binding. The cells were then incubated in 1% BSA containing a 1:300 dilution of phospho-specific (Ser139) γH2AX mAb (Biolegend, San Diego, CA) and/or with a 1: 200 dilution of phosphospecific (Ser235/236) RP-S6 Ab (Epitomics, Burlingame, CA) at 4°C overnight. The secondary Ab was tagged with AlexaFluor 488 or 647 fluorochrome (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes, used at 1:100 dilution in 1% BSA). The incubation was at room temperature for 45 min. Cellular DNA was counterstained with 2.8 µg/ml 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma-Aldrich) at room temperature for 15 minutes. Each experiment was performed with an IgG control in which cells were labeled only with the secondary AlexaFluor 488 Ab, without primary Ab incubation to estimate the extent of nonspecific adherence of the secondary Ab to the cells.

The fixation, rinsing and labeling of A549 and WI-38 cells was carried out on slides, and lymphocytes and TK6 cells in suspension. Other details have been described previously [53-56].

**Detection of ROS and Mitochondrial Transmembrane Potential ΔΨm**

Untreated cells as well as the gero-protective agents drugs-treated TK6 cells were incubated 60 min with 10 µM 2,7'-dihydorodichlorofluorescein-diaceate (H2DCF-DA) (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) at 37°C. Cellular green fluorescence was then measured by flow cytometry. Following oxidation by ROS and peroxides within cells the non-fluorescent substrate H2DCF-DA is converted to the strongly fluorescent derivative DCF [97]. Mitochondrial potential ΔΨm was assessed by exposure of cells in tissue culture to 1 µM rhodamine 123 (Rh-123; Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) for 30 min prior to measurement of their fluorescence.

**Analysis of Cellular Fluorescence, A549 and WI-38 cells**

Cellular immunofluorescence representing the binding of the respective phospho-specific Abs as well as the blue emission of DAPI stained DNA was measured by Laser Scanning Cytometry (LSC) [131] (iCys; CompuCyte, Westwood, MA) utilizing standard filter settings; fluorescence was excited with 488-nm argon, helium neon (633 nm) and violet (405 nm) lasers. Intensities of maximal pixel and integrated fluorescence were measured and recorded for each cell. At least 3,000 cells were measured per sample. Gating analysis was carried out as described in Figure legends. TK6 cells and lymphocytes: Intensity of cellular fluorescence was measured using a MoFlo XDP (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA) high speed flow cytometer/sorter. DAPI fluorescence was excited with the UV laser (355-nm), AlexaFluor 488, DCF and Rh-123 with the argon ion (488-nm) laser. Although berberine, one of the studied agents, is fluorescent [132] control experiments excluded the possibility that its fluorescence significantly contributed to analysis of the measured cells that could lead to a bias. Statistical evaluation of individual measurements (SD) was carried out assuming the Poisson distribution in evaluation of populations of cells in particular phases of the cell cycle. All experiments were repeated at least three times, representative data are presented.

**Western Blotting**

TK6 cells were exposed to the investigated agents at concentrations as shown in Figs. 1 and for 4 h. The cells were then collected and lysed by incubation on ice for 30 min in cold immunoprecipitation (RIPA) buffer, which contained 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1% deoxycholate, 0.1 % SDS, 1 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT) and 10 µl/ml protease inhibitor cocktail and 1% phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 3 (Sigma-Aldrich). The extracts were centrifuged and the clear supernatants were stored in aliquots at −80°C for further analysis. Protein concentrations of cell lysates were determined by Coomassie protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL) using BSA as standard. Aliquots of lysates (10 µg of protein) were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE followed by western blot analysis. The primary antibody against total 4EBP1 (C-19) was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). The primary antibodies for mTOR-Ser2448, total mTOR, RP-S6-Ser235/236, Total RB-S6, and 4EBP1-Ser65 were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. (Beverly, CA). The blots were first incubated with specific primary antibodies followed by secondary antibodies. Specific immunoreactive bands were identified and detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) using protocol provided by the manufacturer (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD). The expression of actin was monitored in parallel as loading control. The intensity of specific immunoreactive bands was quantified by densitometry and expressed as a ratio relative to the expression of actin [133].
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Abstract: I discuss a very obscure activity of p53, namely suppression of senescence (gerosuppression), which is also manifested as anti-hypertrophic, anti-hypermetabolic, anti-inflammatory and anti-secretory effects of p53. But can gerossuppression suppress tumors?

INTRODUCTION

Wt p53 can induce apoptosis, cell cycle arrest and senescence, which are sufficient to explain tumor suppression by p53 [1]. A recent paper in Cell described that these activities are dispensable for tumor suppression [2]. Mutant p53 (p533KR) that cannot cause arrest, senescence and apoptosis still suppressed tumors in mice [2, 3]. Why do then wt p53 induce apoptosis, cell cycle arrest and senescence? Before entertaining this intriguing question, I will focus on suppression of senescence (gerosuppression) by p53, overlapping with its anti-hypertrophic, anti-hypermetabolic, anti-inflammatory and anti-secretory effects.

P53 suppresses the conversion from arrest to senescence (geroconversion)

How can p53 suppress senescence, if it also can cause senescence? As recently suggested, induction of senescence is not an independent activity of p53 but a consequence of cell-cycle arrest [4-8]. This predicts that any mutant p53 that cannot cause arrest will not cause senescence too. In agreement, p533KR did not cause senescence [2]. This is not trivial. To create p533KR, wt p53 was altered to abolish apoptosis and cell-cycle arrest only [2]. Li et al did not modify p53 to abolish senescence as an independent activity. It was not needed, simply because p53 does not induce senescence as an independent effect. (Note: Seemingly in contrast, it was reported that mutant p53, which cannot induce arrest in response to DNA damage, can cause senescence [9]. Although this mutant p53 did not cause instant arrest, it still arrested proliferation later and then senescence developed [9]. So there is no exception). p53 cannot induce senescence without inducing arrest. But p53 can induce quiescence, a reversible condition characterized by low protein synthesis and metabolism (see detailed definitions in ref. [7, 8]). It was assumed that when p53 causes quiescence, it simply fails to induce senescence. But another possibility is that in such cases p53 suppresses the conversion from cell-cycle arrest to senescence (geroconversion). How can that be tested? In some cell lines, induction of ectopic p21 causes irreversible senescence, whereas induction of p53 causes quiescence [4]. Does p53 suppresses a senescent program? This question can be answered by simultaneously inducing both p53 and ectopic p21. When both p21 and p53 were induced, then cells become quiescent not senescent [4]. p53 was dominant, actively suppressing senescence caused by p21... or by something else? In fact, p21 merely causes cell cycle arrest and does not inhibit mitogen-activated, nutrient-sensing and growth-promoting pathways such as Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) [4]. During several days, these pathways (gerogenic pathways, for brevity) convert p21-induced arrest into senescence. Rapamycin can decelerate geroconversion [10-13]. Also, p53 can inhibit the mTOR pathway [4-6, 14-17]. In some conditions, p53 can suppress senescence during arrest [4-6]. Wt p53 induces arrest and then if it fails to suppress senescence, then senescence prevails. Rather than p53, gerogenic
pathways drive senescence during cell-cycle arrest [18].

In summary, wt p53 seems to have three independent effects: apoptosis, cell-cycle arrest and gerosuppression. By inducing arrest, wt p53 primes cells for senescence, unless p53 is able or “willing” to suppress geroconversion. At high levels, gerosuppression by p53 is limited by apoptosis [6]. This predicts that p533KR would potently suppress senescence because gerosuppression by p533KR will not be limited by apoptosis.

**Hyper-metabolic senescent phenotype**

Senescent cells are hyper-functional: hypertrophic, hypermetabolic, hyper-secretory and hyper-inflammatory [8]. Also, senescent cells may accumulate lipids, becoming not only large but also “fat” (Figure1). Induction of p53 decreased both cellular hypertrophy and fat accumulation (Figure 1). This is in line with numerous metabolic effects of p53 including inhibition of glycolysis and stimulation of fatty acids oxidation [19-32]. Importantly, p533KR retained the ability to inhibit glycolysis and reactive oxygen species (ROS) [2]. (Noteworthy, ROS and mTOR co-activate each other [33] and N-Acetyl Cysteine (NAC), which decreases ROS, also inhibits mTOR [34]). Also, p53 decreases hyper-secretory phenotype also known as SASP [35] and suppresses a pro-inflammatory phenotype [36, 37]. How might gerosuppression contribute to tumor suppression? There are several overlapping explanations, from different points of view of the same process.

**Gerogenic conversion and oncogenic transformation**

In proliferating epithelial cells, pro-gerogenic conversion may contribute to carcinogenesis directly. The PI3K/mTOR pathway is universally activated in cancer [38-49]. p53 can inhibit the PI3K/mTOR pathway [4-6, 14-17, 50]. Like p53, many other tumor suppressors such as PTEN, AMPK, TSC2, LKB1, NF1 inhibit the PI3K/mTOR pathway [51].

**Geroconversion of stromal cells creates carcinogenic microenvironment**

First, senescence creates a selective disadvantage for normal cells, thus selecting for cancer [52-54]. Also, senescent stromal cells secrete factors that favors pre-cancer and cancer growth [37, 54-62]. Third, the senescent stroma is hyper-metabolic and thus promotes cancer by fueling cancer growth [59, 60, 63-71]. In a model of accelerated host aging, mTOR activity was increased in normal tissues [72]. This pro-senescent microenvironment accelerated growth of implanted tumors. The tumor-promoting effects of pro-senescent microenvironment were abrogated by rapamycin [72].

**Cancer is an age-related disease**

The incidence of cancer is increased exponentially in aging mammals. Manipulations that slow down aging delay cancer [73]. For example, calorie restriction delays cancer [74-76] including cancer in p53-deficient mice [77, 78]. Rapamycin, which decelerates aging, also postpones cancer in animals [73, 79-81] and in patients after renal transplantation [82-86].

---

**Figure 1. Nutlin-3a decreased lipid accumulation during IPTG-induced senescence.** HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG, nutlin-3a and IPTG+nutlin-3a (as indicated) for 3 days as described previously [4-6] and cells were stained with “oil red O” for lipids. In HT-p21 cells, IPTG induces ectopic p21 and senescence. As described previously, nutlin-3a induces endogenous p53 and suppresses IPTG-induced senescence [4-6].
Is aging accelerated in p53-deficient mice?
Inactivation of tumor suppressors accelerates both aging and cancer [87]. It was thought that p53 is an exception. Yet, given that p53 can suppress geroconversion, it may not be the exception after all. A complex role of p53 in cellular senescence and organismal aging was discussed [88-91]. Mice with increased, but normally regulated, p53 lives longer [92]. p53 knockout mice have both accelerated carcinogenesis and decreased longevity [93-98]. p53-/- mice have a pro-inflammatory phenotype characteristic of accelerated aging [36,37]. Also, atherosclerosis is accelerated in p53-/- animals [99-102]. While loss of p53 by itself makes cells prone to become tumorigenic, an increased rate of organismal aging in the absence of p53 may further accelerate carcinogenesis.

Rapalogs and p53
Rapamycin (sirolimus) and other rapalogs (everolimus and temsirolimus) are pharmacological tumor suppressors. Noteworthy, like p53, rapamycin decreases glycolysis [103] and lactate production [34] and stimulates oxidation of fatty acids [104, 105]. Furthermore, rapamycin slows cellular proliferation, and so, not surprisingly, p533KR inhibits clonogenicity too [2]. Yet, p53 affects metabolism and aging not only via mTOR but also via direct transactivation of metabolic enzymes, rendering it a more potent tumor suppressor.

Puzzles remain
Still, even if gerosuppression and anti-hypermetabolic effects can in part explain tumor suppression, puzzles remain. Why does wt p53 cause “unneeded” apoptosis and “instant” (p21-dependent) arrest? Why is p53 needed at all? In the wild, most mice die from external/accidental causes and only a few would live long enough to die from cancer, regardless of p53 status. In the wild, starvation (natural calorie restriction) would delay cancer further. Yet, p53 is also needed very early in life, or technically speaking, even before life has begun, because p53 plays role in fertility and reproduction [106-113]. And is tumor suppression a late life function?

Alternatively, tumor suppression is a primary function of p53. And each of the three activities (apoptosis, arrest, gerosuppression) is partially sufficient for cancer prevention. In their combination, these activities are the most effective tumor suppressor. And each activity may be partially dispensable in some mice strains and in some conditions. For example, the gerosuppressive activity of p53 may be preferentially important in peculiar strains of laboratory mice, or mice fed ad libitum, which constantly activates mTOR and accelerates aging. In fact, caloric restriction, which deactivates mTOR and decelerates aging, partially substitutes for the loss of p53 in mice.
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Abstract: Cell cycle arrest is not yet senescence. When the cell cycle is arrested, an inappropriate growth-promotion converts an arrest into senescence (geroconversion). By inhibiting the growth-promoting mTOR pathway, rapamycin decelerates geroconversion of the arrested cells. And as a striking example, while causing arrest, p53 may decelerate or suppress geroconversion (in some conditions). Here I discuss the meaning of geroconversion and also the terms gerogens, gerosuppressors, gerosuppressants, gerogenic pathways, gero-promoters, hyperfunction and feedback resistance, regenerative potential, hypertrophy and secondary atrophy, pro-gerogenic and gerogenic cells.

INTRODUCTION

A year ago, I wrote a perspective “Cell cycle arrest is not senescence”, intended to clarify a new meaning of cellular senescence [1]. The perspective was not completely understood in part due to its title. The title was missing the word “yet”, which is now included. As discussed in the article, cell cycle arrest is not yet senescence and senescence is not just arrest: senescence can be driven by growth-promoting pathways such as mTOR, when actual growth is impossible. (This mechanism connects cellular senescence, organismal aging and age-related diseases, predicting anti-aging agents [2-6]). In brief, senescence can be caused by growth stimulation, when the cell cycle is arrested [7, 8]. As one hallmark, senescent cells lose proliferative potential (PP) - the potential to resume proliferation. Importantly, inhibitors of mTOR suppress hallmarks of senescence during cell cycle arrest so cells stay quiescent but not senescent [9-13]. Such quiescent cells, with inhibited mTOR, retain PP. Once again, cells may be arrested but retain PP, the ability to restart proliferation, when allowed. In certain conditions, p53 causes arrest but can preserve PP by inhibiting the mTOR pathway [14-16]. However, this phenomenon should not be misunderstood to indicate that “p53 induces proliferation or prevents arrest or keeps cells proliferating” or “arrested cells retain proliferation”; rather, p53 instead regulates proliferative potential. Although we tried to explain what p53 does exactly (causes arrest, while preserving PP) misunderstanding nonetheless ensued. One solution is not to use the term PP altogether, substituting for it the term RP (regenerative potential). In the organism, stem cells and wound-healing cells, while quiescent, are capable to regenerate tissues after cell loss. Unlike non-senescent cells, senescent cells cannot divide in response to cell loss and therefore lose the potential to regenerate tissues. In cell culture, quiescent cells preserve RP. If the cell cycle is blocked, activation of mTOR causes loss of RP [17]. New concepts need new terminology. Instead of squeezing novel meaning into the old terms, here we present new terms for a new meaning of the aging process. And a central term is gerogenic conversion or geroconversion.

Geroconversion

Mitogens and growth factors activate growth-promoting pathways, which stimulate (a) growth in size and (b) cell cycle progression. When cells proliferate, an increase in cell mass is balanced by division. Withdrawal of growth factors causes quiescence: the quiescent cell neither grows, nor cycles, and its functions and metabolism are low. In contrast, cell cycle
blockage, in the presence of growth-stimulation leads to senescence (Figure 1). Hallmarks of senescence include a large flat morphology, senescence-associated beta-galactosidase (SA-beta-gal) staining, cellular over-activation and hyper-function, feedback signal resistance and loss of RP (that is, the inability to restart proliferation when the cell cycle inhibitor is removed). For example, in one well-studied cellular model, inducible ectopic expression of p21 causes cycle arrest (day 1) and senescence (after 3 days) [18, 19]. At first, the arrested cells are quiescent-like: they are not hypertrophic, and they are SA-beta-gal negative and retain RP. Thus, they can restart proliferation when p21 expression is switched off. After 3 days, however, the cells acquire a senescent morphology and, if p21 is then switched off, the cells cannot restart proliferation or die in mitosis [19]. Importantly, while inhibiting the cell cycle, p21 does not inhibit mTOR [8-17, 20, 21]. mTOR and perhaps some other growth-promoting pathways convert quiescence (day 1) into senescence (day 3). Inhibition of mTOR by rapamycin decelerates this ‘geroconversion’ [8-17, 20, 21].

In proliferating cultured cells (especially cancer cells) mTOR is activated. Many agents cause cell cycle arrest without inhibiting mTOR (or other growth factor-sensing pathways). Once arrested, such cells are rapidly converted to senescent cells. This is accelerated geroconversion. So it may seem that senescence is “caused” by cell cycle arrest. The above examples, however, suggest that senescence is caused by growth-stimulation when the cell cycle is arrested.

In the organism, most cells are arrested and geroconversion can be slow. When chronically stimulated (but still arrested) they can become senescent. This physiological geroconversion can be imitated in cell culture [17].

The terms gerogenic conversion and oncogenic transformation sound alike. This is not a coincidence for choosing the term geroconversion. Geroconversion and oncogenic transformation are two sides of the same process.

Gerogenic oncogenes and gerogenes
Activation of growth factor receptors, Ras and Raf family members and members of the MAPK and PI3K/Akt pathways are universal in cancer [36-38]. All these oncogenes activate the mTOR pathway [39-47]. They are gerogenic oncogenes, which drive the geroconversion of arrested cells. Because strong growth-promoting (mitogenic) signals induce cell cycle arrest [48-54], strong mitogenic signaling causes both conditions of senescence: arrest and mTOR/growth signal (Figure 2A). To avoid senescence, cancer cells must disable cell cycle control (Figure 2B) by either loss of p16, p53 and Rb or activation of c-myc, for example [36-38, 48, 55, 56]. In proliferating cells, gerogenic oncogenes render cells malignant and progerogenic (see below). The same gerogenic oncogenes or their analogs accelerate aging and shorten life span in diverse species from worm to mammals. Therefore, these genes can be termed gerogenes [57]. Thus, the mTOR pathway shortens life span, whereas rapamycin extends life span [58-75]. Not coincidentally, Mutations that increase the life span of C. elegans inhibit tumor growth [76]. Finally, metabolic self-destruction, known as chronological senescence in yeast [60, 61, 77] is also stimulated by gerogenes and is inhibited by rapamycin [78].

Gerosuppressors
Gerosuppressors are genes (and their products) that suppress geroconversion. Gerosuppressors (for example, PTEN, AMPK, sirtuins, TSC2, NF-1 and p53) antagonize the mTOR pathway (see for ref. [57]). Their inactivation shortens life span in model organisms.

Figure 1. Quiescence versus senescence. Q: quiescent cell. In the absence of the growth factors, normal cells undergo cycle arrest. S: senescent cell. When cell cycle is arrested, the growth signal (if it cannot reactivate cycling) drives senescence.

Similarly other inhibitors of mTOR also suppress geroconversion [10, 11]. For example, in some cell lines, induction of p53 inhibits mTOR [22-26] and other anabolic pathways [27-32], thus suppressing geroconversion in cells arrested by ectopic p21 [14]. By itself, p53 causes cell cycle arrest but can suppress geroconversion [14-17, 33-35]. In cell culture, cell cycle arrest and geroconversion are initiated simultaneously.
Gerosuppressors are also tumor suppressors. So gerosuppressors suppress both geroconversion and cancer.

**Gerosuppressants**
Gerosuppressants are small molecules (such as rapamycin) that suppress geroconversion. Not coincidentally, rapamycin also extends lifespan in diverse species from yeast to mammals. They can, in theory, be used to treat age-related diseases by slowing down aging, thus extending both maximal and healthy lifespan.

**Gero promoters**
Small molecules or drugs that can accelerate or promote geroconversion. One potential candidate is phorbol esters, which can activate mTOR in some cells. Not surprisingly, it is also a tumor-promoter.

**Gerogenic pathways**
Gerogenic signaling pathways promote geroconversion. Whether gerogenic pathways cause or abrogate cell cycle arrest is irrelevant. For example, strong mitogenic/growth signals can induce cell cycle arrest, instead of proliferation [48-54]. Simultaneously, in arrested cells, growth signals cause geroconversion, leading to senescence (Figure 2A). As another example, the effects of p53 on cell cycle and geroconversion can be dissociated [14].

**Pro-gerogenic conversion**
In proliferating cells, overactivation of the mTOR pathway renders them pro-gerogenic. Cancer cells are proliferating pro-gerogenic cells. When such cells are forcefully arrested, they become senescent. Also, stimulation of mTOR in normal stem cells causes hyper-proliferation, pro-gerogenic conversion and cell exhaustion [79-84], contributing to aging.

**Gerogenic cell**
Although loss of RP is very useful marker of senescence in cell culture, this marker may not play a key role in age-related pathologies in the organism, because most post-mitotic cells should not be able to restart proliferation anyway. (Notable exceptions are stem, wound-healing and satellite cells). I suggest that active mTOR in arrested cells is a crucial marker of gerogenic cells and early senescence. Gerogenic (senescent) and quiescent cells can be distinguished by the levels of phosphorylated S6 (pS6), the ribosomal protein that is phosphorylated in response to mTOR activation: high in senescent cells and low in quiescent cells. Levels of pS6 in senescent cells may remain similar to the levels of pS6 in proliferating cells. So senescent/gerogenic cells have many features of proliferating cells. Interestingly, basal (fasting) levels pS6 were elevated in old mice [85]. Gerogenic cells could be defined as arrested cell with activated mTOR. The most physiologically relevant features are hypertrophy, hyperfunction and feedback resistance.

**Hypertrophy**
Growth signals during cell cycle arrest lead to an enlarged cell morphology. From theoretical perspective, hypertrophy will eventually be limited by activation of lysosomes/autophagy [7]. This phenomenon may explain the activity of SA-beta-Gal, which is lysosomal enzyme [86-88] and active autophagy despite active mTOR [89, 90].

---

**Figure 2. Strong oncogenic signaling, senescence and cancer.** (A) Strong mitogenic/oncogenic signal can simultaneously cause arrest and activate mTOR. Cells senesce. (B) Disabling of cell cycle control (loss of p16, Rb, p53) can convert senescence to cancer.
Hyperfunction
Due to over-stimulation, senescent cells are hyperfunctional. For example, for example, senescent fibroblasts secrete many cytokines, growth factors and proteases (the hypersecretory senescence-associated secretory phenotype or SASP), senescent osteoclasts resorb bones, smooth muscle cells contract, platelets aggregate, neutrophils generate ROS, neurons charge, endocrine cells produce hormones. Noteworthy, SASP aggregate, neutrophils generate ROS, neurons charge, resorb bones, smooth muscle cells contract, platelets

Feedback resistance
Overactivation of signaling pathways causes signal resistance due to feedback inactivation of the signaling pathway. As an example, mTOR/S6K overactivation causes insulin and GF resistance [100-104].

Secondary atrophy
Hyperfunctions are associated with hypertrophy and hyperplasia. Yet, at the end, cells may fail either to function or to survive, leading to secondary atrophy. When cells fail, conditions become TOR-independent and terminal. This conceals hyperfunction as an initial cause, misleadingly presenting aging as a decline.

From gerogenic cells to organismal aging
You might notice that an accumulation of molecular damage was never mentioned in this article. It was unneeded. Cellular aging and geroconversion is not caused by accumulation of random molecular damage. Although damage accumulates, I suggest that the organism does not live long enough to suffer from this accumulation with one special exception that illuminates the rule [105]. (The weakness of free radical damage theory was discussed in detail [106-114]).

One definition of organismal aging is an increase in the probability of death. Gerogenic cells (due to their hyperactivity and signal-resistance) may slowly cause atherosclerosis, hypertension, insulin-resistance, obesity, cancer, neurodegeneration, age-related macular degeneration, prostate enlargement, menopause, hair loss, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, benign tumors and skin alterations. These conditions lead to damage -- not molecular damage but organ and system damage. Examples include beta-cell failure [115], ovarian failure (menopause) [116], myocardial infarction, stroke, renal failure, broken hips, cancer metastases and so on [6, 117]. These are acute catastrophes, which cause death. I suggest that by suppressing geroconversion, gerosuppressants will prevent diseases and extend healthy life span.
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Mitochondrial dysfunction and cell senescence – skin deep into mammalian aging

Joao F. Passos and Thomas von Zglinicki  doi:10.18632/aging.100432


There is a lively discussion going on as to whether oxidative stress is or is not a cause of (accelerated) aging, fuelled to a significant extent by the finding from Arlan Richardson’s group that mice heterozygous for the mitochondrial superoxide dismutase SOD2 showed increased oxidative stress, increased cancer incidence but not accelerated ageing [1]. A new twist to this story was introduced recently when it was shown that connective tissue-specific SOD2 knockouts developed multiple signs of progeria including short lifespan, associated with up-regulation of the cell senescence marker p16INK4A [2]. Mitochondrially generated oxidative stress is both an established cause [3] and a relevant consequence [4] of cell senescence, frequencies of senescent cells in connective tissue increase during mice aging [5], and destruction of senescent cells can ‘cure’ some age-related tissue dysfunction [6]. A paper by Judith Campisi’s and Simon Melov’s groups recently published in Aging [7] now further explores the connection between oxidative stress, cell senescence and aging. The authors demonstrate that mitochondrial dysfunction occurs in the epidermis of old (2 years) mice, measured as decreased complex II activity, and correlate this with increased senescence (shown by SA-bGAL activity) in the stratum corneum. Moreover, they observe the same senescence phenotype in skin from young (17 – 20 days old) constitutive SOD2-/- mice, which were treated with the synthetic SOD and catalase mimetic EUK-189 in order to allow sufficient development to take place for a skin phenotype to develop. An increase of various senescence markers in the epidermis, the stratum corneum or the lining of the hair follicles was associated with epidermal thinning (a classical aging marker in skin) and increased expression of a keratinocyte terminal differentiation marker [7]. These data enforce two central hypotheses in the field, namely that of mitochondrial dysfunction as a cause of cell senescence, and of cell senescence as a relevant contributor to mammalian aging in vivo.

However, a fascinating question remains: Is it really Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) arising from mitochondria that promote cellular senescence in this model? Mitochondria from SOD2-/- mice accumulate superoxide in their matrix space which oxidizes and damages multiple mitochondrial enzyme complexes, leading to decreased oxygen uptake and ATP production and lowered complex II activity [8, 9]. However, superoxide cannot cross the mitochondrial inner membrane, and the generation of hydrogen peroxide, which is the only membrane-permeable ROS, is greatly reduced by two factors, the absence of the mitochondrial SOD and the decrease in oxygen uptake. Thus, SOD2-/- mitochondria actually release less ROS than wild-type mitochondria into their environment. This is attenuated by the addition of the superoxide mimetic EUK-189, but even under high drug concentrations the ROS release from heart mitochondria was below wild-type levels [9]. Thus, it is not at all clear that mitochondrial oxidative stress directly produces cellular oxidative stress in the skin of EUK-189 treated SOD2-/- mice. Importantly, studies have shown that mitochondrial dysfunction in SOD2-/- fibroblasts is associated with Ca²⁺ signal transduction, suppression of signals through the mTOR axis and induction of markers of autophagy [8]. All these changes are characteristically associated with cell senescence [3, 10, 11]. Thus, we are again left with a chicken-and egg situation: Is disrupted Ca²⁺ signalling, reduced mTOR activity and increased autophagy found in SOD2-/- cells because there are more senescent cells in the examined population? Or is any of these factors the culprit that triggers senescence in the first place?

While the answer to these questions still eludes us, the study from Campisi and colleagues highlights the importance of mitochondrial dysfunction and cellular senescence in vivo and its impact on the aging process.
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Abstract: In yeast, chronological senescence (CS) is defined as loss of viability in stationary culture. Although its relevance to the organismal aging remained unclear, yeast CS was one of the most fruitful models in aging research. Here we described a mammalian replica of yeast CS: loss of viability of overgrown “yellow” cancer cell culture. In a density and time (chronological)-dependent manner, cell culture loses the ability to re-grow in fresh medium. Rapamycin dramatically decelerates CS. Loss of viability was caused by acidification of the medium by lactic acid (lactate). Rapamycin decreased production of lactate, making conditioned medium (CM) less deadly. Both deadly CM and lactate caused loss of viability in low cell density, not preventable by either rapamycin or additional glucose. Also, NAC, LY294002, U0126, GSK733, which all indirectly inhibit mTOR and have been shown to suppress the senescent phenotype in traditional models of mammalian cell senescence, also decreased lactate production and decelerated CS. We discuss that although CS does not mimic organismal aging, the same signal transduction pathways that drive CS also drive aging.

INTRODUCTION

In yeast, chronological senescence (CS) is defined as loss of viability of yeast cells grown in confluent state [1-10]. Viability is determined as the ability to resume replication in fresh medium. CS is genetically regulated and inactivation of numerous genes including TOR (Target of Rapamycin) extends lifespan [2, 11-23]. Furthermore, rapamycin, an inhibitor of TOR, decelerates CS in yeast [24]. Noteworthy, the TOR (target of rapamycin) pathway is involved in aging of variety of species from worm to mammals [25-28]. Some other genes identified in the yeast model turned out to be involved in organismal aging and age-related diseases in mammals [29-38]. CS is often compared to aging of postmitotic cells in the organism. However, as recently discussed, the link between CS and organismal aging is not immediately apparent but indirectly relies on common genetic pathways [39].

Since yeasts are unicellular organisms, CS should be compared with some form of cellular senescence in cell culture. There are two types of senescence of mammalian cells in culture: replicative and accelerated (also known as premature or stress-induced senescence). Yeast replicative senescence corresponds to replicative senescence in rodent cells. Then at first glance, yeast CS is analogous to accelerated cellular senescence. The analogy is seemingly strengthened by the involvement of mTOR in senescent phenotype of mammalian cells [40-46]. In proliferating cells, mTOR is active, thus driving cell growth in size, which is balanced by cell division. When cell cycle is blocked by p21 or p16, for instance, but mTOR is still active, then mTOR drives cellular senescence [40, 46, 47]. By deactivating mTOR, rapamycin prevents conversion of quiescence into senescence or, in other words, prevents gerogenic conversion (geroconversion) during cell cycle arrest [41, 46].

Yet accelerated senescence is not analogous to yeast CS. Accelerated cellular senescence is not caused by medium acidification. Senescent cells are large, flat, highly viable and apoptosis-resistant. Furthermore, gero-
conversion occurs in low cell densities, whereas in high density mTOR is spontaneously deactivated thus suppressing geroconversion (manuscript in preparation). So there is no known mammalian analogy to yeast CS. Given that yeast aging research has been so fruitful in identification of pathways involved in organismal aging, [1, 3, 48-51] it is important to recognize relevant mammalian cell model for CS.

We realized that replica of CS is so trivial that it remains unnamed and ignored, although this phenomenon is known to any cancer researcher. If a flask with cancer cells is forgotten (neglected) in the incubator, cells become over-confluent, overgrow, and lose viability. And this is exactly what would be called chronological aging (in yeast). Here we investigated mechanisms of chronological senescence (CS) in human cells and its pharmacological suppression.

RESULTS

TOR-dependent CS in HT-p21-9 cells

For initial experiments we chose HT-p21-9 cells, because these cells were extensively studied as a model of conventional cellular senescence [52, 41]. Importantly, these cells rapidly turn media yellow. Acidification of the medium is evident by transition of the color of phenol red (a pH indicator) from pink-red to yellow over the pH range 7.4 to 6.8. The color of phenol red is a convenient measure of pH. In dense cell culture, the medium becomes acidic (yellow) (Fig. 1A: top panel – control (C). Rapamycin renders the color pinkish. After recording the color by photography, media were collected for further analysis (lactate levels, cytotoxicity) and equal volumes of trypsinized cells were re-plated in larger plates in fresh medium (Fig. 1A, bottom panel) and colonies were allowed to grow for 7 days. In control, cells lost the replicative capacity and did not form colonies in fresh medium (Fig. 1A, bottom panel). Rapamycin prevented loss of viability (Fig. 1A). Loss of viability, over time (Fig. 1B), is chronological senescence (CS). At initial cell densities of 40,000 and 80,000 cells per well (Fig. 1B), the major drop in viability occurred at day 5 and day 4, respectively (Fig. 1B). The most dramatic effect of rapamycin was observed, when control cultures almost completely lost their viability. To quantify the viability, we counted cells after 7 days ofregrowth in fresh culture (Fig. 1C). There was a dramatic decrease in viability after 4 and 5 days in control wells, which was prevented by rapamycin (Fig. 1 C).

Time course of lactate production

At both cell densities, lactic acid (LA) concentrations reached the maximal level of ~30 mM on day 3 and day 4, respectively (Fig. 1D). Noteworthy, these maximal levels of LA were achieved a day before the major loss of viability (Fig. 1 D versus C). Rapamycin decreased levels of LA, so that LA concentration approximated to the maximal level by day 6-7. A comparison of LA levels and CS time points suggests that levels of LA above 30 mM may make medium toxic: then cells loose viability and this prevents further accumulation of LA.

Protection by rapamycin is indirect

Next, we tested the effect of conditioned medium (CM) that was collected from the dense culture and applied to cells plated at low density. Such CM was deadly, causing loss of viability in low cell density. This allowed us to investigate the mechanism of action of rapamycin: direct versus indirect. One possibility is that rapamycin protects cells directly by increasing resistance to cell death caused by deadly CM. Another possibility is that CM produced in the presence of rapamycin would be less deadly. We tested CM produced in the presence of rapamycin (R-CM) versus CM with rapamycin being added after CM collection (CM+R). Both types of CM were added to low density HT-p21-9 and HCT116 cells for 3 days and then the cells were grown in fresh medium. CM+R was as toxic as CM, whereas R-CM was significantly less toxic (Fig. 2). We conclude that rapamycin does not protect cells directly, but instead changes the property of CM. As we have already shown, rapamycin decreased levels of LA (Fig. 1D).

Lactate poisoning

Next we tested whether LA is toxic. Addition of 40 mM lactate to fresh medium rendered it “absolutely deadly” (Fig. 2 A). Viability IC50 was around 20-30 mM LA, depending on cell line. Noteworthy, color of the medium containing 30 mM lactate was similar to yellow color of CM in the stationary culture, when cells undergo CS. This was confirmed by measurements of LA in such deadly CM (34.6 ± 1 mM). So LA levels slightly above 30 mM were maximally achievable, killing cells and thus preventing further accumulation of LA.

There are 2 possibilities that are not mutually exclusive: 1) LA is toxic by itself and is the only cause of CS. Rapamycin, which decreases levels of LA, simultaneously decreases toxicity of CM; 2) production of 30 mM lactate requires metabolism of 15 mM glucose. In principle, exhaustion of glucose may contribute to CM toxicity. However, addition of glucose to CM did not decrease its toxicity (Fig. 2 B).
Figure 1. Defining mTOR-dependent CS. (A) Measurement of CS. 80000 HT-p21-9 cells were plated in 0.2 ml medium per well in 96-well plate with 500 nM rapamycin (R) or without rapamycin – control (C). After 4 days, the plate was photographed to record color of media (i.e. pH). The color of medium without cells is shown for comparison n/c (no cells). Then cells from each well were split into larger wells of 6-well plates. Detailed description: medium (together with floating cells) was aspirated and adherent cells were trypsinized in 0.2 ml of trypsin. Equal volume (a 4 µl aliquot of cell culture) or 2% of total adherent (live) cells was plated in 4 ml of fresh medium in 6-well plates. After 7 days, colonies were stained and photographed. A number of colonies is a measure of viability of the stationary culture. (B) Time-dependent (chronological) loss of replicative viability. Cells were plated at initial density of 40000 and 80000 cells per well in 96-well plates without (C) or with rapamycin (R) as shown in panel A. After indicated time, cells were trypsinised and equal volume of adherent cells (2%) were re-plated in 6 well plates and allowed to form colonies for 7 days. (C) Cells from plates shown in panel B were trypsinized and counted to precisely quantify replicative viability. (D) Levels of lactate in conditioned medium. Cells were plated at initial density of 40000 and 80000 cells per well in 96-well plates without (C) or with rapamycin (R) as shown in panel A. After indicated time, concentration of lactate was measured in conditioned media.

Thus, LA was the main cause of toxicity. Next, we tested whether this toxicity was due to LA acidity. To neutralize pH, we added NaOH to cells plated in high density after one day of cultivation. At concentrations (0.5-1 mM) NaOH shifted the medium color from yellow to pink and decreased CS (Fig. S1). We conclude that it is acidity of LA that is deleterious for the cells.

Gerosuppressants decrease lactate levels and CS

Recently we have demonstrated that agents that deactivate the mTOR pathway decelerate premature (p21-induced) senescence in HT-p21-9 cells [41, 53, 54]. Given that these agents suppress the conversion from quiescence to senescence (geroconversion), we named them gero-suppressants [55]. Here we evaluated the effect of gero-suppressants on CS, using rapamycin as a positive control (Fig. 3). Inhibitors of PI-3K and MEK, LY294002 and U0126, respectively, decreased acidosis (Fig. 3 A), lactic acid production (Fig. 3 B) and dramatically decreased CS in HT-p21-9 and HCT116 cells (Fig. 3 C-D). Suppression of CS correlated with inhibition of LA production in both cell lines. The antioxidant N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) decreased LA production preferentially in HT-p21-9 cells and also prevented CS in the same cell line. CGK733, in contrast, was preferentially effective in HCT116 cells (Fig. 3). Finally, metformin did not affect either LA levels or CS in any cell lines (Fig. 3).
Figure 3. Testing potential gero-suppressants. HCT116 cells and HT-p21-9 cells were plated at 80000 per well in 96 well plates with indicated agents: 5 nM and 100 nM rapamycin (R5 and R 100), 10 µM LY294002 (LY), U0126, and CGK733, 2 mM NAC. (A) After 4 days, the plates were photographed (upper panel) and lactate concentrations were measured in media (lower panel). (B) An equal volume of attached cells (an aliquot of 2%) was plated in 6 well plates. After 7 days, colonies were stained with Crystal Violet (upper panel) or total numbers of cells per well were determined by counting (lowpanel).

Figure 2. Cytotoxicity of conditioned medium (CM) and lactate. HT-p21-9 cells (A) and HCT116 cells (B) were plated in 96-well plates at low density (2000 cells/well) and treated with a range of lactic acid (LA) concentrations or conditioned medium (CM), collected from overgrown HT-p21-9 cell culture. After 3 days, medium was changed to fresh medium and cells were allowed to proliferate for 5 days and then number of viable cells was determined using MTT assay. CM, R-CM, and CM+R were prepared as described in Methods.

Noteworthy, free radicals and oxidative stress can activate Akt/mTOR and vice versa active TOR may promote ROS [9, 56]. Therefore, inhibition of ROS by NAC is expected to decrease not only ROS levels but also mTOR activity. In fact, NAC inhibited CS in a dose-dependent manner with maximal effect at 20 mM (higher concentrations were toxic) (Fig. 4 A). In high cell density, mTOR was spontaneously deactivated after first day in culture. NAC inhibited the Akt/mTOR pathway by 6 hrs (Fig. 4 B, 6 hrs), before mTOR becomes spontaneously deactivated. Noteworthy, the ATM inhibitor CGK733 also inhibited mTOR (Fig. 4B).

Figure 4. Effects of NAC and CGK733 on CS and mTOR. (A) HT-p21-9 cells were plated at 40000 per well in 96 well plates with indicated agents: 500 nM rapamycin (R), 5-20 mM NAC and incubated for 6 days. On Day 6 replicative viability of cells was measured by colony formation (8 days) as described in legend for Figure 1. (B) HT-p21-9 cells were plated at high density with indicated agents or left untreated (C) and allowed to attach for 6 hrs. Then, one set was lysed (Day 0, 6 hr) and second set was lysed after 24 hrs treatment (Day 1). Immunoblot was performed using indicated antibodies.
At high cell density, mTOR is shut down after 1 day in culture (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3). Still, rapamycin and other mTOR inhibitors suppressed CS very effectively. This suggests that the activity of mTOR during the first day (before spontaneous deactivation of mTOR) determines cell fate.

**Effects of pre-conditions**

We have noticed that time course of CS was slightly variable in different experiments (compare HCT116 cells in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6), even if cells were plated at the same densities and conditions. We reasoned that this may be due to different pre-conditions, given that mTOR becomes spontaneously deactivated in culture over time. This suggests that cells from the fresh culture will lose viability faster compared with those from the old culture. We tested this prediction. 80,000 cells from either old or fresh culture were plated in 96-wells in fresh medium and cultivated for the same time before measuring their viability. In fact, cells derived from “old pre-culture” retained viability longer (Fig. S2). Whereas rapamycin prevented CS in cells derived from fresh pre-culture, its effect was minimal in old pre-culture (Fig. S2). This result is in agreement with the data that mTOR is already inhibited in old pre-culture.

**Lactate production vs apoptosis-reluctance as determinant of CS**

We next compared 3 cell lines: HT-p21-9, HCT116 and HCT116-Bax-/-, a clone of HCT116 cells lacking Bax (Fig. 5 and 6). HCT-Bax-/- cells are apoptosis-reluctant [57, 58]. Cells were plated in 2 cell densities (80,000 and 20,000 cells per well). At high cell density on day 4, HT-p21-9 cells lost viability, which was prevented by rapamycin (Fig. 5B). In contrast, HCT116 and HCT-Bax-/- cells retained viability at that time point (in this particular experiment).

![Figure 5. Effects of glycolytic phenotype, apoptosis resistance and anoxia on CS in very high initial cell density.](image-url)

HCT116, HCT-Bax-/- cells and HT-p21-9 cells) were plated at 80000 per well in 96 well plates and next day 1 set of plates was placed under anoxia and 2 nd set was incubated in normoxia. If indicated, cells were treated with 100 nM rapamycin (R). (A) Wells were photographed (upper panels) and LA (lower panels) was measured after 1 day (D) 1 or on the last 4th day (D 4) of culture. (B) Replicative viability. On day 4, equal aliquots of attached cells were plated in 6 well plates. After 7 days, colonies were stained with Crystal Violet (upper panel) or total numbers of cells per well were determined by counting (lower panel).
In comparison with HCT116 cells, HT-p21-9 cells produced considerably more LA during the first day, which reached sub-lethal levels at that time (Fig. 5A). This demonstrated that levels of LA reached on the first day determine CS. However, HCT-Bax-/- cells, which were less prone to CS produced more lactate than HCT116 parental cells, indicating that resistance to apoptosis can also determine the viability. That was confirmed by direct testing of lactate on cell viability: HCT-Bax-/- cells appeared to be slightly more resistant to 30 mM LA than parental cells (Fig. 7). Still, the difference in resistance was relatively small. The major factor that determined CS was the rate of LA production during the first day in culture (Fig. 5, 6). At low cell density, the difference in LA production was the most prominent (Fig. 6A). HT-p21-9 cells were the most glycolytic, whereas HCT116 cells were the least glycolytic (Fig. 6A, day 1). By day 4, HT-p21-9 cells produced near-lethal levels of lactate (Fig. 6A). Accordingly, HT-p21-9 cells lost viability by day 8 (Fig. 6 B, C).

A forced increase in lactate levels accelerated CS

If mTOR-dependent lactate production (rather than the activity of mTOR per se) is responsible for CS, then anoxia will accelerate CS. Anoxia and hypoxia induce (hypoxia-inducible factor) HIF-1 and this effect is not blocked by rapamycin (Fig. S3). Furthermore, hypoxia/anoxia decreases the activity of the mTOR pathway [59, 60]. So in anoxia LA production is forced by HIF-1. On the other hand, hypoxia/anoxia may
diminish mTOR-dependent glycolysis by deactivating mTOR. Not surprisingly, relationship between aging and hypoxia are complex [61].

Figure 7. Lactate resistance of HT-p21-9, HCT116 and HCT116-Bax-/- cells. HCT116 cells, HCT-Bax/- and HT-p21-9 cells were plated in 96-well plates at low density (2000 cells/well) and treated with a range of lactic acid (LA) concentrations or conditioned medium (CM). After 3 days, medium was changed to fresh medium and cells were allowed to proliferate for 5 days and then numbers of live cells were determined using MTT assay. CM and R-CM were prepared as described in Methods.

In anoxia experiments, cells were cultivated without oxygen for 3 days: from day 1 to day 4 (Fig. 5, 6). At high cell density on day 4, HT-p21-9 cells lost viability, which partially was prevented by rapamycin (Fig. 5 B, C). Furthermore, even HCT116 and HCT-Bax/- cells lost viability in anoxia but not in normoxia (Fig. 5, 6). Yet, final levels of LA were almost identical in both normoxia and anoxia because CS prevented further accumulation of lactate (Fig. 5A, Fig 6A).

Rapamycin decelerated CS under both normoxia and anoxia. This might be due to a decrease in lactate production on the first day (especially in high density cultures, Fig. 5A) before cells were placed in anoxia. Alternatively, rapamycin may decrease cellular metabolism in anoxia, which would indicate that the effect of rapamycin was not due to its effects on respiration. Experiments here were not intended to determine whether the protective effect of rapamycin was independent of respiration. Further studies are under way to determine the effect of rapamycin on glycolysis under anoxia versus normoxia.

Suppression of CS by rapamycin was not due to its cytostatic effect

Rapamycin is moderately cytostatic in some cell lines including HT-p21-9 cells. However, the cytostatic effect in low cell density cannot account for deceleration of CS in high cell density. First, at high cell densities with a limited proliferation window, the cytostatic effect of rapamycin was undetectable. We plated HT-p21-9 cells in a wide range of initial cell densities (Fig. 8) from 35000 to 560000 cells per well with and without IPTG. In HT-p21-9 cells, IPTG induces ectopic p21 and causes cell cycle arrest [52], thus ensuring a constant number of cells.

The acidity (yellow color) of the medium was proportional to initial cell numbers up to 140000 (Fig. 8 A) and corresponded to deadly levels of LA (Fig. 8 B). Rapamycin decreased levels of lactate. Noteworthy, highest levels of lactate were achieved at initial density 140000 (Fig. 8 B), but not at higher densities. At initial density of 280000 and 560000, all cells died within several days (Fig. 9, upper panel). These cells were floating and did not produce any colonies (Fig. 9, lower panel). On day 4, numbers of adherent (alive) cells were approximately identical at initial plating densities between 35000 and 140000 (Fig. 9, upper panel). This means that cells underwent 2, 1, and 0 divisions when plated at initial densities of 35000, 70000 and 140000, respectively. Most importantly, rapamycin did not affect the number of live cells (Fig. 9, upper panel); even though it decreased LA levels (Fig. 8 B). Despite rapamycin did not have an effect on the number of live cells, it dramatically increased the number of cells with replicative potential (Fig. 9, lower panel).

At initial density of 140000 cells, cells did not proliferate and did not die (Fig. 9). At this density, the level of lactate was maximal as well as the effect of rapamycin on CS (Fig. 8). Furthermore, we excluded the cytostatic effect of rapamycin by mixing IPTG-arrested HT-p21-9 (GFP-positive) cells with a few HCT116 cells, termed here as indicator cells. Since HT-p21-9 cells were already arrested by IPTG, rapamycin could not possibly arrest them further. The indicator HCT116 cells are not sensitive to cytostatic effects of
rapamycin. Even if rapamycin could decrease proliferation of the indicator HCT116 cells, the small number of indicator cells could not significantly contribute to lactate production. We treated the cell mixture (80000 HT-p21-9 cells mixed with 2000 indicator cells) with IPTG (Fig. 10). After 4 days of incubation, small aliquots of cells were re-plated in fresh medium with IPTG to preclude proliferation of HT-p21-9 cells. As shown in Figure 10A, rapamycin dramatically increased a number of colonies. It was confirmed by microscopy that only HCT116 cells formed colonies, whereas IPTG-arrested HT-p21-9 (green) cells became senescent (large morphology of green cells) (Fig. 10B).

DISCUSSION

Here we described a mammalian model of yeast-like chronological senescence (CS). Regardless of how trivial this phenomenon is, it is the replica of yeast CS. For both yeast and cancer cells, CS can be defined as loss of replicative viability in a stationary culture.

Cancer cells with high glycolysis resemble yeast cells [62-65]. The most predictive sign of CS is yellow color of the medium, which indicates pH. Lactate and conditioned medium (CM) by were deadly in cells plated in low density. Furthermore, levels of lactate that caused CS coincided with maximally reachable lactate levels in the culture. Neutralization of the acidity prevented CS. Similarly, in some studies in yeast, loss of replicative ability was attributed to acidosis [39, 66-68]. The only difference is that mammalian cells produce lactic acid instead of acetic acid. Rapamycin decelerated CS. Rapamycin decreased lactate accumulation, keeping lactate levels below deadly levels. In other words, CS is a metabolic self-destruction or hypermetabolism-induced loss of replicative ability. By producing lactate, cells poison themselves and cannot resume replication in the fresh medium.

Figure 8. Effects of IPTG, rapamycin and initial cell densities on CS. HT-p21-9 cells were plated at indicated densities (x10^3) in 96-well plates in the presence of IPTG and/or 500 nM rapamycin (R) or left untreated (C). (A) On day 1, plates were photographed. (B) On Day 1 lactate concentrations were measured in media. (C) On day 4 plates were photographed. (D) On Day 4 alive (attached) and dead (floating) cells were counted in wells with initial plating density of 140,000 cells/well. (E) Replicative viability of attached cells was measured as described in Materials and Methods and legend for Figure 1.
Still mechanisms of yeast CS are widely disputed and may depend on culture conditions [9, 18, 19, 22, 66-68]. Perhaps, mechanisms of mammalian CS may vary depending on initial cell densities, cell line, the propensity to apoptosis, levels of nutrients in the medium, initial mTOR activity, levels of oxygen and culture conditions prior to experiment. Also, we emphasize that our study was not intended to address the mechanisms of yeast CS. It neither resolves nor complicates the current debate in yeast aging research. The main goal of this study was to characterize “yeast-like” senescence in human cells and its pharmacological manipulation and also to address the question whether CS mimics cellular aging in the organism. CS mimics tumor necrosis rather than aging of post-mitotic cells.

So, literally, CS is not a physiological model of organismal aging. But the same signaling pathways (such as TOR) are involved in CS and aging (Fig. 11), making the model useful for drug and gene discovery. We have shown that agents that decrease lactate production decelerate CS. Specifically, agents that directly or indirectly inhibit mTOR such as rapamycin, LY294002, U106 and to a lesser extend NAC, all suppressed CS. What all these agents have in common is that they inhibit the mTOR pathway. Thus, the same agents that suppress CS also were shown to suppress the senescent phenotype or conversion from quiescence to senescence during cell cycle arrest in traditional models of cellular senescence [46, 53].

Activation of growth factor receptors, Ras, Raf, PI3K, Akt, which all activate mTOR, are most common
alterations in cancer [69-83]. These growth-promoting pathways also drive senescent phenotype, when the cell cycle is blocked [40, 53, 55]. The same pathways confirm highly glycolytic phenotype [84, 85], rendering cells prone to lactate-induced CS. And the same oncogenic pathways are involved in aging from yeast to mammals [11, 86-88]. And tumor suppressors (including p53) that inhibit the mTOR pathway are aging-suppressors [44, 89-93].

In conclusion, CS is relevant to aging not because CS happens during physiological aging in the organism, but because the common genes and signaling pathways determine both CS and aging (Fig. 11). Here we discussed CS from the point of view of the aging research, as an analogy to yeast CS. From the cancer research point of view, we will discuss the implication of CS for tumor progression, aggressiveness and cancer therapy (Leontieva et al, Oncotarget, in press).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Cell lines and reagents. HT-p21-9 cells, derived from HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA), provided by Igor Roninson, were previously described [52, 41]. HT1080-p21-9 cells were cultured in high-glucose DMEM without pyruvate supplemented with FC2 serum (HyClone FetalClone II from Thermo Scientific, Logan, Utah). In HT-p21-9 cells, p21 expression can be turned on or off using isopropyl-thiogalactosidase (IPTG) [52, 41]. MCF-7 and HCT116 cell lines were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA). MCF-7, breast cancer cell line was cultured in high-glucose DMEM (plus pyruvate) with 10% FBS. HCT-Bax/- cells were derived from HCT116, colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line, and were provided by Bert Vogelstein. Rapamycin was obtained from LC Laboratories (MA, USA) and dissolved in DMSO as 5 mM solution. IPTG (Invitrogen) was dissolved in water as 50 mg/ml stock solution and used in cell culture at final concentration of 1.25-50 µg/ml. LY294002, CGK733, metformin, NAC, UO126 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Immunoblot analysis.** Whole cell lysates were prepared using boiling lysis buffer (1%SDS, 10 mM Tris.HCl, pH 74.). Equal amounts of proteins were separated on 10% or gradient polyacrylamide gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The following antibodies were used: rabbit anti-phospho-S6 (Ser235/236) and mouse anti-S6, rabbit anti-phospho AKT and anti-Akt from Cell Signaling Biotechnology; anti-actin antibody from Sigma-Aldrich and mouse anti-HIF-1α from BD Biosciences. Secondary anti-rabbit and anti-mouse HRP conjugated antibodies were from Cell Signaling Biotechnology.

**Preparation of conditioned medium.** Conditioned medium (CM) from HT-p21-9 cells plated at high density (10⁶ cells per 60 mm dish) and cultured for 4 days. R-CM, cells were cultured in the presence of 500 nM rapamycin. CM+R: 500 nM rapamycin was added to CM after collection of CM.

**Lactate assay.** was performed using L-Lactate assay kit from Eton Bioscience Inc (San Diego, CA) according to
manufacture’s instructions.

Replicative viability as measure of CS. Cells were plated at high initial density (see Fig. 1A) and cultured for 4-8 days. Then media with floating (dead cells) were removed, cells trypsinized and a small aliquot of attached cells was replated at low cell density in 6 well plates in fresh medium. After 6-8 days, colonies were stained with 1.0 % crystal violet and in replicate wells cells were tryprinizised and counted.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

**Figure S1. Effect of NaOH on CS.** HT-p21-9 cells were plated at 80,000/well in 96 well plates. On day 1, 0.5 mM or 1 mM NaOH was added. 100 nM rapamycin (Rapa) was used as positive control. Cells were split on day 5 (4 µl out of 200 µl culture per well into 6 well plates) as shown in Fig. 1A. Colonies were grown for 9 days and stained with Crystal Violet.

**Figure S2.** HT1080 p21-9 cells passaged the day before (fresh culture) or cultured for 2 weeks without change of the medium (old culture) plated at 80000 cells/well in 96-well plates with or without 500 nM rapamycin. On day 4, cells were trypsinized and equal volumes of adherent cells (2%) were re-plated in 6 well plates. After 7 days, colonies were stained with Crystal violet.

**Figure S3.** HT-p21-9, HCT116 and HCT Bax-/- cells were plated at high density (upper panel) and regular density (lower panel) and on Day 1 was placed in either normoxia (Nor) or hypoxia (Hyp) with or without 100 nM rapamycin (R) or left untreated (C). Cells were lysed on day 1 (D1) and on day 3 (D3). Immunoblot was performed using indicated antibodies.
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Abstract: We have shown before that constitutive DNA damage signaling represented by H2AX-Ser139 phosphorylation and ATM activation in untreated normal and tumor cells is a reporter of the persistent DNA replication stress induced by endogenous oxidants, the by-products of aerobic respiration. In the present study we observed that exposure of normal mitogenically stimulated lymphocytes or tumor cell lines A549, TK6 and A431 to metformin, the specific activator of 5’AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and an inhibitor of mTOR signaling, resulted in attenuation of constitutive H2AX phosphorylation and ATM activation. The effects were metformin-concentration dependent and seen even at the pharmacologically pertinent 0.1 mM drug concentration. The data also show that intracellular levels of endogenous reactive oxidants able to oxidize 2′,7′-dihydro-dichlorofluorescein diacetate was reduced in metformin-treated cells. Since persistent constitutive DNA replication stress, particularly when paralleled by mTOR signaling, is considered to be the major cause of aging, the present findings are consistent with the notion that metformin, by reducing both DNA replication stress and mTOR-signaling, slows down aging and/or cell senescence processes.

INTRODUCTION

In live cells, DNA is continuously being damaged by reactive oxygen species (ROS), the by-products of aerobic respiration in mitochondria [1-6]. Exogenous oxidants originating from environmental pollutants [7], phagocyte-oxidative burst [8-10], and even iatrogenic factors [11], additionally contribute to DNA damage. Such DNA damage involves oxidation of the constituent DNA bases, particularly of guanine by formation of 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (oxo8dG), base ring fragmentation, modification of deoxyglucose, crosslinking of DNA and protein, and induction of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) [12,13]. Another important injurious effect of endogenous and exogenous oxidants is peroxidation of lipids in cell membranes [14].

The extent of ROS-induced DNA damage varies widely in different studies [1-6]. According to one rather conservative estimate, about 5,000 DNA single-strand lesions (SSLs) are generated per nucleus during a single cell cycle of approximately 24 h duration [6]. About 1% of those lesions become converted to DSBs, mostly during DNA replication. This leads to formation of ~50 “endogenous DSBs”, the most severe and potentially mutagenic lesions [6]. DSBs can be repaired by two mechanisms, recombinatorial repair or nonhomologous DNA-end joining (NHEJ). The template-assisted recombinatorial repair is essentially error-free but takes place only when cells have already replicated their DNA which can serve as a template, namely in late-S and G2 phase of the cell cycle. DNA repair in cells lacking a template such as in G1 and early S phase occurs via the NHEJ mechanism. The latter is error-prone and may result in deletion of some base pairs [15,16]. When such change occurs at the site of an oncogene or tumor suppressor gene it may promote carcinogenesis [17,18]. It can also lead to translocations and telomere fusion, hallmarks of tumor cells [19]. The...
progressive accumulation of DNA damage with each sequential cell cycle has been considered to be the primary cause of cell aging and senescence [20]. However, the notion that persistent stimulation of mTOR-driven pathways (rather than the ROS-induced DNA damage) is the major mechanism responsible for aging appears to have more merit [21-27]. Oxidative DNA damage, on the other hand, by contributing to replication stress may be a factor enhancing the TOR-driven aging or senescence process [28].

Strategies for preventing cancer or slowing down aging are often directed at protecting DNA from oxidative damage. Protective agents can be identified by their ability to reduce formation of “endogenous DSBs”. The direct detection of endogenous DSBs in individual cells has been difficult because the leading methodology, single cell electrophoresis (comet) assay [29], lacks the desired sensitivity. The TUNEL assay, developed to label DSBs in apoptotic cells, also lack sufficient sensitivity [30,31]. While the assays of DNA damage measurement in bulk offer greater sensitivity, these approaches do not allow one to relate the damage to individual cells, reveal any heterogeneity within cell populations, or the relationship of DSBs to cell cycle phase or apoptosis.

Among the early and most sensitive reporters of DNA damage, and in particular formation of DSBs, is the activation of the Ataxia Telangiectasia mutated protein kinase (ATM) through its autophosphorylation on Ser1981 [32], and the phosphorylation of histone H2AX on Ser139; the phosphorylated H2AX is designated as γH2AX [33]. Immunocytochemical detection of these events offers high sensitivity in assessment of DSBs formation in individual cells [34-37]. These biosensors of DNA damage have been used in conjunction with flow- or image-cytometry to assess DNA damage in cells exposed to a variety of exogenous genotoxins (reviews, [31,38]). In fact, the high sensitivity of these biomarkers makes it possible to use them to detect and measure the extent of constitutive DNA damage induced by the metabolically generated ROS in untreated cells [39-41]. Furthermore, these markers can be used to explore the effectiveness of factors protecting nuclear DNA from endogenous oxidants [42-45]. Thus, the anti-oxidants (N-acetyl-L-cysteine, ascorbate, Celecoxib), inhibitors of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation (2-deoxy-D-glucose and 5-bromo-pyruvate), hypoxia (3-5% O2), confluency, low serum concentration, were all shown to distinctly reduce the level of constitutive ATM activation and H2AX phosphorylation [40-45]. Conversely, the factors enhancing metabolic activity (aerobic glycolysis) such as cell mitogenic activation, glucose, or dichloroacetate amplified the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX and activated ATM [42-45]. Collectively, these observations provide strong evidence that the extent of the ongoing DNA damage imposed by endogenous oxidants as well as the effectiveness of factors that protect from (or enhance) the damage can be assessed by analysis of the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling.

In the present study we tested whether metformin, a drug widely prescribed to treat type 2 diabetes, has the ability to modulate the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling. Metformin is a specific activator of 5’AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), a phylogenetically conserved serine/threonine kinase that plays a key role in cellular energy homeostasis (reviews, [46-52]). AMPK is the energy sensor (“fuel gauge”) monitoring and regulating cellular energy in response to metabolic needs and nutritional environmental variations. This kinase is activated by low cellular energy status (increased AMP/ATP ratio) and responds by: (i) activating ATP-producing catabolic pathways such as glycolysis and fatty acids oxidation and (ii) suppressing the energy (ATP)-consuming anabolic pathways such as lipogenesis, gluconeogenesis and protein synthesis. Another effect of AMPK activation is inhibition of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), the downstream effector of growth factor signaling pathways [51]. AMPK affects these activities by phosphorylating proteins regulating these pathways (instant effect) as well as by modulating transcription of genes encoding proteins of these pathways (delayed effect) [53-55]. AMPK itself is activated by the upstream mediator liver kinase B1 (LKB1) [52]. Activation of AMPK by metformin was shown to reduce intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels via upregulation of expression of the antioxidant thioredoxin through the AMPK-FOXO3 pathway[55].

There is a growing body of evidence that metformin may be considered a promising anti-aging candidate, applicable for life span extension, prevention and even treatment of cancer [22-27,50,56]. Given the above, it is of additional interest to know how metformin affects the level of constitutive DNA signaling in normal and tumor cells. Our present data show that in normal lymphocytes, as well as in cells of tumor lines the level of constitutive ATM activation and γH2AX expression was distinctly attenuated upon exposure to metformin. Also reduced was the level of intracellular ROS.

RESULTS

The effect of metformin was tested on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX and Ser1981-
phosphorylated ATM in human lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells. The cells were grown attached on slides and the expression of these phospho-proteins was measured by laser scanning cytometry (LSC) [57]. The data provide clear evidence that expression of γH2AX in A549 cells growing in the presence of metformin for 48 h was reduced (Figure 1). The reduction was apparent at 1 mM, and was progressively more pronounced following exposure to 5 and 20 mM concentrations of metformin.

Across all the three metformin concentrations, the degree of reduction in γH2AX expression was more distinct in G2M- and S- phase cells compared to cells in the G1-phase of the cycle. The DNA content frequency histograms did not show major changes in the cell cycle distribution following 48 h treatment with up to 10 mM metformin, while only a modest decrease in the proportion of S-phase cells was apparent following exposure to 20 mM metformin (Figure 1, insets).

**Figure 1. Effect of metformin (MF) on the level of constitutive γH2AX expression in A549 cells.** Exponentially growing A549 cells were left untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 1, 5 or 20 mM metformin for 48 h. Left panels present bivariate distributions of cellular DNA content versus intensity of γH2AX immunofluorescence (IF) detected with H2AX-Ser139 phospho-specific Ab in cells of these cultures; fluorescence of individual cells was measured by laser scanning cytometry (LSC) [76]. Based on differences in DNA content the cells were gated in G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle, as shown in the left panel, and the mean values of γH2AX IF for cells in each of these cell cycle phases by were obtained gating analysis. These mean values (+SD) are presented as the bar plots (right panel). The percent decrease in mean values of γH2AX expression of the metformin-treated cells with respect to the same phase of the cell cycle of the untreated cells is shown above the respective bars. The skewed dash line shows the upper level of γH2AX IF intensity for 97% of G1- and S- phase cells in Ctrl. The insets show cellular DNA content frequency histograms in the respective cultures.

**Figure 2. Effect of metformin (MF) on the level of constitutive ATM phosphorylation on Ser1981 in A549 cells.** Similar as in Figure 1, the cells were treated with 1, 5 or 20 mM MF for 48 h. Left panels present bivariate distributions of cellular DNA content vs intensity of ATM-S1981P IF. The mean values of ATM-S1981P for cells in G1, S, and G2/M were obtained by gating analysis and are shown (+SD) as the bar plots (right panel). The skewed dash line shows the upper level of ATM-S1981P IF intensity for 97% of G1- and S- phase cells in Ctrl.
The effect of metformin on the level of constitutive expression of ATM phosphorylated on Ser1981 in A549 cells was strikingly similar to that of γH2AX (Figure 2). The degree of reduction of ATM-S1981 was metformin-concentration dependent. While the decline in ATM activation was seen in all phases of the cell cycle, the most pronounced reduction was evident in S-phase cells (Figure 2).

In the next set of experiments we have tested the effect of metformin on human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells. These cells grow in suspension and their fluorescence, upon staining with phospho-specific Abs, was measured by flow cytometry [57]. The data show that, similar to A549, the expression of γH2AX was also reduced in TK6 cells exposed to metformin (Figure 3). The effect could be seen (7 – 10% decrease) even at a metformin concentration as low as 0.1 mM, and was more pronounced (up to 44% reduction) at higher concentrations. In TK6 cells the reduction in γH2AX was more pronounced in G1 and S phase than in G2M phase cells. The level of constitutively activated ATM was also decreased in TK6 cells growing in the presence of metformin (Figure 4).

**Figure 3.** Effect of metformin on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX in TK6 cells. Exponentially growing TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or were grown in the presence of 0.1, 1.0, 5.0 and 10 mM metformin (MF) for 48 h. The expression of γH2AX was detected with phospho-specific (Ser139-P) Ab and cell fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. Based on differences in DNA content the cells were gated in G1, S and G2M phases of the cell cycle and the mean values of γH2AX IF for cells in each of these cell cycle phases were calculated. The numerical figures show the percent reduction in mean values of γH2AX IF of the metformin-treated cells with respect to the mean values of the untreated cells (Ctrl) in the respective phases of the cell cycle.

**Figure 4.** Effect of metformin on the level of constitutive expression of ATM-S1981. Exponentially growing TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or were grown in the presence of 0.1, 1.0, 5.0 and 10 mM metformin (MF) for 48 h. The expression of ATM-S1981 was detected with phospho-specific Ab. As in Fig. 3, the cells were gated in G1, S and G2M phases of the cell cycle and the mean values of ATM-S1981 IF for cells in each of these cell cycle phases were estimated. The figures show the percent reduction in mean values of ATM-S1981 IF of the metformin-treated cells with respect to the mean values of the untreated cells (Ctrl) in the respective phases of the cell cycle.
Figure 5. Effect of metformin on constitutive expression γH2AX and ATM-S1981P in normal human proliferating lymphocytes. Peripheral blood lymphocytes were mitogenically stimulated by phytohemagglutinin for 48 h and then were grown in the absence (Ctrl) or presence of 5 mM metformin (MF) for additional 24 h. The expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P was detected with phospho-specific Abs and cell fluorescence was as measured by flow cytometry. The numerical figures show the percent reduction in expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P of cells treated with metformin with respect to Ctrl, in the respective phases of the cell cycle.

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of metformin on proliferating human lymphocytes. The peripheral blood lymphocytes were stimulated to proliferate by the polyvalent mitogen phytohemagglutinin for 48 h and subsequently were grown in the absence or presence of 5 mM metformin for 24 h. The data show that, as was the case with the tumor cell lines A549 and TK6, growth of lymphocytes in the presence of 5mM metformin distinctly reduced both the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX as well as of ATM-S1981P.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the decline in the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX and phosphorylation of ATM was observed in cells treated with agents that decrease the level of endogenous oxidants such as ROS scavengers or antioxidants [39-45,58]. Therefore, we assessed the effect of metformin on the abundance of reactive oxidants in human leukemic TK6 cells in the same cultures in which we observed the decline in expression of γH2AX (Figure 3) and ATM-S1981P (Figure 4). As is quite evident from the data shown in Figure 6, the growth of TK6 cells for 48 h in the presence of metformin led to a decrease in the level of ROS that were detected by their ability to oxidize 2',7'-dihydro-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF-DA); following oxidation by ROS the non-fluorescent substrate H2DCF-DA is converted to the highly fluorescent product DCF [59]. The effect was concentration dependent and the oxidation of H2DCF-DA was reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude at a 10 mM concentration of metformin compared to untreated cells (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Effect of metformin on ability of TK6 cells to oxidize 2',7'-dihydro-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF-DA). TK6 cells were untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 1, 5 or 10 mM metformin (MF) for 48 h. The cells were then incubated for 30 min with 10 μM H2DCF-DA and their fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. While H2DCF-DA is not fluorescent, the product of its oxidation (DCF) by intracellular ROS shows strong green fluorescence. Note dramatic decline in fluorescence intensity of cells treated with 5 or 10 mM metformin.

DISCUSSION

The present data demonstrate that exposure of either normal, mitogenically activated lymphocytes, or tumor cell lines (A549, TK6) to metformin leads to a decrease in the level of constitutive phosphorylation of H2AX on Ser139 and constitutive activation of ATM. The
observed decrease was evident even at a concentration as low as 0.1 mM metformin (Figures 3 and 4). Pharmacokinetic data indicate that this concentration of metformin is of pharmacological relevance [60]. Since the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P to a large extent reports DNA damage signaling in response to DNA damage by endogenous oxidants generated during aerobic respiration [39-45,58], the present findings would be consistent with a notion that metformin exerts protective effect on nuclear DNA against oxidative damage. These findings are consistent with the observation that exposure of cells to metformin lowered the extent of reactive oxidants that were able to oxidize the H2DCF-DA substrate (Figure 5). They are also in accordance with numerous studies in which a decrease in the level of ROS in cells treated with metformin has been observed [55,61-65]. It appears that the mechanisms activated by metformin for neutralizing ROS such as upregulation of the antioxidant thioredoxin [55], and/or suppression of NAD(P)H oxidase activity [61] may prevail over the ROS-generating inhibitory effect on mitochondrial respiratory complex I or catabolic processes activated by AMPK [66,67].

It should be noted that DNA damage signaling such as reported by H2AX phosphorylation and ATM activation do not necessarily indicate the actual DNA damage that involves formation of DNA strand breaks [68]. While some breaks may be formed during replication of DNA sections containing the primary oxidative lesions (e.g. oxo8dG) the presence of such lesions by themselves can induce persistent replication stress. The persistent replication stress combined with activation of mTOR pathways is considered to be the main mechanism contributing to aging and senescence [22-27,69,70]. Induction of replication stress by arrest in the cell cycle e.g. by upregulation of the CKI p21, with no evidence of actual DNA damage, elevates the level of constitutive DNA damage signaling (“pseudo-DNA damage response”) whereas attenuation of this “pseudo-DNA damage response” can be achieved by reduction in mTOR-signaling [29]. Likewise, the cell senescence induced by the replication stress triggered by low doses (1 – 2 nM) of the DNA damaging agent mitoxantrone, that is also accompanied by elevated levels of DNA damage signaling, was shown to be attenuated by the caloric restriction-mimicking drug 2-deoxy-D-glucose [71]. All this evidence collectively indicates that the observed constitutive DNA damage signaling occurs as a response to persistent DNA replication stress. Thus, by reducing the level of DNA damage signaling, as we presently see, metformin appears to alleviate the extent of the persistent DNA replication stress. Since metformin inhibits mTOR pathways, the reduction of replication stress by metformin may not only be mediated by attenuation of the oxidative stress through reduction of ROS, but also may be mediated by its direct inhibitory effect on mTOR [50-53].

Our observation that cells exposure to metformin reduces expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P remains in contrast to recent data by Vazquez-Martín et al., that show the opposite, namely an activation of ATM and phosphorylation of H2AX in cells treated with metformin [72]. This report prompted us to repeat our experiments numerous times, using a variety of positive and negative controls. Yet in each experiment we observed that treatment of proliferating lymphocytes, TK6 or A549 cells led to a decline in expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P. We have also tested the A431 epidermoid carcinoma cells used by these authors [72]. The data show that treatment of A431 with metformin decreased the level of H2AX and ATM phosphorylation (Supplemental data, Figure 1). To exclude the possibility of bias resulting from different methodologies we also assessed the effect of metformin on expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P in TK6 cells using immunoblotting, the methodology used by the authors [72]. The results obtained by immunoblotting (Figure 7) confirm all our immunocytochemical data (Figs. 1-5) by showing a distinct reduction of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P in cells treated with metformin. In fact, the reduction in expression of ATM-S1981P was nearly 45% related to the control. We have also observed that constitutive
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H2AX phosphorylation and ATM activation in quiescent A549 cells, maintained for 5 days at high cells density (>10^6 cells/ml) with no medium change also was reduced by treatment with metformin (Supplemental data Figure 2). The effect of metformin, thus, was unrelated to whether the cells were in exponential- or stationary- phase of growth. Our data also concur with the findings of Nilsson et al., who did not detect any induction of γH2AX in U2OS or HT1080 cells treated with 40 mM metformin [73]. Actually, careful inspection of their data provides some evidence of a decline in expression of γH2AX upon treatment with metformin [73]. At present we see no explanation for the apparent discrepancy of our results (and the data of Nilsson et al., [73]) versus the data presented by Vazquez-Martin al., [72].

As mentioned, cell aging and senescence appear to be driven by persistent mTOR activation in conjunction with DNA replication stress; the latter can be induced by ROS as well as by inhibition of cell cycle progression, such as activation of CKIs. DNA replication stress and mTOR activation are being reported by the elevated level of constitutive DNA damage signaling (“pseudo-DNA damage response”) [29,71]. As shown in the present study, the effectiveness of potential anti-aging factors such as metformin may be tested by monitoring their effect on constitutive DNA damage signaling. This approach offers novel means to assess the anti-aging or aging-promoting properties of different factors suspected of such activities. Assessment of DNA damage signaling may serve to detect both genotoxicity [38,74] as well as genome-protective mechanisms related to attenuation of DNA replication stress.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells, cell treatment. Human lung carcinoma A549 cells, epidermoid carcinoma A431 and lymphoblastoid TK6 cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC CCL-185, Manassas, VA). Human peripheral blood lymphocytes were obtained by venipuncture from healthy volunteers and isolated by density gradient centrifugation. A549 cells were cultured in Ham’s F12K, TK6 and lymphocytes were cultured in RPMI 1640 and A431 cells in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium, with 2 mM L-glutamine and 10% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Adherent A549 and A431 cells were grown in dual-chambered slides (Nunc Lab-Tek II), seeded with 10^5 cells/ml suspended in 2 ml medium per chamber. TK6 cells and lymphocytes were grown in suspension; lymphocyte cultures were treated with the polyvalent mitogen phytohemaglutinin (Sigma Aldrich; St Louis, MO) as described [75]. During treatment with metformin (1,1-dimethylbiguanide; Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) the cells were in exponential phase of growth unless indicated otherwise. After exposure to metformin at various concentrations and for specified periods of time (as shown in figure legends) the cells were rinsed with phosphate buffered salt solution (PBS) and fixed in 1% methanol-free formaldehyde (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) for 15 min on ice. The cells were then transferred to 70% ethanol and stored at -20 °C for up to 3 days until staining.

Detection of H2AX phosphorylation and ATM activation. The cells were washed twice in PBS and with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS for 15 min and with a 1% (w/v) solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma) in PBS for 30 min to suppress nonspecific antibody (Ab) binding. The cells were then incubated in 1% BSA containing a 1:300 dilution of phospho-specific (Ser139) γH2AX mAb (Biolegend, San Diego, CA; or with a 1:100 dilution of phospho-specific (Ser1981) ATM mAb (Millipore, Tamecula, CA). The secondary Ab was tagged with AlexaFluor 488 fluorochrome (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes, used at 1:200 dilution). Cellular DNA was counterstained with 28 μg/ml 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma). Each experiment was performed with an IgG control in which cells were labeled only with the secondary AlexaFluor 488 Ab, without primary Ab incubation to estimate the extent of nonspecific adherence of the secondary Ab to the cells. The fixation, rinsing and labeling of A549 or A431 cell was carried out on slides, and lymphocytes and TK6 cells in suspension. Other details have been previously described [38-40].

Analysis of cellular fluorescence. A549 and A431 cells: Cellular immunofluorescence representing the binding of the respective phospho-specific Abs as well as the blue emission of DAPI stained DNA was measured with an LSC (iCys; CompuCyte, Westwood, MA) utilizing standard filter settings; fluorescence was excited with 488-nm argon, helium-neon (633 nm) and violet (405 nm) lasers [76]. The intensities of maximal pixel and integrated fluorescence were measured and recorded for each cell. At least 3,000 cells were measured per sample. Gating analysis was carried out as described in Figure legends. TK6 cells and lymphocytes: Cellular fluorescence was measured by using a MoFlo XDP (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA) high speed flow cytometer/sorter. DAPI fluorescence was excited with the UV laser (355-nm) and AlexaFluor 488 with the argon ion (488-nm) laser.
Nitrocellulose membrane was blocked with 5% w/v nonfat dry milk in TBST (20 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) for 1h at room temperature. The blot was then incubated with the primary antibody either phospho-specific (Ser139) γH2AX mAb (Biolegend) or a phospho-specific (Ser1981) ATM mAb (Millipore) at 1:500 dilution overnight at 4 °C. After three washes in TBST, the blot was incubated with HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Pierce, Rockford, IL) for 1h at room temperature and washed with TBST three times. SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescence substrate (Pierce) was used for signal production.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Supplemental Figure 1. Effect of metformin (MF) on the level of constitutive expression of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P in A431 cells. Exponentially growing A431 cells were left untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 5 mM metformin for 48 h. γH2AX and ATM-S1981 immunofluorescence (IF) was detected with the phospho-specific Abs and cells fluorescence was measured by laser scanning cytometry. Based on differences in DNA content the cells were gated in G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle and the mean values of γH2AX and ATM-S1981P IF for cells in each of these cell cycle phases by were obtained gating analysis. The percent reduction of these mean values of the metformin-treated related to the untreated (Ctrl) cells is shown in the respective panels (the means of the three separate bands per each protein). The insets show DNA content frequency histograms in the untreated and metformin-treated cultures.
Supplemental Figure 2. Effect of metformin (MF) on the level of expression of γH2AX in TK6 cells in stationary cultures. TK6 cells were maintained at high cell density (>10⁶ cells/ml) with no medium change for 5 days, then cells were left untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 5 mM metformin for 24 h (MF). The percent decline in mean values of γH2AX IF of cells in G1, S, and G2M phases of the cycle in the metformin-treated culture is shown in the MF panel.
Be quiet and you’ll keep young: does mTOR underlie p53 action in protecting against senescence by favoring quiescence?
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Cancer is a multi-step process that involves abrogation of several barriers to uncontrolled proliferation [1]. These barriers include checkpoints that, by activating inhibitory pathways, block cell division either reversibly (quiescence) or irreversibly (senescence, apoptosis). Typically, confluence and the absence of mitogens or nutrients induce quiescence, while cell ageing, inappropriate signaling or irreparable DNA damage lead to senescence, which is characterized by a large and flat cell morphology and expression of specific biomarkers. Cell cycle arrest requires inhibition of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK), that drive division by both activating diverse regulators involved in replication and mitosis and by inactivating pRb pocket protein family members. While pocket proteins are essential for both quiescence and senescence [2], p53, another tumor suppressor, has been thought to play a key role in senescence, mainly by inducing the CDK inhibitor p21Waf1,Cip1,Sdi1 (p21), which permanently blocks cell cycle progression [3]. On the other hand, although clearly involved [4], the role of p53 in quiescence is probably not essential, as this cell cycle arrest is mostly mediated by p27Kip1 (p27), a CDK inhibitor whose levels are not controlled by p53 [5]. Consistent with this, both serum deprivation and confluence could efficiently induce quiescence in human fibroblasts expressing the HPV16-E6 viral oncogene, which degrades p53 [6].

The straightforward role p53 in senescence has recently been challenged by Blagosklonny and colleagues, who propose that p53 is primarily a suppressor of the senescent phenotype rather than its “inducer” [7]. In agreement with growing evidence that p53 is involved in cell metabolism [4], they suggest that its another function would be to inhibit mTOR-dependent cell growth in size, thus inducing quiescence by precluding the onset of senescence. Consequently, senescence would occur in situations when the conditions for quiescence are not met and when p53 fails to suppress the mTOR pathway. This exciting but rather heretic hypothesis was based on initial observations showing that senescent phenotype requires cell growth [8, 9] and that, unlike ectopic p21 expression or DNA damage by doxorubicin, p53 induction caused quiescence instead of senescence in some cells [10]. By ingeniously using a cell line in which p21 is expressed from an inducible promoter and Nutlin-3A and rapamycin (a classical mTOR inhibitor) favours senescence into quiescence. The principal target of p53 stabilization prevented p21-induced senescence and instead caused quiescence. Moreover, p53 induction could “convert” p21- or oxidative stress-induced senescence into quiescence. The principal target of p53 in this case is the mTOR pathway, which plays a central role in cell size growth, as its inhibition both by nutlin 3A and rapamycin (a classical mTOR inhibitor) favours quiescence over senescence [7, 11-13].

These results led to a testable hypothesis predicting that quiescence (i.e., inactive mTOR) would also prevent senescence caused by genotoxic agents. Indeed, Leontieva and Blagosklonny now show [14] that after serum-deprived or rapamycin-treated normal fibroblasts or epithelial cells have been exposed to etoposide, its removal, concomitant with serum addition, enables proliferation, indicating that quiescence compromised...
the onset of the senescence program. In contrast, in the continuous presence of etoposide, serum addition induced senescence, presumably by activating mTOR. Importantly, the authors showed that neither serum deprivation nor rapamycin prevented p21 induction, while the presence of DNA damage was documented by the comet assay. Lastly, they showed that, serum-deprivation prevented Nutlin 3A-induced a large, flat senescent morphology in some cancer cell lines.

Taken at face value, these results are intriguing and support the initial hypothesis. However, many questions remained unanswered. In particular, why were checkpoints not activated once cells entered the cell cycle upon serum addition (one imagines that the DNA damage caused by etoposide had not been repaired)? A possible explanation would be that truly quiescent cells were not (strongly) damaged while those that were not entirely arrested were. It is also not clear how the cells got rid of high p21 levels as they resumed cycling. Another question concerns the role of p27 in p53-induced reversible arrest. This is a highly relevant point, as mTOR inhibition blocks Akt/GSK-3-mediated p27 phosphorylation and cytoplasmic localization and leads to nuclear accumulation of p27 [15]. p27-dependent CDK inactivation together with cyclin D1 down-regulation could drive reversible cell cycle arrest together with p21 induction. Re-activation of mTOR (by serum addition) would revert this process enabling cell cycle entry, probably by degrading p27 (and p21).

The most important contribution of this and previous work is that p53 can no longer be regarded as a *bona fide* “senescence inducer” and that its role is mainly to block cell division (by stimulating p21), thus permitting the onset of senescence program under appropriate conditions [7]. In agreement with this, we showed earlier that, while in ageing human fibroblasts HPV16-E6-dependent p53 degradation failed to block DNA replication and formation of SAHF (senescence-associated heterochromatin foci, [16]), low p53 levels did not prevent cell growth and led to a flat cell phenotype, which is also observed in senescing p21 KO MEFs [6]. Thus, senescence morphology could be uncoupled from the cell cycle arrest, which fits with the model proposed by Blagosklonny and his co-workers.
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Abstract: When the cell cycle is arrested, growth-promoting pathways such as mTOR (Target of Rapamycin) drive cellular senescence, characterized by cellular hyper-activation, hypertrophy and permanent loss of the proliferative potential. While arresting cell cycle, p53 (under certain conditions) can inhibit the mTOR pathway. Senescence occurs when p53 fails to inhibit mTOR. Low concentrations of DNA-damaging drugs induce p53 at levels that do not inhibit mTOR, thus causing senescence. In quiescence caused by serum starvation, mTOR is deactivated. This predicts that induction of p53 will not cause senescence in such quiescent cells. Here we tested this prediction. In proliferating normal cells, etoposide caused senescence (cells could not resume proliferation after removal of etoposide). Serum starvation prevented induction of senescence, but not of p53, by etoposide. When etoposide was removed, such cells resumed proliferation upon addition of serum. Also, doxorubicin did not cause senescent morphology in the absence of serum. Re-addition of serum caused mTOR-dependent senescence in the presence of etoposide or doxorubicin. Also, serum-starvation prevented senescent morphology caused by nutlin-3a in MCF-7 and Mel-10 cells. We conclude that induction of p53 does not activate the senescence program in quiescent cells. In cells with induced p53, re-activation of mTOR by serum stimulation causes senescence, as an equivalent of cellular growth.

INTRODUCTION

Serum growth factors (GF) activate the GF-sensing network, which turns on both cell cycle progression and the mTOR pathway, which in turn stimulates cellular growth in size [1-5]. While growing in size, cells progress through the cell cycle and divide. Thus, in proliferating cells, cellular growth is balanced with cell division.

In normal cells, serum withdrawal both arrests the cell cycle early in G1, also known as G0 and deactivates mTOR. Cells become quiescent: they neither grow in size nor progress through the cell cycle. In contrast, cellular senescence is characterized by cellular hypertrophy (large and flat cell morphology), hypersecretory phenotype, beta-Gal-staining and permanent loss of proliferative potential [6-8]. Cellular senescence is not caused by serum GF withdrawal, but by stresses and oncogenic/mitogenic hyper-stimulation [9-15]. While not inhibiting mTOR, these stimuli incite responses blocking cell cycle.

In theory, if the cell cycle is blocked, while serum continues to activate GF-sensing pathways, cells will senesce [16, 17]. For example, p21 causes cell cycle arrest without inhibiting mTOR, and thus causes senescence. Deactivation of mTOR by rapamycin prevented p21-induced senescence, converting p21-induced arrest into quiescence [18-20].

The tumor suppressor p53 inhibits the mTOR pathway upstream [21-24] and downstream [25, 26] of mTOR. While inhibiting mTOR, p53 suppressed p21-induced...
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senescence, causing quiescence instead [27]. p53 affects autophagy and metabolic pathways not only via inhibition of mTOR but also probably independently from mTOR [22,28-35]. We use the term mTOR-centric network to encompass not only upstream and downstream but also parallel and TOR-like pathways [36].

p53 can both induce and suppress cellular senescence [37]. First, p53 causes cell cycle arrest, a prerequisite of senescence. Second, p53 inhibits mTOR-centric network and this can prevent senescence, causing quiescence instead. In cell lines with overactivated mTOR, p53 causes senescence [37]. Similarly, “weak” p53 that is not able to inhibit mTOR causes senescence simply by arresting the cell cycle [38]. In other words, p53 causes senescence passively by failing to suppress the senescence program (which in part depends on mTOR), while still causing cell cycle arrest. This model suggests that cell cycle arrest is the only mechanism of how p53 causes senescence. This predicts that induction of p53 will not cause senescence in quiescent cells, since in quiescent cells mTOR is already inhibited. Here we tested this hypothesis.

RESULTS

Induction of p53 by etoposide in quiescent cells has little consequence

As we recently demonstrated, unlike nutlin-3a (an Mdm-2 antagonist), low concentrations of doxorubicin (DOX), a DNA damaging drug (DDD), caused senescent morphology in WI-38t cells [38]. Nutlin-3a causes cell cycle arrest solely by inducing p53, which in turn can inhibit the mTOR pathway. DOX causes cell cycle arrest at concentrations that induce p53 not high enough to inhibit mTOR. Therefore, DOX caused senescence as was determined by senescent morphology [38]. However, DOX is not washable and we could not check whether the condition was irreversible. Here we used etoposide, a DDD that could be washed out. We treated WI-38t cells with either etoposide or nutlin-3a. After 4 days, cells were washed and re-plated without drugs (Figure 1A). After 6 days, the number of nutlin-treated cells increased ~26 fold, whereas etoposide-treated cells could not proliferate (Figure 1A). In parallel, cells were treated with nutlin-3a and etoposide in the presence of rapamycin (Figure 1B). Rapamycin

![Figure 1](image.png)

*Figure 1. Rapamycin pretreatment prevents loss of proliferative potential during etoposide treatment. A-C. WI-38t cells were plated at 10000 cells/well in 24-well plates, and the next day were either left untreated (A) or pretreated with 10 nM Rapamycin (B). The next day, cells were treated with either 2.5 μM nutlin-3a or 1 μg/ml etoposide or left untreated. After 4 days, cells were trypsinized and 30% of cells were plated in fresh drug-free medium (blue bars). 6 days later cells were counted (red bars). In C the results for etoposide treatment (Et) with or without rapamycin (R) pretreatment are shown in the same scale. D) Cells were lysed after 24 hr treatment with etoposide (E), rapamycin (R), or both (R+E) and immunoblot was performed.*
partially sustained the proliferative potential (PP) in etoposide-treated cells. Direct comparison of the proliferative potential of WI-38t cells treated with etoposide in the absence or presence of rapamycin is shown in Figure 1C. Etoposide did not inhibit mTOR and inhibition of mTOR by rapamycin-pretreatment (Figure 1D) favored quiescence over senescence (Figure 1C).

We further investigated effects of etoposide in cells treated by either rapamycin or serum starvation as depicted in Figure 2. Exposure of WI-38t cells to either rapamycin or serum starvation resulted in a lean cellular morphology, a characteristic of quiescence (Figure 3A, left column). Treatment of proliferating WI-38t cells with etoposide caused senescent morphology (Figure 3A, top right panel). Senescent morphology was partially preventable by rapamycin and serum-starvation: most cells were lean and thin (Figure 3A, right column). Rapamycin did not inhibit proliferation completely but rather slowed it down (Figure 3B).

**Figure 2. Experimental schema: transient induction of p53 in proliferating versus quiescent cells.** Cells are treated (or left untreated) under different conditions [control (10% serum), 0% serum or rapamycin] with etoposide for 4 days. Cells are counted twice: 1) at the time of etoposide removal to measure inhibition of proliferation and 2) 6-11 days after wash to measure proliferative potential (PP). PP should not be confused with proliferation. Thus, rapamycin and 0% serum inhibit proliferation but preserve (increase) proliferative potential in etoposide-treated cells.

**Figure 3. Effects of rapamycin and serum starvation on etoposide-induced senescence in WI-38t cells.** A-C. WI-38t cells were plated at 5000/well in 12 well plates, and the next day either treated with 10 nM rapamycin in complete medium (R), or placed in serum-free medium (no serum or 0), or left in complete medium (control). The next day, 1 µg/ml etoposide (Et) was added, as indicated.

- **A.** After 4 days, cells were stained for beta-Gal and microphotographed (bar - 50 micron)
- **B.** After 4 days, cells were counted: control (C), rapamycin (R), no serum (0).
- **C.** Proliferative potential. In replicate plates, cells were washed and incubated in complete, drug-free medium for 6 days and then counted (black bars). Note: red bars correspond to red bars in panel B. Fold (f) increase in a cell number after drug removal.
- **D.** Immunoblot. Cells were plated in 6 well plates. The next day, cells were treated with 1 µg/ml etoposide (Et) for 24 hrs: control –C, rapamycin –R, no serum -0.
agreement with similar experiment (Figure 1C), rapamycin partially prevented loss of proliferative potential caused by etoposide (Figure 3C). Serum starvation preserved proliferative potential (PP) in etoposide-treated cells (Figure 3C). Etoposide induced p53 in serum-starved cells even stronger than in control (proliferating) cells (Figure 3D). So the failure to initiate senescence could not be explained by lack of p53 induction.

We next investigated etoposide-induced senescence in normal retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells. Etoposide caused senescent morphology in RPE cells (Figure 4A). Pretreatment with rapamycin and serum-starvation partially prevented senescent morphology caused by etoposide. The senescent morphology was associated with permanent loss of proliferative potential: cells could not resume proliferation, when etoposide was removed (Figure 4B, C). In rapamycin-pretreated cells and, especially, in serum-starved cells, etoposide-induced arrest was partially reversible. Both rapamycin and serum starvation inactivated the mTOR pathway, as measured by a decrease of S6 phosphorylation (Figure 4D), but did not prevent p53 and p21 induction by etoposide (Figure 4D). Noteworthy, rapamycin activated Akt (Figure 4D). Serum-starvation was more effective than rapamycin in preventing etoposide-induced senescence. This suggests that mTOR pathway is not the only pro-senescent pathway and that is why rapamycin was less effective than serum-starvation in preventing senescence. As an example, compared with rapamycin, serum starvation was a more potent inducer of autophagy as judged by accumulation of LC3B-II (Figure 4D).

Figure 4. Effects of rapamycin and serum starvation on etoposide-induced senescence in RPE cells.
A-C. RPE cells were plated at 5000/well in 12 well plates, and the next day either treated with 10 nM rapamycin in complete medium (R), or placed in serum-free medium (no serum or 0), or left in complete medium (control). The next day, 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (Et) was added, as indicated.
A. After 4 days, cells were stained for beta-Gal and micro-photographed (bar = 50 micron)
B. After 4 days, cells were counted: control (C), rapamycin (R), no serum (0).
C. Proliferative potential. In replicate plates, cells were washed and incubated in complete, drug-free medium for 6 days and then counted (black bars). Note: red bars corre-spond to red bars in panel B. Fold (f) increase in a cell number after drug removal.
D. Immunoblot. Cells were plated in 6 well plates. The next day, cells were treated with 0.5 µg/ml etoposide (Et) for 24 hrs: control –C, rapamycin – R, no serum -0.
Figure 5. Effects of rapamycin and serum starvation on senescence caused by a higher concentration of etoposide.

A. Immunoblot: WI-38t and RPE cells were treated with 0.5 µg/ml and 10 µg/ml etoposide (Et) or left untreated (-). The next day, cells were lysed and immunoblot was performed.

B-C: WI-38t and RPE cells were plated at 25000/well in 12 well plates, the next day cells were either pretreated with 10 nM rapamycin (Rapa), placed in serum free medium (no serum) or left in complete medium with 10% serum (control). The next day, 0.5 µg/ml and 10 µg/ml etoposide (Et) was added: in complete medium (control) or with 10 nM Rapamycin (Rapa) or in serum free medium (no serum). After 5 days, cells were washed and cultured in fresh, drug free medium for 11 days and then trypsinized and counted. (in panel C): Before trypsinization, cells treated with 10 µg/ml etoposide (under three conditions: control, Rapa and no serum) were microphotographed.

Effects of higher concentrations of etoposide

We next investigated whether higher etoposide concentrations and durations of treatment convert quiescence into senescence. Like 0.5 µg/ml, 10 µg/ml etoposide did not inhibit mTOR (Figure 5A) and thus caused senescent morphology and loss of proliferative potential (Figure 5B, C). In WI-38t cells, rapamycin pretreatment partially preserved proliferative potential in both concentrations of etoposide (Figure 5B). Serum-starvation was insignificantly effective probably due to its toxicity during a 6-day treatment. At the time of cell count (Figure 5B), WI-38t cells treated with etoposide alone retained senescent morphology, whereas co-treatment with rapamycin and serum starvation (no serum) abrogated senescent morphology (Figure 5C). In RPE cells, which are more sensitive to etoposide, rapamycin and serum-starvation significantly preserved proliferative potential of cells treated with 0.5 µg/ml but not 10 µg/ml etoposide (Figure 5B). Still these co-treatments abolished senescent morphology otherwise caused by 10 µg/ml etoposide (Figure 5C).

Conversion from quiescence to senescence

Using the schema depicted in Figure 6, we next investigated the effect of re-addition of serum to cells treated with DDD in serum-free medium without removal of the drug. In WI-38t cells, addition of serum caused phosphorylation of Akt, Erk and S6 and also induced cyclins D1 and E (Figure 7A). When stimulated with serum, these etoposide-arrested cells acquired senescent...
morphology (Figure 7B). Thus senescence was characterized by activated mTOR-centric pathways and elevated cyclins D1 and E. Rapamycin prevented S6 phosphorylation (downstream of mTOR), but not phosphorylation of Akt and Erk, which are upstream of mTOR. Simultaneously it diminished senescent morphology, so that most cells remained lean (Figure 7B). Similar results were obtained when cells were blocked with doxorubicin (Figure 8). Re-addition of serum caused senescence instead of proliferation (Figure 8). Similarly, in etoposide- or doxorubicin- blocked RPE cells, serum stimulation caused activation of mTOR (Figure 9A) and senescent morphology (Figure 9 and 10).
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**Figure 6. Schema. Serum stimulation of quiescent cells locked by p53.**

**Conversion between nutlin-induced quiescence and senescence in cancer cells**

Whereas nutlin-3a causes quiescence in WI-38t and RPE cells, it causes senescence in some cancer cell lines with high mTOR activity. For example, nutlin-3a did not block phosphorylation of S6 and caused senescence in Mel-10 cells. As we have shown, senescence was preventable by rapamycin [37]. The advantage of the nutlin-based model is that nutlin-3a does not cause DNA damage. Although serum-starvation did not cause genuine quiescence in cancer cells, serum starvation still prevented typical senescent morphology during treatment with nutlin-3a. Mel-10 cells remained slim, when were treated with nutlin-3a in serum-free medium. The cells were beta-gal positive (Figure 11A), because serum starvation alone may cause beta-gal staining. Serum-starvation by itself did not decrease p-S6 by day 1 (Figure 11B), there was a noticeable decrease in phosphorylation of S6 in nutlin-treated cells maintained in a serum-free medium (Figure 11B). Re-addition of serum converted lean morphology into typical senescent phenotype (Figure 11C). In MCF-7 cells, nutlin-3a also induced senescent morphology (Figure 12A) and in agreement did not inhibit S6 phosphorylation (Figure 12C). However, non-proliferating senescent cells co-existed with still proliferating cells, which formed colonies with non-senescent morphology. (Notably, higher concentration of nutlin-3a caused cell death, data not shown). Serum starvation slowed down proliferation of MCF-7 cells (Figure. 12B). Induction of p53 in serum-starved cells by nutlin-3a caused rapid and massive cell death (Figure 12A, lower panel). Nutlin-3a induced especially high levels of p53 in serum-starved cells (Fig 12C). This can explain both inhibition of p-S6 and cell death, according to the recent model [38].
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**Figure 7. Serum stimulation of etoposide-locked WI-38t cells results in mTOR-dependent senescence.**

A-B. WI38t cells were treated with 1µg/ml etoposide in the absence of serum as shown in Figure 6. Then, 10% serum was added either with 10 nM rapamycin (+R) or alone. No serum indicates that cells were continuously incubated with etoposide in serum free medium. 24 h after serum stimulation, cells were lysed and subjected to immunoblotting as indicated (A). 4 days after serum stimulation cells were microphotographed (B).

We also utilized rapamycin, which abrogated S6 phosphorylation, while did not prevent p53 induction by nutlin-3a (Figure 12C). In rapamycin-pretreated MCF-7 cells, nutlin-3a did not cause morphological senescence (Figure 12A). In other words, senescence was converted into quiescence. Unlike senescent cells, quiescent cells were not morphologically distinct from proliferating cells. So after treatment with nutlin-3a plus rapamycin, there could be a mixture of
proliferating and quiescent cells. Therefore, in order to link the morphology to the proliferative potential of arrested cells, we needed to selectively eliminate proliferating cells first. This task unexpectedly merged with our investigation of drug combinations that could protect cells with wt p53 from the toxicity of chemotherapy. Using this approach, we demonstrated that rapamycin converted nutlin-induced senescence into quiescence in MCF-7 cells (MS in preparation).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we tested the idea that while causing senescence in proliferating cells, DNA damaging drugs and induced p53 will not cause senescence in quiescent cells. To this point we 1) induced quiescence prior to p53 induction and 2) used p53-inducing agents that could be washed out to observe whether treated cells would retain proliferative potential. Etoposide, which causes DNA damage, was used for normal cells and nutlin-3a, which induces p53 without DNA damage, was used for cancer cells. Both agents could be washed out to check the reversibility of arrest. We used these drugs at concentrations that caused senescence in proliferating cells. When applied to serum-starved and rapamycin-treated cells, p53-inducing drugs did not

**Figure 8.** Serum stimulation converts Dox-locked quiescence into senescence in WI-38t cells. WI38t cells were treated with 100 ng/ml doxorubicin (low-Dox) or left untreated in serum-free medium (no serum) for 3 days, and then 10% serum was added. After 3 days of serum stimulation cells were stained for beta-gal and microphotographed. Bar – 50 micron.

**Figure 9.** Serum stimulation of etoposide-locked RPE cells results in mTOR-dependent senescence. A-B. RPE cells were treated with 0.5 µg/ml etoposide in the absence of serum as shown in Figure 6. Then, 10% serum was added either with 10 nM rapamycin (+R) or alone. No serum indicates that cells were continuously incubated with etoposide in serum free medium. 24 h after serum stimulation, cells were lysed and subjected to immunoblotting as indicated (A). 4 days after serum stimulation cells were microphotographed (B).

**Figure 10.** Serum stimulation converts Dox-locked quiescence into senescence in RPE cells. RPE cells were treated with 50 ng/ml doxorubicin (low-Dox) or left untreated in serum-free medium (no serum) for 3 days, then 10% serum was added. After 3 days of serum stimulation cells were stained for beta-Gal and microphotographed. Bar – 50 micron.
completely convert quiescence into senescence. Cells retained mostly quiescent morphology and some degree of proliferative potential, resuming proliferation in fresh (drug-free, serum-containing) medium.

Although not causing senescence, induction of p53 in quiescent cells ‘locked’ the cell cycle. In quiescence caused by serum starvation, the cell cycle is inactive (due to low levels of cyclins) but not blocked. In quiescent cells, induction of p53 blocks the cell cycle (in addition to its deactivation). Re-addition of serum to such blocked (locked) quiescent cells did not cause proliferation. Instead it caused senescence. This is in agreement with the notion that senescence is a form of growth, a continuation of growth, when proliferation is impossible [18,39].

Thus, induction of p53 by different agents (including DNA damaging drugs) did not cause senescence in serum-starved and rapamycin-treated cells. It is less clear whether DNA damaging agents induced identical DNA damage in all conditions. One potential problem is that DNA damaging drugs may induce a lesser DNA damage in quiescent cells. However, first, we utilized etoposide, which was reported to induce damage in all phases of the cell cycle [40-45]. Second, etoposide induced the same levels of p53 in proliferating, serum-starved and rapamycin-treated cells. (Note: Although p53 could be induced independently from DNA damage, this has not been described for etoposide. DNA

---

**Figure 11. Serum stimulation is required for senescent morphology in nutlin-treated MEL-10 cells.** MEL-10 cells treated with 2.5 µM nutlin-3a in the presence (Nutlin) or absence (No serum+Nutlin) of serum for 3 days were stained for beta-Gal and microphotographed (left panels). In parallel, 10% serum was added to a replicate well. After 3 days of serum stimulation cells were stained for beta-Gal and microphotographed (right lower panel). Bars – 50 micron.

**A.** MEL-10 cells treated with 2.5 µM Nutlin-3a (N) in the absence or presence of 10% serum for 24 hr were lysed and subjected to immunoblotting, as indicated. Treatment with 10 nM rapamycin (R) is used as a control for mTOR inhibition.
damage response such as gamma-H2AX is also not absolutely reliable marker because it may occur in the absence of DNA damage in senescent cells [46,47]). Therefore, direct measurement of DNA damage by comet assay is warranted. 0.5 μg/ml etoposide did not induce obvious comets both in control and serum-free conditions. 10 μg/ml etoposide induced comets in serum-starved cells (Supplemental Figure 1). We conclude that, in agreement with literature data, etoposide induces DNA damage in serum-starved cells (some of which may still cycling at the moment of etoposide treatment) but more detailed measurements are needed for quantitative results. Third, simultaneous serum-withdrawal and addition of doxorubicin also suppressed senescence and this effect cannot be explained by cell cycle arrest caused by serum withdrawal. Fourth, DNA damaging drugs were even more cytotoxic in serum free-medium, indicating damage. Thus, it is not that etoposide is less cytotoxic in serum-free medium but rather that cells retain lean morphology and prolifertative potential (the ability to proliferate in fresh medium). At high concentrations, damaging agents and p53 can induce cell death rather than senescence in serum-starved cells. Yet, according to our preliminary data, if drugs are removed before death occurs, serum-restimulated survived cells can become senescent. TOR-independent latent senescence caused by high levels of DNA damage is an intriguing topic for further investigations.

In conclusion, quiescence is characterized by inactive mTOR both in cell culture [18,19] and in the organism.
The inability of p53 to cause senescence in quiescent cells has important physiological applications. Most cells of an adult organism are resting and therefore induction of p53 and DNA damage cannot cause senescence. In contrast, stimulation of GF-sensing mTOR-centric pathways can. ‘Locked’ quiescent cells represent post-mitotic cells in the organism, including muscle cells, adipocytes and neurons. While not triggering proliferation of such ‘locked’ cells, stimulation with growth factors, hormones and nutrients may cause their senescence. Conversion of quiescence to senescence is a model of physiological senescence. Locked (non-senescent) cells undergo chronic over-stimulation and eventually senesce. At least in some in vitro cellular models, conversion of quiescence to senescence (physiological senescence) can be suppressed by rapamycin.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Cell lines and reagents. WI-38-Tert, WI-38 fibroblasts immortalized, and RPE, retinal pigment epithelial cells were described previously [18]. RPE cells were cultured in MEM with 10% FBS, WI-38-tert cells were cultured in low glucose DMEM with 10% FBS. MEL-10, melanoma cell line, and MCF-7, breast cancer cell line, were cultured in DMEM (plus pyruvate) with 10% FBS. Rapamycin was obtained from LC Laboratories, MA, USA. Nutlin-3a, etoposide and doxorubicin were from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Immunoblot analysis.** Whole cell lysates were prepared using boiling lysis buffer (1%SDS, 10 mM Tris.HCl, pH 74.). Equal amounts of proteins were separated on 10% or gradient polyacrylamide gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The following antibodies were used: mouse anti-p53 (Ab-6) from Oncogene, mouse anti-p21 from BD Biosciences; rabbit anti-actin from Sigma-Aldrich; rabbit anti-phospho-S6 (Ser235/236), mouse anti-S6, rabbit anti-phospho AKT, rabbit anti-LC3B, anti-phospho ERK from Cell Signaling; anti-cyclins D1 and E from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Secondary goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-mouse HRP conjugated antibodies were from Chemicon and Bio-Rad, respectively. Signals were visualized using ECL chemiluminescence kit from Pierce.

**SA-β-Gal staining.** Beta-Gal staining was performed using Senescence-galactosidase staining kit (Cell Signaling Technology) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were incubated at 37°C until beta-gal staining becomes visible. Development of color was detected under light microscope.

**Neutral comet assay** was performed according to manufacturer’s protocol.

**Proliferative potential** was determined as described in detail in Figure legends.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Comet assay. RPE cells were seeded at 25,000 per well in 12-well plates. The next day, the medium was changed to 0% serum for 24 hours and then the cells were treated with 10 µg/ml etoposide for 1 hour and neutral comet assay was performed.
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Abstract: Dietary restriction (DR) extends the lifespan of a wide variety of species and reduces the incidence of major age-related diseases. Cell senescence has been proposed as one causal mechanism for tissue and organism ageing. We show for the first time that adult-onset, short-term DR reduced frequencies of senescent cells in the small intestinal epithelium and liver of mice, which are tissues known to accumulate increased numbers of senescent cells with advancing age. This reduction was associated with improved telomere maintenance without increased telomerase activity. We also found a decrease in cumulative oxidative stress markers in the same compartments despite absence of significant changes in steady-state oxidative stress markers at the whole tissue level. The data suggest the possibility that reduction of cell senescence may be a primary consequence of DR which in turn may explain known effects of DR such as improved mitochondrial function and reduced production of reactive oxygen species.

INTRODUCTION

Dietary restriction (DR), whereby total caloric intake is reduced but adequate nutrition is maintained, results in an extension of lifespan. Additionally, DR has been shown to delay the onset and severity of cancer and other diseases associated with ageing [1]. The DR response has been remarkably robust in a wide range of animal species, although both evolutionary models and genetic experiments question its universality in different inbred strains of mice and, importantly, in humans [2,3]. The molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying the response to DR have been intensely examined. It has been proposed that DR prolonged lifespan for example by attenuating oxidative damage, reducing production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), increasing DNA repair capacity, altering the growth hormone/IGF-1 axis, decreasing signaling through the mTOR substrate S6K1 or improving hormesis [4-8]. However, we are still far from a mechanistic and integrative understanding of the DR response [1,9].

This is even more true for the response to adult-onset, short-term DR. While the effect on lifespan becomes less robust if DR is implemented in older animals [10,11], there are still strong beneficial effects on cancer incidence [11-15], immune response [14,16] and cognitive function [17]. Preliminary data from non-human primates [18] and clinical trials [19] have suggested that late onset DR could have at least some beneficial effects in humans.
Recently, evidence is mounting that cellular senescence, which was originally described as the permanent loss of replicative capacity in human fibroblasts in vitro [20], is a complex phenotype, possibly causally contributing to aging in vivo [21-23]. Senescent cells are found with increasing frequency in many tissues of aging rodents, primates and humans [24-28]. High frequencies of senescent cells have been associated with age-related diseases like osteoarthritis and atherosclerosis [29,30] and were also found in mouse models of accelerated aging [31-34]. Senescent cells are not simply incompetent of proliferating; they display major alterations to their gene expression profiles [35] and secrete bioactive molecules including matrix-degrading enzymes [36], inflammatory cytokines [21,22,37] and ROS [23]. Thus, cell senescence may well be an important driver for the aging process in vivo [38,39].

If this concept were correct, one would hypothesize that a reduction of cell senescence might be part, and potentially a causal part, of the beneficial action of DR. This would be interesting because less senescent cells could explain the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative action of DR. However, there are few data to support such a hypothesis. There is good evidence that both life-long and adult-onset DR limit T cell senescence in mice and primates [14,40-42], at least partially by maintaining sensitivity to stress-induced apoptosis [43]. However, T cell senescence might be very different from senescence of cells in solid tissues. For instance, while a DNA damage response is the major driver for growth arrest [44] and phenotypic changes [23] in fibroblast senescence, its role in T cell senescence is less well established. Moreover, sensitivity to apoptotic stimuli is generally high in senescent T cells, but decreases during senescence in fibroblasts and other solid tissue cells.

There is very little data available on the impact of DR on cell senescence in solid mammalian tissues. Early data [45,46] showed reduced proliferative activity in various tissues of young mice under DR but improved maintenance of replicative activity and capacity in old mice under life-long DR, which might be due to a decreased accumulation of senescent cells. Krishnamurthy et al. [26] showed that DR reduced staining for senescence-associated β-Galactosidase (sen-β-Gal) and the expression of p16\(^{\text{INK4a}}\) and p19\(^{\text{Arf}}\) in the kidney. However, the specificity and sensitivity of sen-β-Gal as a marker for senescent cells in vivo has been repeatedly questioned [47,48]. Moreover, p16\(^{\text{INK4a}}\) and p19\(^{\text{Arf}}\) expression was similarly changed in postmitotic tissues like brain cortex and heart, suggesting that expression from the INK4A locus might be a better indicator for aging than for cell senescence. Further indirect evidence for decreased cell senescence under DR came from a study showing reduced levels of IGFBP3, a major secretion product of senescent epithelial and mesenchymal cells, following long-term DR [49]. However, while frequencies of senescent cells increased during aging in skin of rhesus monkeys [50] and baboons [25], no decrease of sen-β-Gal-positive epithelial cells and no increase in proliferation-competent skin fibroblasts was found after 9-12 years of DR in rhesus monkeys [50]. To our knowledge, there is no data reporting an effect of shorter term DR on cell senescence in solid tissues.

We tested the impact of short-term (3 months), adult-onset DR on cellular senescence in mice. We concentrated on the small intestine, a highly proliferative organ, and on liver with a slow cell turnover under non-pathological conditions. We had shown before that senescent cell frequencies in these organs increase significantly during normal aging in mice [28]. Using sensitive and specific markers for senescent cells [51,52], we found that short-term, adult-onset DR significantly reduced the frequencies of senescent liver hepatocytes, especially in the centrilobular area, and of senescent intestinal enterocytes in the transient amplifying zone. DR also improved telomere maintenance in liver and intestine and reduced cumulative oxidative stress markers in the same tissue compartments. We propose that reduction of cell senescence might be a primary effect of DR which may explain improved mitochondrial function and reduced ROS production.

**RESULTS**

**Adult-onset, short-term DR reduced the frequencies of senescent cells in small intestine and liver**

Male C57/BL mice were subjected to three months of DR by average 26% of food restriction starting at 14 months of age. The study cohort is characterized in supplementary Table S1. We focused on intestinal crypt enterocytes and liver hepatocytes because frequencies of senescent cells in these tissue compartments increased with age or as result of telomere dysfunction in Terc\(-/-\) mice [23,28].

We first measured the frequency of intestinal enterocytes showing an active DNA damage response as characterized by nuclear positivity for the DNA damage marker, γ-H2A.X. As we have shown before, there were few γ-H2A.X-positive enterocytes within villi, instead, positive cells centered around the transient amplifying zone in crypts [28]. DR significantly reduced the frequencies of γ-H2A.X-positive intestinal crypt enterocytes (Figure 1A). We compared frequencies of γ-H2A.X-positive and sen-β-Gal-positive...
crypt enterocytes, measured on adjacent frozen sections from five AL and five DR mice (Figure 1B). The significant reduction of positive cells by DR was confirmed for both markers, and they were significantly correlated ($r^2=0.7080$). γ-H2A.X staining on its own may overestimate frequencies of senescent cells, especially in tissue compartments with high proliferative activity such as gut because an active DNA damage response can also be initiated by replication stress in dividing cells. Accordingly, we showed recently that a combination of strong positivity for γ-H2A.X with absence of a proliferation marker results in quantitatively correct estimates of senescent cell frequencies in vitro and in vivo [52]. Double staining for γ-H2A.X and PCNA in the small intestine (Figure 1C) showed that DR reduced also the frequencies of PCNA positive crypt enterocytes as reported previously [45]. Frequencies of γ-H2A.X positive/PCNA negative intestinal crypt enterocytes in 17 month old mice were 20.0±0.9% under AL conditions and 14.0±1.9% after 3 months DR (Figure 1C). This difference was significant ($p=0.02$).

Figure 1. DR reduced frequencies of senescent hepatocytes and intestinal crypt enterocytes. (A) Frequencies of γ-H2A.X positive enterocytes per crypt, immunohistochemistry on paraffin sections. ** $p<0.005$. (B) Correlation between sen-β-Gal and γ-H2A.X positive enterocytes ($p=0.002$). Data points are means per animal (DR: pink; AL: blue). Linear regression (solid line) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) are given. (C) Representative images (left) and quantitative evaluation (right) of PCNA and γ-H2A.X double immunofluorescence of intestinal crypts from AL and DR mice. Blue: DAPI; red: γ-H2A.X; green: PCNA. (D) Representative images of γ-H2A.X immunohistochemistry in livers from AL (left) and DR (right) mice. Examples of centrilobular (top) and periportal (bottom) areas are shown. CV: central vein; PV: portal vein. Boxed areas are shown at higher magnification. Arrows indicate nuclei containing γ-H2A.X foci (red). (E) Quantification of γ-H2A.X positive hepatocytes. * $p<0.05$. (F) Representative images for sen-β-Gal activity. Pink: nuclei; blue: cytoplasmic sen-β-Gal staining. All data are from 5 animals/group, mean±S.E.M.
In liver, frequencies of $\gamma$-H2A.X positive hepatocytes were higher in centrilobular than periportal areas (Figure 1D) as shown previously [28]. Importantly, the frequencies of $\gamma$-H2A.X positive hepatocytes were significantly reduced following 3 months DR by 6.5 ± 1.8% in the centrilobular area and by 3.3 ± 1.2% in the periportal area (Figure 1E). Results were qualitatively confirmed by sen-β-Gal staining on cryosections (Figure 1F). The frequency of PCNA- or Ki67-positive cells in hepatocytes was less than 1% (data not shown). Therefore, $\gamma$-H2A.X positivity on its own is regarded as a good estimate of senescent hepatocytes in liver.

Adult-onset, short-term DR improved telomere maintenance in small intestine and liver

Despite the presence of active telomerase, telomeres shorten with age in various tissues of laboratory mice [28,53]. However, even in very old mice, telomeres are much longer than in humans and aging in mice did not measurably increase the degree of co-localisation of DNA damage foci with telomeres [28]. This suggests that telomere shortening may only be a minor contributor to cell senescence in aging wild-type mice. Here, we measured telomere length by quantitative FISH (Q-FISH) in intestinal enterocytes and liver hepatocytes (Figure 2A, B). Following 3 months of DR, the average telomere length per crypt enterocyte nucleus was significantly higher than in AL fed mice (Figure 2A). The effect of DR on hepatocyte telomere length was smaller than in the intestine (Figure 2B), possibly because of the lower rate of proliferation. However, the difference between DR and AL was still significant in the centrilobular areas. Telomerase activity as measured by TRAP in whole liver and intestinal mucosa homogenates was not significantly changed by DR (Figure 2C). If anything, it tended to decrease under DR, possibly due to the anti-proliferative effect of DR, suggesting that other factors than telomerase must be responsible for the improved telomere maintenance under DR. The most probable of these is reduction of oxidative damage to telomeres [54].

Adult-onset, short-term DR reduced some oxidative damage markers in small intestine and liver

Senescent cells are a major source of ROS because mitochondrial dysfunction and, possibly, other ROS-producing mechanisms are part of the senescent phenotype [23,55-57]. Long-term DR is well known to reduce oxidative stress and mitochondrial ROS production [8,58]. We measured several markers of oxidative damage in small intestine and liver to test whether adult-onset, short-term DR impacts on oxidative stress in the same tissues as it reduced cell senescence.

Figure 2. DR improves telomere maintenance. (A) Representative Q-FISH images (left panels, red: telomeres, blue: nuclei) and distribution of enterocyte telomere fluorescence intensity per nucleus (right panels, n=2230 nuclei, 5 animals) in intestinal crypts. Mean nuclear telomere fluorescence intensity is indicated by blue vertical lines. P<0.001, Mann-Whitney rank sum test. (B) Representative Q-FISH images (left panels, red: telomeres, blue: nuclei) and distribution of hepatocyte telomere fluorescence intensity in centrilobular (CV, top, n=560 nuclei) and periportal (PV, bottom, n=650 nuclei) in liver areas. Mean fluorescence intensities are indicated for AL (blue) and DR (pink). P-values for AL vs DR were calculated by Mann-Whitney rank sum test. (C) Telomerase catalytic activity (% of TRAP activity in 3T3 cells) in whole liver (left, n=4) and intestinal mucosa (right, n=5) homogenates. Data are mean±S.E.M. n.s.: not significant (T-test).
4-HNE is a major end product of lipid peroxidation and has been shown to accumulate in tissues with age [59]. We found few 4-HNE positive cells in intestinal crypts, and almost all were located in the lamina propria (Figure 3A). Confirming earlier results [28], HNE-positive hepatocytes were more frequent in centrilobular than in periportal areas. Importantly, frequencies of HNE-positive hepatocytes decreased under DR in both areas (Figure 3B, C p<0.05). To directly see whether there was an association between cell senescence and oxidative stress in liver hepatocytes, we performed a double staining for γ-H2A.X and 4-HNE (Figure 3D). Quantitative evaluation showed that the majority of senescent hepatocytes (as measured by γ-H2A.X) were also positive for 4-HNE and, vice versa, about three quarters of 4-HNE-positive hepatocytes were probably senescent (Figure 3D), thus confirming a cell-specific association between senescence and a marker of oxidative damage.

Broad-band autofluorescence originates mainly from oxidised and cross-linked cell components, like advanced glycation end products (AGEs) and lipofuscin and is thus regarded as a good cumulative marker for oxidative damage [23,60-62]. Short-term DR significantly reduced the intensity of broad-band autofluorescence from intestinal crypt enterocytes (Figure 4A) and in centrilobular areas of the liver (Figure 4B). The reduction of autofluorescence in the periportal areas of the liver by DR was not significant (Figure 4B), in accordance with this compartment showing the least reduction of senescent cells.
Figure 4. DR decreased the intensity of broad-band autofluorescence. (A) Representative autofluorescence images (left) and quantitative data (right) in small intestinal crypts under AL (left) and DR (right). (B) Representative autofluorescence images from centrilobular areas in liver (AL left, DR right) and quantitative data in periportal and centrilobular areas. All data are mean±S.E.M from 5 animals/group. *p<0.05; n.s. not significant (T-test).

8-oxodG (a marker for oxidative DNA damage), nitrotyrosine content (a marker for oxidative protein damage) and H₂O₂ release rate from tissue homogenate are indicative of steady-state levels of oxidative stress/oxidative damage. These markers were measured in whole liver homogenates. None of them were significantly different between AL and DR mice (Figure 5). Similarly, DR did not change 8-oxodG levels in homogenates of the intestinal mucosa (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

This is the first study to show that short-term DR reduced frequencies of senescent cells in solid tissues. It is important to note that the magnitude of the reductions, amounting to between 3.3 and 6.5% depending on the tissue compartment, is very substantial given the short duration of the treatment. Frequencies of senescent cells increase with age in intestinal crypts and liver at rates below 0.5% per month [28], indicating that 3 months DR probably reduced levels of senescent cells beyond that at the start of the treatment. Available data indicate that senescent hepatocytes are turned over slowly in liver [63,64]. Turnover rates of senescent enterocytes in intestinal crypts are unknown. DR could block the induction of senescent cells, increase the rate of their turnover, or both.

Cell senescence *in vitro* is associated with a 3- to 5-fold increase in cellular ROS levels [23,55-57]. Various signaling pathways and feedback loops connect DNA damage response and checkpoint proteins that are activated early and permanently in senescence, notably p21, p16 and Rb, with ROS generation via mitochondrial dysfunction and, potentially, NADPHoxidase activation [23,56,65]. As senescent cells were less in DR, we therefore expected to see lower levels of oxidative stress markers under DR especially in those tissue compartments which showed large reductions of senescent cells. This was indeed the case: autofluorescence was significantly reduced in the intestinal crypts and the centrilobular areas of the liver, but not around the portal vein. While 4-HNE could not be measured in enterocytes, it was more strongly reduced around the central vein than in the periportal areas of the liver. Without increases in telomerase activity, telomere length was better maintained under DR in the crypt enterocytes and in the centrilobular, but not periportal, areas of the liver. Autofluorescence, 4-HNE and telomere maintenance in the absence of changes in telomerase activity are all regarded as cumulative markers of oxidative damage [54,59,62]. In contrast, we did not find any significant effect of DR on the markers of oxidative damage measured in whole tissue homogenates. This was not surprising because 8-oxodG and H₂O₂ release as acute parameters are less sensitive
than the cumulative markers mentioned above. Moreover, an average decrease in the number of senescent cells by about 5% in liver would result in less than 10% decrease in total ROS, which is within the experimental error for these measurements. As there are very few senescent cells in villi, the expected impact of the observed decreases in senescent cell frequencies in the crypts on ROS in the whole intestinal mucosa would be even lower.

Figure 5. DR does not change oxidative damage markers measured in whole liver homogenates. (A) 8-oxodG levels in liver homogenates from AL and DR mice measured by HPLC with electrochemical detection. n=9 animals/group. (B) Nitrotyrosine levels in liver homogenates from AL and DR mice measured by ELISA; n=6 animals/ group. (C) Steady state hydrogen peroxide release from liver homogenates from AL and DR mice measured by Amplex Red fluorimetry; n=12 animals/ group. All data are mean ±S.E.M.; n.s.: not significant (T-test).

Taken together, our data suggest that at least some of the beneficial effects of DR that have been repeatedly described in the literature, such as improved mitochondrial coupling and reduced ROS release [8,58], could be quantitatively explained as an indirect effect, mediated via reduction of senescent cells. Mitochondria are dysfunctional (i.e. produce more superoxide despite lower membrane potential and induce a retrograde response) not only in senescent human fibroblasts in vitro [57]. The same changes were triggered by telomere dysfunction in mouse cells and tissues including the intestinal crypt epithelium. In this system, as in human fibroblasts, mitochondrial dysfunction was dependent on signaling through p21, the central mediator of cell senescence [23,32].

Our results lead to the question of how DR could impact directly on cell senescence. One interesting candidate may be signaling through the mTOR-S6K1 pathway. DR reduced phosphorylation and activity of Akt1, mTOR and its downstream targets S6K1 and 4E-BP1 [66]. Knockout of S6K1 mimics the effects of DR [67]. Importantly, S6K1 is intimately involved in the regulation of cell senescence. S6K1 phosphorylation and activity is altered in replicative senescence [68]. mTOR activation induced senescence in human fibroblasts [69] and the activation state of the mTOR pathway has been shown to be relevant for the decision between reversible arrest and cell senescence in models of DNA damage-independent senescence [70]. Wnt1-driven activation of the mTOR pathway caused epithelial stem cell senescence and loss after a short hyperproliferative period [71]. A mechanistic clue comes from a recent paper showing that activated S6K1 binds more tightly to Mdm2, inhibiting Mdm2-mediated p53 ubiquitination and thus stabilizing p53-dependent DNA damage signaling [72]. Accordingly, suppression of mTOR-S6K1 signaling as occurring under DR would lead to Mdm2 nuclear transduction, activate p53 degradation and reduce thus signaling towards apoptosis and/or senescence.

In conclusion, the data are compatible with the idea that reduction of cellular senescence is a primary effect of DR, possibly mediated via suppression of signaling through mTOR-S6K1, and that this reduction in turn might be sufficient to account for the improvement of mitochondrial function and reduction of ROS production that are known to occur under DR.

METHODS

Animals. From a group of 90 male C57/BL mice aged 14.2 ± 1.2 months, 45 animals were subjected to DR, while the other 45 animals, matched for body mass, food intake and age, served as ad libitum-fed (AL)
controls. The experiment lasted for 3 months with an average food restriction of 26%. All mice were sacrificed at the end of the experiment. Five mice per group were perfused by whole animal fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde followed by dissection. Tissues were paraffin-embedded and 5µm sections were prepared from small intestine and liver. Tissues from five additional mice per group were frozen in OTC for cryosectioning. Tissues from further animals were frozen in liquid N₂. The intestinal mucosa was stripped from the muscle layer before freezing. Further details of the experimental protocol can be found as supplementary material, Tab. S1. The project was approved by the Faculty of Medical Sciences Ethical Review Committee, Newcastle University.

**Histochemistry, Immunofluorescence, Telomere Q-FISH and telomerase activity.** Sen-β-Gal histochemistry, immunohistochemistry and telomere Q-FISH and telomerase were performed as described [28]. The antibodies used and the dilution factors were: anti-γ-H2A.X (#9718, Cell Signalling, Herts, UK, 1:250), anti-PCNA (#ab27Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:1,000) and anti-4-HNE (#MHH-030n, Japan Institute for the Control of Aging, Japan, 1:500). Incubation with all primary antibodies was overnight at 4°C.

For double immunofluorescence, blocked sections were incubated with anti-PCNA and anti-γ-H2A.X antibodies together in PBS at 4°C overnight and incubated with Alexa-555-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody and biotinylated anti-mouse antibody for 45 min in PBS. Subsequently, tissue sections were washed 3 times and incubated with 0.2% Fluorescein Avidin-DCS in PBS. Subsequently, tissue sections were washed 3 times and incubated with 0.2% Fluorescein Avidin-DCS in PBS for 30min. Images were taken in a Leica DM5500B microscope with 40x objective. 30-40 crypts were scored for each animal.

Telomerase activity was measured using the TeloTAGGG Telomerase PCR ELISA kit (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

**Autofluorescence.** Autofluorescence was measured on unstained, non-deparaffinized tissue sections using a Leica DM5500B microscope. The sample was excited at 458nm and fluorescence emission captured above 475nm.

8-oxodG. The base oxidation product 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) was detected by HPLC with electrochemical detection (ECD). Ground frozen tissues (30-100 mg, n=4-9 per group) were thawed and genomic DNA was obtained using standard phenol extraction [73]. The DNA extraction procedure was optimized to minimize artificial induction of 8-oxodG, by using radical-free phenol, minimizing exposure to oxygen and by addition of 1 mM deferoxamine mesylate and 20 mM TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl), according to the European Standards Committee on Oxidative DNA Damage [74]. HPLC-ECD was based on a method described earlier [75]. Briefly, 30 µg DNA was digested to deoxyribonucleosides by treatment with nuclease P1 [0.02 U/µl] for 90min at 37 °C and subsequently with alkaline phosphatase [0.014 U/µl], for 45min at 37 °C. The digest was then injected into a Gynkotek 480 isocratic pump (Gynkotek, Bremen, Germany) coupled with a Midas injector (Spark Holland, Hendrik Ido Ambacht, the Netherlands) and connected to an Supelcosil™ LC-18S column (250 X 4.6 mm) (Supelco Park, Bellefonte, PA) and an electrochemical detector (Antec, Leiden, the Netherlands). The mobile phase consisted of 10% aqueous methanol containing 94 mM KH₂PO₄, 13 mM KH₂PO₄, 26 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA. Elution was performed at a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min with a lower absolute detection limit of 40 fmol for 8-oxo-dG, or 1.5 residues/10⁶ 2'-deoxyguanosine (dG). dG was simultaneously monitored at 260 nm.

**Nitrotyrosine measurement.** Ground frozen tissues (8-32mg, n=5 per group) were thawed and total protein was extracted using Microplate BCA™ protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific, UK). Nitrotyrosine was detected by oxiSelect™ Nitrotyrosine ELISA kit (Cell Biolabs, INC, UK) according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer.

H₂O₂ release. Ground frozen tissue was homogenized in PBS and used immediately for the assay. The rate of hydrogen peroxide release was monitored fluorometrically as resorufin formation due to oxidation of Amplex Red (10-acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazone, purchased from Invitrogen, 50µM) in the presence of horseradish peroxidase (2U/ml), at an excitation 544 nm and an emission 590 nm using a FLUOstar Omega (BMG Labtech). Superoxide dismutase (75U/ml) was included in the assay buffer. The slope was converted into the rate of hydrogen peroxide release with a standard curve. Protein concentration was measured using Bio-Rad DC protein assay kit.
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Table S1. Characterisation of the experimental cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Ad libitum (AL)</th>
<th>Dietary restriction (DR)</th>
<th>P - value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at death (months)</td>
<td>17.24±1.20</td>
<td>17.33±1.19</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal deaths during experiment other than tumours</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroscopic tumour incidence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean body mass (g)</td>
<td>39.38±0.37</td>
<td>34.26±2.24</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean food intake (g)</td>
<td>3.59±0.41</td>
<td>2.67±0.00</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily body temperature (°C)</td>
<td>35.98±0.11</td>
<td>35.72±0.09</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily physical activity (arbitrary units)</td>
<td>13.64±2.33</td>
<td>19.63±13.44</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ninety male mice were taken from a long-established colony of the C57/BL (ICR Fa) strain which had been selected for use in studies of intrinsic ageing because it is free from specific age-associated pathologies and thus provides a good general model of ageing (Rowlatt et al. 1976).

Mice were housed in cages of groups of 4-6 which did not change from weaning. Mice were provided with sawdust and paper bedding and had ad libitum access to water. Mice were divided into 2 groups (N=45/group), matched for age, body mass and food intake. There were eight cages in each group. One group was dedicated to ad libitum (AL) feeding and the other group to dietary restriction (DR). The experiment lasted 3 months.

AL fed mice had access to standard rodent pelleted chow in a hopper at all times (CRM(P), Special Diets Services, Witham, UK). The body mass of each mouse was measured twice a week (±0.01g; Sartorius top-pan balance, Epsom, UK). Body mass of the DR group was always recorded before food was given.

DR mice were offered an average of 26% food restriction relative to the AL group. Mean body mass and food intake were calculated across the whole experiment.

7 mice were culled or found dead in the cage during the experiment (4 AL and 3 DR). AL animals that were culled during the experiment for reasons other than tumors were due to paralysis and bladder stones and one was found dead in the cage with the cause unknown. DR animals were culled due to peritonitis in both cases. One AL mouse was culled due to a tail tumor and 1 DR mouse was culled due to a kidney tumor during the experiment. The other macroscopic tumors were noted when dissecting. Tumors in AL mice were found in the liver, kidney, pancreas, small intestine and colon. One tumor was located in the pancreas of DR mouse when dissecting.

Prior to the experiment, one mouse in each cage (N=8AL and N=8DR) was implanted intraperitoneally with a wireless E-mitter (Model PDT-4000 E-Mitter, Mini-Mitter, OR, USA) to monitor body temperature and activity continuously in vivo. Mean values were calculated over the whole duration of the experiment.

At the end of the experiment all mice were dissected. Tissues from five mice per group were frozen for cryosectioning (mean age of AL: 17.80±1.10mo and DR: 17.60±1.34mo, P = 0.803) and five mice per group were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde by whole animal perfusion followed by dissection (all aged exactly 17 mo).
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TP53 and MTOR crosstalk to regulate cellular senescence
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Abstract: The full spectrum of activities of the tumor suppressor p53 (TP53) has not been completely elucidated yet. Recently, it was demonstrated that TP53 communicates with the metabolic regulator mechanistic target of rapamycin (MTOR) to determine whether stressed cells undergo cell death, reversible quiescence or irreversible senescence, thereby adding yet another level of complexity to the signaling network that emanate from TP53.

The oncosuppressor TP53, which is mutated or inactivated in more than 50% of all human neoplasms, is widely known for its ability to orchestrate a transcriptional stress response that can have multiple outcomes including senescence and cell death [1]. Thus, in reaction to a wide array of adverse conditions (e.g., DNA damage, oncogene deregulation), the TP53 protein gets stabilized by post-translational modifications and can transactivate cell cycle-arresting and/or lethal genes like CDKN1A (better known as p21CIP1) and/or genes that code for pro-apoptotic members of the BCL2 protein family (e.g., BAX, BBC3), respectively [1]. TP53 has also been shown to exert a number of extranuclear activities [2], including the induction of mitochondrial membrane permeabilization [3], the inhibition of autophagy [4] and the degradation of double-stranded RNA [5].

Recently, Demidenko and colleagues demonstrated that TP53 can convert CDKN1A-induced irreversible senescence into reversible quiescence through a mechanism that involves the central regulator of autophagy mechanistic target of rapamycin (MTOR) [6]. Similar to rapamycin (which is well known for its anti-aging effects) [7], the accumulation of post-translational-ly unmodified, transactivation-proficient (but not transactivation-deficient) TP53 resulted in MTOR inhibition and senescence suppression [6]. These results suggest that TP53 can exert cell cycle-arresting and senescence-suppressing functions that can be uncoupled, at least in selected experimental settings.

Intrigued by these observations, Leontieva et al. have studied the response of immortalized WI-38 human lung fibroblasts to nutlin-3a (an inhibitor of the interaction between TP53 and its major negative regulator HDME2) and doxorubicin (a DNA damaging agent) [8]. In line with previous results [9], low concentrations of doxorubicin induced a prolonged cell cycle arrest and were highly efficient in driving WI-38 cells into senescence, which by definition is irreversible. On the contrary, both high doses of doxorubicin and nutlin-3a promoted quiescence, a reversible cell cycle arrest that can be overcome upon the removal of the triggering stimulus.

At the biochemical level, low doses of doxorubicin induced a modest accumulation of TP53 and CDKN1A transactivation, but did not inhibit the signaling cascade that emanate from MTOR. In this setting, the cell cycle...
arresting activity of TP53 prevailed and cells were driven into senescence [8]. On the other hand, both high doxorubicin concentrations and nutlin-3a provoked TP53 superinduction while inhibiting MTOR-mediated phosphorylation, a condition that resulted in reversible quiescence in spite of normal CDKN1A transactivation [8]. Notably, the co-administration of high doxorubicin and nutlin-3a led to TP53 hyperaccumulation, complete suppression of MTOR activity, poor transactivation of CDKN1A and cell death. These results indicate that the levels of TP53 and the activation status of the MTOR pathway are critical to determine whether, in non-apoptotic settings, CDKN1A will orchestrate an irreversible or a reversible cell cycle arrest [8].

Both TP53 and MTOR are known for their autophagy-modulatory functions. While nuclear TP53 stimulates autophagy by transactivating several pro-autophagic genes, both cytoplasmic TP53 and MTOR tonically inhibit the autophagic flow [4]. Nutlin-3a-mediated senescence suppression (which proceeds through TP53 superinduction and MTOR inhibition) requires the transcriptional functions of TP53, implying that at least one, thus far elusive, TP53 target protein is responsible for TP53 senescence-suppressing functions [6]. One such TP53-responsive protein is sestrin 2, which can inhibit MTOR [10] and hence induce autophagy [11, 12]. However, the exact nature of the relevant p53 target(s) that regulate the switch between senescence and quiescence remains elusive.

Based on the fascinating results obtained by Leontieva et al. [8], it can be speculated that nuclear TP53 might simultaneously transactivate the cell cycle-arresting factor CDKN1A and one or more hitherto unidentified anti-senescence (and perhaps pro-autophagic?) protein(s) that would operate similar to rapamycin, through the inhibition of MTOR. How would then the senescence-inducing activity of TP53 prevail over TP53-mediated senescence suppression (and vice versa)? As a possibility, the promoter of CDKN1A might display a high affinity for TP53, while the promoter of the TP53 target that suppresses MTOR activity might require high TP53 concentrations for efficient transactivation. This hypothesis takes into consideration the fact that CDKN1A is induced at similar levels by both low and high doses of doxorubicin, as well as by low and high concentrations of nutlin-3a [8]. In this scenario, the accumulation of TP53 beyond a low threshold would activate CDKN1A-mediated senescence (Figure 1A), whereas high levels of TP53 would be required for the ignition of a senescence-suppressing program that (once started) would always prevail over the effects of CDKN1A (Figure 1B).

**Figure 1.** TP53 levels determine whether CDKN1A will orchestrate irreversible senescence or quiescence. (A) Low doses of doxorubicin are sufficient to trigger TP53-mediated transactivation of the cell cycle-arresting protein CDKN1A. Under conditions in which the MTOR pathway is active, prolonged cell cycle arrest results in irreversible senescence. (B) High doxorubicin concentrations (or nutlin-3a alone or in combination with low doses of doxorubicin) not only drive TP53-mediated CDKN1A transactivation but might also result in the induction of one (or more) senescence-suppressing factors. In this scenario, MTOR activity is suppressed and CDKN1A-mediated cell cycle arrest is reversible (quiescence). By pharmacologically inhibiting MTOR, rapamycin also exerts senescence-suppressing functions.
Further experimental work is urgently required to confirm or invalidate this hypothesis. Beyond these unresolved details, the work by Leontieva et al. added yet another important piece to the ever-growing TP53 puzzle.
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Abstract: Transient induction of p53 can cause reversible quiescence and irreversible senescence. Using nutlin-3a (a small molecule that activates p53 without causing DNA damage), we have previously identified cell lines in which nutlin-3a caused quiescence. Importantly, nutlin-3a caused quiescence by actively suppressing the senescence program (while still causing cell cycle arrest). Noteworthy, in these cells nutlin-3a inhibited the mTOR (mammalian Target of Rapamycin) pathway, which is known to be involved in the senescence program. Here we showed that shRNA-mediated knockdown of TSC2, a negative regulator of mTOR, partially converted quiescence into senescence in these nutlin-arrested cells. In accord, in melanoma cell lines and mouse embryo fibroblasts, which easily undergo senescence in response to p53 activation, nutlin-3a failed to inhibit mTOR. In these senescence-prone cells, the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin converted nutlin-3a-induced senescence into quiescence. We conclude that status of the mTOR pathway can determine, at least in part, the choice between senescence and quiescence in p53-arrested cells.

INTRODUCTION

Depending on the cell type and other factors p53 activation can result in apoptosis, reversible (quiescence) and irreversible (senescence) cell cycle arrest [1-8]. While the choice between apoptosis and cell cycle arrest has been intensively scrutinized, the choice between quiescence and senescence was not systematically addressed and remains elusive. In order to observe whether p53 activation causes either senescence or quiescence, others and we employed nutlin-3a. Nutlin-3a, a small molecular therapeutic, inhibits Mdm2/p53 interaction and induces p53 at physiological levels without causing DNA damage [9-11]. It was reported that nutlin-3a caused senescent morphology and permanent loss of proliferative potential [12, 13]. However, in other cell lines nutlin-3a caused quiescence so that cells resumed proliferation, when nutlin-3a was removed [14-16]. Moreover, we recently reported that in human fibroblasts (WI-38tert) and fibrosarcoma cells (HT-1080-p21-9), in which nutlin-3a caused quiescence [16], p53 acted as a suppressor of senescence [17]. Thus, ectopic expression of p21 in these cells caused senescence, while simultaneous induction of p53 converted senescence into quiescence [17]. In agreement with previous reports [18-20], we found that p53 inhibited the mTOR pathway [17]. Importantly, the mTOR pathway is involved in cellular senescence [21-26]. We suggested that p53-mediated arrest remains reversible as long as p53 inhibits mTOR. If this model is correct, then senescence would occur in those cells, in which p53 is incapable of suppressing mTOR. Here we provide experimental evidence supporting this prediction and demonstrate that irreversibility of p53-mediated arrest may result from its failure to suppress the mTOR pathway.
**RESULTS**

**Depletion of TSC2 favors senescence by p53**

We have shown that nutlin-3a caused quiescence in HT-p21-9 cells and WI-38tert cells [16]. In these cells, nutlin-3a actively suppressed senescence and this suppression was associated with inhibition of the mTOR pathway by p53 [17]. Next, we investigated whether nutlin-3a can cause senescence in cells lacking tuberous sclerosis 2 (TSC2) (Figure 1A), given that regulation of mTOR by p53 requires TSC2 [18]. The transduced cells were transiently treated with nutlin-3a as shown (Figure 1B). The Tsc2-depleted cells acquired a large/flat morphology and could not resume proliferation, whereas cells treated with vector and nutlin-3a did not become senescent and resumed proliferation, forming colonies after removal of nutlin-3a (Figure 1C-D). The potency of shTSC2 with different sequences varied and two other shTSC2 were less potent but still depleted TSC2 at some time points (Supplemental Figure 1) and partially decreased the proliferative potential in nutlin-3a-arrested cells (Supplemental Figure 1).

We next extended this observation to WI-38tert cells transduced with shTSC2 (Figure 2A). In control, nutlin-3a caused a lean morphology, a characteristic of quiescence [16]. Depletion of TSC2 by shTSC2 converted quiescent morphology to senescent morphology (Figure 2B). Furthermore, this was associated with permanent loss of proliferative potential (Figure 2C). In control, cells resumed proliferation after removal of nutlin-3a, whereas nutlin-3a caused permanent loss of proliferative potential in shTSC2-treated cells (Figure 2C). In agreement with our results, it was previously observed that knockout of Tsc2 cooperates with p53 in induction of cellular senescence in MEFs [27].

**Nutlin-3 causes senescence in Mel-10 and -9 cells**

We next wished to identify senescence-prone cells, which undergo senescence in response to nutlin-3a. In MEL-10 and Mel-9, two melanoma-derived cell lines, nutlin-3a induced p53 and p21 (Figure 3A) and caused senescent morphology (Figure 3B) and cells did not resume proliferation, when nutlin-3a was removed (Supplemental Figure 2). In contrast, rapamycin did not cause senescent morphology and cells resumed proliferation, when rapamycin was removed (Figure 3B and Supplemental Figure 2). Unlike rapamycin, nutlin-3a did not inhibit S6 phosphorylation (Figure 3A), a marker of rapamycin-sensitive mTOR activity.

---

**Figure 1. Depletion of TSC2 converts quiescence into senescence in HT-p21-9 cells.** (A) HT-p21-9 cells were transduced with control lentivirus (pLKO) or lentivirus expressing shTSC2 (sequence # 10) and selected with puromycin for 5 days and then immunoblot was performed. (B) Schema: Testing the reversibility of nutlin-3a effects. (C) HT-p21-9 cells were transduced with control pLKO or shTSC2 and 5000 cells were plated in 24-well plates and, the next day, were treated with 10 μM nutlin-3a for 3 days. Then nutlin-3a was washed out and the cells were cultivated in fresh medium for 3 days and then stained for beta-Gal and microphotographed. Bars 50 μm. (D) HT-p21-9 cells were transduced with control pLKO or shTSC2 (and selected for 4 days with puromycin). Then 1000 cells were plated per 60-mm dishes and, the next day, were treated with nutlin-3a for 3 days. Then nutlin-3a was washed out and cells were cultivated in fresh medium for 8 days. Colonies were stained with crystal violet.
Figure 2. Depletion of TSC2 converts quiescence into senescence in WI-38tert cells. (A) Immunoblot. WI-38tert cells were transduced with shTSC or control plKO and cultured for 5 days. (B) WI-38tert cells were transduced with lentiviruses. Next day, medium was replaced and Nutlin (10 uM) with our without rapamycin was added. After 4 days cells were washed and stained for beta-Gal. Bars 50 um. (C) WI-38tert cells were transduced with lentiviruses. Next day, medium was replaced and Nutlin (10 uM) was added. After 4 days cells were washed and counted after 6 days.

Figure 3. Effects of nutlin-3a and rapamycin on melanoma cells. (A) Mel-10 and Mel-9 cells were incubated with 10 uM nutlin (N) and 500 nM rapamycin (R) for 1 day and immunoblot was performed. (B) Mel-10 and Mel-9 cells were incubated with 10 uM nutlin and 500 nM rapamycin for 4 days, then drugs were washed out and cells were incubated for additional 4 days and stained for beta-Gal. Bars 50 um.
Rapamycin suppresses nutlin-3a-induced senescence

To establish a causal link between mTOR and senescence, we next investigated whether inhibition of the mTOR pathway by rapamycin could convert nutlin-3a-induced senescence into quiescence. Rapamycin did not affect p53 and p21 induction caused by nutlin-3a but abrogated S6 phosphorylation (Figure 4A), associated with conversion from senescent morphology to quiescent morphology (Figure 4B). Importantly, cells were capable to resume proliferation following removal of nutlin-3a and rapamycin, indicating that the condition was reversible (Figure 4C). Similar results were obtained with Mel-9 cells (data not shown).

Next, we extended this observation to cells of different tissue and species origin. As shown previously, nutlin-3a caused senescence in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) [13]. Here we showed that nutlin-3a failed to inhibit mTOR pathway in MEF (Figure 5A), and caused senescence (Figure 5B). Rapamycin inhibited the mTOR pathway and converted senescent morphology to quiescent morphology (Figure 5). This suggests that failure to suppress a rapamycin-sensitive pathway determines nutlin-3a-induced senescence instead of quiescence.

DISCUSSION

The role of p53 in organismal aging and longevity is complex [28-32], indicating that p53 may act as anti-aging factor in some conditions. We have recently de-
monstrated that p53 can suppress cellular senescence, converting it into quiescence [17]. In these quiescence-prone cells, p53 inhibited the mTOR pathway, which is involved in senescence program (Figure 6A). Still p53 induces senescence in numerous cell types. Here we showed that in those cell types, in which nutlin-3a caused senescence, it failed to inhibit the mTOR pathway (Figure 6B). The role of active mTOR as a senescence-inducing factor in these cells was demonstrated by using rapamycin, which partially converted nutlin-3a-induced senescence into quiescence (Figure 6B, lower panel). This indicates that rapamycin-sensitive mTOR activity is necessary for senescence during nutlin-3a-induced cell cycle arrest. And vice versa, in quiescence-prone cells, depletion of TSC2 converted quiescence into senescence (Figure 6A, lower panel). Taken together, data suggest that activation of p53 levels did not correlate with the senescence phenotype, suggesting that factors other than p53 may determine senescence [33]. These important observations are in agreement with our model that senescence requires two factors: cell cycle arrest caused by p53 and simultaneous activation of the growth-promoting mTOR pathway (Note: Ras is an activator of the mTOR pathway). And vice versa it was observed that induction of p53 maintains quiescence upon serum starvation, without causing senescence [34]. In agreement, our model predicts that, by deactivating mTOR, serum starvation prevents senescence.

![Figure 6. p53 causes senescence by failing to suppress senescence. (A) Quiescence-prone cells. Upper panel. P53 causes cell cycle arrest and inhibits the mTOR pathway, thus ensuring quiescence. Lower panel. Transduction of cells with shTSC2 activates mTOR thus converting quiescence into senescence. (B) Senescence-prone cells. Upper panel. P53 causes cell cycle arrest without inhibiting the mTOR pathway, thus ensuring senescence. Lower panel. Rapamycin inhibits mTOR thus converting senescence into quiescence]
Another factor that favors senescence is the duration of cell cycle arrest [13, 35]. Importantly, the duration of the arrest may exceed the duration of treatment with nutlin-3a because of persistent induction of p21 even after removal of nutlin-3a in some cancer cell lines [35]. Additional pathways may be involved in the senescence program. For example, nutlin-3a induces cytoskeletal rearrangement [36]. We speculate that p53 affects not only rapamycin-sensitive mTORC1 but also the mTORC2 complex, given that mTORC2 controls the actin cytoskeleton [37]. Also, p53 inhibits downstream branches of the mTOR pathway [38, 39]. P53 stimulates autophagy [18, 40], which in turn is essential for life-extension by pharmacological manipulations (see [41-44]). Finally, p53 affects cellular metabolism [45-48] and this effect may contribute to suppression of cellular senescence and synergistically potentate metabolic changes caused by mTOR inhibition. The relative contribution of all these mutually dependent factors needs further investigations. The key role of mTOR in cellular senescence links cellular and organismal aging and age-related diseases.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell lines and reagents. HT-p21-9 cells are derivatives of HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cells, where p21 expression can be turned on or off using a physiologically neutral agent isopropyl--thio--galactosidase (IPTG) [16, 49-51]. HT-p21-9 cells express GFP. WI-38-Tert, WI-38 fibroblasts immortalized by telomerase were described previously [16, 17]. Melanoma cell lines, MEL-9 (SK-Mel-103) and MEL-10 (SK-Mel-147), were described previously [52, 53]. RPE cells were described previously [21, 22]. MEF, mouse fibroblasts isolated from 13-day embryos, were provided by Marina Antoch (RPCI) and maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. Rapamycin (LC Laboratories, MA, USA), IPTG (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), nutlin-3a (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as previously described [17].

Lentiviral shRNA construction. Bacterial glycerol stocks [clone NM_000548.2-1437s1c1 (#10), NM_000548.x-4581s1c1 (#7) and NM_000548.2-4551s1c1 (#9)] containing lentivirus plasmid vector pLKO.1-puro with shRNA specific for TSC2 was purchased from Sigma. The targeting sequences are: CCGGCTCATCAACAGGCAGTTCTACTCGAGTGAACTGCCTGTTGATGAGCTTTTTG (#10), CCGGCAATGAGTCACAGTCCTTTGACTCGAGTCAAAGGACTGTGACTCATTGTTTTTG (#7) and CCGGCGACGAGTCACAACAAGGCAATCTCGAGATGGCTTTTGTTTGACTCGTCGTTTTTG (#9).

pLKO.1-puro lentiviral vector without shRNA was used as a control. Lentiviruses were produced in HEK293T cells after co-transfection of lentivirus plasmid vector with shRNA or control vector with packaging plasmids using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen). After 48h and 72h medium containing lentivirus was collected, centrifuged at 2000g and filtered through 0.22 µM filter. Filtered virus containing medium was used for cell infection or stored at -80 C. Cells were transduced with lentivirus in the presence of 8 mg/ml polybrene and selected with puromycin (1-2 mg/ml) for 4-6 days. Cells were treated with drugs either 24h after transduction or after puromycin selection for infected cells.

Colony formation assay. Plates were fixed and stained with 1.0 % crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich).

Immunoblot analysis. The following antibodies were used: anti-p53 and anti-p21 antibodies from Cell signaling and anti-actin antibodies from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, rabbit anti-phospho-S6 (Ser240/244) and (Ser235/236), mouse anti-S6, mouse anti-phospho-
p70 S6 kinase (Thr389), mouse anti-p21, rabbit anti-phospho-4E-BP1 (Thr37/46) from Cell Signaling; mouse anti-4E-BP1 from Invitrogen; mouse anti-p53 (Ab-6) from Calbiochem.

**Beta-galactosidase staining.** Beta-Gal staining was performed using Senescence-galactosidase staining kit (Cell Signaling Technology) according to manufacturer’s protocol.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Depletion of TSC2 converts quiescence into senescence in HT-p21-9 cells. (A) HT-p21-9 cells were transduced with control lentivirus (pLKO) or lentivirus expressing shTSC2 (sequence # 7, 8, 9) and selected with puromycin for 10 days and then immunoblot was performed. (B) HT-p21-9 cells were transduced with control pLKO or shTSC2 (and selected for 4 days with puromycin). Then 1000 cells were plated per 60-mm dishes and, the next day, were treated with nutlin-3a for 3 days. Then nutlin-3a was washed out and cells were cultivated in fresh medium for 8 days. Colonies were stained with crystal violet.

Supplemental Figure 2. Irreversible and reversible effects of nutlin-3a and rapamycin: Mel-10 and Mel-9 cells were incubated with 10 uM nutlin (N) and 500 nM rapamycin (R) for 4 day and then nutlin-3a was washed. After a week, cells were counted.
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No other protein shows such multiplicity and diversity of functions as the tumor suppressor p53 [1,2]. Initially, the role of p53 as “the guardian of the cellular genome” was considered to be providing protection from progression to malignancy. This was mediated by its function as a transcription factor of the genes controlling cell cycle and apoptosis [3]. Subsequent studies have identified a large variety of diverse genes regulated by p53. Among them are the genes modulating cellular senescence, DNA repair, oxidative stress, longevity, angiogenesis, differentiation, glycolysis, tumor motility and invasion, and even bone remodeling [1,2]. Independently of its transcription-regulatory mechanism p53 can also directly interact with proteins of Bcl2 family controlling the execution of apoptotic response [4].

It was recently reported that induction of cell senescence by ectopic expression of p21 (cell cycle arrest) from senescence to quiescence? In recent studies Demidenko et al., addressed this question and in elegant experiments the authors demonstrated the “paradoxical” capabilities of p53, one to suppress cell senescence by inducing quiescence and another, already known, to induce senescence [7]. Suppression of senescence paralleled by induction of quiescence by p53 required its transactivation function, and in analogy to rapamycin, was mediated, at least in part, by inhibition of mTOR pathway [8]. Further evidence on the involvement of mTOR pathway in the direction the cell undertakes to become either senescent or quiescent is provided in the article in the current issue of Aging [9] consistent with their prior findings, the authors in this article report that induction of cell cycle arrest in the WI-38-tert or HT-1080-p21 cells, in which nutlin-3a inhibited mTOR, led to quiescence rather than senescence. In contrast, augmentation of mTOR pathway led to induction of senescence [9]. The data collectively suggest that in the process of induction of cells senescence or quiescence the primary role of p53 is in arresting cells in the cell cycle. However, the ongoing cell growth (rRNA synthesis) in the arrested cells mediated by mTOR pathway is the deciding factor as to whether they undergo senescence (mTOR activation) or quiescence (mTOR inhibition). The factor responsible for the apparent “paradoxical” properties of p53 was the dual and separate function of this protein, one arresting cells in cell cycle and another, inhibiting mTOR [7].

Senescent cells are characterized by large cell/nuclear size and “flattened” morphology, a characteristic feature of growth imbalance. It was shown before that cellular content of RNA (of which 95% is rRNA) in cycling cells is > 10-fold higher than in quiescent cells [10]. In
contrast, the induction cell cycle arrest associated with the senescent phenotype is paralleled by several-fold rise in rRNA abundance [11]. It is also known that mTOR pathway regulates the synthesis of ribosomal components including the transcription and processing of pre-rRNA, expression of ribosomal proteins and the synthesis of 5SrRNA [12]. The critical role of mTOR is thus in adjusting the ribosome biogenesis and overall protein biosynthetic capacity (cell growth) to the signaling through the growth factors pathway and coordinating it with the rate of cell cycle progression. Within this context cell senescence can be characterized as the uncoupling of the rate of cell cycle progression and cell growth mediated by mTOR. Of interest is the observation that mTOR activity is accelerated in hematopoietic stem cells from old mice compared to young mice prompting the authors to suggest that mTOR inhibitors can be used to rejuvenate aging hematopoietic cells [13].

Not disregarded should be a possibility of regulation of cell senescence by p53 via induction of autophagy. Here again the diverse “paradoxical” properties of p53 have been observed, namely the induction of autophagy upon activation and expression of this protein above the basal level and inhibition of autophagy after its induction to the basal level [14]. This “paradoxical” effect of p53, which on the surface appears to be contradictory, was metaphorically compared with the two-faced Roman mythology God and named The “Janus of Autophagy” [15]. Considering how extensively intertwined are the pathways of autophagy, senescence, apoptosis and aging the elucidation of the mechanisms involved in the induction of senescence versus quiescence by p53 is additionally complicated. Inhibition of mTOR while it enhances autophagy and thus is expected to delay senescence may also be lethal to cancer cells [16]. Further studies are needed to resolve how the “Janus of Autophagy relates to the “Janus of Cell Senescence” or to the “Janus of Cell Quiescence”.
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The p53 tumor suppressor protein controls cell fate by inducing apoptosis or cell cycle arrest in response to cell stress [1]. Cell cycle arrest can be temporary (quiescent) or permanent (senescent) depending on p53 regulation [2,3]. Under normal conditions, p53 binds to MDM2, which transports the protein to the cytoplasm where it undergoes rapid proteosomal degradation. A class of chemotherapeutic molecules called Nutlins inhibit p53-MDM2 interaction, and can therefore be used to control p53 activity in cancer cells [4]. In this issue of Aging, Korotchkina et al make use of nutlin-3a to dissect the mechanism by which p53 induces cellular senescence and quiescence [5]. The group demonstrates that p53-mediated senescence is irreversible in cells that maintain mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) signaling. However, when mTOR signaling is inhibited, activation of p53 leads to quiescence (Figure 1). These findings may have broad implications because the mTOR pathway is dysregulated in many forms of cancer [6].

Establishing the mechanisms involved in cell cycle arrest and cell dormancy is critical for understanding cancer cell proliferation. Demidenko et al. have previously demonstrated that despite its ability to induce cell cycle arrest, in some cell types p53 is a suppressor, not an inducer of cellular senescence [7]. They have also shown that cells (HT-p21-9) induced into senescence using an ITPG-inducible p21 expression construct, were converted to quiescence in the presence of p53. In the same cells, nutlin-3a-induction of p53 caused reversible cell cycle arrest, and cells resumed proliferation after removal of nutlin-3a.

The same group has also demonstrated that when the cell cycle is blocked, activation of mTOR is required for induction of senescence. Addition of the TOR inhibitor rapamycin converted p21-induced senescent cells back to quiescence [7]. These findings suggest that activation of p53 sets in motion cell cycle arrest, after which its ability to exercise senescence is dependent on its interaction with the mTOR pathway. Senescence is achieved if p53 is incapable of disabling mTOR. Therefore, activating both mTOR and p53 in order to achieve a permanent state of cell dormancy, may prove to be a promising therapeutic strategy for treating cancer. In their current study, Korotchkina et al further explore the role of mTOR as a senescence-inducing factor. They show that nutlin-3a-induced senescent cells converted to a quiescent state when mTOR was inactivated with rapamycin (Figure 1). Furthermore, the authors show that in p53-mediated quiescent cells, depletion of TSC2, a negative regulator of mTOR, results in conversion to senescence. This body of work may also offer explanations as to the role that p53 plays in aging. Others have shown that p53 function declines with age [8,9], and mild activation of p53 may increase the lifespan of mice [10]. It will be interesting to further determine the interactions between p53 and mTOR in both models of cancer and aging.
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Figure 1. *p53*-induced senescence or quiescence. Cell stress factors or nutlin-3a activates p53. Rapamycin treatment inhibits mTOR signaling and cells enter a reversible quiescent state. ShTSC2-mediated activation of mTOR sends cells into senescence.
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Abstract: Development of agents that suppress aging (aging suppressants) requires quantification of cellular senescence. Cellular senescence in vitro is characterized by a large cell morphology and permanent loss of proliferative potential. When HT-1080 cells were arrested by p21, they continued to grow exponentially in size and became hypertrophic with a 15-fold increase in the protein content per cell. These changes were mirrored by accumulation of GFP (driven by CMV promoter) per cell, which also served as a marker of cellular hypertrophy. Preservation of proliferative potential (competence) was measured by an increase in live cell number, when p21 was switched off. While modestly decreasing hypertrophy in p21-arrested cells, rapamycin considerably preserved competence, converting senescence into quiescence. Preservation of proliferative potential (competence) correlated with inhibition of S6 phosphorylation by rapamycin. When p21 was switched off, competent cells, by resuming proliferation, became progressively less hypertrophic. Preservation of proliferative potential is a sensitive and quantitative measure of suppression of mTOR-driven senescence.

INTRODUCTION

In cell culture, cellular senescence is usually defined as a state of irreversible cell cycle arrest [1, 2]. Hence, cellular senescence is sometimes confused with growth inhibition. Here we will use the term ‘growth’ as an increase in cellular mass, regardless of whether cells proliferate or not. Intriguingly, Ras, MEK and serum, which stimulate growth-promoting pathways, contribute to and facilitate cellular senescence [3-6]. In theory, cellular senescence is caused by inappropriate activation of growth-promoting pathways, when actual growth is impossible [7, 8]. In proliferating cells, growth-promoting mTOR (Target of Rapamycin) and MAPK (Mitogen-activated Protein Kinase) pathways drive both cellular mass growth and cell cycle progression. When the cell cycle is blocked by either p21 or p16, growth-stimulation via mTOR leads to cellular senescence [9]. Serum withdrawal, PI-3K, mTOR and MEK inhibitors, all decreased mTOR activity and prevented permanent loss of proliferative potential [10, 11]. The term “permanent loss of proliferative potential” means that, even when p21 and p16 were shut off, cells cannot resume proliferation [12]. Inhibitors of mTOR such as rapamycin preserved proliferative potential [9-11]. To avoid confusions, we stress that rapamycin does not stimulate proliferation, does not abrogate cell cycle arrest caused by p21 and does not force cells to by-pass cell cycle arrest. Rapamycin converts senescence (an
irreversible condition) into quiescence (a reversible condition). It is still unknown whether rapamycin suppresses senescence in a dose-dependent manner and whether this suppression correlates with the degree of mTOR inhibition.

Another common marker of cell senescence is a large cell morphology (hypertrophy). Cellular hypertrophy is usually measured as a cell diameter. Given that volume (or cell mass) is proportional to the cube of diameter, then the amount of protein per cell (cell mass) may be a more sensitive parameter than cell diameter. For example if diameter is increased 2-fold, cell mass is increased 8-fold. In theory, cell mass could be estimated as an amount of any fluorescent protein such as green fluorescent protein (GFP), expressed by a constitutive viral promoter such as CMV promoter. If the cell cycle is blocked but cells continue to grow in size, then GFP should accumulate. Here we tested this prediction. Independently from our study, a clone of HT-p21 cells, known as p21-9, had been stably transfected with CMV-EGFP [13, 14, 15] and thus expresses enhanced GFP. We predict that induction of p21 by IPTG should increase GFP per cell, as a marker of cellular hypertrophy. Given cell-doubling time of 20 hours, there should be a 10-14 fold increase in GFP/cell in 3 days. Here, we confirmed this prediction. We further investigated the link between mTOR activity, cellular hypertrophy and loss of proliferative potential. We found that preservation of proliferative (competence) was the most sensitive marker of mTOR inhibition, easily detectable even at concentrations of rapamycin when inhibition of mTOR was marginal.

**RESULTS**

**Exponential mass-growth precedes senescence**

A number of proliferating cells increased exponentially (with a doubling time 20-24 h). As previously described, induction of p21 by IPTG caused G1 and G2 arrest [1, 4, 5], completely blocking cell proliferation (Figure 1). p21-arrested cells continued to grow in size, becoming hypertrophic. Since the cells contained CMV-driven EGFP, we measured both protein and GFP. Per well, amounts of GFP and protein were increased almost exponentially with or without IPTG (Figure 2). Per cell, amounts of GFP and protein were increased only for IPTG-treated (non-dividing) cells (Figure 3). For proliferating cells (no IPTG), GFP per cell and protein per cell remained constant (Figure 3), because mass growth was balanced by cell division. In contrast, in IPTG-treated cells, protein/cell and GFP/cell increased almost exponentially for 3 days (Figure 3). During induction of senescence by IPTG, cellular mass continued to increase but was not balanced by cell division. In all cases, protein and GFP correlated (Figure 3), making GFP per cell a convenient marker of cellular hypertrophy.

![Figure 1. Inhibition of cell proliferation by IPTG.](image1)

**Figure 1. Inhibition of cell proliferation by IPTG.** Closed bars: HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG (+IPTG). Cells do not proliferate. Open bars: Untreated HT-p21 cells. Exponentially proliferating cells. Cells were counted daily.

![Figure 2. Total cellular mass growth during senescence induction.](image2)

**Figure 2. Total cellular mass growth during senescence induction.** HT-p21 cells were grown in 60 mm wells and soluble protein and GFP were measured daily. Closed bars: HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG (+IPTG). Open bars: Untreated HT-p21 cells (-IPTG). In both proliferating (-IPTG) and non-proliferating (+IPTG) conditions, protein per well and GFP per well were increasing. In panel B, protein was measured in duplicate and shown without standard deviations, therefore statistical difference between −IPTG and + IPTG should not be considered. The panel simply illustrates exponential growth in both conditions.
However, we could not reliably measure protein levels at such low cell densities. At regular cell densities, rapamycin (500 nM) reduced cellular hypertrophy by 30%–40% (Figure 5A and data not shown). Two markers of hypertrophy (protein/cell and GFP/cell) correlated (Figure 5A). The anti-hypertrophic effect of rapamycin was not statistically significant at concentrations of rapamycin below 20 nM. At first, this was puzzling given that rapamycin inhibits the mTOR pathway at low concentrations in many cell types. Therefore, we investigated a dose response of mTOR inhibition by measuring S6 phosphorylation, a marker of mTOR activity. In agreement with anti-hypertrophic effects, rapamycin inhibited S6 phosphorylation at concentrations 20 nM or higher, achieving maximal effects at 100 nM-500 nM (Figure 5B). Thus, inhibition of S6 phosphorylation and inhibition of hypertrophy correlated, explaining the requirements of high concentration (100-500 nM) of rapamycin for anti-hypertrophic effects in this particular cell line.

**Figure 3.** **Cellular hypertrophy during senescence induction.** HT-p21 cells were grown in 60 mm wells and cell numbers, soluble protein and GFP were measured daily. Closed bars: HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG (+IPTG). Open bars: Untreated HT-p21 cells (-IPTG). Protein per cell and GFP per cell were constant in proliferating (-IPTG) cells. Protein per cell and GFP per cell increased exponentially in non-proliferating (+IPTG) cells.

Although that was not the goal of our study, our data can explain how induction of p21 can induce GFP without trans-activating CMV promoter: by inhibiting cell cycle without inhibiting cell growth. Furthermore, the notion that GFP per cell is a marker of hypertrophy yields 2 predictions. First, mutant p21 that cannot bind CDKs and thus cannot arrest cell cycle will not induce GFP. Second, anti-hypertrophic agents such as rapamycin will reduce GFP per cell without abrogating cell cycle arrest.

**Dose dependent suppression of cellular hypertrophy**

We next investigated the effects of rapamycin on hypertrophy of senescent cells. Cells were induced to senesce by IPTG in the presence (+R) or the absence of rapamycin. On days 3 and 5 effects of rapamycin on cellular hypertrophy were evaluated. By microscopy, the anti-hypertrophic effect of rapamycin was the most evident at low cell densities (such as 1000 cells per 60-mm dish) because there was a sufficient space for IPTG-treated cells to grow in size in the absence of rapamycin (Figure 4). However, we could not reliably measure protein levels at such low cell densities. At regular cell densities, rapamycin (500 nM) reduced cellular hypertrophy by 30%–40% (Figure 5A and data not shown). Two markers of hypertrophy (protein/cell and GFP/cell) correlated (Figure 5A). The anti-hypertrophic effect of rapamycin was not statistically significant at concentrations of rapamycin below 20 nM. At first, this was puzzling given that rapamycin inhibits the mTOR pathway at low concentrations in many cell types. Therefore, we investigated a dose response of mTOR inhibition by measuring S6 phosphorylation, a marker of mTOR activity. In agreement with anti-hypertrophic effects, rapamycin inhibited S6 phosphorylation at concentrations 20 nM or higher, achieving maximal effects at 100 nM-500 nM (Figure 5B). Thus, inhibition of S6 phosphorylation and inhibition of hypertrophy correlated, explaining the requirements of high concentration (100-500 nM) of rapamycin for anti-hypertrophic effects in this particular cell line.

**Figure 4.** **Visualization of cellular hypertrophy.** HT-p21 cells express enhanced green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the constitutive viral CMV promoter. Expression of GFP per cell is a marker of cellular hypertrophy. Low cell density – 2 thousand cells were plated in 100 mm dish and treated with either IPTG or IPTG + Rapamycin.

**Dose-dependent preservation of cellular competence**

Rapamycin preserves proliferative potential in arrested cell, meaning that cells can successfully divide when the arrest is lifted. But rapamycin does not induce proliferation and in contrast can cause quiescence (in some cell types). To clearly distinguish the potential to proliferate (competence) and actual proliferation, we introduce terms competence and incompetence (permanent loss of proliferative potential associated with cellular senescence). In HT-1080 cells, rapamycin preserves competence during cell cycle arrest caused by [10]. Unlike senescent cells, quiescent cells are competent.
Figure 5. Correlation between S6 phosphorylation, hypertrophy and loss of proliferative potential in senescent cells. HT-p21 cells were plated in 6 well plates and treated with IPTG plus the increasing concentrations of rapamycin (from 0.16 to 500 nM). At concentration 0, cells were treated with IPTG alone. (A) Cellular hypertrophy: protein and GFP. After 3 days, soluble protein and GFP were measured per well. [Note: in non-proliferating cells, protein/well is a measure of protein/cells]. Results are shown as percent of IPTG alone (0) without rapamycin. (B) After 3 days, cells were lysed and immunobloted for p-S6, S6 and p21. (C) PC: preservation of proliferative competence. After 3 days, cells were washed to remove IPTG and RAPA. Cells were incubated for additional 5 days in the fresh medium and then were counted. Results are shown as percent of IPTG alone (0) without rapamycin.

We have demonstrated previously that rapamycin preserved cellular competence (the ability to proliferate after p21 is switched off) in IPTG-arrested HT-p21 cells [10]. We performed these experiments using rapamycin at concentration 500 nM [10], which completely inhibited S6 phosphorylation. Here we determined whether preservation of competence (PC) correlated with inhibition of S6 phosphorylation and the anti-hypertrophic effect of rapamycin. Cells were treated with IPTG and increasing concentrations of rapamycin ranging from 0 to 500 nM (Figure 5 C). After 3 days, IPTG was washed out, thus allowing the cells to proliferate, and after another 5 days cells were counted. As expected, the IPTG-treated cells became incompetent, whereas rapamycin suppressed incompetence (Figure 5 C). Remarkably, preservation of competence was detectable at lower concentrations of rapamycin than those that inhibited either S6 phosphorylation or cellular hypertrophy. In part, such a higher sensitivity of a PC-test compared with inhibition of hypertrophy may be due to the relative magnitudes of the effects (30% inhibition of hypertrophy versus 800% PC). Perhaps even a transient inhibition of mTOR (missed by immunoblot) detectably increased competence. Consistent with this explanation, even when rapamycin was added with delay, preservation of competence was detectable [10].

Exponential proliferation of competent cells

In the presence of IPTG (with or without rapamycin), the cells did not proliferate and did not form colonies. When IPTG was washed out, 3-5% cells remained competent even without rapamycin [10] and Figure 6. Colonies grew in size, while the number of colonies was almost unchanged (Figure 6). Rapamycin increased a number of colonies (a number of competent cells) almost 10- fold. We further compared the proliferative
quality of competent cells remained after treatment with IPTG either without or with rapamycin (I/w and I+R/w, respectively). In I/w and I+R/w conditions, the number of cells started to increase exponentially after 1 day and 3 days, respectively (Figure 7). After 6 days, both curves (I/w and I+R/w) became parallel. The curve “I+R/w” was just shifted to the right on approximately 3 days (Figure 7). This corresponded to a 10-fold difference in an initial number of competent cells, if their doubling time was around one day. Noteworthy, this also corresponds to the initial difference in the number of competent cells as determined by colony formation (Figure 6). Also, both in I/w and I+R/w conditions, doubling time of the competent cells was around 20-24 hours, similar to the proliferative rate of the untreated cells.

Reversal of hypertrophy during proliferation of competent cells

Rapamycin decreased cellular hypertrophy approximately 30% in IPTG treated cells (Figure 5A). When IPTG and rapamycin were washed out, there was a lag period about 24-30 hrs for competent cells to undergo first division (supplementary movie will be available at). During the lag period, cells grew in size, because rapamycin was washed out. Consequently, as measured by GFP per cell (Figure 8A), rapamycin-treated cells reached the size of the cells treated with IPTG alone (Figure 8A: I/w and I+R/w at day one). Similarly, as measured by protein per cell, the cells treated with IPTG plus rapamycin become fully hypertrophic at day one after wash (data not shown). Despite regaining hypertrophy, IPTG+rapamycin-treated cells remained competent (Figures 6, 7). This indicates that hypertrophy was not a cause of proliferative incompetence in IPTG-treated cells. When competent cells divided, GFP per cell decreased (Figure 8 B). In agreement, there was a marked difference in cell morphology of typical cells in both conditions (Figure 9). Under I/w conditions, most of the cells were still large and flat, expressing beta-Gal staining. Under I+R/w conditions, predominant cells were with a small-cell morphology and beta-Gal-negative. These cells formed colonies, indicating that they acquired non-senescent morphology due to proliferation (Figure 10 C). In contrast, senescent cells that did not resume proliferation remained large (Figure 10 C). Competent cells, while proliferating and forming colonies, became smaller in size (Figure 10 C). Eventually, the average cell size dropped to normal levels under I+R/w conditions, coincident with a decrease in both the amount of protein/cell and GFP/cell (Supplemental Figure 2), indicating that both are markers of cellular hypertrophy. Despite reversal of hypertrophy and a drop in GFP/cell, the amount of total GFP and protein per well increased due to cell proliferation (Figure 8 B and data not shown).

Figure 6. Clonal proliferation of competent cells. HT-p16 cells were plated in 100-mm plates. The next day, 50 μM IPTG with or without rapamycin, if indicated (RAPA), was added. After 3 days, the plates were washed to remove IPTG and RAPA. (A) Photographs. Upper panel: On days 5 and 8 (after IPTG removal), plates were fixed, stained and photographed. Lower panel: On days 5 and 8 (after IPTG removal), plates were fixed, stained and photographed. (B) Number of colonies. On days 6, 7, 8 and 9 (after IPTG removal), plates were fixed, stained and photographed. The number of colonies was counted and results are shown as percent of plated cells in log-scale.
Figure 7. The dynamics of cell numbers. 500 HT-p21 cells were plated in 12 well plates. On the next day, either IPTG alone (I) or IPTG plus rapamycin (I+R) were added. After 3 days, plates were washed (I/w and I+R/w) or left unwashed. Cells were counted at days 1, 3, 6 and 9. Upper panel: linear-scale. Lower panel: log-scale. Open and closed squares: IPTG and IPTG plus Rapa, respectively. Open and closed circles: IPTG washed (I/w) and IPTG plus Rapa washed (I+R/w), respectively. In the presence of IPTG (open squares) and IPTG plus rapamycin (closed squares), the cells did not proliferate.

DISCUSSION

Acting in concert, three conditions can contribute to cellular hypertrophy: cell cycle arrest, continuous protein synthesis and insufficient autophagy. When the cell cycle was blocked by p21, HT-p21 cells grew in size almost exponentially for 3 days, eventually becoming senescent. In parallel with protein content, the amount of GFP (driven by the CMV promoter) per cell was increased up to 15-20-fold in senescent cells, an increase that may be a marker of cellular hypertrophy.

Why cells did not grow in size indefinitely while turning into senescent cells? First, cellular growth may become counter-balanced by autophagy. This is likely, given the increase in beta-Gal staining and vacuolarization in senescent cells and the recent finding that autophagy is activated several days after senescence induction, coincident with spontaneous deactivation of the PI-3K/mTOR pathway [16]. We also observed dephosphorylation of S6, when IPTG-treated cells became terminally-senescent (MS in preparation). Also, senescent cells may become compensatory insensitive to growth factors.

Rapamycin modestly (30-40%) suppressed cellular hypertrophy and dramatically (10-fold) increased the number of competent (for proliferation) cells. When competent cells were released from p21-induced block, they first grow in size for one day (before division) and then...
then divided. This indicates that hypertrophy per se does not preclude normal mitosis. While dividing and proliferating, such cells became progressively smaller. This recovery phase is a mirror image of the senescence-induction phase, in which cells grow without division.

How can we explain preservation of mitotic competence by rapamycin? This unlikely results from the anti-hypertrophic effect of rapamycin, given that after rapamycin removal competent cells ‘catch up’ in size with other cells. We suggest that mitotic incompetence is not caused by hypertrophy but rather hypertrophy and incompetence are independent hallmarks of cellular aging. We hypothesize that mitotic incompetence may result from cellular hyper-activation during cell cycle arrest. Activated mTOR and MAPK pathways may force cell cycle progression despite p21-induced arrest, causing abortive S-phase entry. In fact, cyclin D1 is highly elevated in senescent cells [9] and Rb is depleted [17]. In principle elevation of cyclins and depletion of Rb may allow p21-arrested cells to enter S-phase, thus damaging the cell. Perhaps, premature cell cycle progression and mitotic incompetence are two sides of the same coin: overactivation of growth promoting and mitogen-activated pathways during cell cycle arrest. Then unscheduled S phase re-entry might be preventable by rapamycin. This hypothesis is under investigation. Noteworthy, rapamycin blocks pseudo-DNA damage response, associated with cellular overactivation [18]. Another hallmark of cellular over-activation in senescent cells is hyper-secretory and pro-inflammatory phenotype, characterized by production of cytokins, mitogens and proteases [19-26]. Needless to say, rapamycin is an anti-inflammatory drug and is labeled for use (at high doses) as immunosuppressant in the clinic. It was suggested that rapamycin as an anti-aging drug will extend healthy and maximal lifespan in humans [27-31].

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell lines and reagents. In HT-p21 cells, p21 expression can be turned on or off using isopropyl-thio-galactosidase (IPTG) [14, 15]. HT-p21 cells were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with FC2 serum. Rapamycin was obtained from LC Laboratories and dissolved in DMSO as 2 mM solution and was used at final concentration of 500 nM, unless otherwise indicated. IPTG and FC2 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). IPTG was dissolved in water as 50 mg/ml stock solution and used in cell culture at final concentration of 50 µg/ml.

Immunoblot analysis. Cells were lysed and soluble proteins were harvested as previously described [9]. Immunoblot analysis was performed using mouse monoclonal anti-p21, mouse monoclonal anti-phospho-S6 Ser240/244 (Cell Signaling, MA, USA), rabbit polyclonal anti-S6 (Cell Signaling, MA, USA) and mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin Ab as previously described [9].
Cell counting. Cells were counted on a Coulter Z1 cell counter (Hialeah, FL).

Colony formation assay. Two thousand HT-p21 cells were plated per 100 mm dishes. On the next day, cells were treated with 50 μg/ml IPTG and/or 500 nM rapamycin, as indicated. After 3 days, the medium was removed; cells were washed and cultivated in the fresh medium. When colonies become visible, plates were fixed and stained with 0.1% crystal violet (Sigma). Plates were photographed and the number of colonies were determined as previously described [9].

SA–Gal staining. Cells were fixed for 5 min in beta-galactosidase fixative (2 % formaldehyde; 0.2% glutaraldehyde in PBS), and washed in PBS and stained in -galactosidase solution (1 mg/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-beta-gal (X-gal) in 5 mM potassium ferricyamide, 5 mM potassium ferrocyanide, 2 mM MgCl2 in PBS) at 37 °C until beta-Gal staining become visible in either experiment or control plates. Thereafter, cells were washed in PBS, and the number of -galactosidase activity-positive cells (blue staining) were counted under bright field illumination.
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**SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES**

**Figure S1.** Induction of p21 by IPTG. HT-p21 cells were plated in 6 well plates and treated with IPTG with or without rapamycin as indicated. The next day, cells were lysed and immunoblot for p-S6, S6 and p21 was performed as described in Methods. IPTG dramatically induced p21, without affecting S6 phosphorylation, whereas rapamycin inhibited S6 phosphorylation, without affecting p21 induction.

**Figure S2.** Loss of hypertrophy following release. HT-p21 cells were treated with IPTG plus 500 nM rapamycin for 3 days. Then the cells were washed and the cells were incubated in the fresh medium without drugs. At indicated days, soluble protein, GFP and cell numbers were measured per well. Protein (pr) per cell and GFP per cell were calculated and plotted in arbitrary units.